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Preface

This 11th issue of the CBM Progress Report continues the good tradition, to annually document the efforts and
activities of the CBM Collaboration towards the realization of their experimental project – the Compressed
Baryonic Matter Experiment at FAIR, giving insight into the various achievements in 2016 by a collection of
comprehensive articles.

The CBM Progress Report 2016 shows a large variety of activities carried during the last year. In 2016 the
FAIR project made substantial progress. The FAIR council on his meeting in June confirmed the financial com-
mitments of the shareholders for the realization of the FAIR Modularized Start Version (MSV). In September
the BMBF released 203 MEuro for civil construction, and only one week later the call for tenders went out for
excavation of the northern part of the FAIR construction site, which includes the ring tunnel, service buildings,
and the CBM cave. On the FAIR council meeting in December an integrated schedule for the FAIR project was
presented. Start of civil construction is expected for middle of 2017.

Within the CBM Collaboration, we proceeded in the technical development of software and hardware compo-
nents. An important milestone was the production of five prototype ASICs for the major CBM detector systems
which have been successfully tested. Another highlight was the successful beam time at CERN-SPS where
different prototype detectors have been tested and read-out with a common free-streaming data acquisition.
The CBM research program at SIS100 and our plans for the FAIR phase 0 activities at GSI, BNL and JINR have
been very positively evaluated by the joint GSI-FAIR Scientific Council. In 2016 we also made progress with the
collaboration contracts: in spring we concluded the contract on the PSD with INR Moscow, and in December
the contracts on the RICH with PNPI St. Petersburg and on the superconducting magnet with Budker Institute
in Novosibirsk have been signed.

This report shows the growing momenta inside the CBM Collaboration to turn from the planning to the con-
struction phase in the coming years.

We want to thank all the reviewres who helped putting together this report, as well as the editors of the previous
editions from who we inherited the technical and practical expertise to realize this document. We thank all
authors for their contribution to this report and to an exciting experimental project.

Darmstadt, March 2017

Ilya Selyuzhenkov and Alberica Toia, editors
Peter Senger, spokesman of the CBM Collaboration
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Status of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at FAIR

P. Senger and the CBM collaboration
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The physics program of the Compressed Baryonic Mat-
ter (CBM) experiment at FAIR is devoted to the explo-
ration of the QCD phase diagram in the region of high
baryon densities. In order to perform unique measure-
ments of multi-differential observables and rare diagnostic
probes, the CBM experiment is designed to be operated at
extremely high reaction rates of up to 10 MHz. Figure 1
presents a comparison of the interaction rates of existing
and future heavy-ion experiments as function of collision
energy. The key for high-rate operation are fast and ra-
diation hard detectors, a novel data read-out and analysis
concept including free streaming front-end electronics, and
a high performance computing cluster for online event se-
lection. In the following the status of the realization of the
CBM experiment components is briefly described.

Figure 1: Rate capabilities as function of collision energy
of existing experiments and experiments under construc-
tion.

Superconducting dipole magnet
A contract between FAIR and the Budker-Institute in

Novosibirsk has been signed on the construction of the
CBM dipole magnet. According to the current planning,
the magnet will be delivered to FAIR in 2020.

Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD)
In 2016, we have continued prototyping the 2nd and

3rd MVD stations by double-sided integration of thinned
CMOS pixel sensors on thin sheets of Thermal Pyrolytic

Graphite (PRESTO prototype, see Figure 2). Significant
progress was made in defining the new CBM-MVD sen-
sors MIMOSIS together with IPHC Strasbourg. Detailed
simulation studies have been initiated to identify bandwidth
bottlenecks for different physics cases (100 kHz 10AGeV
Au+Au, and 10 MHz 30 GeV p+Au collisions) and to op-
timize e.g. on-sensor data buffering and the number of
switchable parallel data links to cope with beam intensity
fluctuations and occupancy hot spots mainly due to delta
electrons. As a result, the time line for production steps of
MIMOSIS has been worked out. It was found that the oper-
ation of the CBM-MVD will not be influenced by radiation
damage due to thermal neutrons. An additional radiation
study has been performed with a fully depleted MAPS. The
sensor has been operated at a depletion voltage of 20 V, and
tolerated an equivalent dose of more than 5×1014neq/cm

2.

Figure 2: PRESTO: Prototyping of the integration and op-
eration of thinned pixel sensors on a carrier of Thermal Py-
rolytic Graphite (TPG), representing the 2nd and 3rd MVD
planes. Shown here: 2nd side (1st side fully equipped and
operational).

Silicon Tracking System (STS)
The Silicon Tracking System project achieved progress

in its different work groups. In fall 2016, the read-out chip
STS-XYTER was produced in its second revision, com-
patible with the CERN GBT protocol, and has been under
evaluation since. Complete mask sets with a coherent de-
sign of double-sided micro-strip sensors have been estab-
lished at two vendors, and small batches of prototype sen-
sors were produced. The quality assurance parameters and
procedures are defined. The assembly of sensors and elec-
tronics into detector modules has been further advanced,
utilizing optimized fixtures and full-size prototype micro-
cables. The assembly of detector ladders is progressing us-
ing precision tooling to attach the modules to industrially
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made carbon-fiber space frames. The system integration
work group developed a detailed model of the detector sys-
tem, allowing to address fine-tuning of its mechanical units,
of the ladder mounting and of the cooling of front-end and
powering electronics. A full-size mock-up of a quarter de-
tector unit is under preparation to test out solutions for the
routing of the services and their connection through the
thermal insulation walls to the supplies in the experimental
hall. Several non-irradiated prototype CBM microstrip sen-
sors were tested with a proton beam of 1.7 GeV/c at COSY
Research Center Jülich. The sensors were operated in a
dry nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures between -5 to -8
◦C, environmental conditions as later in the CBM Silicon
Tracking System. This was realized by mounting the sen-
sors and front-end electronics in a custom-built cold station
equipped with thermally insulating walls, integrated cool-
ing pipes circulating a cooler liquid, and an inlet of cold
gas (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Cold station with sensor and readout boards at
COSY.

Time-of-flight detector
The main activity in 2016 was the preparation and execu-

tion of the heavy-ion test beam at CERN SPS in Nov. - Dec.
with a free streaming DAQ system (see figure 4). A total of
11 MRPCs were operated in a Pb beam of 158 AGeV/c
together with a Diamond start counter and a large scale
prototype GEM detector. The readout chain comprised a
streaming system with the preamplifier PADI, the digitizer
GET4, the readout controller AFCK and the FLIB entry
cards to the FLES system running on the archive computer.

Figure 4: Arrangement of CBM TOF modules in the
CERN-SPS test beam campaign 2016.

Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector
An important step towards the final CBM RICH layout

was the design of a cylindrical photo-detector plane im-
proving its acceptance and performance. This new geom-
etry has been fully integrated in the RICH software, and
a complete mirror alignment correction software is being
developed. An improved prototype of the mirror wall has
been build and is under investigation concerning stability.
An important milestone in 2016 was the conclusion of the
collaboration contract with PNPI Gatchina on the design
and production of the RICH mechanics and the gas system.
More than 60% of the ordered MAPMTs have been deliv-
ered and tested showing overall an excellent quality. A first
prototype of the complete RICH readout chain is available
since mid of 2016 (see figure 5). HV supplies have been
purchased for about half the channels necessary for CBM,
which will be used for the upgrade of the HADES photo
detector (see below). A slow control system for HV, LV,
and monitoring of the environment (temperature, humidity,
magnetic field) has been set up.

Figure 5: The readout electronics for the RICH MAPMT.

Transition Radiation Detector
The technical design report has been completed and is

currently under review. A test setup consisting of 4 large
chambers (95 x 95 cm2) was build and successfully tested
at the CERN-SPS in Nov. 2016 (see figure 6). The cham-
bers correspond to the final design and it is planned to use
this setup also in miniCBM. New versions of the readout
ASIC have been developed. SPADIC v1.1 incorporates
fixes for the bugs identified in the previous tests and was
successfully tested at the CERN-SPS in Nov. 2016. Also,
the new version SPADIC v2.0 is available which imple-
ments the new readout protocol (as for STS-XYTER). The
corresponding firmware has been implemented and first
test were performed. The layout of the front-end-boards
is currently being finalized by the electronics workshops in
Frankfurt and Münster. On the Bucharest chamber proto-
types the new FASPRO free-running DAQ was tested for
the first time at the CERN-SPS. Laboratory tests with pro-
totypes using a high-intensity X-ray source have been per-
formed in Bucharest. Performance studies for intermediate
mass di-electron measurements have been done for the four
layer TRD configuration at SIS100.
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Figure 6: Prototype TRD test at the CERN-SPS

Muon Chamber system

Real-size prototype GEM chambers suitable for the first
MUCH station have been fabricated and tested at COSY
in Jülich using a proton beam and at the H4 beam line of
SPS with Pb+Pb collisions. At SPS, the chambers were
readout using a free-streaming DAQ system as it will be
used for main CBM experiment (see figure 7). A cooling
system prototype has been tested with GEM chambers. A
prototype RPC detector has been built using low resistivity-
bakelite for their possible use in the 3rd and 4th stations
of MUCH. The chamber will be tested using CBM elec-
tronics. Detailed simulation works have been done on the
performance-study of MUCH with trigger RPC on the 3rd
and 4th station. A prototype mechanical system for mount-
ing the MUCH chambers has been built, and parameters
like the gap between two absorbers and between detec-
tors are being studied. The first batch of STS (MUCH)-
XYTER, the readout ASIC for both STS and MUCH have
been produced and is under test now.

Figure 7: Test of full size prototype GEM detectors at the
CERN-SPS

Projectile Spectator Detector

The CBM PSD project has substantially progressed in
2016. At present, 19 PSD modules (out of 45) have been
fully assembled, and tests with cosmic rays at INR Moscow
are ongoing (see figure 8).

Figure 8: Fully assembled PSD module at INR Moscow

Joint chip production for CBM

In 2016 the development of readout chips for various
CBM detectors progressed substantially. A joined grand
CBM engineering run with preserieses of 6 different chip
designs for the subdetectors STS, TRD, MUCH and TOF
was realized. In total, 20 wafers have been produced yield-
ing: 930 STS-XYTER 2.0 ASICs for STS-and MUCH-
prototyping, more than 5000 GET4 TDC chips in two en-
gineering versions and 2500 PADI chips for the TOF de-
tector, to be employed in the first FAIR phase 0 experiment
application at BNL STAR, together with 550 pieces of each
of two engineering versions for the Spadic TRD readout.
One of the wafers diced into chips is shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: CBM wafer

CBM DAQ system

In 2016 we have developed the present DAQ system
which comprises AFCK boards, microTCA crates and a
Timing and Synchronisation System. The DAQ system
is able to synchronously read out free-streaming input
from the GET4 ASIC of the TOF detectors, and from the
nXYTER ASIC of the Silicon sensors and the GEM detec-
tors (MuCH). The international team which successfully
performed the test of the detectors and the common data
readout and acquisition system is shown in figure 10.
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Figure 10: Successful test of several prototype detectors
and free-streaming DAQ at the CERN-SPS performed by a
team consisting of groups from China, India, Germany and
Romania.

CBM software developments

In the year 2016, substantial progress was made in
the development of CBM software towards the simula-
tion and reconstruction of free-streaming data. The de-
tector response simulation of the trigger detector systems
(STS, MUCH and TOF) now delivers a data stream logi-
cally equivalent to that expected from the real experiment.
The software framework was developed such as to accom-
modate both time-based and event-based data simultane-
ously, which allowed to integrate and test different ver-
sions of time-based reconstruction software in one environ-
ment. While developments of time-based reconstruction
algorithms started already some years ago, emphasis was
now put on building events out of the data stream, both on
the base of raw data and on the base of reconstructed tracks.
These reconstructed events, each of which in the ideal case
corresponds to one real interaction in the target, serve as
input for high-level physics analysis. The problem of over-
lapping events at highest interaction rates was addressed
by studying the possibility to reconstruct multiple primary
vertices inside one event. Trigger studies were performed
for multi-strange hyperons and anti-hyperons, using recon-
structed STS and TOF data. Several approaches for a fast
trigger decision for charmonium using MUCH data only
(without prior reconstruction of the STS) were developed
and implemented. The physics simulations and perfor-
mance studies were extended to hyper-nuclei and weak de-
cays involving neutral particles in the final state using the
missing-mass method. For di-electrons, it was shown that
the signal-to-background ratio in the low-mass region is
significantly improved with the use of the MVD. The fea-
sibility of neutral meson reconstruction was studied with
both the ECAL and via photon conversion in the STS ma-
terial. For the studies of flow and correlations, work on an
analysis framework solving common issues like event char-
acterisation in terms of centrality and event plane angle has
started.

FAIR phase 0 projects
According to the current FAIR schedule, the first beam

from SIS100 will be available in 2024. Several CBM de-
tector systems will be partly ready already much earlier.
For example, more than 400 of the CBM-RICH photomul-
tipliers will be installed in the HADES experiment to be
used in the intermediate research program at GSI in the
years 2018-2021. The complete mechanics for the new
HADES photo-detector has been built and was integrated
in a test stand at GSI (see figure 11). This support will carry
the Multi-Anode PMTs including electronics. The photon-
detector has been implemented into the HADES software,
and the CBM ring finding routines have been imported.

Figure 11: Final HADES photo detector frame which will
support the 408 MAPMTs and electronics.

Moreover, it is foreseen to install about 10% of the TOF-
RPC modules at the STAR detector at RHIC in order to par-
ticipate in the Beam-Energy Scan II in 2019/20. Prototype
TOF detectors have been already installed in the STAR ex-
periment and have been tested with beam (see figure12).

Figure 12: : Installation of an endcap TOF module in the
STAR experiment. The module houses 2 MRPC counters
with 32 readout strips each.

In addition, it is planned to install 4 prototype stations
of the Silicon Tracking System together with the CBM
Projectile Spectator Detector at the BM@N experiment at
JINR in Dubna for commissioning and data taking until
2021. Moreover, the performance of a prototype PSD is
alsop tested at the NA61/SHINE experiment at the CERN-
SPS.
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3D calculations for enlarged CBM superconducting dipole magnet.

P.G. Akishin1, V.V. Ivanov1, V.P. Ladygin2, and A.I. Malakhov2

1LIT-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2LHEP-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation

The H-type superconducting dipole magnet is a central
part of the CBM experiment detection system [1]. It has to
provide a vertical magnetic field with a bending power of
∼1 T·m over a length of 1 m from the target and a stray
field in the region of the RICH photon detector of about 5-
10 mT. New design of STS requires to enlarge the vertical
aperture of the magnet up to 1440 mm.

Figure 1: 3D model for the CBM SC dipole magnet with
the enlarged vertical aperture.

The magnetic field calculations have been performed us-
ing 3D TOSCA code [2]. One half of a 3D model for CBM
SC dipole magnet with enlarged aperture is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The current density is taken as 43.93A/mm2, which
provides the total current through one coil of 1.121 MA
[1].

Figure 2: The vertical component of the magnetic field dis-
tribution for the electon version of the CBM detector.

The vertical magnetic field component By distribution
along the beam direction for the electon version of the
CBM detector is presented in Figure 2. The maximal value
of the By component is ∼1.08 T with the field integral of
∼0.9792 T·m. In the case of muon version of the CBM

detector the maximal By component and field integral are
∼1.06 T and ∼0.9616 T·m, respectively. The magnetic
field maps for extended aperture have been created for the
muon and electron options of the CBM experiment.

Figure 3: Distribution of the magnetic field in the area of
the RICH shielding box.

The magnetic shielding box design for reducing the stray
field level in region of photon sensors has been proposed in
[3]. Exactly the same shape of box has been used in present
calculation. The shielding box for RICH photodetectors
needs to have holes for high-voltage, low-voltage, signal
cables and air flow for cooling the electronics. The cables
will be taken out of the box to the sides. The box needs
also to have holes on the top side for cooling with air. The
holes break the screening high field from the dipole magnet
into the box. This is the reason to locate large holes on
the box sides where field value is less. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the absolute value of magnetic field inside
the shielding box for the CBM magnet with the vertical
aperture of 1440 mm. The calculation demonstrates that
the magnetic field in the photocatode plane of the PMTs
does not exceed ∼1 mT.

The authors are grateful to Ch.Pauly and W.F.J.Mueller
for their interest in this study and detailed analysis of the
simulation results.
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CBM superconducting dipole magnet with the enlarged aperture.

Yu.V. Gusakov1, A.V. Bychkov1, P.K. Kurilkin1, V.P. Ladygin1, A.I. Malakhov1, and A.V. Shabunov1

1LHEP-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The H-type CBM superconducting dipole magnet [1]
with the vertical aperture of 1400 mm has to provide the
vertical magnetic field with a bending power of 1 T·m on
the length 1 m from the target. It is provided by the operat-
ing current of 686 A. However, new design of STS requires
to enlarge the vertical aperture of the magnet.

Figure 1: Distribution of the forces acting on the coil.

Figure 2: Distribution of the magnetic field in the coil.

The ANSYS [2] calculations have been performed for
the CBM magnet vertical gap of 1400 mm, 1440 mm and
1550 mm with the operating current of 686 A, 732 A and
875 A, respectively, to provide the field integral of 1 T·m.
The distributions of the vertical force acting on the coil
and magnetic field in the coil are presented in Fig.1 and
Fig.2, respectively. The vertical force and magnetic field

values are ∼2.87 MN and 3.72 T, respectively, for the ver-
tical aperture of the CBM magnet of 1440 mm.

Figure 3: 3D model view of the feed box for upper coil
with the current leads, turbo molecular pump and helium
pipe.

The view of the feed box for upper coil with the cur-
rent leads and helium pipe of CBM superconducting dipole
magnet is presented in Fig.3. Each of the sections includes
an inner helium vessel, thermal shield and vacuum vessel.
The vacuum vessel has flanges for connecting to the exter-
nal cryogenic line, the turbo molecular pump, two 1000 A
current leads, the multipin feedthrough with plug connec-
tors, the safety valve of the vessel and the warm multipur-
pose helium line (quench gas collection). Also, the vacuum
vessel and the heat shield have a large diameter access hole
to connect pipes of the external cryogenic line with helium
pipes of coils. All these connections are made by means
flexible metal hoses. Internal helium vessel containing 10
liters of liquid helium, and has four flanges.
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3D calculation for the CBM magnet quench protection system.

P. Kurilkin1, P. Szwangruber2, E. Floch2, F. Toral3, A. Bychkov1, Yu. Gusakov1, V. Ladygin1,
A. Malakhov1, and A. Shabunov1

1LHEP-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain

CBM dipole magnet

The H-type superconducting magnet [1] of the CBM
experiment is designed to provide a vertical magnetic field
with bending power of 1 Tm over a length of 1 m from the
target. The maximum energy storage is evaluated as 5.15
MJ when the operating current of the CBM magnet is rated
at 686 A. A 3D model of the magnet with the support is
presented in figure 1. Calculations have been performed to
design the coil case, the coil vessel, the support links and
the quench protection scheme for the CBM superconduct-
ing dipole magnet [2]- [8]. The code TOSCA [9] was used
for calculating electromagnetic forces exerted on the coil,
while the structural analysis was made using the code AN-
SYS [10].

3D Quench simulation for CBM magnet

The 3D quench calculations for the CBM magnet coil
have been carried out by two numerical programs based on
the finite-difference method. One of them is used currently
at GSI and its detailed description can be found in [11].The
other (SQUID) based on CIEMAT numerical code [12] was
adapted to perform the quench simulation for the CBM
magnet. The magnet coil is represented as a straight slab
with a length equal to the average turn length. A regular
mesh is applied to the slab so that the cross section of the
one mesh element equal to the cross-section of the insu-
lated conductor. Longitudinally, the coil is divided into a
number of slices which define a mesh element size. The
material properties are homogeneous within each mesh el-
ement.

The calculations take into account the inductance func-
tion Ld(I)[1]. The 3D SQUID program takes into account
the real field map distribution in the coil and two layer of
conductor insulation (0.1 mm Kapton, 0.2 mm G10).

Quench protection system

Earlier, the 3D quench calculations [6]- [8] have been
performed to optimize the behavior of the winding of the
magnet during the quench. The quench protection system
for the CMB magnet will be based on the extraction of the
energy stored in the magnet via a dump resistor Rd (see
figure 2). The details can be found in [1]. The dump resis-
tor is connected in parallel to the magnet and it is always
on.

In case of the quench the magnet will be disconnected
from the power supply and the magnet current will be

Figure 1: 3D view of CBM dipole magnet with the support.

Figure 2: Quench detection and protection scheme (includ-
ing power supply and voltage taps.

Figure 3: Quench detection time sequence.
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Figure 4: 3D quench calculation of the CBM dipole magnet
– the magnet current and the hot-spot temperature.

Figure 5: 3D quench calculation of the CBM dipole magnet
– the quench voltage.

dumped via the dump resistor. The quench detection time
sequence is presented schematically in figure 2. A few cal-
culations were performed for the power supply team, which
works on the power converter specification. The detection
voltage threshold (V th) was varied from 0.6 V to 14 V.
The favored mechanical switch has an opening time (to)
of 300 ms. Validation time (tv) is equal to 10 ms. Fig-
ure 4 presents the time dependence of the magnet current
and hot-spot temperature with the use V th = 0.6V and
V th = 14V . The 2.1 Ohm dump resistor is also taken into
account in the calculations. The maximal ”hot-spot” tem-
perature in the coil is about 87 K, when V th = 14V . The
time dependence of quench voltage is shown in figure 5.
The quench voltage does not exceed the 250 V using the
V th = 14V . The maximum voltage across the magnet
(1441 V) occurs when the dump resistor turns on.

Conclusion

The designed superconducting dipole magnet will be
a unique component of CBM detector setup due to a large
pole gap and wide horizontal opening.

The quench protection system will be based on the en-
ergy evacuation from the 2.1 Ω dump resistor. The 3D cal-
culations were made for the several values of the detection
voltage threshold to estimate the behavior of the magnet
coil during the quench.
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Micro Vertex Detector - Summary

C. Müntz1 and the CBM MVD working group
1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany

The MVD team has continued working on sensor
integration (with PRESTO and contributions to small
acceptance vertex detector of NA61 at CERN), radiation
hardness studies (the impact of thermal neutrons on Boron
doped Silicon) and the layout and design of the new CBM
pixel sensor MIMOSIS together with IPHC Strasbourg
(focus on digital readout).

Sensor Integration In 2016, we have continued pro-
totyping the 2nd and 3rd MVD station by double-sided
integration of thinned CMOS pixel sensors on thin sheets
of Thermal Pyrolytic Graphite (PRESTO prototype).
Having achieved longterm operation of PRESTO (first side
integrated) in vacuum, we are in the process to improve
steps of integration and quality assessment to further
increase the yield. Here we took profit from integrating a
number of sensors for the NA61 vertex detector prototype,
which has been successfully taken into operation at CERN
in winter 2016.

Radiation Hardness Radiation hardness of CMOS
monolithic pixel sensors was further assessed with a
focus on the role of thermal neutrons causing damage
due to Boron doping, and to which extend the NIEL
model is still valid for neutrons at such low energy. It is
concluded that the fission of Boron after (cold) neutron
absorption substantially increases the damage. However,
the operation of the CBM-MVD will not be influenced by
thermal neutrons due to the moderate fluence expected.
We observed that thermal neutrons cause an unexpected
acceptor removal in the sensing medium of the silicon,
which cannot be explained within the NIEL model and
might therefore be of general interest. An additional study
aimed to estimate the tolerance of a first, fully depleted
CMOS pixel sensor (CPS) to neutron radiation. The sensor
was designed at IPHC Strasbourg and found to hold a
depletion voltage of up to 20 V. Depletion increases the
radiation hardness with respect to signal removal by bulk
defects to > 5 × 1014neq/cm

2. However, cooling to
about -50 ◦C is required to control the increased leakage
currents of the pixel diodes. Moreover, a study carried
out within the NA61 collaboration under participation of
the CBM-MVD group provided an upper limit for the
radiation damage caused by primary beam ions in CPS.

Sensor and performance simulations Significant
progress has been made in defining the new CBM-MVD
sensors MIMOSIS together with IPHC Strasbourg. The
CBM pixel sensor requests a refined pixel design, featur-

ing in-pixel discriminators and improved radiation hard-
ness, which enables high-intensity physics runs in a fixed-
target geometry. The latter causes non-uniform occupan-
cies, mainly due to delta-electrons in the Au+Au case,
which can be coped with by e.g. implementing an internal
bus with a bandwidth of 20 GBit/s. Currently, the con-
ceptual design of the digital part of MIMOSIS is being
scrutinized. As part of this work package, detailed sim-
ulation studies have been initiated to identify bandwidth
bottlenecks for different physics cases (100 kHz 10 AGeV
Au+Au, and 10 MHz 30 GeV p+Au collisions) and to op-
timize on-sensor data buffering as well as the number of
switchable parallel data links to cope with intensity fluctu-
ations and occupancy hot spots. As a result, the timeline
for production steps of MIMOSIS has been worked out.
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Status of the CBM-MVD station precursor PRESTO

M. Koziel1, P. Klaus1, C. Müntz1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM-MVD Collaboration
1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI Darmstadt, Germany

Sensor Integration When integrating touchy sensors on
carriers, the yield represents a vital assembly parameter
and drives the optimization of quality assessment (QA). In
2015, the first side of the PRESTO module (comprising six
50 µm thin MIMOSA-26 AHR sensors) was assembled [1].
After assembly, five out of six sensors were functional.
Note, all sensors have been subject to probe testing with
dedicated needle cards and test procedures prior to integra-
tion. One half of the sixth sensor worked well while the re-
maining half did not produce any data. With time, an addi-
tional sensor started to exhibit malfunctioning. Despite vi-
sual inspection did not reveal problems with the sensors or
wire bonding, we extensively examined our wire-bonding
hardware and procedures. The latter pointed to a possi-
ble weakness originating from edging of bond wedges and
Al-wire. After replacing the hardware components, wire-
bonds from the two mentioned sensors were taken off and
replaced. As a result, one of the two malfunctioning sen-
sors was recovered. The other one, where output data were
not produced, did not change its behavior.

We therefore associate the malfunction of this particular
sensor to be caused by improper handling during the
assembly process. After considering all tests related to
the first side of PRESTO to be accomplished, we have
focused meanwhile on the assembly of the second side.
It hosts three rows of sensors, each populated with three
50 µm thin MIMOSA-26. For this side, sensors based
on low- and high-resistivity substrates were chosen. The
use of low-resistivity is motivated by reserving the high-
resistivity based devices for other projects. Some sensors
with minor malfunctions, revealed during the probe test
campaign, were also placed on purpose. We hope to trace
the possible development of these malfunctions during
each of the integration steps. Figure 1 shows the newly
equipped front side of PRESTO.

Continuous Operation and Control System The
long-term operation of PRESTO was assessed in our
vacuum vessel during summer 2016. A 24/7 readout was
achieved for several weeks. This campaign helped us
decide which metrics to monitor and which software and
hardware interlock systems to employ to prevent system
failure. During the run, a custom software solution was
used to gather relevant metrics such as electrical sensor
currents, module temperature, vacuum pressure, cooling
system status. Some further metrics from the data stream
that should be monitored include e.g. cluster multiplicities,
local hit rates and occupied bandwidth. To do so, an EPICS
based control and monitoring system is currently under

planning and will soon put into operation in a pilot system
to be evaluated when operating the then fully equipped
PRESTO. Later, it shall serve the full CBM-MVD as
control and monitoring solution.

Cooling System and Planning Systematic cooling stud-
ies are now under way for PRESTO and for the later full
MVD. New equipment was put into operation to increase
the performance and fully characterize the cooling system.
This includes a water cooling pump for pressure boost,
temperature sensors for the cooling medium, flow meters,
and pressure gauges in the next expansion stage. Some of
those systems might be excluded from the final MVD to
make the cooling system less prone to malfunction. For
now, they are required to fully characterize the properties
of our system.

Figure 1: Configuration of sensors assembled on the front
side of the PRESTO module. First side assembled with
sensors and flex cables.

Conclusion Extensive tests of the first-side assembly of
PRESTO were conducted in 2016. They triggered many
activities, e.g. optimization of QA, development of the
monitoring and control system for the MVD, and eval-
uations of the cooling system. The latest progress on
PRESTO – the integration of the second side – is under
way.
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Online data preprocessing for the CBM Mirco Vertex Detector

Qiyan Li1, M. Deveaux1, J. Michel1, C. Müntz1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM-MVD Collaboration
1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The CBM Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) is being de-
signed to handle 105 Au+Au or 107 p+Au collisions/s.
Weakly decaying particles like Hyperons or D Mesons will
be identified in real time by means of a free streaming
DAQ system, the FLES, which includes stages for event
reconstruction and decay topology identification. To ful-
fill this task with the available computing resources, each
processing step has to be optimized for low CPU load and
bandwidth consumption. This does also hold for the clus-
ter finding of the MVD. The current CBMRoot/C++ code
was estimated to consume up to 80% of the CPU-power of
the FLES once being confronted with a realistic data rate.
To reduce this load, we tested strategies to perform prepro-
cessing of the data before sending it to the computing farm.

A first stage of the proposed preprocessing is already
integrated in the CMOS Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors
used in the MVD. The MIMOSA-26 pixel sensor used for
our test includes circuits for signal discrimination, on-chip
zero suppression and one-dimensional cluster finding. The
second stage as discussed in this work comprises full clus-
ter finding and encoding on free resources of the FPGAs
controlling the sensors. The related algorithm was required
to match the available FPGA resources and to keep all in-
formation on cluster shapes without increasing the data vol-
ume and bandwidth.

In a first step, we found a way to encode reconstructed
clusters into one 32 bit word per cluster. Tests showed that
the protocol encodes 99.99% of the clusters recorded dur-
ing beam test data of the MVD-prototype with MIMOSA-
26 without loss of information [1, 2]. A VHDL module do-
ing cluster finding and encoding was designed and tested
successfully with the TRB2 board [3]. Real time cluster
finding was demonstrated by operating it with a MIMOSA-
26 sensor, which was illuminated with a β-source. To test
the accuracy of this cluster finding, the output was stored
together with its raw data, which was processed with the
C++ reference code in a next step. The clusters recorded
with both chains were compared for 260k frames. They
were found to agree for physics data while some patholog-
ical signatures, as e.g. caused by a broken line, were re-
jected by the FPGA code. The output of the FPGA showed
a mild compression of 14% w.r.t. the raw data (see Fig-
ure 1), which matches our requirements. The CPU time
for the remaining steps to be done with C++ at the FLES
(C++ cluster finding vs. unpacking of the encoded cluster
information) was compared. Note that in both cases the
first processing stage was carried out by the sensor . The
low occupancy reached with the β-source causes a bias in
favor of the offline processing. Nevertheless, the FPGA-

Figure 1: Data size per frame for a MIMOSA-26 exposed
to β-rays (raw data vs. FPGA-encoded clusters).

Figure 2: The CPU time per frame (decoding of FPGA-
encoded clusters vs. C++ cluster finding).

processing reduces the remaining CPU load by a factor of
four (see Figure 2).

The explorative study presented here demonstrates that
the proposed strategy is suited to reduce the load of the
FLES. It remains to be adapted to the internal data pro-
cessing of the final MVD sensor, which is currently under
design.
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Radiation damage by neutron capture in boron doped silicon sensors

B. Linnik1, T. Bus1, M. Deveaux1, D. Doering1, A. Yazgili1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM-MVD
Collaboration

1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI Darmstadt, Germany

The active medium of CMOS Monolithic Active Pixel
Sensors (MAPS), as envisaged for the CBM Micro Ver-
tex Detector (MVD), is formed from p-doped silicon.
Besides being affected by fast hadrons, this medium
might be subject to damage from thermal neutrons,
which dissociate the boron dopants via the reaction
n + 10B→7Li + 4He + 2.8 MeV. The impact of this ef-
fect was tested experimentally and found being incom-
patible with the Non Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL) hy-
pothesis, which is commonly used for dosimetry.

The tolerance of MAPS to non-ionizing radiation dam-
age has been extensively studied with fast ∼ 1 MeV reac-
tor neutrons in accordance with the NIEL (Non-Ionizing-
Energy-Loss) model [1]. This model assumes that radiation
damage, which is caused by the neutrons removing atoms
from their location in the silicon crystal, scales with the ra-
diation energy. Despite the validity of the model is known
to be limited by its ignorance to defect chemistry, it is com-
monly used for dosimetry for silicon sensors. Tables [2] are
used to normalize the damage caused by different sources
of radiation with respect to the one of 1 MeV neutrons, the
so-called neutron equivalence.

The large cross sections of neutron induced fission of
10B is not considered in those tables. We studied, if poten-
tial additional radiation damage may occur, which might
e.g. endanger the operation of the CBM-MVD. The study
was performed with MIMOSA-19 sensors provided by the
PICSEL group of IPHC Strasbourg. The sensors were man-
ufactured in the 0.35 µm AMS OPTO process and feature a
14 µm thick epitaxial layer with an anticipated p-doping of
few 1015/cm3. The 196 × 196 3T-pixels with 12x12 µm2

pitch have L-shaped diodes with 39.6 µm2 surface. The
doping of the substrate of the P-Well is likely∼ 1019/cm3.
Fission products created in the P-well can travel into and
damage the epitaxial layer, as our simulations showed.

The sensors were, at room temperature, irradiated with
neutrons at the FRM II Research Neutron Source. Either
a direct fission spectrum (MEDAPP beam line, Epeak =
2 MeV) or cold neutrons (PGAA beam line, Epeak =
1.8×10−3 eV) were used for irradiation. The sensors were
bonded hereafter for testing. They were illuminated with
the X-ray sources 55Fe (5.9 keV) and 109Cd (22.1 keV),
measuring the corresponding amplitude spectrum. This
amplitude is typically reduced with increasing radiation
dose as the radiation damage reduces the charge collection
efficiency (CCE) of MAPS, which can be deduced from the
amplitude spectrum [3]. In accordance with the NIEL hy-
pothesis, we have assumed that this would be observed also
for the sensors exposed to cold neutrons.

Figure 1: The charge collection efficiency ”CCE4” for the
four most significant pixels in a 5x5 cluster window.

The results are depicted in figure 1. The sensors ir-
radiated at MEDAPP (1 MeV neutrons) exhibit the ex-
pected decrease of the average CCE with increasing radia-
tion dose. The the sensors irradiated at PGAA (cold neu-
trons) show an unexpected increase of the CCE, which can-
not be explained within the NIEL model. A more detailed
study of the experimental findings revealed that the sensors
irradiated with cold neutrons show signatures of a strong
acceptor removal. This reduces the doping of the sensing
volume, which is known to increase the CCE [3]. This is
not observed for the fission neutrons up to the highest doses
applied.

The results prove that cold and thermal neutrons do not
endanger the operation of the CBM-MVD. More impor-
tantly, they suggest that the response of sensors with p-
doped sensing volume to neutron radiation changes in a
qualitative way depending on the neutron energy. This cre-
ates a so far unknown exception for the NIEL model, which
is likely of general interest in silicon detector physics.
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Cooling studies with thermal pyrolytic graphite for the CBM-MVD

D. Mijatovic1, M. Koziel1, P. Klaus1, C. Müntz1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM-MVD Collaboration
1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI Darmstadt, Germany

The CBM Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) comprises four
planar detector stations, each divided in quadrants, and
equipped with dedicated pixel sensors. Their operation re-
sults in about 300 W of total heat input. The challeng-
ing material budget of the stations (< 0.5% X0) in com-
bination with the operation in vacuum asks for an elabo-
rated cooling concept. It is based on conductive cooling
inside the geometrical acceptance employing thin sheets
of high-performance materials as sensors carriers, featur-
ing heat conductivities in the order of four times the one
of copper, like poly-crystalline CVD-Diamond and Ther-
mal Pyrolytic Graphite (TPG) [1]. These carriers guide
the heat to actively cooled heat sinks outside the accep-
tance. This report presents systematic studies on the in situ
cooling performance of MVD quadrants, with a focus on
assessing TPG carriers of different thicknesses. Note, the
in-plane heat conductivity of TPG is about 1600 W/mK
at room temperature, and less than 20 W/mK perpendicu-
lar to the surface. Figure 1 (left) depicts the setup geome-
try by showing the temperature distribution on a TPG sen-
sor carrier of the 3rd station attached to a actively cooled
Aluminum heat sink, measured by the IR camera (Vario
Cam). The heat load (in the order of 700 mW/cm2) was
mimicked by sheets of Kapton heaters, operated in a stan-
dardized vacuum test stand. The thermal performance was

Figure 1: Left: IR image of a 500 µm thin 8× 8 cm2 TPG
carrier attached to the heat sink, heat load of 15 W applied
180 s, Tcooling fluid = 15 ◦C, the heat sink was not cor-
rected for emissivity. Right: Temperature along diagonal
coordinate, both TPG thicknesses, Tcooling fluid = 25 ◦C,
after 10 s of heating.

quantitatively characterized by analyzing temperature dif-
ferences and heating curves of TPG sheets with different
thicknesses (254 and 500 µm), shown in figures 1 (right)
and 2, respectively. Fitting the temperature rise during the
first 10 s (”fast”) with ∝ (1 − exp(−t/τ)) results in τfast
of 3-4.5 s, almost independent of the TPG thickness. This
fast time constant is in agreement with the above mentioned

Figure 2: Heat-up curves of TPG carriers of two differ-
ent thicknesses in vacuum, measured in the point depicted
fig. 1, Tcooling fluid = 25 ◦C, relative adjustment of curves
at t = 0 s. Broken lines: Exponential fits to initial and sat-
urating time range, see text.

outstanding in-plane heat conductivity of TPG, a result de-
rived from solving the equation of heat conductivity [2]. A
second common time constant of τslow ≈ 45 s character-
izes the saturation phase.

In summary, a standardized test stand was set into op-
eration to characterize the cooling performance of CBM-
MVD quadrants. First results on the cooling performance,
given by both, the material properties of TPG (τfast) and
the power to evacuate the heat from the carrier (τslow),
have been derived by measuring characteristic time con-
stants of heating curves. The measured time constant τfast
underlines the excellent thermal performance of this mate-
rial. Temperature differences and τslow offer a quantitative
assessment to further improve the heat evacuation and se-
lecting the optimum TPG thickness. Next campaigns will
focus on characterizing Parylen-coated TPG, even thinner
pyrolytic graphite foils (PGS) and pCVD-Diamond. They
will be complemented by and compared to thermal CAD
simulations aiming at optimizing the contact to the heat
sink and its design.
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Estimating the required data bandwidth of the CBM-MVD pixel sensors

P. Sitzmann1, M. Deveaux1, J. Michel1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM-MVD Collaboration
1Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI Darmstadt, Germany

The Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) of CBM is designed
to operate at interaction rates of up to 100 kHz Au-Au col-
lisions (10 AGeV) and up to 10 MHz p-Au collisions (30
GeV). The CBM experiment will run with a free stream-
ing triggerless readout. The limited time resolution of the
CMOS Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) envis-
aged for this detector causes a pile-up in the detector. This
will lead to a maximum number of processable hits per
readout cycle and hence, impacts the the quality of the track
reconstruction, especially when operating the first MVD
station placed 5 cm downstream of the target.

Recent progresses in CMOS processes allow for inte-
grating discriminators into the pixel cell of MAPS. There-
fore one may replace the previously considered rolling
shutter readout by a priority encoder. This modification im-
proves the time resolution of the sensors by about one order
of magnitude, which has the potential to alleviate the pile-
up problem substantially. It was decided to derive the CBM
sensor MIMOSIS from a related sensor design, which was
developed for the ALICE ITS upgrade [1]. The radiation
tolerance and rate capability of the ALICE sensor has to
be improved by about one order of magnitude to match
the demanding requirements of CBM. The necessary de-
sign modifications are conducted by the IPHC Strasbourg
team, which include adapting the sensor to the mechanical
integration concept of the CBM MVD.

To do so, a new internal readout structure is being de-
signed for MIMOSIS (see fig. 1). It provides three stages
of data buffering. The 64, so-called region buffers each
receive discriminated digital data from 16 columns of 504
pixels. Four neighboring region buffers concentrate their
data towards one super region buffer, which forwards it to
one central elastic buffer. This solution balances the in-
homogeneous occupancy of the sensors, a distinct feature
of a fixed-target setup. Moreover, the elastic buffer flat-
tens peaks in the data rate as caused by fast beam fluctua-
tion. Both steps reduce the required external bandwidth of
the sensors to a maximum of eight parallel 320 Mbps data
links. In order to reduce the power dissipation some of the
data links may be deactivated for those sensors featuring
low occupancy.

The validity of the concept was confirmed with CBM-
Root simulations for collision rates of 100 kHz (10 AGeV
Au+Au) and 10 MHz (30 GeV p+Au). A security margin
of a factor of three was considered in order to account for
beam fluctuations. The delta electrons kicked out by the Au
ions from the target was found to dominate the sensor oc-
cupancy in the Au+Au case. The required buffer memory
was computed, assuming 5 µs readout time per frame. The

Figure 1: Sketch of the readout layout of the future MIMO-
SIS sensors.

Component Average 3 x av. Available
Region 10 30 100
Superregion 37 111 400
El. buffer input 345 1035 3200
Ext. links 345 – 800

Table 1: Simulation: Required and available buffer mem-
ory and bandwidth in units of 16 bit words. The entries
labeled “3 x av.” represent average peak data rates caused
by beam intensity fluctuations

bandwidth of the data links (except for the external link)
was assumed to allow for evacuating the full buffer during
one readout cycle. The overhead caused by headers and
trailers has been accounted for.

The results of the study are listed in tab. 1 and they hold
for the most exposed sensor of the first MVD station. The
memory layout and the bandwidth are found sufficient for
a reliable future operation at the anticipated collision rates.
However, this promising result holds only for a detector
operation with full magnetic field. Some physics cases call
for reducing this field. This turns into a reduced deflec-
tion of delta electrons and thus to a higher local occupancy.
The consequences of the field reduction is currently being
studied. First and preliminary results suggest that the peak
occupancy increases by a factor of two reaching the limits
of the capabilities of the sensor.
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Silicon Tracking System - Summary

H. R. Schmidt1, J. M. Heuser2, and the CBM STS working group
1STS Project Leader, Universität Tübingen, Germany; 2STS Technical Coordinator, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The Silicon Tracking System (STS) is the central de-
tector of the CBM experiment. Located in the gap of the
1 Tm dipole magnet, its task is to provide track reconstruc-
tion and momentum determination of the charged particles
originating from beam-target interactions. In this summary,
we give a brief overview of the STS components and the
progress made in the past year. 2017 is a decisive year
for the STS project, as it is foreseen to submit Production
Readiness Reports for several STS components.

Description of the STS detector system

The STS detector system will employ, depending on
the technical solution, up to 1200 double-sided silicon mi-
crostrip sensors arranged on eight tracking layers. The typ-
ical track multiplicity reaches up to 700 per central Au+Au
collision in the aperture of 2.5◦ < θ < 25◦ which cor-
responds to a rapidity range from mid rapidity to close to
beam rapidity. A design momentum resolution of dp/p ≈
1.5% is achieved by a a readout strip pitch of 58 µm, yield-
ing a single-hit resolution of about 25 µm. The momen-
tum resolution is only limited by multiple scattering. Thus,
one of the prime goals is the minimization of the mate-
rial budget in the acceptance region. The STS is laid out
such that front-end read-out electronics, cooling and me-
chanical infrastructure are located outside of the detector
acceptance. Thus, specially designed low-mass micro ca-
bles are used to transfer signals from the double-sided sen-
sors to the front-end electronics. Charged particle rates of
about 10 MHz per cm2 are expected in the innermost re-
gions of the STS. They fall off quickly in the outer regions
of the STS. Different sensors sizes (6 cm width accommo-
dating 1024 strips per side, and 2, 4, 6 and 12 cm height,
corresponding to the strip lengths) where chosen to keep
maximum strip occupancies at the level of a few percent.
The running scenario of the experiment results in a fluence
of up to 1 × 1014 cm−2 1-MeV neutron equivalent in the
innermost regions of the STS. The sensors need to be op-
erated at up to 500 V bias and at a temperature of around
-5 ◦C to limit radiation damage induced leakage currents.

Progress on Sensors

Double-sided silicon microstrip sensors for the CBM
STS (Heuser et al.) are now available as small series proto-
types in 4 different form factors: 6.2 cm width and 2.2,
4.2, 6.2 and 12.4 cm height. Two manufacturers have
been identified for series production: CiS Erfurt and Hama-
matsu. Processing on 6” wafers, pre-requisite for fabricat-
ing the largest sensor, is standard at Hamamatsu and being

put into operation at CiS next to the established 4” produc-
tion line.

Sensor properties have been studied systematically
(Bertini et al.). Several test procedures were developed
to characterise the sensors bulk properties as well a strip
by strip, e.g., to check for pinholes. Functional modules,
i.e. sensors, micro cables and readout chip, were tested at
KINR, Kiev (Dobishuk et al.). Due to the non-availability
of STS-XYTER2 ASIC, 2 BEETLE 128 channel readout
chips were connected to the cable and the amplitude distri-
bution of MIPS and the corresponding signal-to-noise ra-
tios have been determined. In a laboratory setup, different
strip-to-readout connection schemes of were investigated
(Momot et al.). The figure of merit, the signal-to-noise ra-
tio, was found similar for one-to-one connections and con-
nections with a floating strip between the read-out strips.
The charge collection efficiency of the prototype sensors
has been measured in beam test experiment with a proton
beam of 1.7 GeV/c, which is close to a MIP (Teklishyn et
al.). The sensors were kept at -10 ◦C to reduce the current
and noise, close to the anticipated future experimental con-
ditions. Further beam tests with a deutron beam from the
Nuclotron were performed at JINR, Dubna (Dementyev et
al.). In a long term test presently prepared at the Tübingen
Van de Graaf accelerator (Friske et al.) the DD fusion reac-
tions is employed to investigate the radiation damage pro-
file for irradiation with neutron intensities which do not ex-
ceed the future CBM experimental flux by large factors as
this is the case in reactor neutron irradiation campaigns.

Progress on Readout Electronics

The STS/MUCH-XYTER v2 ASIC, engineered at AGH
University, is now available as a fully functional 128 chan-
nel prototype. About 1000 ASICs, produced in an en-
gineering run, have been delivered to GSI. To verify the
chip’s features, a LabView controlled test setup has been
developed at AGH (Zubrzycka et al.). Currently, the
STS/MUCH-XYTER v2 ASIC undergoes extensive test at
various institutes (Kasinski et al.). At the same time, a
setup is establish which features the full readout chain of
the sensors (Rodriguez Rodriguez et al.).

Progress on Micro Cables

The configuration of micro-cable stack was optimised
(Soyk et al.) with respect to the strip capacitance value us-
ing FEM tools. Two flex micro-cable designs are currently
prototyped and produced in smaller batches. The first type
one is based on a stack of two single layer flex cables with
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aluminium traces. More than 1000 microcables of dif-
ferent length for CBM-STS detector modules and demon-
strators have been developed, manufactured and delivered
(Borshchov et al.). The mechanical and electrial proper-
ties of the cables are charactized at GSI and University of
Tübingen (Simons et al., Panasenko et al.). As an alter-
native, a double-sided flex cable with copper traces on the
top and bottom sides is being developed. First 18 cm long
samples of the copper flex cables have been delivered and
electrically characterized (Blank et al.). The measured ca-
pacitance of the copper cable surrounded by air was found
to be 0.44 pF/cm, similar to the capacitance of the Al-based
cables from LTU.

Progress on Testing and Quality Assurance of
Module Components

A prerequisite for the assembly of functional modules is
a rigorous quality assurance (QA) of the components, i.e.,
sensors, micro-cables and readout ASICs. For these parts,
elaborate QA procedures have been further developed: em-
ploying optical methods (Lavrik et al.), the geometry of the
sensors have been measured with a precision of ≈ 1 µm
at Tübingen University. Also, methods have been devel-
oped to scan the micro cables for defective strips. This will
allow, in the future, to automatize the QA of the cable pro-
duction. Employing a custom-built automated probe sta-
tion, the capacitances of both sensors and and the micro
cables were determined systematically (Panasenko et al.).
The measured values are within specs and warrant the an-
ticipated signal-to-noise ratio.

Progress on Module and Ladder Assembly

The task for 2017 is to develop viable assembly pro-
cedures for modules and ladders. To investigate the as-
sembly procedures, a non-functional module demonstrator
was built by LTU Ltd. in collaboration with JINR, Dubna
(Borshchov et al., A. Sheremetev et al.) The demonstra-
tor allows to run through various assembly configurations,
i.e., different sensor sizes and cable lengths. Similarly,
dummy modules have been assembled at the GSI detec-
tor laboratory (Simons et al.). During the assembly of the
module, numerous technological questions related to, e.g.,
bonding, sensor handling and glueing could be answered.
Moreover, these modules serve to equip a STS quarter unit
demonstrator with modules and ladders. Ladder assem-
bly strategies and technologies are being developed both
at GSI (Frankenfeld et al.) and at JINR, Dubna (Vorin et
al.). The task here ist to glue the sensors of a module, us-
ing so-called L-legs, to a light-weight carbon fibre frame
with a precision better then 100 µm. Prototypes of these
carbon fibre supports frames have been recently produced
using an industrial process (Niebur et al.). The required as-
sembly precision is investigated by simulations (Das et al).
Here different misalignment scenarios are introduced to the
software and the effect onto the track reconstruction per-

formance is tested. The limits of software based correction
of the misalignment are evaluated based in the Millepede
software package.

Progress on System Integration
The STS system integration effort aims at a detector

setup that can be installed in the gap of the super conduct-
ing dipole magnet and taken out for system maintenance.
At present, the mechanical structures, which hold the lad-
ders in place and form the 8-layer detector plane, are in a
prototyping stage (Vasylyev et al.). A demonstrator (quar-
ter) unit with all relevant features (ladder fixtures, cool-
ing plates and FEB boxes, cable routing) is in preparation.
A CAD view of the STS station mechanics is shown on the
STS chapter’s title page.

Progress on Cooling
To remove the dissipated heat of 35 kW of the front-

end electronics is, under the space constraints of the STS-
detector, a formidable challenge. The chosen cooling tech-
nology is based of biphase liquid CO2. The target operat-
ing temperature of -5 ◦C for the sensors required a careful
optimization of the thermal management. The thermal in-
terfaces from the heat producing ASICs on the front-end
board to the tubes with circulating CO2 are being simu-
lated and verified in an experimental setup (Agarwal et al.).
A small insulation box has been build to house a single
sensor in a thermally controlled environment (Lymanets et
al.). This assembly will serve for in-beam tests of single
sensors.
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Status of micro-strip sensor development for the CBM Silicon Tracking System

J. M. Heuser1, C. J. Schmidt1, C. Sturm1, A. Lymanets1,5, O. Bertini1, M. Teklyshin2,5, Ie. Momot3,1,5,
H. Malygina3,1,5, P. Larionov3,4, and Y. Murin6

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2FAIR, Darmstadt, Germany; 3Goethe Universität, Frankfurt, Germany;
4now at INFN-LNF, Frascati, Italy; 5KINR, Kiev, Ukraine; 6JINR, Dubna, Russia

Double-sided silicon microstrip sensor technology will
be employed in CBM’s Silicon Tracking System as one of
the measures to achieve two-coordinate track-point deter-
mination with high spatial resolution and high momentum
resolution through a minimized material budget [1]. De-
pending on their positions within the eight tracking sta-
tions, the sensors have been designed in four geometrical
shapes. They have the same total width and numbers of
strips but differ in the lengths of the strip-shaped electrodes,
matched to the particle densities in the respective detector
region. The main sensor parameters have been listed e.g. in
reference [2]. Here shall be emphasized only: a) the thick-
ness (285/320 ±15 µm, vendor dependent), b) the outer di-
mensions (6.2 cm width; 2.2, 4.2, 6.2 and 12.4 cm height)
and c) the strip lengths (2, 4, 6 and 12 cm), yielding 1024
strips of 58 µm pitch per sensor side. Front-and back-side
strips are arranged under a 7.5 degree stereo angle. The
short angled corner strips of the p-side are interconnected
via routing lines on a second metal layer to allow read-out
of the entire sensor from one sensor edge.

The production masks, established together with the two
vendors, have been further advanced with respect to sev-
eral important details. Small series of sensors have been
realized through GSI and JINR purchase orders incorporat-
ing those improvements. They include e.g. multiple guard
rings on the sensors’ n-sides, with the intention to further
increase operaration voltage limits, and perimeter lines be-
ing compatible with “stealth” laser dicing also at CiS to
yield high-precision mechanical dimensions. Processing
on 6” wafers, pre-requisite for fabricating the largest sen-
sor, is standard at Hamamatsu and being put into operation
at CiS next to the established 4” production line.

The assessment of the sensors has been advanced fur-
ther. Quality assurance procedures, equipment and work
sharing have been nearly finalized and documented. A test
with non-irradiated sensors under anticipated thermal op-
erating conditions (T=-5 ◦C) was carried out at COSY, Re-
search Center Jülich, using a proton beam at close to min-
imum ionizing energy. Sensor samples have been altered
with protons to beyond the end-of-life neutron equivalent
fluence at the irradiation facility of the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT). The performance of the sensors with
respect to ionizing radiation was addressed in a compre-
hensive CBM workshop at KIT bringing together silicon
detector experts from different experiments and vendors.
A STS project-internal workshop will take place at GSI in
March 2017 to define the roadmap for sensor production
readiness.

Figure 1: Microstrip sensors for the CBM Silicon Tracking
System produced in the four major shapes (6.2 by 2.2, 4.2,
6.2 and 12.4 cm outer dimensions).

Figure 2: Close-up views of the most recent microstrip sen-
sors, showing the strip segmentation on two sensor sides,
the double-metal routing lines (magnified in the inlet) and
sensor edge structures including multiple guard rings.
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Systematic study of sensor properties

O. Bertini1 and A. Lymanets1,2

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2KINR, Kiev, Ukraine

The Silicon Tracking System (STS) is main tracking de-
tector of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) exper-
iment providing tracking information of charged particles
trajectories. The STS will consist of about 900 double-
sided silicon microstrip sensors in four different sizes.
Complicated fabrication technology of double-sided sili-
con sensors and large-scale production requires a solid and
efficient quality assurance procedure of every sensor before
connecting it to readout electronics [1].

The vendors of the present prototype sensors, CiS and
Hamamatsu, provide results of bulk electrical tests. Since
the leakage current value strongly depends on the temper-
ature during the measurement, a calibration procedure has
been developed in order to compare the results. As it is
shown in Fig. 1 leakage current measurements after being
scaled to 20◦C are in good agreement with vendor’s data.
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Figure 1: Comparison of leakage current measurements
provided by a vendor (CiS) with tests performed at GSI,
here for sensor type CBM06C2, batch 350714, wafer 18.

Another parameter which demonstrates functionality of
the sensors is called slope and is defined as the ratio of the
leakage current at 150 V to the current at 100 V. It pro-
vides information about how the leakage current changes
between the depletion voltage (max. ∼ 100 V) and the ex-
pected operation voltage (∼ 150 V). If the slope is steep,
the sensor is already in a hard breakdown. The comparison
of the slope between vendor’s data and measurements at
GSI is presented in Fig. 2. Compared to the direct leakage
current measurements, the slope demonstrates the health of
the sensors independently of the temperature measurement.

The strip quality tests are particularly important for iden-
tifikation of strip defects that can develop during fabrica-
tion, transportation or handling of sensors. The results of
pinhole test of coupling capacitors are provided by the ven-
dors as well. An automated strip test procedure has been
developed and the test stand assembled in the clean room
environment at GSI [2]. Newest prototype sensors of type

Figure 2: Measured slope compared with vendors’ data.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the pinhole tests with vendor in-
formation for the latest prototype sensor CBM06. Top:
N-side; bottom: P-side.

CBM06 have been tested there; the results for one sensor
are shown in Fig. 3. New pinholes have been detected on
the N-side of the sensor (Fig. 3, top) which demonstrates
the necessity of sensor parameters verification shortly be-
fore sensor will be connected to readout electronics.
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Sensor quality assurance: capacitance measurements
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We already reported [1] on the development of a custom-
built automatic probe station for the microstrip sensors
quality assurance (QA) of the CBM experiment. It was
used to perform in-depth measurements of the capacitances
which are important for the operation of double-sided mi-
crostrip sensors. Sensors of the CBM06 type from CiS [2]
and Hamamatsu [3] were under investigation.

Experimental set-up

We have measured interstrip, coupling and backplane ca-
pacitances as a function of strip number, frequency and bias
voltage using the experimental set-up and techniques de-
scribed in [4]. In total 7 sensors were tested and 9 more
sensors are currrently being measured.

Results

Backplane capacitance

The capacitance between a single implant strip and
the backplane of the sensor can be obtained from CV
measurements. Also, this measurement was used to
determine full depletion voltage (VFD). The results are
summarized in the table below where H and C in the sensor
type correspond to Hamamatsu and CiS, respectively.

Sensor ID Type VFD, V Cb, pF/cm
10938-1609-5 H04DM 70.2 0.18
10938-2695-2 H06SM 67.0 0.17
10938-4440-58 H06DM 74.3 0.18
10938-4440-60 H06DM 67.4 0.18
331827-3 C06SM 78.1 0.21
350714-06-1 C02DM 70.2 0.22
351139-23 C04DM 70.2 0.21

Coupling capacitance

The coupling capacitance Cc is the capacitance between
the strip implant and the read-out aluminum strip. Mea-
surements have shown that coupling capacitance has a
strong frequency dependence. It can be explained consid-
ering the sensor as an extended network of capacitors and
resistors [5, 6]. The network simulator SPICE [7] was used
to reproduce and understand frequency dependence of the
measured capacitance and to extract frequency independent
values. The experimental and simulated results are plotted
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Coupling capacitance for p-side strips of a CiS
6x6 cm2 sensor as function of frequency (measurements
and SPICE simulation).

The strip implant resistance was also extracted from the
simulation and is 92 kOhm/cm and 49 kOhm/cm for Hama-
matsu and CiS sensors, respectively. A bias voltage scan of
the coupling capacitance showed that it is practically in-
dependent of the biasing conditions for p-side strips and
saturates after full depletion for n-side strips. The coupling
capacitance was measured for all 1024 strips on each side
of every sensor (14336 strips in total) and the experimental
results are summarized in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Experimental values of the coupling capacitance
for all tested sensors.
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Interstrip capacitance
The interstrip capacitance Cis is the main contribution

to the input capacitance of the FEE, therefore it determines
the noise performance of the FEE. Figure 3 shows the ex-
perimental and simulated results for frequency dependence
of the interstrip capacitance (between two adjacent strips
including metal and implant contributions, the other strips
are grounded).

Figure 3: Interstrip capacitance for p-side strips of a CiS
6x6 cm2 sensor as function of frequency (measurements
and SPICE simulation).

The bias voltage scan of the interstrip capacitance
showed that Cis becomes constant beyond full depletion
for all tested sensors but an overdepletion of +40 V is sug-
gested.

Figure 4: Automated strip scan: the interstrip capacitance
for p- and n-sides of a Hamamatsu 6x4 cm2 sensor.

An example of the interstrip capacitance measurements
across the entire sensor is given in Fig. 4. The measured
Cis for the tested Hamamatsu sensors is uniform over all
strips, for CiS sensors small deviations were observed [6].
The average value of Cis is 0.36 pF/cm for Hamamatsu
sensors and it is slightly higher for CiS sensors: 0.43 pF/cm
and 0.57 pF/cm for p- and n-sides, respectively.

Total strip capacitance
The total strip capacitance Ctot is defined as the sum of

the capacitance of the strip to the backplane and the inter-
strip capacitance to adjacent strips [4]:

Ctot = Cb + 2Cis + Crs, (1)

where Crs is a contribution to interstrip capacitance due to
remaining strips. Crs was estimated experimentally and is
about 10% of Cis. The total strip capacitance is dominated
by the interstrip capacitance and the backplane capacitance
contributes only 15–25% to the total one. Figure 5 show the
total strip capacitance of p- and n-side strips for all tested
sensors. The avarage value of Ctot for Hamamatsu sensors
is 1 pF/cm for both sensor sides. We observed a higher
Ctot for CiS sensors especially from n-side in comparison
with Hamamatsu sensors. For both vendors total strip ca-
pacitance is significantly smaller than coupling capacitance
which insures a good charge collection:

Cc/Ctot > 10. (2)

Figure 5: Total strip capacitance for all tested sensors.
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Optical quality assurance procedures for the STS detector

E. Lavrik1, I. Panasenko1,2, and H. R. Schmidt1
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The CBM Silicon Tracking System (STS) is a com-
pact detector built from about 900 double sided silicon mi-
crostrip sensors. The sensors will be delivered in 4 different
form factors [1]. Current prototypes are from Hamamatsu,
Japan, and CiS, Germany. In order to assure the quality of
these sensors, highly efficient and automated optical qual-
ity assurance methods and procedures should be developed.
For this purpose a metrology and quality assurance test sta-
tion has been built at the University of Tübingen, which
allows to measure various QA parameters for the sensors
such as surface conditions (scratches, durst grains, photo-
resist residues, etc.) and geometry (wafer thickness and
warp, edge (non-)parallelity and profile etc.) [2]. Having
the sensor quality assured at a very early stage allows tp
reject the faulty sensors as well as providing input data for
further control stages such as electrical control.

The test station consists of an XY-inspection table with
a replaceable vacuum chuck mount. Currently a custom-
built three-zone chuck for sensor and a porous aluminum
chuck for cable inspection are used. On the Z-stage a mi-
croscope camera and an optical assembly with motorized
zoom and focus are mounted. The XY-stage allows to in-
spect sensors up to a size of 12.4 × 6.2 cm2. A highly
customizable software solution, which allows the adapta-
tion to other hardware as well as other inspection objects
like sensor micro-cables and detector modules, has been
developed as a part of the project.

Sensor warp inspection

The methods for a non-destructable contactless way of
sensor warp measurements based on focus adjustment de-
veloped in [3] were further improved and optimized. The
accuracy of the method has been characterized by a cal-
ibration against a certified gauge block set from Mitutoyo
Corp. (Fig. 1). The extracted height measurement accuracy
is estimated to be 1 µm. Especially important was, given
the fact of the upcoming mass inspection of sensors arriv-
ing from vendors, to reduce the measurement times without
negatively impacting the measurement precision. With the
development of new methods we were able to reduce the
measurement times by a factor of up to 30.

Figure 2 shows the warp of both sides of a prototype
CBM06C6 sensor. The warp of all available (25) prototype
sensors has been measured; it ranges from 6 to 78 µm.
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Figure 2: Warp of a prototype CBM06C6 sensor.

Edge parallelity inspection

The sensor’s cutting edge profile inspections presented
previously have been improved and extended with edge
parallelity inspection. In this type of analysis, the dis-
tances between the sensor’s features and the cutting edges
are measured. The alignment marks being the outermost
features on the sensor’s surface are taken as reference. Fig-
ure 3 shows the measurement principle. First the center
of the alignment mark (denoted with a red square on the
figure) is located with pattern matching algorithms, then
it is perpendicularly projected to both fitted edges of the
sensor and the distances are measured. By comparing the
distances measured at one corner with others, one extracts
the information of the sensor’s edge parallelity.

The distribution of the values extracted for the available
sensors’ edge parallelity is shown in the Fig. 4. The preci-
sion of the method is estimated to be better than 1 µm. This
measurement shows that the sensor edge could be used for
the sensor alignment during assembly yielding a precision
better than 10 µm.
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Figure 3: Detection principle for edge parallelity analysis.
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Figure 4: Edge parallelity distribution from the prototype
sensors.

Micro-cable inspection

Figure 5 shows the schematics of the micro-cable stack
as a part of the module, in which individual signal micro-
cables are separated by meshed spacers and enclosed
within an aluminum shield and polyimide coat. The opti-
cal inspection of micro-cables is only possible before their
assembly into a stack, thus it should be best done at the
production site.

Figure 5: A schematic view of a micro-cable stack with
signal cables in dark gray color.

We already reported on the micro-cable inspection R&D
in [3]. These automated QA methods and procedures were
developed for a certain type of illumination - ring light
source. Since then, the setup was upgraded to use a di-
rect light source, which has changed the approach to the
cable inspection - aluminum traces reflect much more di-
rect light, which “blinds” the camera. For this reason an
alternative approach has been developed to perform two
pass measurements with higher and lower camera sen-

sors light exposure values. The first pass allows to detect
the “silhouette”-type defects such as trace breaks, cut-offs,
thinnings and lift-offs. The second pass allows to look at
the aluminum surface defects such as foreign objects etc.
This method change required the adaptation of the detec-
tion procedures and software algorithms.

Figure 6 shows the same region of interest under differ-
ent exposure settings of the camera. What appears to be
a trace break at low exposure (left panel) is identified as a
dust grain at high exposure (right panel).

Figure 6: Images of the same region of interest taken with
different exposure values allow to detect the defect.

A batch of 10 prototype micro-cables provided to GSI
from LTU for tab-bonding tests were inspected. The de-
fects listed in Table 1 had been successfully detected to-
gether with a small number of others (possibly introduced
by handling or misidentification) in a fully automated scan
mode.

Eventual reintroduction of the ring light source and re-
placement of the vacuum chuck with a back-lit pair of
transparent glass sheets to clamp the cables between should
further improve the performance of the inspection.

Cable number Defects on the cable
40-2 1 break, 2 traces cut-off, 2 thinned traces

186-2 2 breaks, 2 traces cut-off, 1 thinned trace
163-3 1 break, 2 traces cut-off, 1 trace lift-off
181-1 Hole in Pi, deformation in the bond area
116-3 2 breaks, 1 trace cut-off, 1 trace lift-off
176-2 1 trace cut-off, 2 thinned traces
192-2 2 trace cut-off
194-2 1 thinned trace, deformation in bond area
168-1 5 traces cut-off
169-2 1 break, 3 traces lift-off

Table 1: Cable defects information from manual inspection
enclosed in the package.
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Charge collection studies of silicon microstrip sensors with different read-out
bonding configurations using perpendicular β-particles
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The STS design aperture covers the polar angles 2.5◦ to
25◦. A read-out strip pitch of 58 µm was chosen to match
the design requirement of spatial resolution. About 900
sensors will be installed in the 8 stations of the STS, which
translates into ∼ 1.8× 106 of read-out channels [1].

To increase signal from charged particles in the outer
aperture, where tracks are inclined with respect to the sen-
sor surfaces, different read-out configurations between the
sensor strips and electronics are considered. Three types
of connections were realized on a test board with a double-
sided Si sensor: when each strip is read out by one elec-
tronics channel, when only every second strip is read out,
and when two strips are bonded to one read-out channel.
On the board, 384 sensor strips were divided in 7 groups
and bonded to 256 read-out channels applying those three
patterns.

For the study, a dedicated setup was built in the STS
laboratory. The sensor with the acquisition system was
mounted inside a light tight aluminum box, which has a
movable support for a radioactive source on the top and a
trigger on the bottom. A scintillator connected to a pho-
tomultiplier tube is used as a trigger system. The scin-
tillator, sensor and collimated source are aligned in such
way that mostly perpendicular particles can penetrate. The
source and the scintillator are mechanically interconnected
and can move simultaneously in X and Y direction. The
height of the source above the sensor can be adjusted inde-
pendently. For sensor readout the Alibava system [2] was
used. It employs the Beetle chip which was developed for
the tracker system of the LHCb experiment [3].

Electrons with energies between 1 and 2.28 MeV
(90Y β-decay energy) can be considered as minimum ion-
izing particles. In order to avoid triggering on the also oc-
curing soft component < 1 MeV, a threshold was applied
for the signals from the photo multiplier. During analysis
a time cut was applied, edge channels of each connection
were considered as noisy and removed. After obtaining re-
liable data, a simple clustering was applied. The resulting
spectrum was fitted with a Landau-Gaussian convolution
and the most probable value interpreted as collected charge.
Noise was calculated as an average fluctuation of the signal
baseline. An example of the obtained spectra is depicted in
Fig. 1 (top). The dependence of the charge collection on
the applied reverse bias in steps of 20 V is shown in Fig. 1
(bottom). The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for one-strip clus-
ters was calculated for all connections: (1) for one to one
connection: S/N v 26; (2) every second r/o: S/N v 25;
(3) two to one: S/N v 22.
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Figure 1: 90Sr spectra fitted with Landau-Gauss convo-
lution for one-to-one connection (top). Charge collection
dependence from applied voltage for three configuration
schemes (bottom).

Three types of connection schemes have been studied
with perpendicular penetrating particles. For each of them,
the analysis yields S/N > 20. A further study with in-
clined beam to mimic the real experiment was made at the
COSY facility, Jülich, in August 2016 with 1.6 GeV/c pro-
ton beam. Results are forthcoming.
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Signal reconstruction in CBM silicon microstrip sensors bonded by
microcables to BEETLE-128 readout chips
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Double-sided silicon microstrip sensors connected to
front-end electronics with multichannel flat microcables
will form modules – the functional units of the CBM Sil-
icon Tracking System. Such approach was tested with a
prototype sensor CBM06 from CiS at KINR [1]. The con-
nection scheme of our sensor with two BEETLE-128 read-
out chips on ALIBAVA daughter boards by using two mi-
crocables was applied due to the small pitch of the sensor’s
strips (58 µm). Thus one microcable was bonded to the
odd-numbered strips while the other was bonded to even-
numbered strips (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Photo of the CBM06 silicon microstrip sensor
bonded by two microcables to BEETLE-128 chips of the
ALIBAVA daughter board.

This paper presents amplitude (charge) distributions of
energy losses of minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) recon-
structed for two different front-end output signals of the
Beetle-128 readout chip: with default and increased Vfs
value that enlarges peaking time [2]. To simulate MIPs we
have triggered cosmic muons and β− radiation from a 90Sr
source with their trajectories perpendicular to the sensor
surface by the scintillating detector (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Experimental setup to trigger signals of MIPs.
The scintillator are placed under the prototype sensor
CBM06 located in the aluminum shielding box.

In the present work the signal reconstruction algorithm is
based on amplitude cluster search with different signal-to-
noise ratio. The total amplitude distribution in the two-strip
clusters of physical events for S/N > 0 is shown in Figs. 4
and 6.

According to [1], the average noise in channels of two
BEETLE-128 chips has demonstrated geometric depen-
dence (short/long strips). Higher average noise for short
strips than for long can be possibly explained by crosstalks
from guard ring to DC pads of these strips. Therefore, in
the analysis we have worked only with long strips.

Figure 3: Reconstructed pulse shape for detecting 90Sr
source electrons with energy exceeding 2 MeV. Left: Sig-
nal profile with default Vfs = 0 value. Right: Signal profile
with increased Vfs = 200 value.

The most probable value (MPV) in the Fig. 4 is much
smaller than theoretical estimation suggests (≈ 22 500 e-h
pairs). It can be explained that the detector passivation was
not completely opened.

Figure 4: Amplitude distribution of energy loss of electrons
with energy more than 2 MeV from a 90Sr source consider-
ing charge (energy) calibration. Left: Spectrum is obtained
with time cut (40-60 ns) for Vfs = 0. Right: Spectrum is
obtained without time cut for Vfs = 200.

The charge distribution between two adjacent strips is
presented in Figs. 5 and 7. The low amplitude loci seem to
be noisy. Expected MIP loci are blurred, but in whole in
coincide with an η-function of charge sharing in interstrip
gaps [3].
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Figure 5: Two dimensional amplitude distribution of the
charge sharing between adjacent strips in the two-strip
clusters measured for 90Sr source electrons. Left: Ob-
tained with time cut (40-60 ns) for Vfs = 0 . Right: Ob-
tained without time cut for Vfs = 200.

Figure 6: Left: Reconstructed pulse shape for detecting
cosmic muons with signal amplification (Vfs = 200).
Right: Amplitude distribution of energy loss of cosmic
muons considering charge (energy) calibration.

To conclude, the sensor prototype CBM06 connected to
the ALIBAVA readout electronics has shown stable perfor-
mance. Further characterization studies with different mi-
crocables and microstrip CBM sensors are under way.

Figure 7: Two dimensional amplitude distribution of the
charge sharing between adjacent strips in the two-strip
clusters measured for cosmic muons.
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A thermal enclosure for microstrip sensor tests in laboratory and beam
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A shielded thermal enclosure has been developed that
allows for testing silicon microstrip sensors of different
sizes from different vendors under temperature conditions
as later in the CBM experiment. The enclosure can be
operated in the laboratory as well as in the beam and
provides integrated cooling infrastructure that is required
to operate irradiated sensors at below room temperature.
It has been successfully used during the August 2016
beam time at COSY (Reserach Center Jülich) [1] where
sensors with different strip readout schemes have been
operated and parameter scans, such as beam incidence
angle and temperature scan, have been performed. A
key design requirement addressed in the thermal enclosure
is the minimal cool-down time that would facilitate the
measurements of irradiated sensors.

Experimental setup
The enclosure consists of a shielding Al box that is

nested in a plastic box with styrofoam isolated walls and
windows for the beam. It has separate cooling circuits for
front-end electronics and dry nitrogen that is blown into
the box in order to reduce humidity and prevents possible
water vapor condensation. In order to speed up cooling of
nitrogen gas, a forced convection is provided by the built-in
fans that are switched on during the cooling time only. The
setup provides simultaneous operation of two sensor boards
read out by two ALIBAVA [2] daughter boards equipped
with BEETLE [3] front-end chips (see Fig. 1).

In order to control the experimental conditions,
temperature and humidity has been measured inside
and outside the enclosure using a custom microcable
resistive temperature detector (RTD) as well as
combined temperature and humidity sensors (Honeywell
HIH-3602-C). Environment parameters outside the
box have been used to calculate the dew point. The
sensor data have been acquired and stored using custom
LabVIEW-based software. Figure 2 shows the temperature
and relative humidity trend recorded over a time period of
above 11hours. A cool-down time from room to operation
temperature of −5.7 ◦C is below 2 hours. The nitrogen
flow during the measurements was 150 ln/min which kept
the relative humidity in the enclosure well below 30%.

Conclusions
The constructed enclosure has provided stable and

low-noise operation conditions during the beam test at
COSY (Jülich) in 2016. Fast cool-down time allowed to
test many microstrip sensors in various configurations and

Figure 1: Thermal enclosure with cooling lines at the
perimeter of the core part and two ALIBAVA daughter
boards.

to study the effect of operation conditions on the system
performance.

Figure 2: Temperature and humidity trend during the
cool-down cycle.
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Studies of the charge collection efficiency of the prototypes of the silicon
microstrip sensors for the STS with 1.7 GeV/c protons
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Motivation for the proton beam tests

There is a large variety of prototype silicon microstrip
sensors for the CBM Silicon Tracking System (STS). The
key quantity to be tested is the ratio of the signal over the
noise, which makes a direct impact on the detection effi-
ciency of the whole system. The amplitude of the signal
itself is directly linked to the ability of the sensor to col-
lect an electrical charge, produced by an interaction with a
charged particle. We study the charge collection efficiency
by irradiating our sensors with the beam of monochromatic
relativistic protons: in this way we expect an equal amount
of energy being deposited in the sensor sensitive volume
per interaction. It allows us to study systematically what
fraction of the deposited energy is transformed to the elec-
trical charge which is then later being collected by the read-
out electronics.

The charge in the sensitive volume of the silicon mi-
crostrip sensor can be induced by different sources, includ-
ing an infrared laser, cosmic muons and relativistic elec-
trons from β isotopes. However, the beam of the high mo-
mentum protons allows us to perform ultimate tests with
the conditions that approach to those in the CBM experi-
ment. Meanwhile, due to the very low momentum spread
of the proton beam at COSY accelerator in Jülich, Ger-
many [1], one can perform precise studies of the angular
dependence of the sensor response.

The proton kinetic energy is known within 0.1% preci-
sion. It allows us to calculate a correction factor of the de-
posited energy comparing to the minimum ionizing particle
(MIP):

∆E(1.7 GeV/c)/∆EMIP = 1.08(4) (1)

The dependency of the energy losses on the incident parti-
cle energy is shown in Fig. 1. Values of the mean energy
losses in silicon are taken from the NIST Standard Refer-
ence Database [2].

Setup description

We selected 7 sensors to be tested at the COSY ac-
celerator during one week from August 24 till September
4, 2016. Two sensors with the double metallization, two
single-metal sensors and two single-metal with oxygena-
tion for better radiation tolerance were fixed in sandwich
PCBs and then attached to the read-out electronics via 68-
pin ERNI connectors. One single-metal non-oxygenated
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Figure 1: Mean energy losses of protons penetrating a
300 µm thick silicon sensor.

sensor was directly wire bonded to the read-out electron-
ics. For the latter one we had an access to the 256 read-out
channels, merged in 5 groups representing different con-
nection schemes. For the PCB-mounted sensors we used
two kinds of interconnectors, which also allowed us to test
various connection schemes.

The main cryostation was placed on the movable plat-
form, which allowed a manual vertical adjustment. The
platform was equipped with two step motors in a way that
one could remotely control the transverse position and the
azimuth angle of the cryostation. The latter feature was
used for the angular scan procedure.

Two rectangular (5×20×100 mm3) plastic scintillators
with the photomultiplier tubes were involved in the trigger
chain. They were mounted on two aluminium frames up-
stream and downstream the cryostation. The scintillators
were positioned cross-like in plastic holders; in that way
they constrained a square cross-section of 5 × 5 mm2 for
the incident particles.

During the preparation phase in the first two days several
configurations of the sensors and stations were tried. Ini-
tially, it was foreseen to measure two PCB mounted sensors
in the cryostation at once. However, it was observed, that
two sensors, being close in one aluminium box together
with corresponding electronics, suffered from severe noise.

Thus it was decided to operate only one sensor in the
cryostation per run during the first phase of tests. Mean-
while, we put a warm aluminium box mounting a direct-
bonded single-metal sensor to the upstream aluminium
frame just behind (few millimeters) the plastic holder of the
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scintillator. In this configuration a series of measurements
were performed during the next three days. The sensors
in the cryostation were mainly operated at the temperature
T = −10 oC to reduce noise and approach to the final con-
ditions of the future experiment.

In the second phase of measurements we decided to dis-
mount the warm aluminium box, to remove it from its cover
and to place it inside the cryostation. The latter was then
operated at T ' 10 oC due to the limited thermal coupling
through the thick aluminium walls of the partially disas-
sembled warm station. In such a configuration a set of an-
gular scans was performed with the direct-bonded sensor.

Read-out electronics

Due to significant technical issues that occurred with the
nXYTER v.1 based read-out chain [3], we had to find an al-
ternative option for reading out signals from the silicon mi-
crostrip sensors during the proton beam tests. We stopped
at the Alibava system [4], based on the Beetle chip [5],
initially developed for the tracking system of the LHCb ex-
periment. The read-out chain of the Alibava system con-
sists of two PCBs: the Daughter Board, attached directly
to the sensor under the test, and the Mother Board, which
performs the digitization and communication with the PC
via the USB protocol.

The chosen electronics showed a good performance dur-
ing the test in the STS laboratory. Since it could be only
operated in the external trigger mode only, we designed a
trigger chain based on the pair of plastic scintillation de-
tectors. The requirement of the coincidence of two signals
within a window of 40 ns was performed with a NIM crate
electronics. Then the logical signal was feed to the two Al-
ibava Mother Boards, thus we triggered a signal read-out
from two sensors at once.

The time to digital converter of the Alibava system pro-
vides us a relative time between the trigger occurrence and
the snap shot of all read-out channels within the 25 ns time
window. Thus before the main measurements we had to
make a latency scan, studying the signal amplitude with
respect to the time delay.

Data analysis status

Considering complicated structure of the beam time pro-
file, mainly its significant non-uniformity, the main task
of the current stage of the data analysis is selection of the
events that can be further analyzed. We develop algorithms
which should allow us to reject noisy events and events
with multiple interactions (thus one can not associate a
time-stamp to a given interaction) without significant sup-
pression of the acquired statistics.

Particularly, one procedure has been developed for ef-
fective off-line noise reduction. We implement a median
correction for every 64 channels for a given event. It al-
lows us to reduce a noise level almost by 1/3 for some data
sets. Typical histograms before and after median correction
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Figure 2: An example of the amplitude distribution in a
single channel before (magenta histogram) and after (filled
cyan histogram) correction to the common mode.

are shown in Fig. 2.
Further investigations will touch a cluster finding algo-

rithm. This task becomes nontrivial due to complex read-
out scheme implemented differently in different set of data
taking. A set of the transitional matrices Mij may be im-
plemented to transform data from the channel basis to strip
basis:

Mij × Ci = Sj , i = 0..255, j = 0..1023 (2)

With the properly reconstructed cluster we will be able to
proceed to the comparison of signal strength in different
conditions which will link us to the charge collection effi-
ciency and the signal over noise ratio.
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Construction of a neutron source for radiation hardness tests of silicon strip
detectors

E. Friske and H. R. Schmidt
Universität Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

Radiation tolerance requirements

The microstrip detectors to be used in the Silicon Track-
ing System (STS) of CBM are expected to experience a
non-ionizing radiation dose of up to 1014 neq/cm2 [1] over
the projected lifetime of ≈ 6 years, mainly causing lat-
tice defects in the detector material. The detectors are read
out as self triggering sensors, which sets high demands on
their performance, particularly on the charge collection ef-
ficiency. Since this figure of merit will decrease over the
course of the irradiation, subsequent properties like the
signal-to-noise ratio will also be affected. To anticipate
these changes and to give a realistic lifetime estimation of
the sensors several irratiation campaigns have been, and are
being, performed [2].

Long term irradiation

Non-ionizing radiation damage is caused by high energy
particles expelling atoms from their lattice spaces, creating
both lattice vacancies and interstitial atoms, which act as
additional dopants and scattering centers, thus changing the
electrical properties of the bulk material. Since neutrons
are not charged and interact mostly with the nucleus by
collisions they are a prime tool to study this phenomenon
separately.
In addition to the actual damage, there are both annealing
and reverse annealing effects present. These contribute on
a timescale of days and depend on temperature, so an ideal
simulation should recreate these conditions as closely as
possible and reasonable.

Neutron source

As described in the preceding Progress Report [3], a
Van-de-Graaf ion accelarator is used to generate a deuteron
beam which is targeted at a deuterium gas cell. The neu-
trons generated from this deuterion fusion are used to irra-
diate the sensor material as sketched out in Fig. 1. The cell
itself is shown in Fig. 2.

Since the accelerator used is limited in beam energy
(2.4 MeV deuteron energy is the maximum we have been
able to achieve) and beam current (a few µA), the setup
needs to be as efficiently as possible in creating neutrons
and irradiating the sensors. As the deuterium fusion cross
section peaks at around 2 MeV and drops sharply toward
lower energies, energy losses passing the gas cell entrance
foil have to be minimized while maintaining a high gas den-
sity within the cell.

d @ 2.3MeV+

n @ 2.45MeV

D  filled gas cell2

Si Detector @ -5°C

entrance
window

evacuated
beampipe

Figure 1: Schematic view of the cryogenic source.

Figure 2: Photo of the manufactured cell with beam moni-
toring metal plates arranged around the titanium window.

Therefore, the entrance window has to be mechanically
durable at a thickness of less than 5 µm, and consist
of light elements to minimize scattering of the incident
deuteron beam. Several materials were considered, includ-
ing Havar R©, aluminum, titanium and mica. TRIM simula-
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tions of the energy losses (Fig. 3) show that Havar, consist-
ing mostly of heavier elements, has the strongest restric-
tions regarding material thickness, and has turned out to
be unusable as a result. Aluminum alloy cannot be rea-
sonably manufactured to the desired dimensions, and pure
aluminum cannot withstand the 2-3 bars of pressure differ-
ence required. Tests with Mica were abandoned as it is a
rather brittle material and very difficult to work with. In
the end, a titanium foil with a thickness of 2.5 µm was suc-
cessfully tested against a 3 µm beam while maintaining a
pressure difference of 4 bar. Figure 2 shows the cell after a
beamtime; one can see the burn traces from a badly aligned
beam on the lower metal plate. The simulated average en-
ergy loss of this window for a 2.4 MeV beam is 0.14 MeV.
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Figure 3: TRIM simulations showing the average energy
losses of a 2.4 MeV deuteron beam.

Detector holder

To closely match the environment with the later in
the experiment, in particular the operating temperature of
-5 ◦C, a steel enclosure has been manufactured to house
the sensor itself, the Alibava readout board and the trigger
system. Although the Alibava system also provides self-
triggering readout boards, an external trigger consisting of
a plastic scintillator and a small photomultiplier tube has
been chosen as the more reliable solution. Figure 4 shows
the arrangement; the frame housing the actual sensor has
been removed to allow a view onto the internal compo-
nents.

Since the neutrons themselves do not generate signal in
the silicon detector, a collimated beta source is currently
being commissioned to provide both the signal in the de-
tector and a trigger signal in the scintillator.

Next steps

The readout chains for the sensors, environment and enu-
tron flux monitoring have to be established, tested and cal-
ibrated before the actual sensor irradiation can commence.

Figure 4: Photo of the sensor box with cooling fins, elec-
trical feedthroughs and the photo multiplier tube with at-
tached scintillator encased in reflective foil.
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Testing and diagnostic features of the STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC

K. Kasinski, R. Szczygiel, P. Otfinowski, R. Kleczek, and W. Zubrzycka
AGH University of Science and Technology, Cracow, Poland

Silicon microstrip sensors in the CBM’s Silicon Track-
ing System (STS) and gas detectors in the Muon Cham-
bers (MUCH) require a multichannel radiation-hardened
readout ASIC enabling self-triggered amplitude and time
measurements. The STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC is a 128-
channel prototype solution designed for their requirements
and fabricated in quarter 4, 2016 [1][2][3]. It uses an STS-
HCTSP protocol optimized for requirements of this appli-
cation [4] and communicates with the DPB prototype [5].
Several test stands are designed for testing the IC’s capa-
bilities [7][8][9]. This paper extends the description [6][7]
of some testing features provided by the STS/MUCH-
XYTER2 ASIC which can be used for preliminary tests
as well as in-system diagnostics and curing during the sys-
tem’s lifecycle (by using a pogo-probe based test stand [8]).

Typical characterization of the multichannel front-end
ICs with binary read-out includes indirect characterization
by acquisition of s-curves during threshold scans while ac-
quiring radiation- or electrically-stimulated pulses in the
front-end. This, however, has limited capabilities espe-
cially during selection of optimal settings for the Ana-
log Front-End (AFE). To simplify and speed-up the IC
calibration procedure especially at the wafer-level, the
STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC provides a set of diagnostic
features.

During preliminary tests it is preferable that the basic
functionality of the AFE is verified with limited impact
of the fully-featured back-end’s switching activity. This
is possible by using a test-interface – a simple, separately
clocked sub-circuit which enables autonomous operation of
the front-end’s selected channel. See [6] for details of test
interface.

Observation of four waveforms at different stages of the
processing chain is possible for test channels located at two
sides of the IC, equipped with buffered test points (Fig. 1).
The buffers are by default unbiased and require an external
3 kΩ resistor referenced to 1.8 V power to use them. De-
termination of parameters like rise times, discharge times,
pulsed reset operation, direct noise measurement, AFE lin-
earity etc. is possible then.

Figure 1 shows the simplified architecture of the Ana-
log Front-End (AFE) including all controls available for
the user from the register access level. The circuits provide
significant freedom in biasing range in order to compensate
for PVT or TID-related parameter variation. The amplifiers
used as the base for CSA and Shapers provide three current
controls: input transistor current, cascode-branch current
and output buffer current. Detailed regulation ranges of
all controls are listed in the STS-MUCH-XYTER2 docu-
mentation. Individual channels provide means to switching

off the amplifier’s output buffers (applicable to CSA, slow
shaper) to cut the signal paths for faulty channels (e.g. due
to the pinhole in the sensor’s coupling capacitor). See [9]
for details.

The CSA provides a set of gain settings and trimming
suitable for both STS and MUCH conditions. The slow
shaper provides 80 ns to 280 ns peaking times (SHslow FS)
to test the noise performance in different operating condi-
tions. The CSA discharge circuit is driven by the delayed
discriminator output with controllable reset time (modi-
fied from default value by external resistor). Depending
on the CSA gain setting (high gain for STS and low gain
for MUCH) the time constant of the discharge circuit in the
CSA feedback is changed accordingly.

To enable operation with double-sided sensors, the CSA
amplifier’s output voltage swing is reused by switching the
DC level for different polarities. The CSA output pulse
is processed with gain ±1 accordingly in the PSC stage
(Polarity Selection Circuit) to uniform the pulses’ polarity
at the next stages.

The discharge circuit and the PSC operation is tightly re-
lated to the leakage current flowing into the CSA amplifier
which should be minimized (< 1 nA). The PSC stage pro-
vides several controls to adjust the reference potentials in
order to deliver linear transfer characteristics.

The fast discriminator in each channel is supplied with
an offset compensation circuit based on scaled replica of
the fast shaper’s input transistor to follow the PVT changes.
The resulting voltage can be additionally trimmed by in-
channel DAC. The discriminator threshold is applied glob-
ally using 8-bit DAC. By the means of source followers, it
shifts the DC levels at two differential outputs of the com-
parator’s first stage to enable different energy discrimina-
tion at the second, high-gain stage.

A built-in calibration circuit enables automated calibra-
tion of all the channels (Fig. 1). To reduce SSO-like effects,
only 25% of channels can be excited at the same time by
selecting the calibration group. On-chip, a 8-bit bi-stable
generator can source voltage steps between up to 140 mV
(translating to 14 fC) amplitude. The circuit’s transfer char-
acteristics can be measured using amp cal PAD or, alterna-
tively, an external generator can be attached to this pad to
generate different patterns (input impedance is 10 kΩ). The
generator state can be controlled either by register access
or directly from the pad-level using calstrobe pad (pulled-
down internally).

To decouple the AFE characteristics setup and ADC cal-
ibration, it is possible to feed the test signals directly to
the input of each ADC via a dedicated pad (ADC test in).
The ADC is a 5-bit continuous-time flash converter. The
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Figure 1: Controls and testing features of the Analog Front-End in the STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC.

transfer characteristics of the ADCs in each channel can be
shaped in an elastic way by the means of globally setting a
rough value of threshold voltages generated with VREFN
and VREFP DACs biasing the resistive ladder shared by all
channels. The actual value of the threshold voltages can
be modified in each channel individually by 8-bit trimming
DACs for each threshold voltage. The thresholds can be
either equally distributed across the AFE dynamic range or
can be used to reduce the quantization error in the selected
energy window. The DAC’s range is wide (significantly ex-
ceeds difference between adjacent resistor ladder taps po-
tentials) and the transfer characteristics is non-monotonic
across the full range. To simplify setting the ADC lowest
threshold above noise level, separate, global, ADC thresh-
old voltage was introduced (VREF T) defining the baseline
potential of the AC-coupled ADC input.

For the AFE testing purposes, selected reference po-
tentials are accessible at the ASIC pads. The under-
lined controls names in Fig. 1 show the ones available
on external pads for off-chip monitoring. Additional test
points include: DISCR BIAS TRIMDAC, a reference cur-
rent for the fast discriminator’s trimming DACs, VTEMP, a
temperature-related potential and LVDS In/Out BIAS en-
abling change of the LVDS drivers/receivers current. The
next version of the chip, STS/MUCH-XYTER2.1, will in-
clude an on-chip potential monitoring circuit which will en-
able self-checkout and readjustment of the DACs’ settings
accordingly during operation.

The back-end of the IC offers more testing and diagnos-
tic features like SEU monitor, missed events counters, data
flow monitor and control (throttling), digital hit generator
etc. Details can be found in [2].

The STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC is currently a subject
of extensive tests at various institutes.
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STS/MUCH-XYTER2 test setup at AGH

W. Zubrzycka, K. Kasinski, and P. Otfinowski
AGH University of Science and Technology, Cracow, Poland

STS/MUCH-XYTER2 is a prototype multichannel inte-
grated circuit for read-out of silicon microstrip sensors (for
the Silicon Tracking System) and GEM detectors (for the
Muon Detection System), designed at AGH-UST and fab-
ricated in quarter 4, 2016, using the UMC 180 nm CMOS
MM/RF process. The die size is 10 000 × 6 750 µm. It en-
ables self-triggered digitization of both energy and time in
each of its 128 charge processing channels. It provides flex-
ible configuration of the analog front-end (AFE) to meet
the requirements of different operating conditions. The
chip is designed to operate within the GBTX-based data
acquisition scheme designed for the CBM experiment [1].
The back-end streams out pre-sorted hits via programmable
number of e-links and provides multiple test and diagnostic
features.

Typically, in multichannel front-end chips with binary
read-out the threshold scan is performed for indirect char-
acterization of each channel’s gain, noise etc. based on ac-
quired s-curves. Direct waveform observation at different
stages of the processing chain is possible for test channels
located at two sides of the IC, equipped with a buffered test
point. There are four test points per test channel, namely:
charge sensitive amplifier (CSA) [2] direct output, CSA po-
larity selection circuit (PSC) output and the outputs of slow
and fast shapers. The acquisition of waveforms at each test
point for a set of test channels’ processing chain configura-
tions allows more than indirect test, e.g. determination of
rising times (a programmable parameter of slow shaper),
CSA discharge time constant, CSA reset circuit and po-
larity selection circuit performance, and linearity of AFE
characteristics. For the AFE testing purposes, selected ref-
erence potentials are accessible at the ASIC pads. Accurate
measurements of voltages and current consumption at these
points are crucial for the proper characterization of built-in
biasing DACs, especially to discover wafer-to-wafer mis-
matches. It is preferable that the basic functionality of the
STS-XYTER2 ASIC’s AFE is verified with limited impact
of the fully-featured back-end’s switching activity.

AFE port of the IC (AFE register access interface and
channel interface, Fig. 1) is accessible either via the test in-
terface by the interception of selected channels’ hits (with
bandwidth of 0.95 MHits/s), or the fully-featured back-end
implementing the STS-HCTSP protocol [3][4] (streaming
out hits with up to 47 MHits/s bandwidth). The operation
of these two digital sub-circuits is independent. The test in-
terface consist of two parts dedicated for these two features
sharing common clock and enable signals. It uses shift reg-
isters and simple FSMs to perform these basic functions.

Fig. 2 presents signals for reading/writing the test inter-

Figure 1: AFE and test interface overview.

face for AFE registers access. First 16 bits of 33-bit com-
mand word shifted into the shift register, is data to be writ-
ten, followed by 16-bit register address and one bit for ac-
cess mode selection (1 – write, 0 – read). The register ad-
dress space accessible from this interface is identical to the
FE address space accessible from the fully-featured back-
end and covers the channel control registers and global con-
trol registers [5]. The address is built by row and column,
where rows represent physical channels (0 through 129),
global DACs (130) and virtual row (131) enabling reset of
channel counters via test interface. Columns are used to
address individual registers or counters in each row.

Figure 2: Test interface for AFE registers accessing wave-
forms.

Fig. 3 shows the procedure of selecting the channel to
be intercepted (0 through 129) and the way the hits are
streamed out once available. It is important to note that
the channel is reset after the hit is completely streamed-
out, thus using test interface leads to intrinsic dead time of
1.11 µs. The channels are selected by shifting and latching
the 8-bit channel address. The 20-bit output word, includ-
ing 14-bit timestamp, 5-bit energy and 1-bit event-missed
flag, is loaded into the shift register and shifted out.

The test setup dedicated for measurements of the STS-
XYTER2 chip is presented in Fig. 4. It includes AGH
Front-End Board (AGH-FEB) with ASIC, NI PXI-based
system with LabVIEW test software, digital oscilloscope,
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Figure 3: Test interface for AFE registers accessing wave-
forms.

arbitrary function generator and AFCK board – based pro-
totype hardware [6] with interface modules and firmware
designed for chip communication.

The AGH-FEB test PCB contains the wire-bonded
ASIC, 4 power domains (analog VDDM 1.2 V, VDD 1.8 V,
mixed-mode VDD ADC 1.8 V, digital VDD DIG 1.8 V),
ERNI 528-2932 68-pin connector (supports half of the
IC channels). 3 HDMI connectors provide interface with
GBTx VLDB (Versatile Link Demonstrator Board) PCB
[7]. LVDS lines are optionally AC coupled with 10 nF
500V capacitors (X7R) [2]. AGH-FEB includes several
signal conditioning circuits and test points. The GBTx
to VHDCI adapter can be used to connect the AGH-FEB
and AFCK without the VLDB. The PXI system consists of
PXIe chassis (NI PXIe-1062Q, 8-Slot, 3U, up to 3 GB/s
bandwidth), PC-based controller (PXIe-8133, 1.73 GHz
Quad-Core, up to 8 GB RAM) communicating with hard-
ware modules via the PXIe interface. The test interface is
implemented in a Virtex-5 FPGA module (NI PXIe-7962R)
combined with NI digital adapter module (NI 6581, 3 dig-
ital 8-bit data channels with 1.8 V CMOS logic standard
support). Power supply module (NI PXIe-4110) is used
to power the test PCB. For automated acquisition of wave-
forms 3.5 GHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO7354C)
and arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AFG3251C,
2.5 ns rise time) controlled by dedicated LabVIEW appli-
cation via Ethernet are used. The test setup includes also
AFCK board together with firmware (the GBTx protocol
tester [8]) for chip communication via the STS-HCTSP
protocol. Media converter (SFP to gigabit Ethernet) and
machine with Scientific Linux 7.2, Xilinx Vivado 5.4.2 and
Python scripts are required for AFCK operation. The in-
tegration of the whole setup in top-level controlling Lab-
VIEW application is possible by the use of the Message
Pack library.

The LabVIEW-based application includes the FPGA
module for I/O control and top-level PC module commu-
nicating with the FPGA and handling GUI. The software
provides different testing procedures (ADC calibration, s-
plots, internal DACs characterization) and a basic setup
module, that allows convenient IC configuration via indi-
vidual or group registers access via STS-XYTER2 test in-
terface. It is possible to access the channel registers and
global registers content. This software allows writing the
specific registers’ configuration to file and reading it from
file, setting all channels concurrently, reading counters and
trimming the channels.

Figure 4: Overview of the test setup.

The presented test setup is a basis for extensive tests
and characterization of fabricated chips being performed
at AGH. It was possible to successfully communicate with
the STS-XYTER2 chips placed on the AGH-FEB PCBs via
STS-HCTSP protocol. It will be further extended to sup-
port fully automatic tests at the wafer-level [9].
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Tests of the STS-XYTER v2 ASIC for the CBM STS readout
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1Goethe Universität, Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The STS-XYTER frontend ASIC for the readout of the
CBM silicon tracking system (STS) provides self-triggered
hits for 128 channels with 5-bit flash ADC charge infor-
mation and 14-bit timing information with a resolution of
< 5 ns. Version 2 of the ASIC from AGH Cracow[1]
is available since fall 2016 and implements a large num-
ber of optimizations in the analog frontend such as lower
noise, larger signal range and improved radiation hardness.
The digital backend for control and data readout is com-
pletely revised [2], now implementing a custom protocol
optimized for readout via the CERN GBTX data aggrega-
tion ASIC.

The test setup at GSI
A test system has been set up at GSI for initial ASIC

characterization and tests of operation. The setup (Fig. 1)
features a frontend board (FEB) with a single STS-
XYTER v2 ASIC, the common CBM data processing
board (DPB) prototype (AFCK) [3] and a gDPB FMC
card from the CBM TOF as connector interface. The
AFCK firmware reuses the functionality of the STS pro-
tocol tester [4] backend implementation, which allows a
quick transition from an ASIC emulation to the real hard-
ware device. Up to three FEBs can be connected to a single
gDPB FMC, allowing to test multi-ASIC operation as well
as parallel tests on multiple devices.

Figure 1: STS-XYTER version2 test setup

Operational tests
The STS-XYTER was brought into operation, the syn-

chronization procedure used to initiate communication
with the ASIC was successfully tested and basic control ac-
cess established. Multiple test modes which produce hits at
different stages of the analog and digital processing chain
were used and data generation, processing and readout of
hit data and control information over a configurable set of
AC coupled SLVS links were tested. Using internally gen-
erated analog calibration pulses, the full internal process-

ing chain was operated and basic settings for hit generation
were exercised.

ADC trim procedure
A reliable ADC calibration procedure is a prerequisite

for reading real sensor data. The 5-bit ADC implements
a set of 31 discriminators for the ADC values with a sub-
sequent thermometric encoding. Discriminator reference
thresholds are provided by a resistor chain; the individual
thresholds can be adjusted by trim voltages provided by
8-bit DACs. Trim values can modify discriminator thresh-
olds over a large range, allowing also to set up non-linear
responses of desired. A procedure was developed to deter-
mine the individual trim values required to achieve a pre-
defined ADC response characteristics. Figure 2 shows the
result of a trim procedure. The uncorrected discriminator
thresholds which exhibit even a non-monotonous behavior
are corrected to a linear response over a predefined signal
range.

ASIC characterization in various lab setups and in beam
tests will continue in 2017.
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Figure 2: Single 5-bit ADC channel before and after thresh-
old trim.
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Pre-series production of ultra-light microcables for STS detector modules at
LTU Ltd
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More than 1000 microcables for CBM-STS detector
modules and demonstrators have been developed, manu-
factured and delivered to date. They are being used for
verification of the work flow and tooling for STS detector
module assembly and for investigations of possible read-
out schemes at GSI and JINR. The work was carried out
partly within the STCU project P635 by the partners GSI
and LTU, partly within the contracts between LTU and GSI
and also JINR.

Ultra-light microcables for STS detector
modules

Ultra-light micro-cables are a key component for the
CBM-STS. They are employed to realize the analog signal
interconnection between silicon sensors and readout elec-
tronics, providing minimized material budget. Few differ-
ent microcable types are foreseen to be used for STS de-
tector modules [1]. They are composed of a stack of ana-
log signal cables, meshed spacers and shield layers. The
required total amount of microcables and meshed spacers
for the STS is more than 75 thousands. Basically, the ultra-
light analog cables are realized using aluminium-polyimide
adhesiveless dielectric with 14 µm thick aluminum, and in-
clude 64 signal lines. The length of the cables ranges from
about 100 mm up to about 500 mm. Within the performed
works we have developed, manufactured and delivered pre-
series batches of microcables for two purposes:

• pre-series microcables – for verification of work flows
and tooling for STS detector module and ladder as-
sembly;

• test microcables – for investigations of possible read-
out schemes.

Pre-series microcables
Taking into account the different designs of the detector

modules, the different lengths of the microcables involved,
and further complications due to ladder assembly we have
developed, manufactured and delivered 27 batches of mi-
crocables (about 900 pcs) for the verification of work flows
and tooling used during STS detector module and ladder
assembly. Batches of microcables were realized in the
whole range of cable lengths from 100 mm up to 500 mm.
A photo of a typical analog microcable is depicted in Fig. 1.

Also a new type of microcable has been developed, man-
ufactured and delivered in several batches. It is intended

Figure 1: Analog connecting cable with meshed spacer.

for shielding of STS-XYTER ASICs which are covered by
analog microcables.

The delivered cables allow to gain practical experience
with module and ladder assembly and to apply further
modifications to their design if required. The manufac-
tured and delivered microcables allow to identify the pro-
duction yield and define ways for increasing the yield at
forthcoming pre-production and production stages. This
includes studies of the reproducibility of the lithographic
process, also involving new high-resolution masks, from
where specifications towards the final production could be
deduced.

Test microcables
For investigations of different possible read-out schemes

(Fig. 2) we have developed, manufactured and delivered
batches of microcables for demonstrators, as well as sev-
eral assembled demonstrators with different length of ca-
bles and different types of microstrip sensors. The total
amount of delivered and tested microcables, like the one
shown in Fig. 3, is about 100 pcs.

Figure 2: Read-out schemes: Every second strip (left) and
two neighboring strips in parallel (right).

Figure 3: Test microcable for investigations of different
readout schemes.
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Investigation on low mass copper flex micro-cables for the STS detector

T. Blank1, M. Caselle1, C. J. Schmidt2, and M. Weber1
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The silicon sensors of the Silicon Tracking System
(STS) will be connected to the read-out chips (ROC)
by means of up to 0.5 m long high-density and low-
capacitance flex cables. Two flex micro-cable designs are
currently under investigation. The first one is based on a
stack of two single layer flex cables with aluminium traces,
the second is a double-sided flex cable with copper traces
on the top and bottom side. First 18 cm long samples of
the copper flex cables have been delivered and electrically
characterized. The measured capacitance of the copper ca-
ble surrounded by air was found to be 0.44 pF/cm. Fi-
nite Element (FE) simulation yields a capacitance value
of 0.41 pF/cm. A parametric sweep of the geometric de-
sign parameters reveals the relationship between the capac-
itance and the design parameters of the cable.

Copper Micro Cable Design and Production
The copper flex micro-cable is produced utilizing ad-

vanced PCB production technologies. Thus, the signals
can be routed over two planes resulting in a reduction of
the amount of micro-cables by a factor of two compared
to single layer aluminum cables. Figure 1 schematically
shows a proposed high-density interconnection scheme be-
tween the micro-cable and die.

Figure 1: Cross section through the copper cable mounted
on the ROC or sensor.

Owing to the PCB-processes, many cables can be manu-
factured in parallel on a panel. In a first test run, all cables
for three sensors were produced on one panel. Figure 2
shows a set of cables with a length of 186 mm and 200 mm.
They can be used to contact the top or bottom side of the
sensor and the front-end electronics. The cables are de-
livered on a release tape (Fig. 2 – right), which eases the
handling of the micro-cables.

The assembly process of the cables to the ROC chips
includes a gold stud bump process on the ROC chips. The
gold stud bumps are formed by means of an automated gold
wire bonding machine (Fig. 3). The process is fast and re-
liable. More than 15 bumps can be deposited per second.
The gold stud bumping process is an alternative to galvanic

Figure 2: Eight copper micro cables (left) are required to
connect the top or bottom side of the sensor to the ROC
chips. The cables are delivered on a release tape (right).

metallization processes to provide a solderable pad metal-
lization on the ROC and sensor chips.

Figure 3: Gold stud bumps placed on a test ROC chip.

The stud bump process is followed by dispensing or
printing anisotropic conducting epoxy glue onto the cable.
The ROC is picked up from a tray or wafer and placed with
a flip-chip machine on the contact pads of the cable. The
glue on the cables is snap cured at a temperature of 150 ◦C
for 10 seconds inside the flip-chip machine by means of a
heated pick head. Figure 4 shows a ROC-dummy mounted
onto a cable (left) and an X-ray image, revealing the place-
ment accuracy of the process.

Figure 4: A dummy ROC is mounted to the cable (left),
X-ray of the cable glued on the ROC (right).
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Electrical Characterization and Simulation
The total electronic noise in a detector channel strongly

depends on the capacitance of the cable. Thus, the ca-
pacitance of the cable has been measured on a SUESS
probe station. One copper trace on the top side was set
to HIGH voltage. Both neighbouring lines on the top layer
and four lines located directly underneath the “HIGH-line”
on the bottom layer were connected to ground. The capac-
itance measured was 8.8 pF for a 20 cm long copper cable
(0.44 pF/cm). In order to minimize the cable capacitance
an FE simulation was performed. Geometric design pa-
rameters of the micro-cable like the copper trace width and
the height of the meshed polyimide interposer were varied.
The trace width changed from 18 µm to 36 µm, the height
of the meshed interposer from 25 µm to 100 µm.

The FE-simulation results for the capacitance in depen-
dence of the “Meshed Polyimide Layer” (MPL) are sum-
marized in Fig. 5. The simulated capacitance for the real
cable with a 50 µm thick meshed polyimide layer and
36 µm wide copper traces results in a capacitance of ap-
proximately 0.41 pF/cm. This value is in good agreement
with the simulation results given in [1, 2], and the measured
results of 0.44 pF/cm. The next generation of micro-cables
will be realized with a 75 µm meshed interposer and 24 µm
wide traces. Thus, a capacitance reduction of 18% down to
0.34 pF/cm might be possible.

Figure 5: Simulation results of the capacitance over the
thickness of the MPL and for varying copper traces width.

Figure 6 shows the electrical potential of a one cm long
piece of cable within air. Additional grounded shielding
layers were not considered for these simulation runs.

Status and outlook
From the first production run of the copper cable promis-

ing conclusions could be derived:

• High production yields can be reached with up to
20 cm long cables.

• The capacity of the copper cable is comparable to the
cables comprising aluminium traces.

Figure 6: Simulation results of the capacitance over the
mesh thickness and a varying copper traces width.

• The amount of production processes for the sensor-
cable-ROC sub-system can be reduced by at least a
factor of two due to the doubled number of signal lay-
ers in the copper cable.

However, the mounting processes for the cable needs
further research. The glue process on the sensor side might
be tricky, hence, alternative technologies based on small
solder ball interconnects will be evaluated.
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Capacitance studies of the CBM STS microcable stack-up

D. Soyk, H. Faber, and C. J. Schmidt
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Several studies with FEM tools have been made to find
a thin microcable stack-up with a reduced capacitance and
good assembly properties.

Discussion of parameters
The capacitance of a simple flat capacitor is calculated

as follows:
C = εrε0

Lb

d
(1)

The vacuum permittivity ε0 is a natural constant. If
we assume that the capacity is directly proportional to the
length L three parameters are left to optimize:

1. the relative permittivity εr depends upon the material.

2. the distance d between two layers of metal strands or
the ground layer of the microcable. (N.B.: the pitch
between two strands must be kept to avoid mismatch
between sensor and microcable or between microca-
ble and chip.)

3. the width b of the metal strands.

Choice of simulation tool
Two software tools were available to generate this study.

The first was Ansys and the second was the Transmission
Line Electromagnetic Modeling Tool - called TNT. Ansys
employs the finite element method (FEM), TNT the near
element boundary method (NEBEM). Some comparision
studies were done to avoid errors due to systematical errors
in the calculation method or simple software errors. For
theses studies a defined layer stack was used and the per-
mittivity εr of the spacer was varied. The stack consisted
of the following materials above a metallic plane: 100 µm
spacer, 10 µm polyimid, 14 µm aluminium outer signal
layer; 50 µm spacer, 10 µm polyimid, 14 µm aluminium
inner signal layer and 100 µm spacer. In the table below
the results obtained with TNT and Ansys are displayed in
comparison.

εr TNT Ansys TNT Ansys
outer layer outer layer inner layer inner layer

[pF/cm] [pF/cm] [pF/cm] [pF/cm]
3.5 0.91 0.99 0.89 0.94

2.25 0.68 0.72 0.66 0.69
1.5 0.53 0.55 0.51 0.52

Both simulation tools show the same trends: higher εr
effects higher capacitance and the outer layer has a higher

capacitance than the inner layer. Both trends are expected
from equation (1). The results differ less than 1/10. There-
fore both tools seems to be sufficent for our needs, and we
chose the TNT tool for further studies.

Stack and material variations

In [1] a cable stack for the CBM STS readout was pro-
posed. Further investigation especially concerning the pro-
duceability and the handling of the different layers of the
micro-cable required some modifications. First the central
spacer had to be split in two halfs to result in a symmetrical
stack of the micro-cable for the p- and n-side of the sensor.
Additionally the polyimid layer between the grounds and
the outside spacer was suppressed to avoid the lamination
of 2 flimsy, 10 µm thick polyimid layers during the pro-
duction process. It turned out that at least the spacer under
each signal layer should be the same to make the labora-
tory assembly procedures easier. The modified cable stack
is shown in Fig. 1.

Sensor

Al SIG 1 15µm
PI 10µm

Spacer

Al SIG 2 15µm
PI 10µm

Spacer

Al shield 15µm

PI 10µm

Al SIG 1 15µm

PI 10µm

Spacer

Al SIG 2 15µm

Al shield 15µm

PI 10µm

PI 10µm

Spacer

Spacer

Spacer

Figure 1: Modified CBM STS microcable stack-up

Variation of the spacer material and thickness give pos-
sibilities to influence the capacity of the cable. There were
6 material options to investigate:

material εr thickness [µm]
polyimid 5/10 filled 2.25 50
polyimid 5/10 filled 2.25 100
polyimid 3/10 filled 1.8 50
polyimid 3/10 filled 1.8 75
polyimid 3/10 filled 1.8 100

Foamtak II 1.5 165
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Possible stack-ups were chosen. In the following table
one half of the symmetric stack-ups are described (from
the outer layer to the plane of symmetry where the sensor
is located):

No. Layers
1 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,100µm polyimid 5/10,

14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 5/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 5/10

2 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,100µm polyimid 3/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 3/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 3/10

3 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,165µm Foamtak II,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 5/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 5/10

4 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,165µm Foamtak II,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 3/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,50µm polyimid 3/10

5 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,165µm Foamtak II,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,75µm polyimid 3/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,75µm polyimid 3/10

6 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,165µm Foamtak II,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,100µm polyimid 3/10,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,100µm polyimid 3/10

7 10µm polyimid,14µm aluminium,165µm Foamtak II,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,165µm Foamtak II,
14µm aluminium,10µm polyimid,165µm Foamtak II

These 7 stack-ups were simulated for a strand width of
46 µm. The results for the inner and outer signal layer were
calculated.

No. inner layer outer layer thickness
[pF/cm] [pF/cm] [µm]

1 0.715 0.724 544
2 0.615 0.620 544
3 0.715 0.613 674
4 0.615 0.566 674
5 0.569 0.534 774
6 0.548 0.518 874
7 0.468 0.476 1134

Stack no. 1 and no. 2 differ only by the polyimid ma-
terial for the spacer used. No. 2 uses the polyimid 3/10
filled mesh with a mean εr of 1.8 instead of 2.25. An im-
provement of the strand capacitance for both layers is ob-
servable. No. 3 and 4 have the same structure as No. 1 and
2 between the signal layers, but the spacer between shield-
ing and outer signal layer is thicker and with lower εr. This
has mainly an influence on the capacitance of the outer sig-
nal layer, not on the inner signal layer. If the capacitance
of both layers is to be improved the structure between the
signal layers also needs improvement. No. 5 and 6 has the
same stack of materials as no. 4, but the thickness of the
polyimid 3/10 filled spacer is increased to 75 and 100 µm.
The capacitance consequently decreases with the increas-
ing thickness of the spacer as anticipated. No. 7 contains
only 165 µm thick Foamtak II spacers. The low εr and the
high thickness of the material results in a low capacitance
of the signal layers.

Due to mechanical space restrictions in the CBM STS
detector the “best” micro cable stack-up is not the one with
the lowest capacitance, but the one with the lowest capac-
itance fitting in the foreseen space. In the final detector 5
microcable stack-ups will be adjacent and the overall thick-
ness of these 5 stacks should be less than 5 mm (with some
safety margin). Therefore the stack no. 5 was chosen. Now
2 of 3 parameters are optimized, namely the relative per-
mittivity εr and the distance d between the signal layers
(in other words the thickness of the spacer). To reach the
design goal of a capacitance of less than 0.5 pF/cm, the
last parameter must be modified: the width b of the metal
strands of the signal cable. The strand width is reduced to
a width of 30 µm and the calculation for the stack no. 5 is
done. The following values are obtained for 30 µm strands:

inner layer [pF/cm] outer layer [pF/cm]
0.387 0.367

For comparison, these are similar to the values obtained
from the measurements of a realistic stack-up, where the
width of the strands was 35 µm. The simulation is some-
thing like 1/10 off the measurement.

Conclusion
As shown above it is possible to obtain a thin microca-

ble stack for the CBM STS detector with a relative capac-
itance lower than 0.5 pF/cm. In the real world the mea-
sured values for the capacitance should be well under the
simulations, because the stack-up is in general not tightly
laminated so that the average distance between the layers
is generally larger. Also the layers of glue are assumed to
be equal to zero and are neglected in the simulation.
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Microcable quality assurance: capacitance measurements

I. Panasenko1,2, H. R. Schmidt1, E. Lavrik1, C. Simons3, and C. J. Schmidt3
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Ultra-light micro-cables are the key component for the
CBM Silicon Tracking System. However, in addition to
the total strip capacitance, microcables also contribute to
the load capacitance seen by the FEE. Therefore it is im-
portant to know the total parasitic capacitance of the sin-
gle trace (Ctot). For the module assembly a micro-cable
stack which consists of 4 signal and 2 shield layers will
be used. A schematic view of such a stack is depicted in
Fig. 1. Here we report on the measurements of Ctot for an
aluminum microcable stack # 2-11 (N-Top layer is 28.1 cm
long, P-Top layer is 27.1 cm long) manufactured by LTU
Ltd (Kharkov, Ukraine) [1].

Figure 1: Schematic side view of the micro-cable stack for
one CBM module.

Measurements were carried out on a custom, fully auto-
mated probe station developed at University Tübingen [2].
A 3-needle configuration was used to measure the capaci-
tance of a single trace to two neighbors and a small extra
fraction. The network simulator SPICE [3] was used to es-
timate the contribution of all other traces to the measured
value in a 3-needle configuration and thus to derive Ctot of
a single trace, and also to extract other capacitances (like
trace-to-trace) which are impossible to measure directly.
Because the microcable stack can be considered as an array
of capacitors , without resistors, the measured capacitance
does not depend on the frequency of the applied test signal.

Fig. 2 shows the results of measurements for all 64 traces
of one layer of the microcable stack. Such measurements
were performed for all 4 layers. Then the total trace capac-
itance was derived and the results are plotted in Fig. 3.
The capacitance measurements are summarized as follows:

Ctot = 0.382± 0.020 pF/cm,
CTT = 0.094± 0.008 pF/cm,
CLL = 0.083± 0.010 pF/cm,
CTS = 0.090± 0.009 pF/cm,

Figure 2: Measurements of Ctot for every trace of the
28,1 cm long microcable.

Figure 3: Measured total trace capacitance of the micro-
cable stack.

where CTT is the capacitance between two adjacent traces
of a single layer, CLL − the capacitance between two near-
est traces of adjacent layers, CTS − the capacitance be-
tween single trace and shield layer.
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Development of multipurpose Demonstrator for sensors investigations

V. M. Borshchov1, M. A. Protsenko1, I. T. Tymchuk1, A. O. Zavalniuk1, Yu. A. Murin2,
A. D. Sheremetev2, and D. V. Dementiev2

1LED Technologies of Ukraine (LTU) Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine; 2JINR, Dubna, Russia

A demonstrator for investigations of silicon sensors and
multilayered analog cables with different length has been
developed and manufactured by LTU Ltd taking into ac-
count the initial data from JINR LHEP specialists. Ad-
ditionally components for the assembly of the module
demonstrators at JINR LHEP were manufactured and de-
livered. The work was coordinated by JINR.

Purpose of the demonstrator

The demonstrator was developed to address the follow-
ing issues:

• Investigations of double-sided silicon sensors from
different manufacturers and with different dimensions
(62 by 62 mm, 62 by 42 mm, 62 by 22 mm);

• Investigations of the effect of the analog cables of var-
ious lengths (100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm and 400 mm)
on the performance of the demonstrator;

• Working out the main assembly steps at JINR LHEP
based on technological approaches and techniques
(SpTAB technology) which are going to be used dur-
ing full-scale module manufacturing.

Composition of the demonstrator

The demonstrator was developed based on previous ex-
perience with other demonstrator objects but improved and
modified. The demonstrator, shown in Fig. 1, consists of:

• Double-sided silicon sensor with any standard dimen-
sions (62 by 62 mm, 62 by 42 mm, 62 by 22 mm);

• Flexible-rigid board with LEMO connectors for bias
line connections;

• Ultra-light microcables for interconnection between P
and N sides of sensor (116 strips/channels from each
side of sensor) and adaptor boards (ZIF-connectors).
They are the singular components of the demonstra-
tor which is individually developed depending on the
sensor dimensions;

• Adapter boards for connecting ZIF-connectors to
ERNI-connectors;

• CF-frame and L-legs for mechanical fixation of the
sensor;

• Multilayered analog cables of various lengths
(100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm and 400 mm) with adap-
tor boards. The structure of the cables is the same as
those to be used for full-scale STS modules.

Each multilayered analog cable consists of:

• Two signal layers (adhesiveless dielectric FDI-A-24
type, 58 traces at 40 µm trace width and 113 µm trace
pitch);

• Two meshed spacers (Kapton 75 µm thick, fill factor
about 40%);

• Shielding layer (dielectric FDI-A-24) with Foamtac
spacer (foamed polystyrene 165 µm thick).

Figure 1: Layout of the multipurpose demonstrator.

For the demonstrators, about 30 components have been
developed, more than 60 photomasks produced, and the
assembly procedures developed. The demonstrators have
been assembled both at LTU Ltd and at JINR LHEP [1].
The obtained results will be applied to studies as those re-
ported in [2] and for the assembly of modules for applica-
tion in the CBM STS detector.
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Assembly of dummy modules for the STS demonstrator of unit 7

C. Simons1, R. Visinka1, O. Vasylyev1, and I. Tymchuk2

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2LTU Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine

With the construction of a demonstrator for the CBM
Silicon Tracking System a lot of questions in matters of as-
sembly techniques, cooling and cabling can be answered.
Dummy-modules for this unit are assembled to gain ex-
perience with the longest microcables, the biggest sensors
(62 mm by 124 mm), the ladder assembly, and to be able to
fix the total cable lengths.

Figure 1: Dummy-modules for quarter unit 7.

The longest sensor modules

Unit 7, as the biggest unit, needs the longest microca-
bles. For the n-side of the inner 42 mm silicon sensor, mi-
crocables of about 495 mm length are necessary. Until now
the longest microcables delivered had a length of 250 mm
and therefore important experience could be gained during
the module-assembly with cables of up to such length. The
storage plates and storage systems had to be adapted.

Figure 2: Dummy-module on the heating mat.

Since these longest modules do not fit in the oven for the
curing process, a heating mat has been acquired. The mat
can be placed next to the assembly tables, helps to avoid
longer transport ways for the module and offers heating
only in the glued area (sensor, ASIC or FEB).

Figure 3: TAB-bonding on a 124 mm sensor.

The vacuum plates were adapted for the 124 mm sensors
and the handling procedures were optimized (see Fig. 3).

The total cable lengths
The microcable lengths measured in the CATIA-model

result from different factors: sensor position on the ladder,
position of the sensor bonding rows, position of the ASIC
bonding rows, overlap of the sensors, bending radius of the
microcable, etc..
On one hand the aim is to pack the microcable stacks of the
five modules closely and to avoid cable loops. On the other
hand the mounting of the front-end-boards in the electronic
boxes has to be considered (Fig. 4). The p-side-FEB is
fixed on the bottom side of the cooling plate, the n-side-
FEB on the top side.
Based on the microcables lengths measured in the CATIA-
model the length for the module-cables have been in-
creased in little steps to gain experience during the
assembly-procedures and to find the optimal lengths.

Figure 4: Microcables in electronic box.

The dummy-modules for unit 7 will be used to test the
ladder assembly tool with regard to functionality and accu-
racy.
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Assembly of demonstrators for laboratory and in-beam tests at JINR LHEP

A. Sheremetev1, T. Semchukova1, T. Andreeva1, M. Protsenko2, I. Tymchuk2, and A. Zavalniuk2

1JINR, Dubna, Russia; 2LED Technologies of Ukraine (LTU) Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine

First functional demonstrator modules were assembled
at JINR together with the team of LTU Ltd. Two silicon
sensors were mounted:

• Hamamatsu sensor 6.2 by 6.2 cm, double sided, dou-
ble layer metallization;

• CiS sensor 4.2 by 6.2 cm, double sided, double layer
metallization.

Three demonstrators with flexible cables of differ-
ent length were designed, to simulate different type of
modules: 100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm and 400 mm. The as-
sembly of the demonstrators comprises the following steps:

Step 1: Preparing cables for bonding on sensor. After
visual inspection of the cable the working area is cut out.

Figure 1: Preparing cables for bonding (left) and cable cut-
ting process (right).

Step 2: Bonding the cables to n-side and p-side of the
sensor. The cables were bonded using automatic bonder
EM-4370. On each side of the silicon sensor two layers of
microcable are TAB-bonded. Then glue is applied on the
TAB-bonds.

Step 3: Laminating polyimide ZIF-stiffeners to the ca-
bles (for increasing cable thickness to fit ZIF-connector).

Figure 2: Bonding of the signal cables with a sensor (left)
and bonding of the bias cable with a sensor (right).

Step 4: Alignment of CF-frame and fixing of the sensor
with glue. At this stage, L-legs are fixed to the sensor with

Bluestar Silicones CAF-4 glue. After polymerization of
the glue, the sensor is attached via L-legs to CF-frame with
Araldite 2011 glue.

Step 5: Bonding bias-cables to the PCB. This operation
is performed with the manual ultrasonic bonder Kulicke &
Soffa iBond 5000.

Step 6: Connecting cable sets of multi-layered analog
cables with aforementioned lengths for further tests.

Figure 3: Cable with ZIF-stiffeners (left) and fixing L-legs
to the CF-frame (right).

The technological assembly route, as a base assembly
approach for further modules assembly at JINR LHEP, has
been worked out. Fixtures for bonding cable and sensors
have been designed and tested. The optimal regimes of the
TAB-bonding process were obtained for two types of sen-
sors. During assembly of the demonstrators we observed
that all bond joints are present but few traces were bro-
ken. This was the reason of some missed channels during
further tests of the demonstrators in the laboratory with a
radioactive source [1].

Figure 4: Demonstrators for the laboratory and in-beam
tests with cable.
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Test of a CBM STS prototype module with deutron beam at Nuclotron

D. Dementyev and M. Shitenkov
JINR-LHEP, Dubna, Russia

The first in-beam test of a CBM STS prototype mod-
ule at the Nuclotron facility was performed end of De-
cember 2016. Nuclotron is a superconductive synchrotron,
exploited by the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in
Dubna, Russia. Currently the Nuclotron provides beams of
protons, light ions, polarized and aligned deuterons as well
as secondary beams (neutron, pion, 3H and others). Beams
are extracted slowly (T extr∼ 500 ms) and transported via
eight beam transfer lines to the main experimental area -
hall 205 [1]. A permanent setup for in-beam tests in hall
205 will allow to test components and prototypes of the
CBM STS. The STS test bench, 2.5 m long, was installed
in the NIS-GIBS [2] test area. Two days of beam time were
focused on the test of two STS test stations with silicon mi-
crostrip sensors. The bench was located downstream of the
NIS-GIBS setup and measurements were done with defo-
cused beam of 10 cm r.m.s. diameter.

The setup comprised two test stations with silicon mi-
crostrip sensors and two scintillator counters used for trig-
ger generation. The readout was achieved with n-XYTER
v2.0 based front-end electronics and a DABC data acqui-
sition system. Test stations were assembled and tested al-
ternately because of a limited number of electronics boards
available. The first station was assembled with 12 × 12 mm
sensor, the second with a prototype of STS module with
62 × 62 mm sensor produced by Hamamatsu and 256 mm
long aluminum microcable [3]. Tests were done on a
deuteron beam with energy 3.5 GeV/u and intensities 104 -
105 deutrons per second. The main goals of the in-beam
test were:

• Organization of the permanent STS test bench for in-
beam tests;

• Study of the charge collection efficiency with
deuterons beam;

• Study of the dependence of cluster sizes on particle
incident angle.

The next beam time is scheduled for March 2017. It
will comprise two days with deuteron beam and two days
with 6Li beam. The test will be done with the same setup
and module prototype comprising a 62 by 42 mm sen-
sor produced by CiS. The last beam time at Nuclotron in
2017 is planned for November. Untill that time three test
stations with silicon microstrip sensors with readout elec-
tronics based on front-end boards generation F with the
n-XYTER ASIC will be assembled. The test bench will
be moved upstream the NIS-GIBS setup. This will allow

to proceed with tests with a beam focused down to about
0.5 cm diameter. In 2018 Nuclotron will be shut down for
one year for the construction of the booster for the NICA
facility.

Figure 1: Test bench with one STS test station with a
double-sided microstrip silicon sensor and two scintillator
counters.

Figure 2: Prototype of the STS module with a Hamamatsu
62 by 62 mm sensor installed on a carbon fiber frame.
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Thermal tests of CBM STS prototype modules on CF-frames

D. Dementyev1, M. Shitenkov1, and P. Kharlamov2

1JINR-LHEP, Dubna, Russia; 2SINP MSU, Moscow, Russia

All silicon sensors of the CBM Silicon Tracking Sys-
tem will be mounted on ultralight carbon fiber (CF) space-
frames by means of L-legs made of fiberglass with epoxy
resin. Due to different CTE coefficient for silicon and car-
bon fiber, mechanical stress may occur at the mounting
points of the L-legs [1]. Thermal tests of glues and pro-
totype modules are needed to estimate how temperature in-
fluences mechanical and electrical properties of the mod-
ules.

Two demonstrators with a CBM06H6-DM sensor, 6.2
by 6.2 cm from Hamamatsu and CBM06C4-DM, 6.2 by
4.2 cm sensor from CiS, were assembled at JINR and LTU
Ltd for laboratory tests [2]. On both demonstrators CF
frames are installed on the sensors. L-legs are glued to the
sensors with CAF4 glue and to the CF frames with Araldite
2011. On both sides of the sensors only 120 central strips
are connected to the ERNI connector. Readout electronics
based on the n-XYTER ASIC was used for measurements.

The demonstrators were placed in a thermo-box made
of foam plastic; cooling was carried out by means of con-
trolled evaporation of liquid nitrogen. The temperature was
monitored with four Pt-100 sensors, located on each cor-
ner of the demonstrators. Also two humidity sensors were
placed inside. Because of a significant dependence of the
base line level of the n-XYTER channels on temperature,
the Front-end board (FEB) with the n-XYTER ASIC was
located outside of the box. FEB and sensor were intercon-
nected via a 256 mm long microcable. Measurements were
made with a 241Am gamma source.

Figure 1: Demonstrator with CBM06H6 sensor in thermo-
box (left). Dependance of the leakage current of the sensors
on temperature (right).

Dependencies of signal and noise on temperature were
investigated in the range -40 to +20 ◦C. The most intense
gamma lines of 241Am are: 13.9 keV (37%), 26.3 keV
(2.3%), and 59.5 keV (35.9%). The exact position of the
59.5 keV peak was determined with a gaussian fit to all
cluster amplitude, for each temperature. Noise was mea-
sured in the n-XYTER test-trigger mode with internal test

pulser. The r.m.s. value of the noise amplitude in each
channel was used as a quantitate measure of the noise. The
mean values of the noise for all 120 channels were taken.
Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Dependence of the signal amplitude on tempera-
ture.

Figure 3: Dependence of the average noise per one channel
on temperature.

There is no dependence of the signal on temperature
within the whole range. As expected, the average noise
level slightly decreases with temperature due to decreasing
leakage current. After heating, visual inspection of demon-
strators was done. Defects were not found.
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Prototype carbon fiber ladders for the STS made in industry

W. Niebur, M. Faul, and J. M. Heuser
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Carbon fiber support structures for the detector ladders
of the CBM Silicon Tracking System are a central element
for achieving a mechanically stable and, at the same time,
low-mass detector [1].

Recently, prototype carbon fiber supports have been pro-
duced using an industrial process. That is based on winding
high-modulus carbon fibers [2] around three support tubes.
During this process, the tubes are installed on a hub that
has been custom-designed at GSI and produced from Alu-
minum in precision mechanics industry [3]. The winding
itself has been carried out in aerospace industry [4]. The
hub is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a core piece that can
be installed on a rotating fixture, and three side pieces re-
ceiving the longitudinal support tubes. After winding and
drying of the epoxy-clad fibers, the side pieces can be re-
tracted and the hub removed from the produced structure.
With a length of 130 cm, the hub allows producing carbon
ladders of 110-120 cm length, matching the largest STS
tracking stations. The base of the ladders is 6.1 cm wide,
the height is 2.0 cm. The cell spacing realized by wind-
ing is ca. 4.0 cm. The tube support structure was chosen
as it is best suited for overlaying it with the wound fibers,
not risking sharp bends. With an outer/inner diameter of
1.5/0.5 mm, the tubes offer a low material cross section at
essentially all particle crossing angles. Table 1 shows tech-
nical specifications of the three types of prototype ladders
produced so far; they are depicted side by side in Fig. 2.
The ladders differ in the carbon fiber used, both type and
filaments contained, as well as the number of rovings per
strud. A further, fourth prototype is being processed using
fiber type M60J/3K with roving 4 or 5.

As the weight of the objects differ only slightly, the de-
cision on which prototype to consider for further pre-series
manufacturing will be based on the forthcoming analysis
of the mechanical strength obtained, in terms of bending,
twisting and squeezing. Sections of the carbon fiber lad-
ders produced are already being employed in the ladder as-
sembly tool that is currently under development [5].

Table 1: Specifications of the prototype ladders.

prototype 1 prototype 2 prototype 3
support CFK pipe CFK pipe CFK pipe

0.5/1.5 mm ∅ 0.5/1.5 mm ∅ 0.5/1.5 mm ∅
matrix L20/EPH960 L20/EPH960 L20/EPH960
fiber M55J/6K M55J/6K M60J/3K

roving 1 2 3
weight 11.2 g 14.8 g 11.2 g

Figure 1: Hub made from Aluminum for the winding of
carbon fibers around suport structures of different shapes.

Figure 2: Prototype carbon fiber ladders produced accord-
ing to the specifications shown in Table 1.
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Ladder assembly concept and tool

U. Frankenfeld1, H. R. Schmidt2, C. Simons1, O. Vasylyev1, and R. Visinka1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Universität Tübingen,Tübingen, Germany

Ladder assembly

The sensors of the Silicon Tracking System (STS) are
mounted onto a carbon fibre structure (CF-ladder). Before
the mounting, the sensors are assembled with read-out ca-
bles and the front-end electronic (module assembly [1, 2]).
The task of the ladder assembly is to mount the modules
with a sensor position precision better than 100 µm.

Concept and tool

The CF-ladder is mounted into a supporting fixture. In
order to be able to reproduce the positioning the fixture has
to be kept at a constant temperature in a controlled envi-
ronment. In a first step the holding structure (L-leg [3])
is positioned with a tool (Fig. 1) and glued onto the CF-
ladder.

The concept is based on positioning the sensor with a
vacuum holder (Fig. 3). The position of the sensor is de-
fined by the surface of the vacuum-holder and the two
ledges (Fig. 2). This implies that corners of the sensors
have to be cut precisely since the edges define the position
of the sensor. The vacuum holder is positioned onto the jig
with dowel pins.

A concept tool has been designed and produced to study
the feasibility of the assembly procedure. The size of the
tool has been chosen to mount two 6.2 × 6.2 cm2 sen-
sors on a CF-ladder. The surface of the sensor holder has
been lapped to avoid scratches to the surface of the sensor.
An alternative approach is the usages of a protecting layer
(e.g. paper) between the sensor and the vacuum holder.
The positioning tool for the L-legs is made from plastic in
3D-printing; for a final tool the precision can be enhanced.

Feasibility tests

Several gluing test of the L-legs have been performed to
ensure the mechanical properties of the structure. The first
ladder will be assembled with two non-functional sensors
to measure the precision of the mounting. Finally a lad-
der with functional sensors will be assembled and tested to
ensure that the handling and gluing of the sensors has no
influence of the performance of the detector.

Further developments

Further developments will be the optimization of the
shape of the L-leg to avoid glue spreading onto the edges of
the sensor. After proving the concept of the ladder assem-
bly a full-scale prototype tool will be designed and build

to assemble a large ladder with ten modules. A transfer
tools to take the ladder out of the mounting jig is under de-
velopment. It will also be used to store the ladders before
installing them into the STS. For the quality assurance and
to measure the sensor positions after assembly an optical
inspection system has to be established.

Figure 1: Positioning tool to holde two L-legs with vacuum
(left). The mounting height of the L-leg is defined by the
tool, in lateral direction they are moved onto the CF-ladder
structure (right).

Figure 2: The vacuum tool to position the sensor; the posi-
tion is defined by the ledges and dowel pins (left). A mod-
ule is positioned onto the ladder (right).

Figure 3: The CF-ladder is placed into the mounting fixture
(left). One L-Leg is glued with the tool onto the CF-ladder
(right).
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Production and gluing of the L-legs for the silicon sensors

A. Voronin, A. Sheremetev, and O. Chikalov
JINR-LHEP, Dubna, Russia

The CBM Silicon Tracking system will be based on
modules with double-sided silicon microstrip sensors. All
sensors will be installed on ultralight carbon fiber space-
frames (CF frames). Front-end boards with readout ASICs
will be located at the both ends of the CF-frames mounted
onto aluminum radiators. The sensors will be connected to
the ASICs through aluminum microcables.

Each sensor will be mounted to a CF-frame with four
legs of “L” shape. L-legs should solve the following tasks:
to fix the sensor in a predefined position according to the
CF-frame, to prevent electrical contact between sensor and
CF-frame, to compensate mechanical stress due to the cool-
ing and heating processes.

Two type of fixtures should be developed: one for the
gluing L-legs on the sensors and the second for accurate
positioning and gluing the sensor with L-legs and microca-
bles to the CF-frame.

The first batch of 250 L-legs was produced at JINR-
LHEP, 100 pieces were sent to GSI. The dimensions of the
L-legs and a photo of one of the samples are presented in
Fig. 1. The L-legs were made from fiberglass and epoxy
resin using a thermoforming method.

Figure 1: The dimensions of the L-leg.

Figure 2: L-leg produced at JINR.

The production technology comprises the following
steps:

• Preparation. Cutting of the fiberglass. Impregnation
of the cut pieces with epoxy resin (Epoxy Equiv: 184-
194 g/eq), triethanolamine and accelerator.

• Impregnation of the fiberglass with binder at tempera-
ture 60 ◦C.

• Curing. Fiberglass is put in a metal mold and is held
for 120 minutes at 120 ◦C. After becoming a solid
sample it is withdrawn from the mold.

• Cutting. Sample is cut on the special fixture.

• Processing. L-legs are cleaned from the flash.

For gluing of L-legs to the sensors we propose to use the
special fixture wich is presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Fixture for L-leg gluing (left). Alignment of the
L-leg (right).

The sensor is aligned on the table with stoppers, which
are adopted for all types of STS modules. Afterwards the
L-leg is settled in the correct position with the help of two
micro screws. The glue is applied with a dispenser.

Proper glues should be chosen for the mounting of L-
legs. Specialists from LTU Ltd propose to use the fol-
lowing glues: CAF 4 for gluing L-legs to the sensors and
Araldite 2011 for gluing L-legs to CF-frame. Two test
demonstrators with sensors, L-legs and CF-frames were
assembled and tested at JINR. Both demonstrators were
tested within the temperature range -40 to +25 ◦C with
readout electronics based on the n-XYTER ASIC [1]. Tests
have shown that demonstrators are operable within the
whole temperature range and visual inspection after heat-
ing shown no defects in mounting points. However, radia-
tion tests of the glues should be performed.
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Development of a CO2 - based cooling demonstrator for the CBM STS

K. Agarwal, E. Lavrik, and H. R. Schmidt
Universität Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

As the core detector of the CBM experiment, the Silicon
Tracking System (STS) located in the dipole magnet pro-
vides track reconstruction and momentum determination
of charged particles from beam-target interactions. Due
to the expected irradiation damage, the sensors will dis-
sipate some power and have to be kept at or below -5◦C
by complete removal of the heat dissipated by the front-
end electronics (FEE) boards (total power load ∼ 40 kW).
The heat must be removed to avoid thermal runaway and
reverse annealing of the irradiated silicon sensors. There-
fore, the STS will be operated in a thermal insulation box
and will use bi-phase CO2 cooling system for the FEE to
maintain the desired environment for optimal detector op-
eration at all times [1]. The effort presented in this report
is aimed towards building a cooling demonstrator for two
STS half-stations to show that the CBM-STS cooling con-
cept is viable.

This work is an extension of the previous R&D con-
ducted on bi-phase CO2-cooling for CBM-STS aimed at
FEE box design optimization where up to 200 W/FEE box
heat was removed by keeping it at -15 ◦C for -40 ◦C coolant
temperature [2]. Additionally, a 1 kW bi-phase CO2 test
cooling system, TRACI-XL [3] will be used for complet-
ing the demonstrator.

Thermal Interface Material (TIM) Studies
The CO2 cooling system for the FEE primarily removes

heat via conduction from FEE boxes mounted tightly on
to the cooling plate. Since the mating surfaces are not ab-
solutely flat and have micro-level imperfections, there is a
presence of air-filled gaps with very low thermal conductiv-
ity (0.026 W/m·K at room temperature) acting as a thermal
barrier. Hence temperature measurements are conducted
by using different thermal-interface materials to replace all
the space that otherwise would be occupied by air. Since
heat transfer measurements are relative in nature, water will
be used as the coolant for initial studies as it is easier to han-
dle and has simpler experimental setup than CO2 cooling.
Later these results will be verified by using bi-phase CO2.

Finite Element Method (FEM) Simulations
In order to understand the process, a series of FEM stud-

ies was performed using Solidworks Flow Simulations by
keeping the component geometries as realistic as possible.
The water inlet temperature was kept at 15 ◦C with a mass
flow rate of 40 l/hr. Ceramic surface resistors are used as
heat producing FEE components (2 W/resistor; 160 W/FEE
box) glued on Aluminium Nitride (AlN180) plates attached
to the FEE box fins. Table 1 describes all the TIMs that

were used to fabricate the FEE boxes previously and the
same are used for simulations for consistency. The annota-
tions used are:

Interface 1: FEE Box - Cooling Plate
Interface 2: FEE Box Fin - AlN Plate
Interface 3: Resistor - AlN Plate
k: Thermal Conductivity of TIM
d: Thickness of TIM
RΘ: Distributed Thermal Resistance

Inter-
face TIM k

W/m·K
d
µm

RΘ
m2·K/W

1 KP97 5.0 30 6.0 × 10−6

& 2 QGF-G03 16.0 125 7.8 × 10−6

WLK 10 0.836 30 3.6 × 10−5

3 Arctic Silver 7.5 30 4.0 × 10−6

WLK DK 10 1.0 30 3.0 × 10−5

Table 1: TIM Properties used for FEM Simulations.

Please note that the layer thickness of glue and grease is
variable in reality, but it is taken as 30 µm for simulation
purpose only which is consistent with the results presented
in [2]. Additionally, since the specific heat capacity of none
of the Interface 3 materials is available, it has been taken
as 1000 J/kg·K which is of the same order as rest of the
TIMs. Also note that QGF-G03 exhibits biaxial thermal
conductivity with in-plane k = 470W/m·K and its effect is
a subject of further simulations.

Interface 1 Interface 2 Interface 3 Max. Setup
Temp 0C

WLK 10 52.74
KP97 Arctic Silver 52.16

KP97 WLK DK 10 52.56
WLK 10 51.99

QGF-G03 Arctic Silver 51.33
WLK DK 10 51.86

WLK 10 52.80
KP97 Arctic Silver 52.16

QGF-G03 WLK DK 10 52.70
WLK 10 52.14

QGF-G03 Arctic Silver 51.52
WLK DK 10 52.03

Table 2: FEM simulation results.

Table 2 presents the simulation results for different inter-
face combinations already fabricated. It shows that KP97,
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QGF-G03 and Arctic Silver as Interface 1, 2 and 3 respec-
tively cools the FEE box to the lowest temperatures. It is
evident, however, that the differences between the various
interface materials are relatively small.

Experimental Readout Development
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 1 is adopted from

the setup in [2]. PT100 temperature sensors will be in-
stalled on the cooling plate, on the aluminum fins of the
FEE box and on the heat producing resistors to monitor
the heat transfer, hence indicating the setup performance.
Since the temperature sensors give an absolute value at a
particular location rather than giving a temperature gradi-
ent, an overhead IR Camera has been installed to obtain a
complete picture, thus verifying the results from the sen-
sors. Since it is difficult to remove all the reflections in the
camera’s field of view, differential measurements of two
images at different setup conditions is a proposed solution
to analyze temperature change across the whole setup.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for TIM studies.

STS Thermal Insulation Box Development
The requirements for the STS thermal enclosure are:

• Large volume of ∼4m 3 with highly thermal insulat-
ing walls (maximum thickness 20 mm).

• Mechanically stable to hold the STS weight (maxi-
mum allowed deformation of 100 µm for ∼2 t).

• Electrical and light shielding.

• Feedthroughs for cables and pipes such that the vapor
barrier is maintained (∼0.5% RH at room temperature
to avoid condensation).

• Easy to assemble and disassemble for detector main-
tainence tasks.

As the first step, a smaller insulation box (0.75
× 0.50 × 1.50 m3) will be fabricated from Carbon
Faserverstärkter Kunststoff (CFK) sandwiches. Rohacell-
51 (Polymethacrylimide) has been chosen as the foam
because of its superior mechanical properties (compres-
sive strength = 0.9 N/mm2) and low thermal conductivity

(0.036 W/m.K). Given the space constraints, calculations
for thickness optimization were done keeping in mind that
the outer wall temperature must be higher than the dew
point of the surrounding environment. The following cal-
culations have been done by taking [4] as a reference.

Figure 2: Insulation thickness optimisation

For the upper panel in Fig. 2, Tambient = 20 ◦C and RH =
50% which corresponds to Tdewpoint = 9.27 ◦C. So 16 mm
insulation thickness is safe as the temperature of outside
wall is 16 ◦C which is fairly above the dew point.

The lower panel in Fig. 2 tells the additional power that
has to be removed because of heat transfer from the out-
side environment to the box. The temperature inside the
box has been taken as -5 ◦C and the power transferred per
unit area has been studied for different ambient tempera-
tures. At 16 mm insulation thickness, 40 W/m2 of power
has to be removed for Tambient = 20 ◦C, which increases to
47 W/m2 for Tambient = 25 ◦C and 55 W/m2 for Tambient

= 30 ◦C. So the ambient temperature should also be con-
sidered with the heat dissipated from the sensors and FEE
for determining the cooling efficiency of the setup.

Eventually 16 mm Rohacell-51 sheets are sandwiched
from all sides with CFK of 2 mm thickness for adding me-
chanical strength.
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Progress with the integration of the CBM Silicon Tracking System

O. Vasylyev, D. Emschermann, M. Faul, S. Koch, P. Koczon, J. Lehnert, W. Niebur, S. Schwab,
J. Weinert, and J. M. Heuser

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The STS system integration effort targets a detector that
can be installed in the gap of the superconducting dipole
magnet and taken out for system maintenance [1]. The
current engineering activities address the detailed structure
of the detector system, the space requirements of the me-
chanical STS building blocks along with technical solu-
tions to their installation, geometrical precision, the cooling
of electronics and sensors, and routing of the supplies and
services within and through the thermal enclosure.

Prototyping of the detector subassemblies
The development of the mechanical structures is cur-

rently at its prototyping stage. Real-scale prototypes of the
crucial detector subassemblies, as well as the required tool-
ing are being intensively designed by the engineering team.
Figure 1 depicts the current CAD design of a quarter unit 7
with the relevant design features.

Figure 1: Quarter unit 7 assembly.

Unit 7 is a carrier for the largest 1 m long carbon frames.
Hence, the resulting space for cable routing between the
electronic boxes and the detector frame ceiling is very lim-
ited. Due to the horizontal symmetry of the individual unit
halves, it is sufficient to prove the cable routing and com-
ponent mountings on one half of the C-shaped frame.

Electronic components and cables
In order to obtain a realistic space estimation for cable

routing, CAD models of the electronic components were

derived from the corresponding technical drawings. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the stacks of Front-End-Boards (FEBs)
which are mounted above the carbon frames, as well as
peripheral Read-Out and power electronics (ROBs/POBs)
which are located at the outer C-frame area.

Figure 2: CAD cable routing.

It was also possible to make a preliminary analysis of the
cable routing using the dedicated electronic toolboxes of
the CAD software. Figure 2 provides a detailed view on the
actual read-out and power cables, which were modeled and
routed during the analysis. Model verification and further
CAD development based on the work with real assembly
are current tasks addressed by the engineering team.

Cooling plates
The electronic components produce a significant amount

of heat during ordinary detector operation. A concept of lo-
cal cooling through cooling plates was developed, in order
to avoid overheating and resulting component malfunction.
The quarter unit assembly features mounting concepts for
the cooling plates, as well as a possible cooling tube rout-
ing. Concept verification will be addressed in context with
the mounting procedure of the assembly. Figure 3 illus-
trates the manufactured prototype of the FEB cooling plate.

Figure 3: FEB cooling plate prototype.
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Misalignment effects on track reconstruction for CBM-STS

S. Das and H. R. Schmidt
Universität Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

The alignment uncertainties of the CBM-STS detector,
made from silicon strip sensors with excellent position res-
olution, affect the performance of the track reconstruction.
The basic sources of these uncertainties are the limited me-
chanical mounting precision (∼ 100 µm) during the assem-
bly of the detector, deformations of the detector elements
due to temperature effects, and (or) influence of the mag-
netic field; so, during the experiment, we cannot rely on
the mechanical mounting or the detector geometry alone to
yield the required spatial resolution of the STS. Therefore,
our approach is to use track based alignment methods (re-
lying on tracks only) to determine the exact positions of
the silicon sensors (∼ 10 µm). In this report, we will ad-
dress the effects of misalignment on the track reconstruc-
tion along with the discussion of the possibility to recover
the alignment.

Misalignment Scenarios
For this report three misalignment scenarios have been

introduced in the STS geometry on hierarchial basis (i.e.,
to the sensors, ladders, and then to the stations). A Vir-
tual technique has been used for misalignment, i.e., accord-
ing to the misalignment scenarios, the transformations have
been applied on the STS hits at the time of track reconstruc-
tion without modifying the ideal geometry (Scenario 0).
We have used the STS geometry (version 15b) to apply the
misalignment scenarios. But in future the same implemen-
tation can be done easily on the updated geometry. The
applied misalignment scenarios are detailed in the follow-
ing table.

Element Sensor Ladder Station
X 10 µm 50 µm 200 µm
Y 10 µm 50 µm 200 µm
α 50 µrad 250 µrad 1000 µrad
β 50 µrad 250 µrad 1000 µrad
γ 50 µrad 250 µrad 1000 µrad

Table 1: Summary of applied misalignment.

All the data (standard deviation to the distribution) have
been diced using Gaussian distribution to make the trans-
formations random. All the transformations (translations
and rotations) have been applied to the detector elements
as per the above data table.

• On the first scenario (Scenario 1), transformed data
have been applied at the local sensor level to the ideal
geometry (Scenario 0).

• On the second scenario (Scenario 2), in addition to
the sensor level modifications, transformed data have
been applied to the local ladder level.

• On the third scenario (Scenario 3), in addition to the
last two scenarios, transformed data have been applied
to the local station level.

• Important assumption: The Z-value has been kept
constant throughout, as the projection has always been
taken to the X-Y plane.
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Figure 1: Resulting misalignment shifts on STS hits in
X direction (example) for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.

Effect of misalignment on track
reconstruction

The investigation of the effect of the misalignment of
the STS on primary track properties is performed using
200 UqQMD events under SIS100 energy. The track recon-
struction is performed in several steps: Track seeding from
the STS hits, trajectory building using combinatorial Cellu-
lar Automaton, track fitting and smoothing using Kalman
Filter. The error on the hit position in the track fit is ob-
tained by combining the spatial resolution of the detector
with the applied misalignment uncertainty. The effect of
the STS misalignment results in deterioration of the mo-
mentum resolution (Fig. 2).

Standard rules for matching a reconstructed track with
the MC track have been performed. The effect of mis-
alignment can also be seen for the primary track efficiency
(quality of matching reconstructed tracks with MC tracks)
plotted against momentum (Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: Momentum resolution for UrQMD events.
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Figure 3: Primary track efficiency for UrQMD events.

Comparisions of track fit quality in terms of χ2/NDF
have also been plotted for ideal and misaligned cases for
UrQMD events (Fig. 4). A clear deterioration of track fit
quality can be seen with higher level misalignment.
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Figure 4: Track fit quality for UrQMD events.

Effect of misalignment on invariant mass
Figure 5 depicts the impact of misalignment on recon-

structed invariant mass of the particle, based on decay
topology (from the reconstructed secondary vertex).
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Figure 5: Invarint mass of Lambda (example) reconstructed
from for UrQMD events.

Conclusion
This study has been the first attempt to misalign the STS

components in order to check the effects on tracking and
the physics observables. The obtained results are clearly
indicating the direct influence on track and vertex recon-
struction and emphasize the necessity of precise alignment
of STS detector to achieve high spatial resolution. As a
next step, the MILLEPEDE software package will be used
to recover the alignment from the applied misalignment
scenarios by computation. This will allow us to determine
the limits of the required mechanical precision, during the
assembly, as well as the overall precision required of the
whole mechanical setup, to apply MILLEPEDE success-
fully [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
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Ring-Imaging Cherenkov Detector - Summary

C. Höhned and the CBM RICH working group
dInstitute of Physics II and Institute of Applied Physics, Justus Liebig University Giessen, D-35392 Giessen, Germany

The CBM RICH project has made substantial progress
in various fields in 2016 as will be presented in the follow-
ing articles. In view of the CBM RICH construction an
important milestone end of 2016 was the conclusion of the
contract with PNPI Gatchina on the design and production
of the RICH mechanics and the gas system.

Critical design issues such as the shape and position of
the photodetector plane have been settled, and a prototype
of a lightweight mirror wall is under construction. The fol-
lowing articles will thus first present major developments
in the RICH mechanical and conceptual design. The RICH
mirror wall is a sensitive part for the RICH detector as it
has to combine high stability with low material budget.
After discussing several conceptual ideas in 2015, an op-
timized design has been worked out in 2016 in which one
pillar can support two rows of mirrors. In order to evalu-
ate this design, a prototype is under construction and will
be evaluated in 2017. In parallel to ensuring highest sta-
bility from the mechanical part, software routines are in
preparation in order to correct for any misalignment offline,
should it happen to occur. Those routines are close to be
tested on full UrQMD events with arbitrarily misaligned
mirrors. At Giessen University a new setup has been es-
tablished for the measurement of RICH mirror reflectivi-
ties which will be used for some more prototype tests, long
term tests and the final quality assurance of the RICH mir-
rors. The long lasting optimization of the RICH detector
geometry due to changes in the CBM dipole magnet has
been finished. A cylindrical photodetector geometry has
been established that offers a rather large homogeneity of
the projected ring shapes on the whole plane. Most im-
portant, it offers enough space for all electronics behind
the MAPMTs without causing any acceptance holes due to
mechanical structures. Remaining open issue here is the
adaption of the magnetic shielding box to the new geome-
try. This new RICH geometry has been fully integrated in
the RICH software in CbmRoot and is available for feasi-
bility studies now. Overall the performance with the new
cylindrical plane is better than before.

The HADES RICH upgrade is running very well and
driving many developments: A first prototype of the com-
plete RICH readout chain is available since mid of 2016
and under test since then. No large design flaws have been
detected and in 2017 an improved, hopefully final version
will be produced. The readout chain is tested in two dif-
ferent setups at GSI and at University Wuppertal. The de-
tailed tests have revealed many interesting issues, in partic-
ular the unsatisfying result of many-peak structures in the
time-over-threshold signal has been understood now. The

time precision measurement with the new DiRICH board
shows results on the order 500 ps which agrees well to
previous results seen in the last beamtime at CERN with
the PADIWA readout. As next step the electronics will
be tested in a testbeam at COSY, for which a new small
prototype with glass lense has been developed, built, im-
plemented and simulated in CbmRoot. The delivery and
testing of the H12700 MAPMTs is running smoothly, up to
now 705 have been measured showing overall a very good
performance. During those tests a rather strong tempera-
ture dependence of the dark noise rate showed up giving
rise for detailed investigations. They were performed in a
dedicated temperature chamber and resulted in a strong re-
quirement for temperature stabilization, also in the future
RICH detectors, of below 30◦C.

The complete mechanics for the photodetector replace-
ment in HADES has been built and was integrated in a
test stand at GSI in which finally the whole system can
be tested. The HV supplies for HADES have been pur-
chased, providing already about half the channels neces-
sary for CBM later. A slow control system for HV, LV
and necessary monitoring of the environment (tempera-
ture, humidity, magnetic field) has been set up. The new
HADES RICH photon detector has been implemented in
the HADES simulation framework HYDRA showing a
very good performance.
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CBM RICH mechanical design status

Ya.Berdnikov4, A.Berdnikov4, C. Höhne2, D.Markushin1, C.Pauly3, Yu.Ryabov1, 4, V.Samsonov1,
O.Tarasenkova1, and D.Tyts1

1PNPI, Gatchina, Russia; 2Justus Liebig University, Giessen, Germany; 3Bergische Universität Wuppertal, Germany;
4SPbPU, St.Petersburg, Russia

The main recent activity in CBM RICH design has
been related to development and test production of the
lightweight mirror supporting frame prototype.

Previously, several options of radiation transparent mir-
ror support structure were reviewed [1]. The most promis-
ing option was the structure with pillars, each of which car-
ried two rows of mirror tiles. For a complete test of this
version it was decided to create a prototype with two pil-
lars. Detailed design of the prototype was developed and it
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: General view of the mirror supporting frame pro-
totype with two pillars.

With this prototype we can test different pillar designs,
different materials, and methods of attaching components,
check the geometry, gaps, assembly methods and proce-
dure of adjustment.

As part of the prototype project the small thin-walled
aluminum frame to support two mirror tiles was developed
and manufactured (see Figure 2.). Tests have shown that
the small frame design meets the requirements of rigid-
ity and stability. The required dimensions and angles have
been reproduced at the production plant with the required

accuracy. Such a design can be used for the final structure.

Figure 2: The small frame model (on top) and produced
frame with imitation of mirrors tiles (bottom).

As the next step, two new lightweight designs for the
mirror mounts have been developed. The first version (Fig-
ure 3, on top) uses the mount with two screws. The second
variant (Figure 3, bottom), uses single but small step screw.

Figure 3: Two new lightweight designs for the mirror
mount. Mount with two screws (on top). Mount with single
but small step screw (bottom).

Tests have shown that the second option, which is sim-
pler, can be used. Tests also showed that the screw attach-
ment point requires some refinement. The required changes
in design have been made and the new mount is ready for
production.

Finally, the detailed design of the mirror supporting
frame prototype has been developed and it is ready for pro-
duction. The small aluminum frame and new versions of
mirror mounts have been already produced and tested.
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RICH geometry optimization

I. Kres1, T. Mahmoud2, C. Pauly1, and C. Höhne2

1University of Wuppertal, Germany; 2II. Physikalisches Institut, JLU-Gießen, Germany

Due to modifications of the CBM dipole magnet the
overall RICH geometry has to be re-optimized. In previ-
ous reports [1,2] we described the optimization procedure
and showed results with two-wing PMT-plane (left part in
figure 1). Although the two-wing geometry showed very
good performance in simulations, it is not realizable in the
real experiment due to overlap of electronics modules in the
center as illustrated in the figure. Therefore, in a second
step a cylindrical shaped geometry of the MAPMT plane
was investigated (right part in figure 1). This geometry not
only overcomes the overlap problem, but also brings the
PMTs closer to the focal plane of the mirrors.

Figure 1: MAPMT plane geometries. Left picture repre-
sent two-wing geometry. Right picture represent cylindri-
cal geometry.

The detailed optimization procedure is described in [1].
For the curved geometry the following parameters were op-
timized: rotation around the x-axis, radius of the cylindri-
cal curvature, and y- and z-position coordinates. As for
the two-wing geometry, two main criteria were optimized:
the ratio of minor to major axis of an ellipse fit to the ring
(B/A) and the RMS of the distribution of the distance be-
tween the fit and the individual hits forming the ring (dR).
In the study single electrons and positrons were generated
isotropically in space with a flat distribution in transverse
momentum from 0 to 4 GeV/c.

The best integrated B/A and dR values are 0.93 and
2.8 mm respectively. They are achieved with a rotation
angle θ = 16◦ around the x-axis, a cylindrical radius
r = 165 cm, and a position of plane center at y = 158 cm
and z = 218.6 cm from the interaction point. The B/A
distribution on the upper half of the PMT plane is shown
in the upper panel of figure 2. For a wide area the B/A
ratio is larger than 94% indicating a low grade of ellipticity
and consequently high ring finding efficiency, which is
found to be about 97% for Au-Au collisions at energies
of 8 AGeV [3]. Compared to results with the two-wing
geometry (lower panel in figure 2), the B/A distribution
with the cylindrical geometry is much more homogeneous.
The dR distribution is shown in figure 3. It is distinctly

Figure 2: B/A ratio distribution versus position on the
cylindrical (up) and the two-wing (low) MAPMT plane.
Note that in the lower panel only one half of the plane is
shown.

low and homogeneous within a resolution of 1 mm, which
is only 2% of the ring radius.With the two-wing geometry
dR lay between 3 mm and 5 mm.

The plane dimensions of 111.3×74.2 cm2 were adjusted
to cover the experiment acceptance and to be integer mul-
tiples of modules containing 2 × 3 PMTs each. The upper
plane has 14 strips in the x-direction with 7 modules each
(in the y-direction). This module structure was adopted due
to electronics development considerations, see [4].

We recall that the RICH detector is designed to detect
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Figure 3: dR distribution versus position on the cylindrical
MAPMT plane

electrons stemming from vector mesons like ρ, ω, and
φ. Their small production cross section, together with the
small branching ratio into e+e−, is challenging in terms
of the large (physical) background stemming from Dalitz
decays of π0 and γ-conversions.

To evaluate the optimal detector size of the new geom-
etry, simulations of heavy-ion collisions were carried out
aiming at localizing the rings stemming from low mass
vector mesons and those from background. 2× 106 events
were simulated with PLUTO at a beam energy of 10AGeV.
We consider the Micro Vertex Detector (MVD), the Silicon
Tracking System (STS), and RICH in the simulations. The
magnetic field has its nominal value of 100%.

Figure 4 shows the results for electrons from ω decays.
The same behaviour is observed for electrons from ρ
decays. The corresponding rings are mostly concentrated
in the middle of the PMT plane, which is comprehensi-
ble as these electrons have momenta of about 2 GeV/c
and hence their tracks are less curved by the magnetic field.

Figure 4: x − y position of RICH hits from Cherenkov
light on the upper PMT plane produced by e+e− from ω
particles. Standard geometry (14 strips).

The background electrons come to a large extend from
conversion photons, which in turn come from π0 decays:

π0 → γ+ γ → (e+e−)+ (e+e−). The electrons have mo-
menta of about 0.2 GeV/c and accordingly they populate
the full MAPMT plane due to large deflection in the mag-
netic field. To be able to detect as many of these electrons
as possible the PMT plane was enlarged by adding one ad-
ditional strip (i.e. 7 modules along the y-axis) on each of
its outer sides. This measure results in recording 10% of
additional electrons originating from π0 decays. This is
particularly important when one considers the RICH con-
tribution to the direct photon signal, where it is essential
to understand the background from π0 decays and to have
it under control. Figure 5 shows Cherenkov light on the
extended PMT plane with 16 strips coming from from π0.

Please note that not the whole PMT plane will be
equipped with PMTs due to costs consideration (1344
PMTs in total for the 16-strip configuration). However, as
clearly seen in the figures 4 and 5, the outer upper parts of
the plane are not relevant for any of the signals.

Figure 5: x − y position of RICH hits from Cherenkov
light on the upper PMT plane produced by e+e− from π0

particles. Geometry with 16 strips.

For a better understanding of advantages and disadvan-
tages of the 16-strips geometry feasibility studies with di-
electrons are required. A detailed analysis shows how the
extended geometry improves the π0-reconstruction and ac-
cordingly the background suppression for dilepton analy-
sis.

In summary, we state that the investigated cylindrical ge-
ometry not only solves the overlap problem of electronics
boards, but also leads to better results in view of ring find-
ing and fitting quality.
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First simulation results with the new cylindrical RICH geometry

S. Lebedev1,2, E. Ovcharenko2, and C. Höhne1

1Justus Liebig University Giessen, Giessen, Germany; 2LIT JINR, Dubna, Russia

The RICH geometry in CBMROOT was considerably
updated [1]. The new cylindrical shape of the PMT plane
was implemented. Significant changes in the code were
made to properly implement new geometry. In this report
an overview of the first simulation results is discussed.

RICH geometries. As for the previous v16a geome-
tries four versions are available, two for each beam en-
ergy. The first version contains all mirror tiles, the cor-
responding geometries are rich v17a 1e for SIS100 and
rich v17a 3e full mirror for SIS300. In the second ver-
sion the 4 most inner mirror tiles close to the beampipe
are removed in order to reduce the ring density in the cen-
tral part of the PMT plane, the corresponding geometries
are rich v17a 1e nobpmt for SIS100 and rich v17a 3e for
SIS300. All geometries include magnetic field shielding
box for the PMT plane. The difference between SIS100
and SIS300 versions of the geometry is the implementation
of the beampipe.

Figure 1: New RICH geometry with cylindrical PMT plane
in the simulation: v17a 1e (left) and v17a 3e (right).

Geometry test with e± pairs. In simulations one e−

and one e+ from the primary vertex were generated with
the box generator with the following parameters pt – [0,
3] GeV/c, φ – [0, 360]◦, θ – [2.5, 25.]◦. Figure 2 shows the
geometrical acceptance for SIS100 and SIS300 versions of
the RICH detector. The integrated geometrical acceptance
with respect to the above mentioned simulation is 89.9%
for rich v17a 1e and 82.1% for rich v17a 3e. The main
difference between the two geometries is a loss at high mo-
menta for SIS300 version due to the absence of the 4 central
mirror tiles for this geometry. The exact size of the inner
mirror tiles for SIS300 is still subject to optimization.

The mean number of hits per electron ring excluding
crosstalk hits is 28.3 (MAPMT H8500-03, CERN Oct
2011). The average B/A value is 0.937. These numbers
strongly correlate with the ring position on the PMT plane,
in particular with the Y coordinate (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: Geometrical acceptance for rich v17a 1e (left)
and rich v17a 3e (right) geometries.

Figure 3: Number of hits per electron ring (left) and B/A
ratio (right) in dependence on the Y coordinate of a ring.

Geometry test with UrQMD events.

Figure 4: Detected particles in the RICH detector (with at
least one hit) in dependence on momentum. Left: 8AGeV,
rich v17a 1e. Right: 25AGeV, rich v17a 3e

The RICH geometries were also studied with UqQMD
simulations for central Au+Au collisions at 8AGeV
(SIS100) and 25AGeV (SIS300) beam energies. The STS
geometry version sts v16x was used. Figure 4 shows all
particles detected in the RICH detector for 8AGeV and
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25AGeV beam energies. A comparison of all 4 geometry
versions is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of the 4 cylindrical RICH geometries.

8AGeV (SIS100) 25AGeV (SIS300)
v17a 1e v17a 1e nobpmt v17a 3e v17a 3e fm

Number of hits/event
496 435 1431 2174

Number of rings/event (>=1hit)
23.0 20.0 71.5 124.9

Number of rings/event (>=7hits)
19.8 17.3 59.6 101.3

Number of e±target from γ/event
2.0 1.96 8.4 9.6

Number of e±nottarget from γ/event
17.0 15.4 45.0 59.0

Number of π±/event
2.7 1.5 13.9 50.5

For 25AGeV beam energy the majority of fast pions and
many secondary electrons not stemming from the target are
at low polar angles close to the beampipe. In- or excluding
the innermost four mirror tiles thus has a large effect on
the hit and ring density, especially in the central part (see
Figure 5).

Figure 5: MC points distribution on the upper PMT plane
for π± (left) and e±nottarget from γ (right). 25AGeV,
rich v17a 3e.

The Reconstruction performance was studies with
simulations for central Au+Au collisions at 8AGeV and
25AGeV beam energy embedding 10 additional e± in each
event. The STS geometry version sts v16x was used.

Figure 6 shows the ring reconstruction efficiency for pri-
mary electrons. The mean efficiency for 8AGeV beam en-
ergy is 97.3% for electrons with at least 7 hits (red) and
98.1% for electrons with at least 15 hits (blue). The cor-
responding numbers for 25AGeV beam energy are 93.9%
and 94.9%, respectively.

For the STS-RICH matching algorithm 2 options are
available: 1) RingTrack, in which for each ring the clos-
est track is assigned, each ring can be assigned only to one
track, not all tracks are assigned to a ring; 2) TrackRing,
in which for each track the closest ring is assigned, one ring
can be assigned to several tracks, all tracks are assigned to
a ring. Figure 7 shows the STS-RICH matching efficiency
for 8AGeV beam energy.

Around 127 π± per event have track projection in the
RICH detector for 8AGeV and around 340 π± per event

Figure 6: Ring reconstruction efficiency for primary elec-
trons. Left: 8AGeV. Right: 25AGeV beam energy.

Figure 7: STS-RICH matching efficiency for primary elec-
trons for 8AGeV beam energy. Left: RingTrack. Right:
TrackRing matching algorithm.

for 25AGeV, respectively. After the STS-RICH match-
ing (RingTrack algorithm) and the electron identification
0.17 misidentified π± per event remain for 8AGeV and
1.1 misidentified π± per event for 25AGeV, respectively.
Thus the pion suppression factor is 735 at 85% of the elec-
tron identification efficiency for 8AGeV and factor of 315
at 79.8% for 25AGeV. Table 2 summarizes reconstruction
results for the different beam energies and the STS-RICH
matching algorithm options.

Table 2: Summary table of the reconstruction results.

8AGeV (SIS100) 25AGeV (SIS300)
RingTrack TrackRing RingTrack TrackRing

STS-RICH matching efficiency [%]
93.2 95.9 87.1 91.0
Electron identification efficiency in RICH [%]

85.0 86.1 79.8 81.9
Pion suppression in RICH [%]

735 390 315 191

In summary, the new cylindrical RICH geometry showed
better results in comparison to the ”two-wings” geometry.
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Design of a control and monitoring system for the mirror alignment of the
CBM RICH detector

J. Bendarouach1 and C. Höhne1

1Justus Liebig University, Giessen

The alignment of the RICH mirrors is a decisive aspect
for a reliable and high quality operation of the detector. A
correction cycle, consisting of three stages, has been devel-
oped to address this problem [1, 2].

First a qualitative check of the mirrors using the CLAM
(Continuous Line Alignment Monitoring [3]) method has
been successfully implemented in the RICH prototype and
validated during a beamtime at CERN. A correlation be-
tween mirror misalignments, inducing distorted rings and
broken reflected stripes has been shown [4].

An additional quantification method for detected mis-
alignments, inspired from the HERA-B experiment [5], has
been adapted and tested in the simulation framework of
the CBM-RICH detector. The method uses data to extract
the rotation angles of a particular tile, provided a sufficient
number of accumulated events are fully hitting the consid-
ered tile [6].

The last step combines the misalignment information
from the two previous techniques, to correct for track
projections.

The second step of the correction cycle, namely the
quantification method, has been further developed and
optimized. It can now detect misalignments on different
mirror tiles simultaneously misaligned.

Subsequently, the performances of the correction routine
have been investigated. The accuracy of the misalignment
correction was calculated for different mirror tile locations
in the mirror wall. For this study misalignments have been
artificially induced around the horizontal and vertical axes
and reconstructed using the quantification method. Two
cases have been reviewed: for mirror tiles close to the beam
pipe (later called inner tiles) and for tiles located in the
outer region of the mirror wall (outer tiles).

Fig. 1 shows the reconstructed rotation angle, β, depend-
ing on the applied one, α, for both an inner tile (left plot)
and an outer tile (right plot). In this case the tiles were
artificially rotated around their horizontal axis, with mis-
alignments ranging with various steps from 0.1 to 5 mrad.
In the case of an inner tile, the reconstructed rotation angle
of the rotated axis is very close to the applied one (orange
line, left plot), while the reconstructed rotation angle of the
unrotated axis is not influenced (green line, left plot). In
case of the outer tile, the reconstructed rotation angle of
the rotated axis increasingly diverges from the applied an-
gle (orange line, right plot) and the unrotated axis picks up
misalignment angles (green line, right plot).

A similar behaviour, even more pronounced, has been

Figure 1: Reconstructed misalignment, β, depending on
the applied one, α, for inner tiles (left plot) and outer tiles
(right plot). The reconstructed misalignment angles, β, on
the horizontal axis (orange lines) and on the vertical axis
(green lines) are represented. Ideal reconstruction is shown
by the purple line.

observed in case of a rotation around the tile’s vertical
axis [2]. This effect is believed to be due to the detector
geometry. Indeed for outer tiles, a rotation around a
single axis causes a shift of the fitted ring center in both
directions, which is then reconstructed as misalignment on
both axes.

In the next step, the impact of misalignment and cor-
rections on the full RICH performances will be studied.
An automated correction routine, run with Urqmd events
and for a fully misaligned mirror wall will be tested. The
CLAM method will be further investigated in the lab.
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Development of a new setup for reflectivity measurements of RICH mirrors

C. Riesend, T. Mahmoudd, and C. Höhned

dInstitute of Physics II, Justus Liebig University Giessen, D-35392 Giessen, Germany

A new setup for measuring the RICH mirror reflectiv-
ity has been set up at University Gießen (see figure 1), for
details see [1]. This will serve for some more prototype
tests, long term studies and finally the quality control of
the purchased and delivered RICH mirrors. The main com-
ponents are a light source (DH-2000-BAL, Ocean Optics),
two light fibers, a spectrometer (Maya2000PRO, Ocean
Optics), corresponding software (OceanView, Ocean Op-
tics) to record, plot and evaluate the intensity spectrum
(from 200 to 600nm) and the mechanics to move the slide
with the light fibers to different positions. The mechanics
allows a movement of the setup along the mirror curvature
and keeps the distance of approx. 75 mm to the mirror.
To measure the reflectivity, the intensity of the reflected
beam IMir has to be compared with the intensity of the di-
rect beam IDir. This can be achieved with two methods.
In the first method, the direct beam intensity is measured
fiber to fiber and compared to the reflected beam intensity
in the setup as shown in figure 1. However, the difficulty
was that for changing between these two different types of
measurement the setup had to be dismantled and assem-
bled again. This can be avoided with the second method by
comparing the intensity IMir with the reflected intensity
IReference of a reference mirror (STAN-SSH, Ocean Op-
tics) with known reflectivity values RReference. The mir-
ror reflectivity is then calculated as RReference

IMir

IReference
.

To evaluate the first method, figure 2 shows a comparison
between the directly measured reflectivity by IMir/IDir

to the reflection standard from Ocean Optics. Both values
nicely agree, as also results from method one and two. Fig-
ure 3 finally shows, that these measurements compare well
to those previously shown in the RICH TDR.
A detailed investigation on measurement errors has been
performed comparing many single measurements as well
as environmental effects. Errors lie between 2% and 6%
depending on the wavelength.
In summary, a new setup for reflectivity measurements of
the RICH mirrors has been set up. This will also allow
for several measurement at different mirror locations with
mechanical slides that follow the radius of curvature of the
mirrors.

References
[1] C. Riesen, Bacchelor Thesis, University Giessen.

[2] C. Höhne (Ed) et al., CBM RICH Technical Design Report,
2014.

Figure 1: Measurement setup: Light source with light
fibers to fixation points close to the RICH prototype mir-
ror.

Figure 2: Comparison between measured reflectivity and
reflectivity values of the reference mirror.

Figure 3: Comparison of the measured reflectivity with
data from University Wuppertal shown in the RICH TDR
[2].
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A small RICH prototype for beam tests at COSY

C. Pauly1, V. Patel1, D. Pfeifer1, and K.-H. Kampert1

1University of Wuppertal

A small Cherenkov prototype detector with glass radi-
ator and focussing optics has been developed to be used
in upcoming COSY test beam campaigns. The main goal
of these beam tests is the evaluation and characterization
of the newly developed DiRICH frontend readout chain
for Multianode PMTs (MAPMTs) and MCPs under real-
istic beam conditions. In addition, these regular joined
test beams, with several CBM subdetector systems partic-
ipating, provide an important development test bench for
the common CBM DAQ system. A small RICH prototype
equiped with the full DiRICH readout chain allows to learn
in particular how to include the TRBnet based RICH read-
out into the GBTx / FLIB-based common DAQ scheme.
It will further allow to participate in the upcoming Mini-
CBM test beam campaigns at GSI.

In order to minimize the prototype size, a solid
Borosilicate glass lense (refractive index n ' 1.53) is
used as Cherenkov radiator. The minimum kinetic en-
ergy for protons to reach the Cherenkov threshold is
Ekin,thr ≈ 300 MeV, matching well the available beam
energies at COSY. The effective thickness in the middle
of the lense (where the COSY beam will cross) is around
24.4 mm, generating plenty of Cherenkov photons within
the transmissive range of the borosilicate glas (350 nm -
2200 nm). A part of the Cherenkov light is reflected via
total internal reflection on the downstream, flat surface of
the lense, the rest is absorbed in a black circular patch of
scotch tape at the center of the lense. The size of this patch
will allow to precisely adjust the number of internally re-
flected Cherenkov photons. A reflective Al+MgF2 coating
is applied to the convex, upstream surface of the lense. This
mirror surface serves as a focussing element, reflecting the
Cherenkov photons once more to form a sharp Cherenkov
ring image (radius R ' 60 mm) on the focal surface,
around 3 cm downstream of the flat side of the lense. The
optical scheme is sketched in Figure 1, and was adopted
from the LHCb group, which recently built a very simi-
lar prototype setup [1]. The radiator lense is mounted in
the upstream part of the prototype detector box, in front
of two DiRICH readout modules carrying 3x2 MAPMTs
each. The readout modules are positioned above and below
a 4 cm wide gap allowing the COSY beam to pass inbe-
tween. A thin plastic cover of this gap provides a fully
light-tight separation, allowing easy access to the electron-
ics mounted in the downstream compartment without illu-
minating the MAPMTs in the upstream side. Each com-
partment has an easy removable, light- tight coverbox with
thin Tedlar-foil windows for beam entrance and exit on the
sides. All necessary HV, LV, and optical fiber connections

Figure 1: Scheme of the glass lense used as radiator and
focussing element (from [1]).
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Figure 2: Photograph of the COSY prototype testbox, with
radiator lense in the right compartment, and a single 6
PMT DiRICH backplane with Power-, Combiner-, and few
DiRICH Frontend modules mounted in the left compart-
ment. The beam will pass from right to left.

are provided through the base plate for easy access. The
height of the setup is adjusted to the COSY test beam table
(see Figure 2).

The readout modules can be fully equiped with up to
2x12 DiRICH Frontend-, Combiner and Power modules to
test the full readout chain, where the Cherenkov ring image
will cover roughly the inner 6 PMTs. By rotating the box
with respect to the beam axis, the position of the ring image
can be slightly shifted over the PMT plane. For laboratory
tests, a diffuse pulsed laser light source can be mounted
on the entrance window for testing purposes, if the lense is
removed.

The prototype setup is ready and is already being used
for laboratory test of the readout chain. A first test beam at
COSY/Jülich is scheduled for end of May 2017.
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Simulation of a new RICH prototype with glass lense

G. Pitsch1, S. Lebedev1, and C. Höhne1

1Institute of Physics II, Justus Liebig University Giessen, D-35392 Giessen, Germany

The new RICH prototype testbox [1] has been imple-
mented in the CbmRoot framework in order to optimize
the geometry and calculate predictions for the number of
hits to which experimental results can be compared later.

The setup implemented in simulations is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The proton beam (E = 1.8 GeV, σx = σy = 0.3 cm)
enters from the left and produces Cherenkov photons in
the glass lense (yellow). Part of the Cherenkov light is ab-
sorbed by the absorber (pink, 1.6 cm radius) and focussed
to two 3 × 2 MAPMT arrays (red) which are positioned

Figure 1: Testbox setup in simulations (outer box not
shown): glass lense (yellow), absorber (pink), two 3×2
MAPMT arrays (red). The proton beam enters from the
left, Cherenkov photons are shown in orange.

in 3 cm distance from the glass lense. The MAPMTs are
implemented on the pixel level similar to the full RICH
implementation in CbmRoot. The horizontal spread of the
two MAPMT arrays is 3.5 cm here and has to be adjusted
according to the beam spread of the COSY beam. All op-
tical properties are implemented according to the specifi-
cations (lense [3]), or material properties as already avail-
able in CbmRoot offering a good approximation: For the
lense coating the RICH mirror reflectivity of Al+MgF2 is
used, the air in between is approximated with N2 and for
the quantum efficiency of the MAPMT measured values of
the H8500 are implemented.

Figure 2 shows the projected ring and hit distribution of
100.000 protons crossing the lense, i.e. for a beam intensity
of 105 protons/s rates of up to 4 · 104 hits/s are reached in
single pixels. The ring radius is 5.4 cm similar to CBM
conditions, the number of hits/ring is approximately 20 for
the parameters used here. The number of hits/ring scales
linearly with the absorber radius and has to be recalculated
once the exact reflectivity of the lense coating and quantum
efficiency of the H12700 is known.

As during the COSY testbeam the RICH testbox will be

Figure 2: Hit distribution of 100.000 events.

located in front of further detectors, the number of pro-
duced secondaries was recorded: In 2% of all events sec-
ondary pions are produced. The beam profile itself shows
some broadening as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Beam profile in front of the testbox and behind
the testbox for 100.000 protons (E = 1.8 GeV, σx = σy =
0.3 cm).
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Update on MAPMT delivery and series testing, interim results

J. Förtsch1, D. Pfeifer1, C. Pauly1, V. Patel1, and K.-H. Kampert1

1Bergische Universität Wuppertal, Germany

To cover the photo-detection plane of the CBM-RICH
detector, 1100 HAMAMATSU H12700 MAPMTs were or-
dered by GSI in Summer 2015. The delivery starting in
November 2015 consists of 50 delivered MAPMTs each
month and will thus be finished late 2017. To ensure a
high quality, all the MAPMTs need to fulfill certain re-
quirements that are discussed in [1]. To measure these re-
quirements and to fully characterize each 64 ch MAPMT, a
single photon scanning test bench was built (see [2]).
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Figure 1: Efficiency-index distributions for the H12700
(black) and its predecessor H8500 (orange). The distribu-
tion of the H8500 is scaled by a factor of 10 for visibility.
An efficiency-index of 1 states that the measured MAPMT
is as efficient as the reference MAPMT averaged over its
full surface.

Currently, 705 H12700 MAPMTs have been character-
ized using the test bench. This allows for a first broader
look on the quality of the delivered MAPMTs. Therefore,
the distributions of the 705 MAPMTs for parameters such
as the efficiency-index, dark rate, gain, and skewness will
be discussed in the following.

The efficiency-index uses a continuously measured
reference-MAPMT as scale. The distributions of the
efficiency-index for the H12700 MAPMTs and its prede-
cessor, the H8500, are shown in figure 1. From the distribu-
tions it is clearly visible that the new H12700 has, in aver-
age, a 30% higher efficiency for single photons at 405 nm,
as compared to the H8500. Furthermore, one can see that
the distribution of the H12700’s efficiency is rather narrow,

featuring a RMS of 0.07.
In the RICH-detector each six MAPMTs will share one

HV supply channel, distributed via a common backplane.
To effectively group the MAPMTs and to reject MAPMTs
not meeting the minimum gain requirements, a precise
knowledge of the gain is important. Figure 2 shows the
gain of all measured MAPMTs. The gain shows a rather
broad distribution ranging from 1×106 up to 5×106, with
all tested MAPMTs meeting the specified minimum gain
of 0.8× 106.
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Figure 2: Gain distributions for the H12700 (black) and its
predecessor H8500 (orange, scaled by a factor of 10).

As the CBM-RICH will consist of 1000 MAPMTs, be-
ing read out by a free streaming and self triggered DAQ,
a requirement of less than 100Hz dark rate per pixel has
been set. To show the trend of the dark rate, the total dark
rates of the different MAPMTs are shown in figure 3 and
sorted by their production number. As the dark rate de-
pends strongly on the temperature during the measurement,
the temperature in the test bench was measured from mid
of charge 11 onwards. The temperature was then taken into
account following the extrapolation procedure described in
[3]. Although no temperature measurement exists for the
early measurements, one can still compare the measured
dark rates to the recalibrated ones, as these measurements
were done latest early summer, with a rather constant room
temperature at around 25 ◦C. One can see that from the
measured MAPMTs only very few do not fulfill the re-
quirement of 6.4 kHz dark rate at maximum (black arrows
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Figure 3: Dark rate in kHz vs. production number. The black arrows indicate MAPMTs having a dark rate higher than
6.4 kHz (specified maximum). The MAPMTs measured after the green dashed line are recalibrated to 25 ◦C using the
measured temperature during the scan and the extrapolation procedure described in [3]. The red vertical lines indicate
different delivery charges, with the first division being all the measured H8500 MAPMTs.

in figure). Those MAPMTs are mainly found in the first
few charges in which many MAPMTs show a tendency to
higher dark rates. Furthermore one can see that the H8500
(first production numbers of fig. 3) show a much lower
dark rate. This might be due to the H8500 MAPMTs be-
ing older and thus having a better alkali balance inside of
the MAPMT. Still one can assume that the dark rate of
the H12700 might remain slightly higher than that of the
H8500.

A persistent feature one can observe for nearly all
MAPMTs is a gradient in the efficiency from the left to
the right side on the MAPMT surface. To better describe
this feature the skewness parameter was introduced as the
average efficiency of the MAPMT’s left side (side of pixel
8) divided by the average efficiency of the MAPMT’s right
side (side of pixel 1). For the first 12 delivered charges an
average skewness of 0.942 ± 0.002 was determined. This
gradient was not observed for the H8500 having an average
skewness of 1.007± 0.012. For newer charges (13-16) the
feature seems to be slightly less prominent, as the average
skewness for these charges is 0.951± 0.002.

From a sub-sample of 550 fully examined MAPMTs 27
MAPMTs were reclaimed. From these 27 MAPMTs, 13
were approved by HAMAMATSU to not meet the given
requirements with six more MAPMTs still being analysed,
and eight MAPMTs being rejected by HAMAMATSU for
the time being. Nine out of these 13 MAPMTs missed the
requirement on the dark rate1. The second most common
failed requirement was the cathode uniformity, with six
from 13 MAPMTs being too inhomogeneous. To prove the
inhomogeneity of the photo-cathode an additional spatially

1Maximum average dark rate 100Hz per pixel with no pixel above
1 kHz maximum.

resolved quantum efficiency-scan was carried out. An ex-
ample for an accepted reclamation due to extreme inhomo-
geneity is shown in figure 4, where the spatially resolved
quantum efficiency is compared to the spatially resolved
efficiency measured by the single photon test bench.

Figure 4: Left: Spatially resolved single photon efficiency.
Right: Spatially resolved quantum efficiency.
The similar structure in both measurements suggests that
the observed inhomogeneity stems from the photo-cathode.
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Temperature dependence of dark noise for H12700 MAPMTs : a quantitative
approach

V. Patel1, C. Pauly1, J. Förtsch1, and K.-H.Kampert1

1Bergische University of Wuppertal

Motivation

The CBM RICH project will use Hamamatsu H12700
MAPMTs for detection of di-leptons. These MAPMTs
are specially designed to detect single photons e.g. from
Cherenkov radiation. One of the primary tasks at our lab-
oratory in University of Wuppertal is to do QC tests for
all the MAPMTs delivered by Hamamatsu. These tests
are being done since fall 2015 and are still on going with
every delivery. We measure various parameters and com-
pare them with specifications which we agreed upon with
Hamamatsu. During these tests we found that the dark rate
of same MAPMTs differ depending on whether it was mea-
sured in summer or winter due to variation of temperature
in our lab. However, without active temperature control
in our setup, it was not possible to determine this effect
quantitatively. Good understanding of the temperature be-
haviour of the PMTs is important in view of the required
cooling efforts needed later in the experiment. According
to the specification the allowed level of dark rate is 6.4kHz
per MAPMT and during QC tests if this limit is crossed
than we return the MAPMT to manufacturer.

Experimental Setup

To study the temperature dependence of dark rate we
used a climate chamber. It has automated temperature
control for a variety of settings. The setting of the cli-
mate chamber was made such that one particular temper-
ature settles for three hours and then increases to the next
step in two minutes. The main reason to do so was to
give MAPMT time to get into equillibrium with surround-
ing temperature. For measuring dark rate n-XYTER cards
were used outside the climate chamber. This made sure that
the n-XYTER does not contribute to change in noise and
we measure noise contribution only from a MAPMT. The
n-XYTER was connected to a water cooling system which
kept its temperature at 22 ◦C while the PMT was subjected
to the temperature settings. During one set of temperature
the n-XYTER will take data of rates at thresholds from
30 to 100 in steps of ten in every 15 minutes. Thus, we
have a dataset of approximately ten observations for each
temperature. The complete test required 36 to 40 hours
for one MAPMT. We tested three MAPMTs and they all
showed similar results. A typical temperature dependence
behaviour of a PMT is shown in Figure 2. The results are
discussed as follows.

Figure 1 shows that there is an exponential behaviour in
increase of dark rate with change in temperature. As tem-

Figure 1: Relation between temperature (◦C) and dark rate
(Hz) for different thresholds at the ADC.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the temperature in the cli-
mate chamber and corresponding change of dark rate in the
MAPMT at three different thresholds at ADC.

perature increases beyond 30 ◦C this becomes a serious is-
sue.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of both temperature in the
climate chamber and change in dark rate of the PMT as
a function of time. We can observe a clear correlation
between environmental temperature and dark rate of the
MAPMT.

Analytical description of temperature
dependence

An important result of this study is the deduction of an
analytical description of darkrate for the MAPMTs. This
can help us to estimate the dark rate at room temperature
(or to extrapolate to any temperature). Since we check
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Table 1: Comparision of measured and extrapolated rates
PMT
Number

Rate(Hz) @
Temp(◦C)

Rate(Hz) @
Temp(◦C)

Extrapolated
Rate(Hz)

Difference(%)
bet measured &
extrapolated

HA0150
494 @
22.96

1162 @
29.10

1033 @
29.10 -11%

HA0151
353 @
22.96

637 @
29.10

736 @
29.10 13%

HA1089
816 @
27.06

1213 @
30.11

1177 @
30.11 -3%

HA1215
855 @
27.06

1744 @
32.69

1680 @
32.69 -4%

HA1469
1161 @
20.82

3332 @
26.05

3112 @
26.05 -6%

many other parameters of these MAPMTs in an indepen-
dent setup, this relation is implemented there so that we
can claim about dark rate related failures of MAPMTs with
proper proofs. The darkrate temperature dependence of the
PMT follows an exponetial behaviour, and can be described
as:

Darkrate(T ) = Darkrate(T0) · e(λ·(T−T0))

where T0 = 20 ◦C is the reference temperature and (T-T0)
is the difference . The exponetial coefficient λ has been
verified for three different MAPMT and it is found to be
similar for all MAPMTs, while the darkrate at room tem-
perature varies strongly between different MAPMTs.
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Figure 3: Rate constant

From our measurements we deduce an average value for
λ = 0.12. Using this value one can extrapolate the rate val-
ues to any temperature. This rate constant has been imple-
mented to calculate the dark rate of MAPMTs in our main
setup where we study different parameters of MAPMT. In
our present Quality Control tests we extrapolate dark rate
to 25 degrees which helps us to claim about PMT perfor-
mance with Hamamatsu. The autenticity of this value has
been varified in our main setup which is shown in table be-
low.

The Table1 shows the measured dark rate for various
PMTs at two different temperatures (column 2+3). Column
4 shows the expected darkrate, extrapolated from the first
measurement (column 2) to the temperature of the second
measurement (column 3) using exponential extrapolation
with λ = 0.12. The difference between measurement of
rate at higher temperatures and extrapolation is shown in

column 5, and proves the validity of the analytical descrip-
tion.

Discussion
The studies presented in this article provide a good

understanding of the temperature behaviour of H12700
MAPMT, which is necessary to plan the required cooling
and temperature control efforts in the final detector design.
The main observations can be summarized as follows:

• Strong increase of dark rate with temperature is ob-
served which puts stringent requirements on the op-
erating conditions in the detector. Temperature above
30 ◦C must be avoided in order to keep darkrate (and
thus data rate of the self-triggered acquisition system)
in tolerable levels.

• With Hamamatsu we agreed on an upper dark rate
value of 6 kHz at room temperature. In order to qual-
ify this criteria for all PMTs, the measured dak rates
have to be extrapolated to room temperature using the
found correlation law. An exponential coefficient of
λ = 0.12 could be deduced, which allows for rate ex-
trapolation to room temperature in the PMT QC setup.

• The weak threshold dependence of measured dark
noise rates confirm the single photon nature of these
noise signals, which can not be suppressed by simply
increasing the threshold. This can be also infered from
Figure [3]

• Our measurements in the climate chamber show no
hysteresis effects of darkrate with temperature change.
The dark rate is a direct consequence of the actual
PMT temperature.
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Time precision of the CBM RICH readout system

E. Ovcharenko1, S. Belogurov1, and C. Pauly2

1LIT JINR, Dubna, Russia; 2University of Wuppertal, Germany

During a common CBM beam test at CERN-PS in Nov
2014 a CBM RICH prototype including a camera of 16
MAPMTs has been successfully tested. Details about the
readout and DAQ system can be found in [1, 2]. There are
two types of events in the data gathered during the beam-
time. In both cases almost simultaneous hits are registered
by multiple pixels of the photosensitive camera. The first
type is a flash of a laser with≈40 ps duration, which is one
order of magnitude lower than the transition time spread
in the MAPMT. The second type of events is formed by
the hits from the Cherenkov photons of one charged par-
ticle. The time spread of arriving photons can be as high
as 100 ps for Cherenkov rings and 70 ps for a laser flash
due to the geometry of the setup. Analysis of such events
after applying fine time calibration and inter-channel delay
correction in software allows characterization of the time
precision of the full readout system.

It is impossible to measure the exact time of the photon
arrival in the absolute time scale so the relative times are
analysed. Consider all N hits of one reconstructed event
— laser flash or Cherenkov ring. Each hit has a timestamp
t and the channel ID c. For hits with c in some set Ak,
k ∈ [1, 4] we build the time difference distribution as

ti − tj , i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, N ], i 6= j.
By taking the same difference twice we make the dis-

tribution symmetrical. In order to characterize the time
precision of the readout system in general and evaluate
the contribution of its components, the studied area of the
camera can be limited by filtering the hits from a specific
subset of channels. Of particular interest are the follow-
ing: (A1) one pair of channels, (A2) 16 channels read out
by one PADIWA FEB, (A3) 64 channels of one MAPMT,
(A4) 256 channels of 4 MAPMTs.

Timestamps in each channel fluctuate independently fol-
lowing similar probability distribution functions. Thus the
measured width of this distribution is

√
2 larger than the

actual time precision. For a pair of channels, the FWHM
of the distribution is 600 ps which corresponds to a time
precision of 425 ps. This value is almost two times higher
than the transition time spread of the MAPMT. There are
two main reasons for that: instability of inter-channel de-
lay corrections over time and absence of walk correction.
In order to implement the walk correction procedure one
needs to have stable time-over-threshold (ToT) measure-
ments which are not available in the beamtime data.

Table 1 shows the evolution of the RMS and FWHM
with increasing the number of analysed channels. Note
that for events with laser flashes the RMS almost does not
change while the FWHM increases and the shape of the

distribution gets closer to a Gaussian. This can be inter-
preted as smearing of the features of individual channels
by averaging. For hits from one Cherenkov ring (see fig. 1)
the FWHM and RMS increase with increasing number of
analysed channels, but FWHM again goes up much faster
than RMS.

Table 1: FWHM and RMS of the time difference distribu-
tions for different analysed areas.

Analysed area Pair of
channels

PADIWA
FEB

One
MAPMT

Four
MAPMTs

Num. of channels 2 16 64 256
FWHM, laser, [ns] 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.7
FWHM, rings, [ns] 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.3
RMS, laser, [ns] 0.913 1.093 0.997 1.034
RMS, rings, [ns] 1.238 1.379 1.430 1.487
Color on fig. 1 blue red green black
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Figure 1: Time difference distributions for 4 different sets
of channels for events with Cherenkov rings.
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Development of resistive plate chambers for Muon Chamber in CBM
experiment

Z. Ahammed1, R. Ganai1, M. Mondal1, and S. Chattopadhyay1

1Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata, India

The Compressed baryonic matter (CBM) experiment is
one of the major scientific pillars at the future accelera-
tor facility for antiproton and ion research(FAIR) at Dram-
stadt, Germany. It is a fixed target experiment aimed to
explore the QCD phase diagram in the region of very high
net-baryon density by colliding heavy ions in the energy
range of 2 - 45 AGeV at an exceptionally high interaction
rate of 10 MHz. The MUCH (Muon Chamber) detector
system in CBM is a segmented absorber system with detec-
tors placed in between them. The proposed LMVM SIS100
set up for the muon detection consists of 4 hadron absorbers
[60 cm C, (20 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm)Fe] and 4 detector stations
[1]. The first absorber is made of carbon and, the rest are
made of iron. Here GEM chambers will be used as active
detector elements in the first two stations and RPCs are pro-
posed to be used as active detector elements in the 3rd and
4th station of CBM-MUCH.

Simulation Results on Particle Rates

As detectors are expected to handle very high rate of
particle flux, we have first estimated the number of parti-
cles reaching the unit detector area per unit time. Given
the interaction rate of 10 MHz, maximum particle flux per
unit time on the 3rd and 4th stations of the MUCH were
estimated to be 10 kHz/cm2 and 3 kHz/cm2, respectively,
for central Au-Au collisions at 8 AGeV. For minimum bias
collisions these rates will be reduced by a factor of 4 ap-
proximately. Since RPCs are known to operate at a rate
of ∼1 kHz/cm2 , further attempt was made to bring down
the particle flux by increasing the absorber thickness. The
thickness of the 3 rd absorber is increased from 20 cm to 30
cm. Whereas, the 4 th absorber thickness was reduced to
20 cm from 30 cm. In this way, the overall radiation length
was kept unchanged. Figure 1 and figure 2 shows the ex-
pected (obtained from simulation) particle flux at 3rd and
4th stations respctively.

Resistive Plate Chambers

RPCs are gaseous detectors and their principle of oper-
ation is based on the detection of the gas ionization pro-
duced by charged particles when passing through the detec-
tor, under a strong uniform electric field produced between
two highly resistive electrodes (109 - 1012 Ωcm) e.g. glass,
bakelite. RPCs have been used as muon trigger system in
several high rate(∼10kHz/cm2 ) experiments of high en-
ergy physics like CMS, ATLAS, ALICE in LHC due to
its excellent timing capability, high gain, simple design,

Figure 1: Expected particle flux based on simulation on
3rd and 4th stations with overlap[2] at the peryphery of the
chambers.

Figure 2: Expected particle flux based on simulation on 3rd

and 4th stations without detector overlap [2].

low cost, moderate spatial resolution and ability to scale
to large areas.VECC is currently involved in R&D to de-
velop single-gap bakelite RPC which can withstand such
high particle rate (∼10kHz/cm2 ). For this purpose, we are
working on a prototype bakelite RPC (30 cm× 30cm) with
a gas gap of 0.2 cm, operated in avalanche mode to test the
rate capability.

Fabrication and testing of the prototype RPC
A small prototype RPC (30cm × 30 cm) with a gas

gap of 0.2 cm has been fabricated in VECC, Kolkata. It
has been tested in avalanche mode in standard cosmic ray
test set up with the help of three scintillators - one finger
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and two paddle scintillators. The gas composition used is
Freon(R134a) : Iso-butane : SF6 :: 94.1 : 5.2 : 0.7. The ef-
ficiency of the detector was measured to be >95%. Figure
3 shows the measured cosmic ray efficiency of the RPC at
different applied voltages.

ı

Figure 3: Variation of cosmic ray efficiency of the RPC as
a function of applied high voltage.

The same detector has been tested at H4 beamline in
CERN SPS. The detector was palced at ∼5.4 m behind
TOF MRPC. The set is shown in figure 4. The gas
composition used at the CERN test beam was Freon:iso-
butane:SF6 :: 85:5:10. The detailed test beam data analysis
is in progress.

ı

Figure 4: Test beam set up at H4 beamline at CERN SPS.
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Implementation of new absorber geometry in MUCH

E. Nandy1, P. P. Bhaduri1, V. Nikulin2, and S. Chattopadhyay1
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In this report we would describe our recent simulation
results related to modification of the shape of the first ab-
sorber of the muon detector system. The Much system will
be built in stages which are adapted to the beam energies
available. Thus a modular Much system is presently un-
der development which can be easily upgraded according
to the beam energies under investigation. In all version of
Much geometry the total absorber is segmented into sev-
eral pieces interlaced with tracking stations. Based on the
beam energy and hardness of the muon tracks three con-
figurations are presently investigated at SIS 100 energies.
The first two versions of Much (SIS100-A and SIS100-B)
will comprise of 2 and 3 stations suitable for the measure-
ment of low -mass vector mesons in A + A collisions at
4-6 AGeV and 8-14 AGeV, respectively. The third version
of the Much system (SIS100-C) will be equipped with an
additional tracking station and iron absorber of 1 m thick-
ness in order to be able to identify charmonium at the high-
est SIS100 energies. Once SIS300 is operational, Much
system will be upgraded further by inserting additional ab-
sorbers and detector stations for the measurement of low-
mass vector mesons and charmonium at beam energies
above 14 AGeV (Much versions SIS300-A and SIS300-B).

The first absorber is made of graphite, rest of the ab-
sorbers are made of iron and parallelopiped in shape. Re-
cent simulations on radiation studies based on FLUKA
have shown that the conical geometries lead to large neu-
tron dose on the detector chambers of the first Much sta-
tion. Thus the absorber in new design completely covers
the downstream opening of the dipole magnet. The geom-
etry of the modified absorber and its environment is shown
in Figure 1.

We have implemented this new design in CBMROOT sim-
ulation framework. The first part of the first abosrber is a
trapezoid is placed inside the dipole magnet. The shape
is implemented using the ROOT class TGeoTrd2. The
yoke screens of the dipole has been removed.The second
part of the first abosrber is a box and located outside the
magnet. The shape is implemented using the ROOT class
TGeoBBox. The horizontal and vertical dimensions are 260
cm and 250 cm respectively. For a maximum acceptance of
25 degree, the vertical size (half thickness along y) comes
out to be R = z tan(θ) = 185 tan(25◦) '86.2 cm. Hence
the additional safety radius for the second part of the first
abosrber is 38.8 cm. For other abosrbers we set a value of
30 cm for additional safety radius. The modified absorber
1 with Much SIS100-C setup is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 1: A sketch illustrating the overall geometry of the
first Much absorber.

Figure 2: Full MUCH set up with modified first absorber
slice as implemented in CBMROOT.
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Study the effect of cooling plate on Much
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This report describes the simulation activities performed
prior to the test beam experiments, in the H4 beamline
CERN-SPS in the end of 2016. For the first time, the
muon chamber detectors were exposed to the heavy-ion
collision environment. Pb beams of momentum 13, 30 and
150 GeV/c were planned to be incident on the Pb targets
of thickness 2 − 3 mm. According to the then experimen-
tal setup two GEM chambers in the front part of the time-
of-flight (TOF) main farme were planned to be placed up-
stream the target. The GEM modules would be 350 cm
away from the target with small angles with the primary
beam such that primary Pb beam does not hit any detec-
tor component. The GEM modules would be positioned
about 50 - 100 cm away from the beam axis. Cooling plates
made of Al-Mg alloy (92 : 8) would be used to provide the
required cooling through chilled water, for the front end
board electronics. The whole plate itself would work as the
support system for the GEM detector assembly. The thick-
ness of the plates was 1.1 cm, which amounts to be 3%
hadronic interaction length and 12% radiation length.

The primary goal of the simulation is to find out the
hit rate on the GEM chambers for realistic material bud-
get. For this purpose we have included the test beam set
up within the CbmRoot framework. Simulations are per-
formed for minimum bias Pb+Pb collisions generated by
UrQMD event generator at 150 GeV/c. To start with, only
one trapezoidal GEM module is included in simulation.
The lead target is constructed as a tube of thickness 2 mm
in the z direction with diameter of 2.5 cm. The centre of
the target is placed at (x = 0.0, y = 0.0, z = 0.0) in the
global co-ordinate system. A trapezoidal GEM module is
placed at a distance 350 cm from the centre of the target.
The transverse length of the module is 800 mm. The GEM
chamber is placed 70 cm away from the beam axis which
corresponds to an inner radius of Rin = 70 cm and outher
radius of Rout = 150 cm. This in turn leads to an angular
coverage of 8.13o ≤ θ ≤ 20.4o. The azimuthal coverage
of the chamber is ∆φ = 18o. The chamber is filled with
Argon gas of thickness 3 mm. An aluminium cooling plate
having trapezoidal shape, of thickness 11 mm is also in-
cluded as a passive volume in the simulation. The material
density is set to 2.7 gm/cm3. The plate dimesions are set
such that it is 2 cm longer both in radial and azimuth com-
pared to the gas chamber. The GEM module along with the
cooling plate is displayed in Fig. 1. The x-y distrbution of
the hits registered on the GEM chamber are displayed in
Fig. 2. For calculation of the hit rate on the chamber plane
we need to know the distribution of particle density. Fig. 3
displays the radial distribution of particle densities for two

Figure 1: Trapezoidal GEM module (blue) along with the
aluminium cooling plate (red).

Figure 2: The position of the MUCH points on the GEM
chamber.

cases namely cooling plate placed in front and back side of
the chamber. The results indicate that the hit rate on the
chamber is independent of the position of the aluminium
plate mounted on the chamber. We also compare the mo-
mentum distribution of the tracks for the above two cases.
Results are depicted in Fig. 4. The momentum distribution
is also found to be insensitive to the location of the cool-
ing plate. These observations have been found useful while
designing the experimental setup during the test beam run.
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Figure 3: Radial distribution of particle density incident on
the GEM chambers. The density distribution is evaluated
for two cases where the cooling plate is placed in front (red
line) and back (black line) side of the GEM chamber.
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Figure 4: Momentum distribution of the tracks incident on
the GEM chamber. The tracks include both primary tracks
from the UrQMD generator and secondary tracks produced
via interaction or decay for two positions of the aluminium
plate.
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Study of characteristics of Straw Tube detector for CBM Muon Chamber
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Introduction
The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at

the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR)
in Darmstadt, Germany is designed to explore the QCD
phase diagram in the region of moderate baryon densities
[1, 2]. This will only be possible with the application of
advanced instrumentation, including highly segmented and
fast detectors. The main goal of the CBM experiment is
to detect the rarely produced particles e.g. J/Ψ along with
the most abundantly produced particles like pions. As per
the present proposal, Muon Chamber (MUCH) will be de-
signed to detect dimuons, the decay product of rarely pro-
duced particles like J/Ψ or low mass vector mesons. Gas
Electron Multiplier (GEM) [3] chambers will be used in
the first two stations and straw tubes [4] are one of the
strong candidates for the 3rd and 4th stations of the Muon
Chamber located downstream of the Silicon Tracking Sys-
tem (STS) of the CBM experiment along with other sophis-
ticated detectors.

In this article the preliminary results of R&D in India of
straw tube detector is reported.

Straw Tube detector
Straw tube is typically prepared from a kapton film, one

side containing a conductive layer of 1000-3000 Å Al + 4
µm carbon-loaded kapton and the other side containing a
thermoplastic polyurethane layer of 3 µm [5]. Two kapton
film tapes (4-8 mm wide) are wound in spiral at a temper-
ature ∼ 200 ◦C. The thickness of the straw wall is around
60 µm.

Working Principle
A straw tube detector is basically a gas filled single chan-

nel drift tube with a conductive inner layer as cathode and
a wire stretched along the cylindrical axis as anode [6].
When high voltage is applied between the wire and the
tube an electric field is generated in the gas filled region.
The electric field separates electrons and positive ions pro-
duced by an incident charged particle along its trajectory
through the gas volume. The wire is kept at positive volt-
age and collects the electrons while the ions drift towards
the cathode. By choosing thin wires, with a diameter of
a few tens of µm, the electric field strength near the wire
is made high enough to create an avalanche of electrons.

∗Now at Department of Physics, University of Basel, Klingel-
bergstrasse 82, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

Depending on the high voltage and the gas composition a
gain of about 104 − 105 can be achieved [6]. The spe-
cific energy-loss (dE/dx) of a charged particle in the straw
gas volume can be used to identify the particle species and
can be derived from the number of ionization electrons per
track length (dx) for the generated straw signal. Main idea
of using straw tube in a tracking system is reduction of ma-
terial budget.

Figure 1: The straw tube prototype.

Experimental set-up
A straw tube prototype is obtained from JINR, Dubna,

Russia with 6 straws of diameter 6 mm and length 25 cm.
The straw tube prototype is shown in Figure 1. There is a

Figure 2: The Fe55 signal in the oscilloscope at 1600 V
(20 mV/Div, 50 ns/Div, 50 Ω load).
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provision to collect signals from the straws through LEMO
output. A premixed gas of Argon and CO2 in 70/30 volume
ratio is used in flow mode at a rate of 3 lt/h. The positive
high voltage (HV) is applied to one end of the central wire
of the straws using a HV filter box and the signal is col-
lected from the other end through a capacitor. Single HV
channel is used for each straw tube. A typical Fe55 signal
in the oscilloscope at 1600 V is shown in Figure 2 with set-
tings 20 mV/Div, 50 ns/Div, 50 Ω load. The output signal
from the straw is fed to a pre-amplifier and the output of
the pre-amplifier is put to a timing SCA (Single Channel
Analyzer). The SCA is operated in integral mode and the
lower level in the SCA is used as the threshold. The count
rate (i.e. counts per second) of the detector is obtained with
a Fe55 X-ray source. The threshold scan is first done at a
constant HV of 1700 V and it is found that the threshold of
1 V at the SCA is enough to cut all the noise. The source
is kept on the straw and the count is measured for 10 min-
utes with and without the source for a voltage setting from
1100 V to 1750 V. The count rate is then calculated for the
source only.

Experimental results

The count rate for Fe55 X-ray source is measured as a
function of the applied HV and is plotted in Figure 3. It
is seen that a saturation is obtained from about 1600 V on-
wards [7].
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Figure 3: The counting rate as a function of applied HV for
Fe55 source.

Summary and outlooks

One straw tube prototype is tested with Ar/CO2 gas in
70/30 ratio using conventional NIM electronics. The count
rate plateau is obtained for Fe55 source. Measurement of
the gain of the detector, attenuation of signal for long cable
length, rate capability are going on and will be reported at
a later stage. The future plan is also to build and test new
straw tube chambers in India.
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Straw tube prototype for the CBM muon detector.
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The experimental challenge for muon measurements in
heavy-ion collisions at FAIR energies is to identify low-
momentum muons in an environment of high particle den-
sities. The CBM concept is to track the particles through
a hadron absorber system, and to perform a momentum-
dependent muon identification. Rather low particle mul-
tiplicities for the last detection layers allow to use straw
tubes.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the MUCH straw module. 1 is
the mother boards for the readout and high voltage supply
of the straw anodes. 2 is the carbon plastic elements, and 3
is the Al-parts of the frame.

Figure 2: The full size octagonal straw module prototype
produced at LHEP JINR.

Straw chamber is assembled from 2 double layers mod-
ules, each consisting of about 1184 straws. One layer of the
straws is shifted by half a diameter with respect to the other
in order to resolve left-right ambiguities. Each straw sta-
tion contains three identical octagonal chambers measuring
X and two rotated (+10◦, -10◦) coordinates of a passing
charged particle. Each chamber consists of two identical
modules with some overlap between them to avoid dead
regions. The chambers are having inner holes for the beam

pipe with a diameter of 43 cm [1]. Schematic view of the
MUCH straw module is presented in Figure 1. The full size
octagonal straw module prototype [2] has been produced
and tested at LHEP JINR (see Figure 2).

Figure 3: Termination and mother boards circuits for one
straw channel.

The straws for the prototype are produced from two kap-
ton film strips. Carbon loaded Kapton film of the 160 XC
370 type from DUPONT and aluminized (500 ◦A) Kapton
film of the NH type are used as inner and outer strips, re-
spectively. Both films are covered by a glue layer with a
thickness of 7 µm on one their side. The anode wire for the
straws is a gold-plate tungsten with 2% of renium wire with
a 30±0.3 µm diameter. The active mother board is the in-
terface between the straw tubes on one side and the readout
electronics and high voltage on the other side. Large straw
lengths require also to use the termination at the far end
from the readout side of the straws. The termination and
mother boards circuits for one straw channel are shown in
Figure 3. Several different types of the mother boards were
produced for the straw chamber with the octagonal shape.

The full size prototype of the octagonal straw detector
for CBM [2] has been successfully tested using a 55Fe
source. The straw detector with the rectangular shape [3, 4]
is considered to reduce the cost and to improve the quality
of the tracker.
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Study of triple GEM prototype characteristics at VECC
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Introduction
With regards to the R & D on GEM chambers for

MUCH, we report some studies on the GEM detector pro-
totypes carried out at VECC, on (1) Gain comparision of
two different gap configurations (3/1/1/1.5 and 3/2/2/2). (2)
Fabrication and testing of real size prototype GEM cham-
ber at VECC. For all our earlier studies and tests we built

Figure 1: Variation of gain with GEM voltage for two dif-
ferent gap configuration

and investigated in detail triple GEM prototypes mainly
with 3/1/1/1.5 gap configuration. In this contribution we
report the testing of a prototype with new gap configuration
of 3/2/2/2 mm. The main motivation for this changed con-
figuration is twofold – due to larger foil-to-foil separation
while using large area GEM foils, the mechanical sagging
due to electrostatic attraction between them is significantly
reduced. Secondly, component-wise, ceramic based com-
pact resistive chain which is finally planned to used in ac-
tual modules, is readily available for this new-gap config-
uration. Prototypes with this new gap configuration have
already been built and tested previously. In this report, we
compare the gains of the two configurations and show that
they remain unchanged for the same sumtotal of the GEM
voltages. We also report the fabrication and testing of a
real size prototype GEM chamber at VECC, which was
used in SPS beam test. We studied its gain characteris-
tics, namely the variation of gain with the environmental
parameters such as temperature (T) and pressure (P).

Gain comparision between 3/2/2/2 mm and
3/1/1/1.5 mm gap configurations

We use the same detector volume for testing the effect of
the two gaps. The same set of triple GEM foils were used
for measurements in both configurations. The bias volt-
ages across the individual GEMs were different for the two
cases, as the resistive chain configuration which depends on
the gap settings were different. Conventional NIM based

electronics like pre-amplifier, amplifier and MCA (multi-
channel analyzer) were used. External parameters such as
amplifier settings, etc. were kept identical for the two mea-
surements. The gain of GEM detector depends on the

Figure 2: Assembling real-size GEM prototype at VECC

Figure 3: Detector under test in VECC Lab

applied voltages across the GEM foil. The final gain is
a result of the combined amplification in the three layers.
We compared the gains by summing up the ∆Vgem across
all the three layers. Figure 1 shows the variation of gain
with summed-up voltages for the two gap-settings. The
blue (upper triangle) data for 3/1/1/1.5 and red (lower tri-
angle) data for 3/2/2/2 gap configuration. The gain for both
of them fall on top of each other. Though the data is not
corrected for T/P changes, the overall deviation should lie
within few percent. The performance of the detector with
the new gap configuration will thus not be affected.

Figure 4: Raw (left) and corrected (inverted)(right) pulse-
height spectra using Fe55 source.
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Assembling and testing of real-size prototype
GEM detector at VECC

With regards to the fabrication and testing of real-size
triple GEM module, first such fabrication at VECC was
carried out recently. Figure 2 shows the picture of the
fabricaion being carried out in class 100,000 clean room
of CPDA lab at VECC. The assembly procedure followed
was exactly the same as carried out earlier in the RD51
lab at CERN[1]. A translucent glow-box was designed
and built locally for the inspection of the GEM foils that
were procurred from CERN. After satisfactory quality-
checks, the three trapezoidal foils were placed on top of
each other in 3/1/1/1.5-mm gap configuration and stretched
using glue-less “ns2” stretching technique. An identical
HV panel as mentioned in [1] was fabricated for power-
ing the GEM foils. The setup of the experiment is shown

Figure 5: Variation of corrected peak-pulse height (ADC),
(top) and T/P(K/hPa) (bottom) with time.

in Figure 4, with the detector placed with the drift side on
the top. Tiny holes were drilled at appropriate places on
the drift side for the source radiation to pass through. A
pre-mixed gas mixture of Ar/CO2(70 : 30) was used for
tests. The test has been carried out using Fe55 source and
readout using n-XYTER FEBs. We have used a datalogger
which records the Temperature (T) and Pressure(P) values,
and the data was acquired using DABC software. For these
measurements, we kept the Fe55 source at a fixed position
and measured the photo-peak ADC channel at regular time
intervals.

Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the raw(left panel) and baseline cor-
rected(right panel) pulse-height spectra of Fe55, respec-
tively. gain(G) of the detector has an exponential depen-
dence on ratio T/P as G(T/P ) = AExp(B(T/P)), where
T/P is the ratio of temperature and pressure [4]. A and
B are the fit parameters determined by the exponential fit.

Figure 6: Variation of corrected peak-pulse height (ADC)
with T/P(K/hPa)

Figure 7: Variation of normalized gain with time

The corrected and normalized gain(g), expected to be in-
dependent of envoirnmental parameters, is computed as g
= G/Aexp(B(T/P). The variation of photo-peak ADC chan-
nel with time and T/P(K/hPa) with time is shown in Fig. 5,
respectively. A good correlation between photo-peak ADC
channel and T/P is observed. The variation of photo-peak
ADC channel with T/P (correlation plot) is shown in Fig. 6.
After an exponential fit of this graph we calculate the nor-
malized gain using above equation. The plot of normalized
gain with time is shown in Fig. 7. A peak to peak varia-
tion of 5-7 % in relative gain is observed. Measurements
for a longer period would be performed to investigate any
ageing effects.
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Large size triple GEM modules will be used for the first
two stations of MUCH. Performance of small and large
size prototypes have been studied and reported with par-
ticle beams[1][2]. However, in all previous beam-tests so
far, the entire detector area was subjected to only single
beam particles with beam profile of a few mm width. So,
only a tiny area of the detector was illuminated at any given
time. The simultaneous response from the entire active area
of the detector thus could not be studied in such a setup. It
was hence required to study the performance of the detec-
tor in a multiparticle environment where a spray of particles
passes through the entire active area simultaneously, as the
case would be in the actual CBM experiment. With this
goal, large size prototype detectors were tested with parti-
cles from Pb+Pb collisions for the first time. This test was
carried out at H4 beamline of SPS at CERN. This was also
the first test with new CBM DAQ, which took data in free
streaming mode. Since now the entire active area of the de-
tector was being exposed to particle tracks, it was needed
to populate the whole of the detector with electronics. Each
of the two real-size GEM modules consisted of about 1900
readout pads having progressively increasing pad sizes, as
guided by the design simulation of the CBM MUCH. A
total of 15 FEBs were required per module. Data were
taken with almost full FEB coverage (12 FEBs). With such
large number of working FEBs on the detector, an elab-
orate cooling for the FEBs were implemented for the first
time. A 10 mm Aluminum plate with controlled water-flow
either through grooved channels or through 6 mm Al pipe
winding inside the plate volume provided the cooling for
the FEBs. Figure 1 shows the picture of the cooling plate
with all the FEBs mounted on one side. 3 mm flat copper
pieces thermally glued below the FEBs provided the metal
contact with the plate. The detector is fixed on the other
side of the plate. 10 mm wide slots were machined at ap-
propriate places in the plate to accommodate the projecting
readout connectors. The FEBs were connected with these
connectors via 10 cm long flexible Kapton cables each car-
rying signals from 64 channels.

The schematic of the test setup is shown in the Fig. 2.
The GEM detectors were tested along with several CBM-
TOF(MRPC) modules. All these detectors were placed on
the common TOF mounting frame, which was then tilted at
about 7o from the beam axis. MRPC modules along with
two pairs of scintillators occupied the central position on
the bench. Two real size trapezoidal shaped GEM modules
were placed, one in the front and the other at the back of
the setup as shown in the figure. The front GEM module
(GEM-1) was about 3 metres away from the collision point

Figure 1: Detector and FEBs mounted on 10 mm Al cool-
ing plate

Figure 2: Schematic of the test beam setup at SPS

and about 20 cm below the beam axis. A third GEM de-
tector of 10 cm x 10 cm, GEM-3, (built at GSI) having 256
pads of 6 mm x 4 mm, was also put in at a later stage to
provide an additional hit-point for tracking. A picture of
the final setup in the cave of H4 area is shown in Fig. 3.

FLESnet running on CBMRoot framework was used to
acquire data from GEM detectors for the first time. The
new version of nXYTER (Rev-F) was used as the front end
readout chip. A maximum of 6 AFCK boards referred to
as nDPB (nXYTER based Data Processing Boards) were
used for the GEM detectors. The nDPBs were housed in
µTCA crates. Twisted pair LVDS flat ribbon cables, 6 me-
tres in length were used as signal cables from the detector
to the ports on AFCK boards. GET4 ASIC was used for
the readout of the TOF system. Time synchronisation for
the two systems was carried out via two dedicated AFCK
boards. This time synchronisation would thus facilitate of-
fline to join all the hit points in the GEM as well as the TOF
planes for a real-time track-fitting.
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Figure 3: Picture of the entire detector assembly under test
in the cave at H4 beamline

Figure 4: ADC vs the nXYTER channel number from dif-
ferent FEBs for GEM-2 detector

The detectors were tested with 13 AGeV, 30 AGeV and
150 AGeV Pb beams colliding on a 1 mm thick Pb tar-
get. A diamond detector was placed just before the target
to provide beam information. Data were taken for different
GEM voltages and also for different noise thresholds. For
150 AGeV case, data with 20 cm of Fe block was placed
in close proximity of GEM-3 were also taken, to study the
absorber effects on the detector. A premixed gas mixture
cotaining Ar/CO2 in a ratio of 70/30 was used as the fill
gas for the GEM detectors.

The data were collected in timeslices of 10 ms interval.
The unsorted raw data was sorted within every timeslice
during rootification. The preliminary test result are dis-
cussed here. Fig. 4 shows the raw ADC distribution vs the
nXYTER channel number for GEM-2 detector plane for
30 AGeV data accumulated after several spills. The panels
represent different FEBs reading out pad signals from eight
different regions of the detector. The intensities of tracks
falling in different regions will depend on their respective
distances from the beam-axis. Those panels showing high
counts are indicative of regions closest to the beam-axis.
Shown in Fig. 5 is the spill structure for the 30 AGeV col-
lisions for GEM-1(top panel) and GEM-2(bottom panel)
detectors. Starting from the first hit on the detector provid-
ing the time-zero reference, a time bin of 10 ms was used
to group every hit and the corresponding histogram plotted.
The peaks in the number of hits are observed to be spaced

Figure 5: spill structure as seen by GEM-1 and GEM-2
detectors at 30 AGeV Pb+Pb collisions

at 30 second interval thus coinciding with the beam spill
frequency. The hit-frequencies of 8 FEBs for GEM-1 and
7 FEBs of GEM-2 have been overlayed. Some of the FEBs
were observed to be very noisy while some others, the noise
level suddenly increased so much during a run, that no clear
spill structure could be seen, as can be seen from GEM-1
panel in the figure. Figure 6, shows the distribution of the
time differences between the hits in the two GEM planes
which are 2 metres apart. This is obtained for in-spill data
using a simple ADC cut of 150 ADCs. Detailed analysis of
the data involving better quality cuts, proper event recon-
struction by grouping the hits in appropriate time window
is underway.

Figure 6: Distribution of the time differences of hits in
GEM-2 and GEM-1
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Introduction

The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM)[1] experiment
at the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
(FAIR) [2] is designed to explore the QCD phase dia-
gram in the region of moderate baryon densities. Among
the several detector systems used in the experiment, the
Muon Chamber (MuCh) will be used to detect Muons. The
chamber will be separated into 3 stations, using Gas Elec-
tron Multiplier(GEM) and Straw Tubes or Resistive Plate
Chamber (RPC) as the detectors. The Front End Boards
(FEB’s) used for collecting signals and processing them
are sensitive to ambient temperature, the favourable range
being 25oC - 30oC. The expected amount of heat gener-
ated per sector is ∼90 W and removal of this heat is neces-
sary for reliable operation of the FEB’s. Since the readout
boards are connected using wire-bonding technique, air-
cooling is not an option as the induced vibrations might
loosen the bonds. Thus, as an alternate cooling option,
an Automated Water Based Cooling system is being devel-
oped and tested. Here we describe the mechanical design,
installation and performance of the said cooling system.

Mechanical Design and Working Principle

Initial tests were conducted at the laboratory and further
tests were done at the CERN SPS H4 test beam. For the lab
test, a copper tube having a diameter of 5 mm was welded
on a 2 mm thick copper plate of dimension ∼ 1 ft × 2 ft.
Seven heating elements (coil resistors of 4 W each) were
welded on the copper plate to simulate the heat load. In
test-beam the setup was replaced by real-size aluminium
plates. Also the heating elements were replaced by the
original FEB’s.

Two different approaches were adopted to build the Alu-
minium plates. In the first design, a 10 mm thick Alu-
minium plate was taken, and grooves of cross-section 5 mm
× 7 mm were made inside the plate. Finally the top of the
grooves was sealed using an Aluminium strip of thickness
2 mm and width 5 mm, resulting in a water channel inside
the plate. Required cut-outs were made to pass wires be-
tween the FEB’s and the detectors. Appropriate connectors
were fitted at both ends of the channel. Groove layout was
chosen such that the water flow covers maximum area, spe-
cially close to the FEB’s. By it’s construction, this design
had an advantage of providing maximum area of contact
between cold water and the plate itself.

In the second design, two identical Aluminium plates
(5 mm thick) were taken, and grooves in mirror image to

each other were made in both. An Aluminium pipe was
press-fitted inside the groove and then the two plates were
welded. This approach had an advantage of water leak pro-
tection by it’s design.

A water chiller was used as the heat sink. Cold water was
circulated through the plate using a submersible pump.

Figure 1: CAD design of the groove.

Automated Control System

A microcontroller sits at the heart of the automated
control system, with a negative feedback PID algorithm
running inside. The programme takes the temperature
value as the input and generates the PWM[3] (Pulse-Width-
Modulation) value to drive the motor as the output. The wa-
ter pump was driven using the generated PWM value via a
power transistor. Provisions for setting different set-points
were kept. The PID parameters were adjusted manually.
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Results

At first the heating elements were turned on and then
the cooling system was turned on after some time. Sev-
eral temperatures were set as the required ”set-point” and
the resulting temperature was recorded with time. Figures
below show the water flow rate (Red colour) and surface
temperature of the cooling plate (Blue colour) as a func-
tion of time while cooling is ON for set-point = 25.5oC and
30.0oC respectively. Form the graphs, it is evident that the
resulting temperature fluctuates ± 0.5 oC around the set-
point, which is within reasonable limits.

Figure 2: Flow rate and temperature vs time, set-point =
25.5oC

Figure 3: Flow rate and temperature vs time, set-point =
30.00C

Summary and outlooks

The proof-of-concept of the cooling device has been
tested. However, more rigorous tests are yet to be per-
formed. The real-size prototypes are to be tested in detail.
One of the most important factors - water leak detection
mechanism will be employed and tested. Also the initial
test was in small scale, this will be scaled up for e.g. con-
trolling two or more cooling plates at once, to cater the
needs of the real experiment.
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Introduction
We are involved in building the muon detector (MUCH)

for the compressed baryonic matter experiment at FAIR.
The goal of this fixed target experiment is to explore the
QCD phase diagram in the region of high baryon densi-
ties using high energy Au-Au collisions. This experiment
requires high position resolution and high rate capabilities
of the tracking detectors, which leads to a requirement of
higher granularity thus a large number of read out channels
[1]. Entire readout for the first two stations of MUCH will
have 1600 FEE boards to be powered individually. To cope
with such a requirement, Low Voltage distribution Board
(LVDB) is planned to be mounted on the detector itself so
that cable load can be minimized . The experiment will face
high intensity and high interaction rate thus there would be
a substantial incidence of gamma (20krad for 10 years of
operation) around our detectors or electronics. The entire
electronics components are therefore required to be radia-
tion hard [2].

LVDB Description
The LVDB is an active system, which divides a single

channel high voltage (HV) into several low voltage (LV)
channels. In CBM experiment one LVDB is designed to
supply power to eighteen FEE boards , each FEE board re-
quires three voltages 1.6V , 1.8V and 2.2V with the current
of 1 A ,7.5 A and 0.25A respectively. The LVDB requires
over-current protection and monitoring facility for voltage
and current. The prototype design has been tested for two
channels as shown in Fig 1. The LV power supply has very

Figure 1: Two channel LVDB prototype

stringent requirement of sector isolation (to avoid sector to
sector noise coupling) so in this prototype two DC to DC

Figure 2: Experimental Setup

converters stages are used. 48V supply has been stepped
down to 5V using a DC to DC SMPS based isolated con-
verter with forward topology. Output of isolated converter
was used to further step down by buck converters (Non-
isolated) to meet the require voltages.

Irradiation Testing

Gamma is an ionizing radiation which generates
electron- hole pairs in substrate of semiconductor as well
as in depletion region. These ion pairs increase leakage
in semi-conductor and lead to failure of the device thus
gamma radiation hardness a prime concern in the design
of LVDB. Gamma irradiation test has been conducted at
IUC Kolkata with cobalt- 60 gamma irradiation facility
with the dose rate of 4krad/minute. Various Components
were tested for expected gamma radiation level. As shown
in Fig 2, samples (48/5 isolated DC/DC converter) were
placed in a cylindrical vessel which was irradiated uni-
formly inside the radiation vessel. For cooling purpose a
fan was mounted just on the head of the converter. Con-
verter was irradiated with gamma for an interval of two
minutes per session. After being irradiated for two minute,
every time converter had been annealed for five minutes.
Though fan cooling and very short term operation followed
by annealing, yet just for the sake of safety all the convert-
ers were operated at quarter load only. Different converters
from various manufacturers were irradiated and after multi-
ple failures few of them were qualified our desired radiation
tolerance specification.
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Real time data acquisition of device under test
During irradiation test, voltages of device under test

were monitored continuously. As shown in Fig 3, ADC
digitized the real time signal from the sensors and fetch
that data to Spartan-6 LX9 FPGA board as shown in fig-
ure. With the preliminary processing and data segregation.
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) send data to com-
puter that had been measured. Matlab 2010a is used as back
end software. Data segregation, data merging, data plotting
scripts were written in matlab for thorough inspection of
health of the component under irradiation.

Figure 3: FPGA base monitoring system

Performance Analysis
Voltage response and efficiency of the converter with and

without radiation were taken. Voltage response of isolated
converter is shown in Fig 4. As expected output voltage
without irradiation is stable with 50mV peak to peak rip-
ple. Voltage response of converter with radiation is shown

Figure 4: Voltage response without radiation

in Fig 5. By online plotting of converter response it was
seen that the converter can withstand 26.25 krad without
any appreciable change in DC voltage. Average peak to
peak value of ripple is more or less same before and af-
ter irradiation. Just before failing converter tries to anneal
from the radiation damage but damage rate (proportional to

the accumulated dose and present dose rate) is much higher
than annealing rate thus momentary restoration of voltages
can be seen near the failure dose.

Figure 5: Voltage response with radiation

As in CBM experiment whole electronics supposed to
be have gamma resistance of 20krad thus after 20krad effi-
ciency had been measured. Fig 6 shows comparative study
of efficiency before and after irradiation.

Figure 6: Efficiency curve
Conclusion

As converter can withstand the desire radiation level
without any appreciable change in electrical characteristic
thus it could be used in CBM electronics and other such
high energy physics experiment.
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The 32-channel ASIC for GEM detectors in the CBM
experiment is presented. The design includes 32 analog
readout channels, an 8-bit SAR ADC for each channel,
digital back-end, PLL, I2C and e-link interfaces.

The analog part of the ASIC includes 32 read-out chan-
nels. The structure of the channel is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Analog channel structure

The preamplifier is followed by two shapers: slow and
fast [1]. Both shapers are realized with CR-RC circuits.
The signal from either the slow or fast shaper is processed
by an 8-bit differential SAR ADC. The shaper selection is
controlled by external code via a serial interface.

Figure 2: Digital back-end

The digital back-end of the ASIC generates data with in-
formation about amplitude of the signal, time-stamp, over-
lap of the signals and address of the channel. The data

are combined in a 29-bit packet. Each packet is converted
by the interface part into a 40-bit word and transmitted to
GBTx. The digital back-end is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: ASIC layout

The ASIC layout is shown in Fig. 3. The chip was fabri-
cated via Europractice in the UMC MMRF 180 nm process.
The main parameters are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: ASIC parameters
Detector capacitance 0 – 50 pF

Linear range 100 fC
Sensitivity 5 mV/fC

Peaking time (slow, fast shaper) 260 ns, 60 ns
Max. hit rate (slow, fast shaper) 500 kHz, 2 MHz

ENC (slow, fast shaper) 1500 el @ 50 pF,
2000 el @ 50 pF

ADC resolution 8 bit
ADC sampling frequency 40 MS/s

Time-stamp error 3.125 ns
Chip power consumption 500 mW

Die size 5× 5 mm2
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Introduction

Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors will be used
for Muon tracking in CBM experiment where the sizes of
the detector modules are of the order of 1 metre x 0.5 me-
tre. For construction of these chambers, three GEM foils
are used per chamber. These foils are made by two layered
50 micro-meter thin kapton foil. Each GEM foil has mil-
lions of holes on it. In such a large scale manufacturing of
the foils, even after stringent quality controls, some of the
holes may still have defects or defects might develop over
the time with operating conditions. These defects may re-
sult in short-circuit of the entire GEM foil. A short even in
a single hole will make the entire foil un-usable. To reduce
such occurrences, high voltage (HV) segmentation within
the foils has been introduced. These segments are powered
either by individual HV supply per segment or through an
active HV distribution to manage such a large number of
segments across the foil. Individual supplies apart from be-
ing costly, are highly complex to implement. Additionally,
CBM will have high intensity of particles bombarding on
the detector causing the change of resistive chain current
feeding the GEM detector with the variation in the inten-
sity. This leads to voltage fluctuations across the foil result-
ing in the gain variation with the particle intensity. Hence,
a low cost active HV distribution is designed to take care
of the above discussed issues.

HV distribution design motivation

With the HV segmentation on the GEM-foil, HV distri-
bution using a single channel of the power supply along
with the resistive chain is a common practice to feed the
GEM detector. Prototype testing results [1] with this
configuration are already been reported earlier. But this
method has two fold problems, 1) It does not take care of
any short-circuit within the foil segment and 2) with the
high intensity of particles incident on these foils, there will
be rise of current leading to an appreciable voltage fluctu-
ation across the foil which finally results in gain drop. To
take care of these shorts as well as voltage stability across
the GEM foil, a specialized HV distribution is required.
An Active GEM Voltage Divider (G-AVD) [2], is being
developed by RD51 collaboration at CERN. This has is-
sues of bulky components and use of additional HV chan-
nels. Another option is to use newly developed 14-channel
individual-source power supply from CAEN. In this case,
instead of bias being supplied from resistive chain, voltage
to the GEM foil is directly feed through an individual float-

ing HV power supply channel. This is an attractive solution
and theoretically deals with both the problems mentioned
above. But there are two issues with this solution: 1) high
cost 2) increased noise without filters. Use of external fil-
ters reduces the noise but with this configuration one can
not maintain a constant voltage across the foils in case of
any short, inhibiting the very purpose of using such a spe-
cialized power supply solution.

Figure 1: Opto-coupler based HV distribution for GEM de-
tectors

HV distribution design

We have designed a new HV distribution circuit which
uses a resistive chain to feed the GEM-detector and being
able to handle the basic requirement of isolation among the
segments of the GEM foils as discussed above. As this cir-
cuit works with normal resistive chain and inherent filters
already exist, therefore this configuration has good noise
performance as well. In this circuit, to deal with the prob-
lem of current fluctuation with high particle flux, resistive
voltage divider chain was modified to increase the current
through the divider network. In earlier resistive design, the
chain current was approximately 500 micor-ampere but for
this new chain design, this current is around 1.5mA which
reduces the voltage fluctuation to 3 times lower as com-
pared to earlier design. Apart from the resister chain modi-
fication, an opto-coupler is introduced in each of the GEM
foil segment as shown in Figure 1. ON/OFF of this opt-
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coupler is controlled by a 5V input as shown by ON/OFF
control in the same figure. These control lines are pulled
up by a 1K resister as shown in Figure 2 to make the cir-
cuit normally ON. With this opto-coupler setup, if there are
any short across the GEM foil segment, this will raise the
current of the HV-supply. We can put the alarm on cer-
tain current level so that we are informed about any short
across the chamber. To debug which segment has gone bad;
we can cut-off opto-coupler one by one until the normal
operating current is restored in the HV-supply. Once iden-
tified, we can put the bad segment permanently OFF for
further operation until any physical interventions. With the
above functionality, this circuit can handle any number of
bad segments without interfering normal working of good
segment within the foil.

Test-Setup

This circuit is tested for its working principle using a
standalone setup with opto-coupler as shown in Figure 2.
We have tested the circuit upto 4.5 kV which is the ex-
pected operating voltage of the CBM-MUCH GEM detec-
tors. With 4.5 kV in a resistive chain, GEM foils have
maximum gradient of 500V with the present configuration.
Opto-coupler CPC1393 was chosen, which can withstand
600V at output with optical isolation of 5kV. This compo-
nent exactly suits our present requirement. With the opto-
coupler put in series with the GEM foil, there are two con-
ditions which need to be verified. Those conditions are;
1) if the GEM foil develops any short, how does the opto-
coupler behaves and 2) under normal operating condition,
whether there is any significant change in operating current
due to opto-coupler. i

Figure 2: HV opto-coupler test-setup

As shown in Figure 2, we have put a switch sw1 in se-
ries with opto-coupler to simulate short-circuit in a GEM
foil. With and without opto-coupler, the normal resistive
chain current is 435 micro-ampere. A short-circuit is intro-
duced by switch sw1 and recovered back using via opto-
coupler using switch sw2 as shown in Figure 2. With the
simulated short circuit, resistive current jumped from 435
micro-ampere to 485 micor-ampere. After isolating the
short circuit using opto-coupler, the increased current 485
micor-ampere is restored back to 435i micor-ampere. The

above results shows that any short-circuit across the GEM
foil can be isolated using the opto-coupler and the opto-
coupler has no noticeable effect on normal operation mode
of the detector.

Conclusion
Hence with the above results, it has been proved that this

opto-coupler based HV distribution design can handle short
circuited segments in a GEM foil by isolating them prop-
erly and without hampering the normal working of other
good segments with overall good noise performance of the
system.
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A novel real time sorting algorithm to time sort any deterministic time
disordered data streams

J. Saini1, S. Mandal1, A. Chakrabarti2, and S. Chattopadhyay1

1VECC, Kolkata; 2University of Calcutta, Kolkata

In CBM experiment, millions of free streaming data
sources are to be readout and data can only be con-
trolled by thresholds as no trigger information is avail-
able to the readout. Therefore, the readouts are prone
to collect large noise and unwanted data. Hence, out-
put data rate is of several orders of magnitude higher
than the useful signal data rate. It is therefore necessary
to perform online processes on the data to extract use-
ful information from the readout data. Without trigger
information, pre-processing on the free streaming data
can only be done with time based correlation among the
data set, hence time sorted data will be a useful propo-
sition in this context. Multiple data sources have differ-
ent path delays and bandwidth utilizations and there-
fore the unsorted merged data requires significant com-
putational efforts for real time manifestation of sorting
before data analysis. Present work reports a high speed
scalable data stream sorting with its architectural im-
plementation in hardware using Field programmable
Gate Array (FPGA).

Introduction
Data Sorting is an integral part of a real time data ac-

quisition system (DAQ) used in different time critical high
bandwidth applications like deep space exploration, high
energy physics experiments etc. Commonly used sorting
algorithms like bubble sort, merge sort, heap sort either
consume huge memory space or have high latency. In order
to increase the speed of the sorting process various, hard-
ware sorting algorithms have been proposed by the authors
in[1], but none of them are suitable for online high speed
data stream sorting. In CBM experiment, the detector sys-
tems are spread over several meters of area along with their
electronics sitting on top of it to achieve better noise per-
formance. Due to this arrangement, electronics boards are
distributed over a larger area giving different cable delays
at different positions of the electronics boards. To avoid
permanent storage of huge unwanted data, data processing
is to be done online in FPGA. As one FPGA cannot han-
dle such high rates, data is routed through several FPGA
based Data Processing Boards (DPB)[2]. As a first step,
data from a number of DPBs are to be sorted in real time.

In this article an efficient sorting algorithm has been
proposed that works on online data stream and consumes
minimal hardware resources within the FPGA. This algo-
rithm has four major blocks namely: Read Block, Write
Block, Zero Suppression Block and, Control Block. Al-
though each blocks are dependent on each others output,
each block can run in parallel. Therefore a pipelined archi-

tecture is designed to implement this algorithm and hence,
it consumes less memory space to store and process the
data steam as compared to any other sorting algorithm.
Here, we have implemented an instance of the proposed
algorithm using kintex-7 FPGA as the target device to test
the efficiency of our algorithm.

The proposed algorithm

The proposed algorithm works on any online stream but
it has certain pre-requisite conditions on the type of data
stream. Although these are not the essential conditions, but
without these conditions this sorting reduces to a special
case of bucket sort. These prerequisites are the data stream
should be progressive in nature and repetitive within the
data set.

Working of the proposed algorithm

The data stream should have two information namely
data value to be sorted and real/reference time of the sys-
tem. This information is extracted from the data stream and
as a very first step fed to different blocks of the algorithm.

Each data point is of 30 bit width in which 12 bit LSB
represents the time of data generation at source. The ex-
pected maximum data time-disorder assumed here is of one
micro second. In CBM, with particle interaction rate of
10MHz, time resolution required to resolve each event is
10ns. Hence sorting below 10ns is not required. CBM uses
2ns clock cycle, thus 2 bit LSB of the data points repre-
sents 8ns, hence not used for sorting. With clock pulse of
2ns, nine bit represents approximately one micro second.
In CBM experiment, the data output rate after the data ag-
gregation point is 10Gbps. Within one micro second, we
can have maximum 333 data points of 30bit each. As num-
bers of data points in one micro second are more than num-
ber of buffer registers, dynamic memory is attached with
each buffer of size 256 of width 30bit each. Figure 1 shows
the block diagram of the full implementation of the algo-
rithm. In this block diagram, buffer is nothing but a RAM
of size 128 memory locations each of 30bit width which
are termed as buffer registers. Dynamic memory is repre-
sented by the RAM size of 256 memory location of each
30bit width. The size of the RAM can be tuned with the
application requirements.Time comparator in Figure 1 de-
rives buffer register Bn and buffer register Bb from data
point Dp using equation 1 and 2.

Bn <= to integer(unsigned(Dp(10 downto 9))); (1)

Bb <= to integer(unsigned(Dp(8 downto 2))); (2)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of full sorting algorithm

After the comparison, corresponding buffer register is
checked for data availability status. If status is not avail-
able then the data is stored to the buffer memory, otherwise
it is stored in the dynamic memory. Data availability status
is implemented using a single bit array of size 128bit for
each buffer and 256bit for each dynamic memory. To tra-
verse through the repetition data for read and write for both
main memory bank and dynamic memory, there is an ad-
dress space array which holds the memory location of the
next stored data. Zero suppression block removes empty
buffer register that helps to read data with 100% efficiency
Here parallel architecture of zero suppression block is not
required as the scanning bits are smaller than the clock
pulses available and hence only one block is designed.

The read operation is performed on the buffer for which
the state machine receives the read enable signal. During
the read operation initially, address list is fetched from the
zero suppression block and buffer memory is accessed and
checked for the next data validity. If the next valid data
exists, then only next address will be accessed from the
address array and continues reading process from dynamic
memory. If it gets null then it moves to next buffer register
immediately. Once the reading is finished, then it enables
the buffer for write enable signal.

Result and Performance Analysis
We have tested the performance of our algorithm using

behavioral simulation and then implemented it on Kintex-
7 FPGA for which simulation result is shown in Figure 2.
To perform the simulation a test bench is written and then
sorted data at the output is validated.

Here we have considered a sample data stream
(1,4,2,6,3,4,5,6,5,9,7,17,8,12,11,9,15,13,19,14,18,16,10,
21...) as graphically represented in Figure 2, re-
quired to be sorted and the output should be

Figure 2: Sample input data stream

Figure 3: Sample output data stream
(1,2,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,
21...) as graphically represented in Figure 3. Worst
time-disorder for any data point is the maximum offset
time of the occurrence possibility of a data point from the
actual time in sorted data, and in above sample data set,
10 and 17 are at worst case disorder with time-disorder of
nine clock pulse. References
[1] A.A. Colavita, A.Cicuttin, F.Fratnik and G. Sunit-

son”Sortchip: a vlsi implementation of a hardware algorithm
for continuous data sorting, IEEE Journal of Solid-State
Circuits, vol. 38, no. 6, June 2003.

[2] W. M. Zabootny and G. Kasprowicz, Data processing boards
design for cbm experiment, 2014.
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Muon simulation with low granularity and low efficiency detectors for stations
3 and 4

A. Senger1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The muon system of CBM for measurements at SIS100
energies has been described in previous CBM Progress Re-
ports [1]. It consists of one absorber made of 60 cm carbon
3 and iron absorbers with thickness 20, 20, and 30 cm, and
triplets of tracking detectors behind each absorber layer.
The simulations were performed with GEM-like detectors
with readout pads arranged in an r-φ geometry, where ∆φ
is 1 degree, and the radial size increasing with the radius.
The detection efficiency was assumed to be 100%. We
plan to use such GEM detectors for stations 1 and 2 in or-
der to cope with the high particle density in these stations.
The particle density in stations 3 and 4 decreases substan-
tially due to the absorbers, and detectors with lower gran-
ularity could be used in order to reduce the channel num-
ber. As a first step to investigate the particle reconstruction
performance when using detectors in station 3 and 4 with
low granularity, simulations have been performed assum-
ing larger pads with ∆φ of 2 and 5 degrees. The corre-
sponding pad sizes are shown in figure 1. The total num-
ber of channels in the muon system is 491340 for detectors
with ∆φ = 1◦ for all stations, 306120 channels for system
with ∆φ = 1◦ segmentation in stations 1 and 2 and ∆φ =
2◦ segmentation in stations 3 and 4, and 253548 channels
for system with ∆φ = 5◦ segmentation in stations 3 and 4.

Figure 1: Pad size in stations 3 (left) and 4 (right) for 3 dif-
ferent segmentations as a function of station radius. Black:
∆φ = 1◦, red: ∆φ = 2◦, blue: ∆φ = 5◦.

The reconstruction of the omega meson was used for
comparison of different segmentations. The results are al-
most the same for ∆φ = 1◦ and ∆φ = 2◦ segmentations
for stations 3 and 4. If segmentation in stations 3 and 4 is
increased to ∆φ = 5◦, the reconstruction efficiency is re-
duced by up to 25%, and the signal-to-background ratio is
reduced by up to 35% (see fig.2).

Figure 2: Omega meson reconstruction efficiency (red) and
signal-to-background ratio (blue) for 3 different detector
segmentations: stations 1 and 2 with ∆φ = 1◦ segmenta-
tion, stations 3 and 4: 1 corresponds to ∆φ = 1◦, 2 to ∆φ
= 2◦, and 3 to ∆φ = 5◦.

In order to study the effect of detector efficiency on the
particle reconstruction performance, the detector efficiency
for stations 3 and 4 was reduced from 100% to 80%. This
results in a reduction of the reconstruction efficiency for
omega mesons by also 20%. In order to increase the re-
construction efficiency for the muon system with low effi-
ciency detectors in stations 3 and 4, the clusterization pro-
cedure was modified: the hits are produced from each fired
pad without searching for clusters. This method works for
stations with ∆φ = 5◦ segmentation: the omega reconstruc-
tion efficiency increases up to the same value as obtained
with 100%-efficient detectors; but for ∆φ = 2◦ segmenta-
tion the efficiency increases only slightly from 0,82% up
to 0.89%. Another way to increase the reconstruction effi-
ciency is to increase the number of detector layers number
in stations 3 and 4 (see last column in table figure 3).

Figure 3: Omega meson reconstruction efficiency for dif-
ferent detectors segmentations in stations 3 and 4 and for
different detector efficiencies.
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Transition Radiation Detector - Summary

C. Blume1 and the CBM TRD working group
1Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Figure 1: CBM-TRD geometry for SIS100, consisting of
one station with four layers of detectors. Shown here is
the implementation of the TRD geometry in the simulation
framework. Visible are the ROCs with the radiator boxes in
the front view (left), while the rear view (right) shows the
backpanels of the ROCs together with the front-end elec-
tronics.

Introduction

The main task of the Transition Radiation Detector
(TRD) is to identify electrons above momenta of 1 GeV/c
and thus to extend the electron identification capabilities of
the Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detector above mo-
menta of p ∼ 5 GeV/c. In this region the TRD should
provide a pion suppression factor in the range of 10 – 20 at
an electron efficiency of 90 %, in order to allow for a high
quality measurement of dielectrons in the mass range from
below the ρ and ω masses to beyond the J/ψ mass. Due
to its capability to identify charged particles via their spe-
cific energy loss, the TRD in addition will provide valuable
information for the measurement of fragments.

These requirements can be fulfilled with a Xe/CO2

based Multi-Wire Proportional Counter (MWPC) detec-
tor in combination with an adequate radiator. The default
MWPC design is composed of a symmetric amplification
area of 3.5 + 3.5 mm thickness, complemented by a 5 mm
drift region to enhance the TR-photon absorption probabil-
ity in the active gas volume. This geometry provides also
efficient and fast signal creation, as well as readout, with
timescales below 200 µs per charged particle track. The
performance of the detector is maximized by reducing the
material budget between radiator and gas volume to a min-
imum.

The baseline design for the TRD at SIS100 has now been
fixed to one station, composed of four detector layers (see

Fig. 1). It will be positioned between the RICH and the
Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detector and thus will help to re-
duce the background in the TOF resulting from track mis-
matches by providing additional position information be-
tween RICH and TOF. The TRD will also be used as track-
ing station behind the last absorber of the MUCH detector
in the muon configuration of CBM.

Physics performance
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Figure 2: The total invariant mass distributions of dielec-
tron pairs (red) for central Au+Au collisions at 8A GeV,
together with the different background components. The
upper panel shows the situation without (i.e. only RICH)
and the lower one with RICH+TRD.

The physics performance studies in the recent year
mainly focused on answering the question whether a TRD
setup with only four layers would be sufficient to address
the main physics case, namely the measurement of inter-
mediate mass dielectrons which provide access to thermal
radiation of the medium. Therefore, comparative stud-
ies between a setup with four and five layers were per-
formed. It turned out, that five layers do not offer a real
advantage, since the signal-to-background ratio does not
improve significantly ((1.2 ± 0.4) · 10−2 with four layers
and (1.4 ± 0.3) · 10−2 with five layers, both for mee =
1.2−2.0 GeV/c2). Therefore, it was decided by the collab-
oration to stay with four layers.

The reason for this is that already with four layers the
dominating background source is the e+e−-combinatorics
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(see lower panel of Fig. 2), which cannot be reduced by fur-
ther improving the electron identification. However, the sit-
uation is completely different if this kind of measurement
was attempted by CBM without a TRD (see upper panel of
Fig. 2). In this case π+π−-combinations would be roughly
two orders of magnitude above e+e−-combinations at high
invariant masses which would make the signal unaccessi-
ble.

Further details on the electron identification and dielec-
tron performance are given in [1].

Prototype developments
In 2016 a decisive step was made towards the final de-

tector construction. For the first time large prototypes
(95 × 95 cm2 area) were build and tested. This posed a
special challenge, since the pad planes had to be assembled
from six separate PCB boards. However, the construction
was possible without major problems and the final cham-
bers turned out to be remarkably leak tight [2].

Of these prototype four were build and assembled in a
stack, similar to the final detector configuration. This setup
was used in the CERN-SPS test beam in Nov./Dec. 2016
[3] and is also foreseen to be integrated into the mini-CBM
demonstrator setup.

Another new development is the construction of a gas
system, which can be used during test beams and laboratory
tests [4]. The gas properties and environmental parameters
can be continuously monitored and stored in a database [5].

Front-end electronics
In the course of the last year many bugs and issues with

the SPADIC 1.0 were identified using the data from the test
beam at the CERN-SPS in 2015. Based on this informa-
tion an improved version 1.1 was prepared [6] and already
very successfully tested during the test beam in 2016 [3],
as well as on the Bucharest prototypes in the laboratory
[7]. In addition, also version 2.0 is now available. This ver-
sion now employs the GBTx-compatible protocol instead
of CBMnet and the corresponding firmware was success-
fully implemented during the tests at the CERN-SPS [8].

Currently, the design of the front end boards (FEB)
for the SPADIC chips is being finalized in the electronics
workshops in Frankfurt and Münster and the TRD readout
chain is being optimized in terms of the number of needed
FEB types and GBTx-links [9].

The alternative readout chain based on the FASP analog
chip has been developed further and can now be operated in
a free-running mode together with an 16-channel ADC on
a common motherboard (FASPRO) [10]. Also this readout
was operated during the CERN-SPS tests in 2016 [11].

Test beam activities and laboratory
measurements

In 2016 an extensive test of the new prototypes from
Frankfurt and Münster [3], as well as of older prototypes

from Bucharest [11] was performed at the CERN-SPS,
together with groups from TOF and MUCH. Apart from
commissioning the readout chains, the main objective of
this test was the study of the chamber performance in an
high rate environment. Similar tests were already per-
formed in 2015, even though this was done with a prelim-
inary version of the readout. Results of this test beam are
shown in [12, 13].

The Bucharest group has also set up a high rate test stand
in the laboratory, which employs a x-ray source to simulate
detector operation under a high counting rate environment
[14].

Technical design report
After a decision on the final layout of the TRD for the

SIS100 setup of CBM has been made, the technical design
report was completed and is now under collaboration in-
ternal review [15]. This submission to the FAIR-ECE is
planned in summer 2017.
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Electron identification and physics performance of the CBM-TRD in Au+Au
collisions at 8A GeV

E. Bechtel1, C. Blume1, and J. Book1

1Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The measurement of dielectrons with a sufficient signal
to background ratio is essential for the CBM experiment.
A good particle identification has to be provided in all
momentum regions. For momenta below 6 GeV/c this
can be achieved with the RICH. In the region of higher
momenta the RICH loses its identification capabilities.
The TRD can extend the electron identification to higher
momenta and thus provides access to the thermal radiation
created in heavy-ion collisions.

The identification can be done with a likelihood method,
which offers a good identification while also being robust
and adjustable. The method uses energy deposition spectra
of the electrons and pions to calculate probability density
functions. For the simulation these spectra are prepared via
MC matching. For real data taking they can be selected
from γ → e+e− and K0

S → π+π− decays via various
topology cuts. Figure 1 is showing the likelihood distri-
butions for reconstructed tracks of primary electrons and
pions.
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Figure 1: Identification performance of the likelihood
method for reconstructed tracks of primary electrons (red
solid line) and pions (blue dotted line).

The pion suppression factor for different detector com-
binations was determined with a simulation of 5 million
Au+Au collisions at 8A GeV beam energy for central
(10%) events generated with UrQMD for four TRD layers
and a target thickness of 25 µm.

The electron identification in the RICH is done using
the ANN output with a momentum dependent efficiency
around 90%. For the TRD the likelihood method is tuned to
a constant efficiency of 80%. The TOF identification uses
βmeas−βe (± 1.65σ) to achieve an identification efficiency
of∼ 90%. Figure 2 shows the pion suppression factor up to
a momentum of 20 GeV/c. Below p = 6 GeV/c the RICH
reaches pion suppression factors of ∼ 103 and ∼ 2 · 104

in combination with the TRD. Above this momentum the
identification is primarily done by the TRD, which reaches
a pion suppression factor of ∼ 100.

Figure 2: Pion suppression factor shown as a function of
the momentum and with different detector combinations.

An additional cocktail of low mass vector mesons (ρ,
ω, ωdalitz and φ) as well as thermal radiation from the
hadronic and partonic medium is added via PLUTO [1].
The invariant mass spectrum of different dielectron chan-
nels is shown in Fig. 3. The solid red line at the top shows
the total amount of entries. The signals of the in-medium
and QGP radiation are shown as violet and dark green dot-
ted line and can be accessed in the invariant mass range
above 1 GeV/c2 with a sufficient signal to background ra-
tio.

Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution for various unlike-
sign electron pair signals for central (10%) Au+Au colli-
sions at 8A GeV. All contributions are weighted with their
expected yield and branching ratio.
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Construction of type-8 MWPCs for the CBM-TRD

F. Roether1, P. Kähler2, W. Amend1, C. Bergmann2, C. Blume1, S. Gläßel1, and N. Heine2

1Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt, Germany; 2Institut für Kernphysik, Münster, Germany

Design of the chambers
The detector design consists of multi wire proportional

chambers (MWPCs) with an symmetrical 3.5+3.5mm am-
plification region and an additional drift region of 5mm,
leading to an overall gas volume of 12mm thickness [1].
The entrance window of the chambers is made of a 20µm
aluminized Mylar foil, which is supported by a lattice grid
made from thin carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic strips. The
back of each MWPC consists of a pad plane which is sup-
ported by a backpanel made from a honeycomb carbon-
fiber sandwich panel and an aluminium mounting frame
(compare Fig. 1). The backpanel has recesses for all signal-
and HV-cables as well as gas connectors.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the MWPC

By this design the chambers can be mounted close to-
gether and therefore facilitate a high detector acceptance.
In the inner part of the detector MWPCs with outer di-
mensions of 57 × 57 cm2 will be used while the outer part
will be made from larger chambers with outer dimensions
of 95 × 95 cm2. Each chamber size is furthermore subdi-
vided into three types with different pad lengths. Type-8
will be used in the most outer part of the detector and has
the largest pad size.

Construction of the chambers
The construction of the backpanel and the entrance win-

dow has been performed in Münster. In the first step the
honeycomb panel is glued into the aluminium mounting
frame and fitting holes get drilled into the panel which en-
sure a precise alignment of the pad plane. To achieve an
even and flat surface, the pad plane is fixed on a vacuum
table before finally being attached to the back panel.

To build the entrance window, the frame and the support-
ing grid are aligned and glued together. The foil is fixed to
a plexiglass frame which is heated up, resulting in the ex-
pansion of the frame that in turn is stretching the foil. Now
the prepared frame is glued to the foil and after hardening
the excess foil is removed.

In Frankfurt the anode and cathode wire planes are added
to the chambers. A wire winding machine is used to attach
the wire to a transfer frame, while controlling the tension
and the spacing between the individual wires. The anode
and cathode wire planes are glued to wire latches which
determine the distance between the wire planes and there-
fore the field geometry. The anode wire plane is made
from 20µm gold plated tungsten wire while the cathode
plane consists of copper-beryllium wires with a diameter
of 75µm. The individual wires are soldered to a thin cop-
per strip to ensure a reliable connection. After both wire
planes are attached, the chamber is cleaned and checked
one more time before the entrance window is glued onto
the chamber (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Finished MWPC.

Each MWPC is then tested for leak tightness and stable
operation under high voltage. All four chambers were used
in a test beam campaign at the CERN-SPS [2,3].
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Development and construction of a gas system for the CBM-TRD

F. Fidorra1, D. Bonaventura1, C. Bergmann1, N. Heine1, P. Kähler1, C. Klein-Bösing1, M. Kohn1,
P. Munkes1, and J. P. Wessels1

1Institut für Kernphysik, Münster, Germany

A gas system to ensure constant and controlled con-
ditions in the gas volume inside the detector chambers
(MWPC) of the CBM-TRD has been developed, con-
structed and tested. This system consists of a gas mixing
station and a gas analysis station, mounted in two trans-
portable racks. These two components will be described in
the following.

Mixing station

The mixing station has to comply with the following re-
quirements: it provides the detectors with a gas mixture of
80% argon or xenon and 20% carbon dioxide. The rela-
tive pressure between the surrounding atmosphere and the
chamber volume has to be continuously lower than 1 mbar.
An additional junction for already mixed gas or a recov-
ery station is integrated. The gas tightness shall be good
enough to keep the oxygen content, due to leakage of the
supply line and the detector itself, within the detector vol-
ume below 70 ppm. The station has four outputs to sup-
ply four different detector lines with several adjustable gas
flows between 0 l/h and 5 l/h. This is realized using three
flow controllers from Vögtlin, four flow meters from Aal-
borg and four hand regulators from Kobold. The differ-
ential pressure protection is implemented with a self con-
structed bubbler (Fig. 3). A schematic drawing of the
whole system is shown in Fig. 1 and a CAD drawing of
the technical realization is shown in Fig. 2.

Analysis station

It is necessary for safe and reproducible detector oper-
ation to monitor the purity of the gas output of the de-
tector and the environmental conditions. For this purpose
an analysis station was built which measures the humid-
ity and oxygen content, as well as the differential pressure
from each input line. It also determines the environmen-
tal temperature and humidity of the air. For details see the
schematic drawing in Fig. 4 and the CAD drawing in Fig. 5.

Performance at CERN-SPS beamtime 2016

The system fulfilled all desired requirements and was
put into operation after a short commissioning phase at the
CERN-SPS beamtime in November and December 2016
[1]. The oxygen content in the output gas was well below
50 ppm for the whole detector operating time and the newly
designed bubbler worked well. The feature of an adjustable
pressure threshold was successfully used to compensate
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Hand Controller
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Valve Valve
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the mixing station. The
Vögtlin flow controllers shown at the top regulates the flow
of the supplied gas. The flow controller on the bottom was
not yet used, since the recovery line is not yet available. In
each line, a manual controller and a flow meter are inte-
grated to regulate the gas flow separately.

the backpressure of the installed long pipe system between
mixing station, detector and analysis station. More about
the performance of the analysis and mixing station is writ-
ten in the report of P. Munkes [2].
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Figure 2: CAD drawing of the mixing station showing the
front (right) and interior (left) view. The front plate is made
of aluminium and designed for 19 ” rack mounting.

Figure 3: The newly designed bubbler. The basic principle
is that a gas outlet is put into vacuum oil. This outlet is
closed as long as the differential pressure between the gas
system and the environmental air is lower than the hydro
static pressure of the oil. The new design allows accurate
adjustment of the pressure threshold, due to a screwable oil
vessel and a scale engraved into the pipe outlet.

Pressure sensor O2 sensor

H2O sensor

O2 sensor

O2 sensor

O2 sensor

Three way Valve

Three way Valve

Three way Valve

Three way Valve

Bubbler

Bubbler
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Figure 4: Schematic drawing of the analysis station. The
station is able to monitor the gas output of four detector
lines. Every line starts with a bubbler to protect the cham-
ber from high pressure. Following is an oxygen sensor, in
this case a K1100 Orbisphere from Hach. These sensors
are dismountable, due to the fact that the sensors are used
beside beam times in different laboratories. The gas out-
put of each sensor is switchable between a direct outlet and
a line through an humidity sensor, the Moisture Monitor
series 35 by General Electrics. It is secured that the gas
outlet can not be closed, to ensure that the gas can leave the
detector in any case.

Figure 5: CAD drawing of the analysis station. On the front
side (left) are the oxygen sensors of the Orbisphere shown
as well as the junctions for the additional sensors. On the
backside (right) the humidity sensor is shown.
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Monitoring and logging for gas system and slow control of the CBM-TRD

P. Munkes1, F. Fidorra1, C. Bergmann1, D. Bonaventura1, N. Heine1, C. Klein-Bösing1, M. Kohn1,
F. Roether2, and J. P. Wessels1

1Institut für Kernphysik, WWU Münster, Germany; 2Institut für Kernphysik, Goethe Universität, Frankfurt

A new gas supply system and slow control archive for the
CBM-TRD prototypes was commissioned and used during
the recent CBM in-beam test at the CERN-SPS [1].

The setup was fully instrumented and included external
sensors, such as those for high voltage currents and volt-
ages. The system utilized a distributed set of local MySQL
databases, whose data was combined during the online and
offline analysis.

Structure

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Database

Database

Database

Analysis

Figure 1: Overview of the monitoring system. Components
on the same node share a background color.

The monitoring system was distributed among four com-
puters connected via a local network. All of these ma-
chines read out multiple sensors, which were connected to
the computer using diverse interfaces, including 4-20 mA
industrial sensors, Modbus, RS485, 5V-TTL and SNMP.
Due to the different constraints of these interfaces a set of
Linux daemons was developed, which entered the readout
values into local MySQL databases (see Fig. 1).

As most of the sensors streamed out their data, a syn-
chronized readout of all sensors at the same time was
deemed unfeasible and the data points were recorded with
individual time stamps and later merged over the network
for a live monitor [2].

Live monitoring
The data was visualized in a near to real-time dash-

board to monitor the detector operating conditions. All ob-
served conditions were sampled at relatively high frequen-
cies, from 200 Hz for the high voltage operation conditions,
to 0.1 Hz for ambient conditions.

The sampling frequency of the ambient conditions en-
abled the identification of several events in the experimen-
tal area, that could influence the operation of the detectors.

Figure 2: Extract from the live monitoring dashboard.
Shown are the composition and volume of the supplied gas
stream (u.l.), the oxygen content inside the detectors (u.r.)
and the ambient temperature (l.l.) and humidity (l.r.). The
ambient conditions were monitored inside the gas mixing
station (Mix) and the gas analysis station (Ana). The large
temperature drops were caused by the experimental hall
door being left open.

As an example, an excerpt of the dashboard for the 29th
of November 2016 is shown in Fig. 2. During this time
the hall doors were being left open twice, which caused the
observed temperature drops which in turn led to an increase
in humidity. While the supply system continued to supply
a stable stream of detector gas, the gas volume contraction
inside the detectors sucked in a small amount of ambient
air, which caused the observed oxygen spike. This oxygen
spike was still below a level that would have influenced the
MWPC performance.

Conclusion
The distributed design of the system proved to be useful,

as it prevented data losses during network outages and will
be kept in future test campaigns. Further developments will
focus on combining the dashboard with the controls and on
making the whole system more user friendly.
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Development of new SPADIC versions 1.1 and 2.0

P. Fischer1 and M. Krieger1

1ZITI, University of Heidelberg, Germany

SPADIC 1.1
Goals The self-triggered 32-channel amplifier/digi-

tizer ASIC SPADIC 1.0, available since 2012, has been suc-
cessfully used in several beam tests [1, 2]. However, it had
a few flaws which made a reliable operation diffcult:

• An error in the charge sensitive amplifier (CSA) cir-
cuit contained in every channel made the CSA prone
to unstable behaviour.

• An error in the digital comparator logic used in the hit
detection could lead to a situation where the leading
edge of a charge pulse is not being recognized prop-
erly.

• The double data rate (DDR) output circuit used for the
two serial data uplinks was implemented by the auto-
mated synthesis tools in a way which limited the clock
speed of the chip to 200 MHz (target was 250 MHz).

In order to fix these issues, a new version 1.1 of the
SPADIC chip has been submitted and is available since
March 2016. In addition to the above mentioned items,
the CBMnet network interface was replaced by an updated
version. Apart from requiring an updated CBMnet mod-
ule in the FPGA firmwares, SPADIC 1.1 is logically and
electrically compatible to SPADIC 1.0. It is also mounted
in the same QFP176 package, so that existing FEB designs
can be reused.

Results It could be confirmed that the CSA and com-
parator errors are resolved. The synthesized DDR out-
put circuit is not fully satisfactory, however an improved
link stability at reduced operating speeds compared to
SPADIC 1.0 was observed during use of SPADIC 1.1 in
beam tests [3, 4].

SPADIC 2.0
Goals As it was decided to use the GBTx chip in the

CBM DAQ system, another version 2.0 of the SPADIC
chip has been produced, in which CBMnet is removed
and a GBTx-compatible protocol, originally developed for
the STS, was adopted [5, 6]. An HDL implementation of
the protocol has been provided by the STS-XYTER devel-
opers [7]. SPADIC 2.0 is available since October 2016,
mounted in QFP208 packages due to a slightly modified
pinout. Using GBTx means that the target clock frequency
of SPADIC 2.0 had to be reduced from 250 to 160 MHz,
leading to 16 MHz ADC sampling rate. The shaping time

Figure 1: Superposition of 12 pulses recorded and read out
with SPADIC 2.0 at a sampling rate of 16.7 MHz, showing
an average shaping time of 237±5 ns. The CSA and ADC
settings will still need to be adjusted for optimal results.

in the CSA has been overcompensated from 80 ns to 250 ns,
due to updated TRD requirements.

Results Another effort in synthesizing the DDR out-
put circuit made it possible to operate the chip at and above
the intended clock speed. The existing FPGA firmware and
software used for lab tests is currently modified to be com-
patible with the new interface. It could already be demon-
strated that the interface is working as intended and it was
possible to configure the chip and to read out recorded test
pulses.
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Development of the SPADIC v2.0 readout chain at the CERN-SPS in 2016
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F. Roether3, and U. Kebschull1
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2Institut für Kernphysik, Münster, Germany; 3Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt, Germany; 4GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Overview
By November 2016, front end boards equipped with the

new SPADIC v2.0 chip have become available [1]. To-
gether with the introduction of a new readout architecture
based on the AFCK, the FLIM [2] data transmission pro-
tocol and the IPBUS protocol for slow-control and system
configuration, a set of firmware and software designs were
developed to enable the readout of the SPADIC v2.0 chips
during the test beam at the CERN-SPS in 2016.

Experimental Setup
Two SPADIC v2.0 front end boards were installed on a

95× 95 cm2 MWPC of the CBM-TRD type-8 [3][4][5] at
the CERN-SPS [6]. The location of components are shown
in Fig. 1. On the left side of the image, the red squares
denotes the location of the SPADIC v2.0 front end boards
on the MWPC while on the right side, denoted by a yellow
square, an AFCK installed in a mTCA is shown.

Figure 1: Experimental setup at the CERN-SPS in 2016.

Firmware Development
The readout architecture used during the CERN-SPS

beam time in 2016 is represented by a diagram as shown in
Fig. 2. The SPADIC v2.0 front end boards are connected
to the AFCK by means of a gDPB-FMC mezzanine card.
The SPADIC v2.0 uses the STS-HCTSP protocol [7] for
data transmission and configuration. After the front end
data is readout and processed by the AFCK, it is transmit-
ted towards the FLIB installed in a DAQ-PC by an optical
connection available at the nDPB-FMC [8] using the FLIM
protocol. For future reference, this firmware architecture

will be named eDPB, where ”e” comes from the e-link
transmission protocol used by the front-end and DPB as
acronym for Data Processing Board.

Figure 2: SPADIC v2.0 readout architecture.

An overview of the AFCK firmware design is shown in
Fig. 3. Data coming from multiple SPADIC v2.0 front end
boards is buffered and then pre-processed by a Feature Ex-
traction core [9]. Finally, a simple timeslice building is
performed before the data is sent to the FLIB.

Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction is required to process and extract as

much valuable information as possible from the SPADIC
chips with a minimum of data bandwidth. In the presented
eDPB design, it is possible to either process data from
SPADIC v2.0 front end boards or from a StreamSim device.
A StreamSim device is basically an AFCK board working
as a front end emulator, where SPADIC data recordings can
be downloaded and then transmitted by a 3 Gbps optical
line, built on top of a Xilinx Aurora protocol [10], towards
the eDPB. Scenarios where testing and developing of fea-
ture extraction algorithms are required, can benefit from
this configuration. For data integrity tests, two independent
data streams are sent to the FLIB. An optical line would
only transmit the original SPADIC messages without any
pre-processing, while the second optical line would only
transmit the data resulting after SPADIC messages are pro-
cessed by the feature extraction core. The eDPB design
has used the nDPB firmware design as basis, given its sim-
ilarities, but differing in the front end and the configuration
requirements.

Software Development
The IPBUS protocol has been used to transmit the con-

figuration commands from the DAQ-PC towards the front
end boards. For this purpose a software library was built to
provide a feasible way to initialize the data transmission
from the SPADIC v2.0. Initialization and configuration
scripts facilitates both the analog and digital configuration
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Figure 3: Up: DAQ diagram with SPADIC v2.0 as front
end and a StreamSim device. Down: AFCK firmware de-
sign diagram.

of the SPADIC v2.0 such as baseline adjustment and neigh-
bour forced trigger matrix. A considerable contribution for
the software stack has been developed by the CBM-DAQ
group.

Current Status

The design and evaluation of the eDPB firmware de-
sign was successfully performed during the CERN-SPS
test beam in 2016. Communication tests between the eDPB
and the SPADIC v2.0 were as well successful. Configura-
tion scripts that were developed during previous beam tests
for the SPADIC v1.0 and SPADIC v1.1 were successfully
ported to the SPADIC v2.0 in order to work with the new
eDPB design by using the IPBUS protocol.
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SPADIC v1.1 readout for the Bucharest CBM-TRD detector prototypes

M. Kohn1, C. Bergmann1, P. Kähler1, C. Klein-Bösing1, P. Munkes1, and J.P. Wessels1

1Institut für Kernphysik, Münster, Germany

After successful measurements with TRD chambers of
Münster and Frankfurt using SPADIC v1.1 [1] in the lab-
oratory one SPADIC v1.1 was connected also to a 2010
prototype from Bucharest in the common SPS in-beam test
2016 [2]. Having the same data acquisition for the two
types of prototype chambers provides the possibility to di-
rectly compare measurements and is a first step towards fu-
ture beam tests with all detector types read out by the same
electronics.

Setup
An active area of 12 × 2.5 cm2 comprising 32 chan-

nels on a 2011 small size prototype [3] was read out using
SPADIC v1.1 [1] via SysCorev 3.1 [4] and FLIB [5] in a
stand-alone readout chain as presented in Fig. 1. The main
difference to the Frankfurt and Münster prototypes is the
geometry of the readout pads which are of triangular and
not rectangular shape. The dimensions are 7.5 mm on the
short leg of the triangle and 27 mm on the long leg. For
calibration a 55Fe source with 37 MBq was installed near
the pad plane.

Figure 1: Overview on the setup. The chamber is seen
opposite to beam direction. In front of the chamber with
SPADIC readout another chamber of the same type is
mounted. The SPADIC v1.1 is the green PCB mounted in
parallel to the chamber on the left side. The SPADIC chip
itself is on the opposite side. The red light is the reflec-
tion of the SPADIC status LEDs. Also visible is the FASP
electronics [3] in the copper shielding boxes. The further
DAQ chain, consisting of SysCorev3.1 and a computer with
FLIB interface is not shown.

Results
During the in-beam test ≈ 240 GB of data were recorded

with one SPADIC. The measurement with an 55Fe source

will be used to calibrate the other measurements. Figure 2
shows the spectrum withKα and escape peak. Being a pre-
liminary result still, the plot is not suitable for performance
conclusions yet.

Figure 2: Calibrated 55Fe spectrum from run 241. Only
7 pad cluster are selected to achieve a clean sample. This
means, 7 pads were triggered by threshold or by the neigh-
boring pads in the same time bin, which is the minimum
trigger matrix for SPADIC on this padplane.

Outlook
It was proven that also the SPADIC v1.1 readout is work-

ing with the Bucharest TRD prototype. Further analysis
of the recorded data will follow, whereas the stability of
SPADIC v1.1 compared to v1.0 was already convincing
during data taking. I would like to thank the whole NI-
HAM group for their hospitality and support.
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Simplification of the TRD readout chain and related modification of the pad
plane layout

D. Emschermann1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Figure 1: Pad plane layout of the small TRD module types
1, 2 and 3 (from top to bottom), with a respective pad length
of 15.0 mm, 22.5 mm and 45.0 mm. The pad plane is inter-
faced with 9x, 6x or 3x FEB-5x2 and readout with 3x, 2x
or 1x ROB-5.

The TRD v16a uses four different FEB types (FEB-5x3,
FEB-5x2, FEB-5x1, FEB-8x1) and 3 ROB types (ROB-7,
ROB-5, ROB-3). The detector layout was further optimised
in TRD v17a, aiming at a reduction of the amount of dif-
ferent components in the readout chain. A modification of
the pad plane layout for the three small 57 × 57 cm2 TRD
module types (1, 2, and 3), see Fig. 1, allows to equip all of
them with a single FEB-5x2 type.

The modification consists in using the same 64-pin con-
nector on all 3 module types. With increasing pad size
the 64-pin footprint needs to be adapted to the related pad
length. That is possible until the increase in pad capac-
itance deteriorates the signal-to-noise ratio below a given

module type 1 2 3 6 7 8
# of modules 32 24 40 24 32 48
ASICs / FEB 10 10 10 8 8 8
FEBs / module 9 6 3 8 4 3
# of FEBs 288 144 120 192 128 144
# of ROB-5 96 48 40 48 32 0
# of ROB-3 0 0 0 0 0 48

Table 1: Key numbers of the SIS100 TRD v17a detector,
summarising to 9232 SPADIC and 1464 GBTx ASICs.

Figure 2: The building blocks of the TRD detector system:
(green) modules of 2 different sizes, (yellow) 2 FEB types,
5x2 and 8x1, and (red) 2 ROB types, ROB-5 and ROB-3.

threshold value. As a result of this optimisation the FEB-
5x3, FEB-5x1 and ROB-7 are no longer required.

All 3 small module types are now based on an identical
readout tree: a group of 30 SPADIC ASICs with 60 e-links
is interfaced to a ROB-5 providing 70 e-link inputs. The
module types 1, 2 and 3 consist of 3, 2 and 1 such readout
trees, as detailed in Tab.1. The total number of ASICs sums
up to 9232 SPADIC and 1464 GBTx.

Thanks to this simplification the TRD detector is built
from only 2 FEB types (FEB-5x2, FEB-8x1) and 2 ROB
types (ROB-5, ROB-3), see Fig. 2. Further benefits of a
readout chain employing only the ROB-3 and no ROB-5
are currently under study.
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Tests of the FASPRO free-running DAQ for the Bucharest TRD prototypes at
the CERN-SPS test beam in 2016

A. Bercuci1, G. Caragheorgheopol1, V. Cătănescu1, M. Petriş1, M. Petrovici1, and C. Şchiaua1

1National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH), Bucharest, Romania

To process the large amount of data expected in the cen-
tral region of the TRD sub-system of the CBM experiment,
an optimal ASIC, Fast Analog Signal Processing (FASP)
[2] was developed, based on the results obtained with the
very first TRD prototypes developed by us [1]. The 2nd

version of the chip [3] has 16 independent channels, each
providing the total charge and its arrival time information
collected on the readout unit - the pad. In order to cope
with limitations in the S/N ratio along the TRD triangular
pad readout geometry [4] an analog summing is performed
before charge integration. Thus each FASP channel reads
out a detector area of ≈ 2 cm2 of two paired pads, alternat-
ing rectangular and tilted coupling, for robust estimation of
position and PID related measurements.

The FASPRO board and detector setup
To fully exploit the capabilities of the FASP, a new

mother board, FASP-Read-Out (FASPRO), was developed
to house the chip, 16 ADCs and the drivers for connection
to the outside world. The board is driven by a 40 MHz
clock which can also be fed from outside. On each differ-
ential output channel the digitized values of the signal am-
plitude and the corresponding channel-wise self-triggered
time signal - the Chip Select (CS) - are delivered. The out-
put is ready for GBTx [5] integration - the solution foreseen
for the CBM experiment to ship data from the detector to
the online/offline processing units.

Figure 1: The box housing 2 FASPRO boards. Major ele-
ments of the FASPRO board are emphasized on the picture.

The free-running DAQ based on FASPRO boards was
tested during the CERN-SPS test beam in 2016 [6]. The
detector setup used for the 150 GeV/c Pb beam is shown in
Fig. 2. Within this setup an inclined direction, wrt. to the
horizontal beam plane, was used to test the tracking perfor-
mance of the TRD prototype in free-running operation.

The forward TRD10A was operated with six FASPRO
boards, i.e. 96 readout channels on an area of 8.16 ×

Figure 2: Schematic view of the experimental setup used
for the 150 GeV/c Pb test beam; the horizontal direction
was operated with MBS (green) and the tilted one (gray)
run with FASPRO in free-running mode for two TRDs and
two plastic scintillators.

11.52 cm2 organized in three pad rows (see Fig. 3, right). A
similar readout geometry was used on the TRD12, situated
at a ∼ 60 cm larger distance. A plastic scintillator was in-
stalled, in the beam plane, at ∼ 1 m distance from the target
and a second scintillator, aligned with the first, ∼ 3 m away
from the target, shadowed by the TRD setup. For calibra-
tion purposes a pulser signal was injected synchronously on
the anode plane of all TRD detectors during the measuring
time at a main frequency of 0.1 Hz and varying amplitudes.
The HV U/I characteristics of all TRDs were read out and
stored with the data as described in the next section.

Overview of the free-running DAQ

A simple DAQ, schematically shown in Fig. 3, was build
to synchronize all FASPRO boards used in the acquisition
and to ship data to a permanent storage. A FASPRO-box
(see Fig. 1) with two FASPs can operate 32 readout chan-
nels,i.e. one pad row in our setup. The digitized signals
and their CS status are send to the Local Data Concentra-
tors (LDC) phased with a unique 40 MHz clock. The LDCs
are implemented on Xilinx Zynq 7000 cores [7] and run an
event buffer for each FASP channel. For each valid data
(CS status on) the time label is attached to data.

A further extension of the system consists of 16 dual
NIM-LVDS / LVDS-NIM translators used to read exter-
nal signals (see ”Ext. Signals” label in Fig. 2) with the
proper clock of the DAQ. We have used during the test
beam the following signals: two logic ANDs, each com-
ing from the two PMs reading one scintillator (see Fig. 2
Pl.Sc. Front/Back), and the beam start/stop signals pro-
vided by the machine. For monitoring of the detector it-
self during irradiation, the HV parameters (U, I)1 were in-

1We used two CAEN NDT 1471H HV units each having four channels
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the TRD DAQ from readout
units (triangular pads) to storage (HDD).

cluded in the data flow at continuous reading interval of
1.33 ms.

Event types and characteristics
The output of the DAQ is defined by the 3-tuple

(GEO, TLAB, V AL), with GEO bein the identifier of
the ”geographical” position of the channel, TLAB the time
in 25 ns as registered by the FPGA counters, and V AL the
data measured per channel (ADC channels for FASPRO,
XADC values for HV and the on/off status of the exter-
nal detectors signals, respectively). The channel wise data
are packed offline toEV ENT s based on their TLAB. For
each signal source the delays are constant such that for e.g.
the TRDs, the EV ENT is directly reconstructed based
only on the TLAB information2.

Figure 4: Pulser event seen on TRD10A (3 × 32 pads) by
six FASP-02 ASICs (see Fig. 3). Each channel signal is
characterized by its delay of 25 ns wrt. the prompt signal
and a value expressed in ADC channels.

There were three types of signals which were measured
quasi-synchronously during the testbeam: pulser events of
constant frequency and amplitude used for FEE calibration,
55Fe X-rays for assessing detector performance during ir-
radiation and the proper beam-target events respectively. In
Fig. 4 a detailed view of a pulser event is presented based
only on the channel wise information from DAQ. The event
is seen in three pad rows/LDCs (each represented as a panel
in Fig. 4) of 32 pads/channels (shown on the vertical axis)
corresponding the operated area of TRD10A. The arrival
time of each signal wrt. to prompt is represented on the
horizontal axis in DAQ clocks. The response of each FEE

which provide analog, channel wise monitoring capabilities for U and
I . The monitoring outputs were converted to LVDS signals by a custom
made converter and digitized via the build-in XADC of the Zynq platform.

2The matching of different sources within an EV ENT needs calibra-
tion of physical delays and is not covered here

channel to the unique signal induced by the pulser can be
read in the figure. The result demonstrates the correctness
of the principles implemented in our FEE-DAQ approach.

Figure 5: A 55Fe (top) and a beam-target (bottom) event
seen on the TRD10A detector in two adjacent rows. Data
representation and matching with DAQ according Fig. 4.

Pulser events are used for equalizing the effective gain
and delay of each FASP channel but for detector effi-
ciency/gain calibration in high counting rate conditions a
standard candle is used as, e.g., 55Fe. Another application
of such events is to provide a basis for the understanding
of more complicated events as those produced by charged
particles. A typical event of such type is shown in the top
two panels of Fig. 5, where the interaction happens close
the pad row boundary and therefore the response is seen in
two rows/panels. The relative delay pattern of the signals
of a cluster carry detailed 2D position information, but such
correlations will not be discussed here. In the bottom two
panels of Fig. 5 an event obtained in a beam-target interac-
tion is shown. The event contains two distinctive interac-
tion spots: a topologically simple type around pad/channel
20 and one with a complicated topology, spanning two pad-
rows of TRD and a large time window front around 9. Such
examples show that using the correlations induced by the
triangular pad readout and the time/signal cluster topology
accessible with FASP, the TRD can provide information
with unprecedented precision both for position and PID.
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CBM-TRD prototypes at the CERN-SPS in 2016
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A setup of 12 SPADIC v1.1 has been operated at
the CERN-SPS in the end of 2016. Progress has been
made in the operation of multi-SPADIC systems. Specific
detector and DAQ measurements have been performed.
SPADIC v2.0 chips have been commissioned and set to op-
eration for the first time during this test beam campaign.

Setup and readout chain

Detector setup
A setup consisting of four 95 × 95 cm2 MWPC of the

CBM-TRD type-8 [1] (also foreseen for mini-CBM) has
been installed during a test beam campaign at the CERN-
SPS in the end of 2016 [2], see Fig. 1. These four
MWPC prototypes have been built in 2016 in cooperation
of Münster and Frankfurt and are the first large-type cham-
bers as planned for the CBM-TRD. Details of the construc-
tion procedures are discussed in [3]. The detectors were ex-
posed to secondary particles resulting from fixed target Pb–
Pb collisions with beam energies of 13, 30 and 150AGeV.
The distance between the first chamber and the target was
700 cm at an angle of 12◦ relative to the beam axis. All four
chambers have been aligned projectively towards the target.
Since every second MWPC was rotated by 90◦, as in the fi-
nal CBM-TRD, the recorded datasets serve as a base to de-

Figure 1: Photograph of beam table and mounted CBM-
TRD MWPC prototypes with SPADIC v1.1 and v2.0 front-
end electronics at beam line H4 of the CERN-SPS, Novem-
ber 2016. The detectors were aligned projectively towards
the installed Pb target. Each second chamber was mounted
rotated by 90◦, as planned for the final CBM-TRD setup.

velop and test first tracking algorithms and to confirm the
expected position resolution. In addition to the measure-
ment programme, 55Fe-source (225MBq) measurements
have been recorded to enable calibration of the energy de-
position in offline analyses and to study gain variation with
respect to logged gas contaminations (see [4]).

Figure 2: Screenshot of one of the SPADIC online mon-
itor pages during the CERN-SPS test beam. Shown is the
current (floating) baseline distribution per SPADIC channel
while the automated baseline adjustment was developed. In
this example, clear deviations from the expected distribu-
tion could be diagnosed.

SPADIC v1.1 readout
Each of the four chambers has been equipped with three

SPADIC v1.1 which were operated at a sampling frequency
of 15MHz. The sampling frequency is directly linked
with the digital transmission frequency of the chip and
has also been chosen to optimise the front-end link stabil-
ity. An issue in the ADC to threshold comparator of the
SPADIC v1.0 chip has been resolved in v1.1 and higher
[5], as confirmed in laboratory and this testbeam measure-
ment. The active areas of 48 × 2 cathode-pads (16 × 2
per SPADIC) of each chamber were aligned projectively
towards the Pb target. Also the link stability to the data
processing boards (SysCore v3.1) was improved. A sys-
tem with four SysCore v3.1 is the largest coherent CBMnet
DAQ chain which has been used in a CBM-TRD prototype
setup so far. Significant progress has been achieved in op-
erational aspects, concerning the time-synchronisation of
all front-end chips as well as their efficient and consistent
configuration in such multi-chip environments. E.g. the
self-triggering threshold for each chip was newly defined
as an ADC value above the chip specific baseline value,
which is determined during the automated configuration
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procedure. Furthermore, a ROOT6 based live monitoring
of the DAQ status w.r.t. channel availability, baseline and
signal quality and fast energy loss spectra has been devel-
oped (see also Fig. 2). These developments are independent
of the input data and are also valid in the frame of future
SPADIC v2.x/eLink DAQ chains.

SPADIC v2.0 commissioning

Front-end boards using the SPADIC v2.0 chip are avail-
able since November 2016 [4], also due to development
works of the electronics workshop at IKF, Frankfurt. These
FEBs have been set to operation in an AFCK DAQ chain
for the first time during this beam test on the CBM-TRD
prototype setup, as reported in detail in [6].

Measurement programme

High voltage scan

The CBM-TRD MWPCs consist of two symmetrical
3.5mm amplification regions and a 5mm drift region [1].
The nominal voltages are 1850V (5.29 kV/cm) for the an-
ode wires and −500V (1 kV/cm) for the drift field. For
all three Pb beam energies, statistically significant datasets
have been recorded for five levels of anode voltages from
1700V (4.86 kV/cm) to 1900V (5.43 kV/cm) and for four
levels of drift field voltage from −100V (0.2 kV/cm) to
−700V (1.4 kV/c).

SPADIC neighbour readout patterns

One SPADIC reads 16×2 cathode pads. Additionally to
the self-trigger threshold mechanisms, for each channel a
pattern of “forced neighbour readout” (FNR) channels can
be configured [6] in order to achieve a good position resolu-
tion, but preserving an excellent S/N ratio. Different FNR
patterns have been tested to determine the influence on the
position resolution within the triggered row w.r.t. effective
DAQ rate capabilities. The main patterns are sketched in
Fig. 3: two-dimensional patterns have been set to test y-
position determination within one detector station. Also,
patterns with the readout of distant pads have been used,
which is intended as common baseline determination in
addition to the established time based baseline from each
pulse record.

SPADIC hit window length and masking

By default, fulfilment of the self-trigger condition re-
leases message building of 32 time bins, if the trigger con-
dition is not fulfilled again within this readout cycle. To
confirm the DAQ rate capabilities, the number of messaged
time bins has been varied in the different rate conditions
during the test beam. Furthermore, selection masks have
been applied to the original 32 time bin samples which
is intended as effective data compression concept to the
known recorded pulse shapes. These tests also allow in the

(pattern 1)

(pattern 4) (pattern 8)

(pattern 2)

Figure 3: Different patterns of cathode pad readout after
one pad is self-triggering (marked red) by exceeding the set
threshold value of accumulated charge. The default pat-
tern 1 is to read one neighboured pad by FNR (marked
green) on each side in the corresponding pad row, while
during the testbeam campaign also other patterns have been
used for measurements.

55Fe measurements to re-check the influence on the energy
resolution.
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Bucharest RPC and TRD prototypes at the CERN-SPS test beam in 2016
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The RPC [1, 2] and TRD [3, 4, 5] prototypes developed
in Bucharest for the low polar angle region of the CBM ex-
periment were tested at the CERN-SPS at the end of 2016.
The reaction products produced by colliding a Pb-beam of
13 GeV/c (run1), 30 GeV/c (run2) and 150 GeV/c (run3)
with a Pb-target were used. The RPC signals were pro-
cessed by fast amplifier/discriminator NINO chips [6], of
which differential outputs were covered by CAEN V1290A
TDCs. The information was read out using the MBS-DAQ
system [7]. The front end electronics used for the three
TRD prototypes was based on FASP-01 and FASP-02 [8]
ASICs. FASP-01 signals were processed using MADCs
and MBS-DAQ operated in a trigger mode. In parallel,
other regions of the TRDs were operated using FASP-02
and two free running systems, one already presented previ-
ously [9, 10] and a new one coined FASPRO [11].

Experimental setup
In Fig. 1 a downstream view towards the target of the

Bucharest experimental setup is presented. It consists of
two RPC prototypes and three layers of TRDs. The TRD
setup is shown again in Fig. 2 where, from left to right, two
TRD2010 prototypes read out on a ∼ 94 cm2 area, com-
pleted by a TRD2012 detector of 60 × 60 cm2, partially
equipped with electronics. The setup was completed with
two plastic scintillators for triggering and timing purpose,
one mounted at ∼ 1 m distance to the target and a second
one in front of the RPC setup.

Figure 1: The Bucharest setup. Shown are, from down-
stream to the target position, RPCref , RPC2012 and the
three TRD layers zoomed out of Fig. 2.

For each beam energy (run) a different configuration of
the TRD readout was used as follows: tracking optimized
in run1 with MBS and FASPRO on all three TRD detec-
tors in parallel directions; 2D position information for the
TRD2010 prototypes, fully equipped with FASPRO, and

the TRD2012 alone operated with MBS on run2; track-
ing in two divergent directions wrt. beam plane by using
TRD2010−TRD2012 in the horizontal plane with MBS and
the second TRD2010 with a different area of TRD2012, op-
erated with FASPRO at a small inclination angle wrt. hori-
zontal plane.

Figure 2: The TRD setup. From left to right: two TRD2010

and the 60× 60 cm2 TRD2012.

For calibration purposes a pulser signal was injected on
all TRDs with 0.1 Hz and varying amplitudes during the
data taking.

MBS-DAQ for the RPC and TRD detectors

The information from MBS-DAQ is used for tracking
and dE/dx−time studies. The acquisition of all TRD self-
triggered signals together with the particle arrival time from
the scintillators were also collected for up to 14 channels.
Two classes of triggers were used, based on the TRD self
trigger topology and scintillator correlation. Using the self-
triggered TRD signal the interaction rate was monitored
as shown in Fig. 3, left. The hit rate per second on a
∼ 15.5 cm2 area operated on the central part of TRD2012

with two FASP-02 ASICs was recorded during run3. The
time of flight of particles between the front scintillator and
the RPC can be estimated from the information shown in
Fig. 3, right. The arrival time at both ends of 16 RPC strips
is presented for one of the TDCs, channel wise, in units of
25 ps. In TDC channel 8 the arrival time at the front scin-
tillator is registered. Data are un-calibrated and the colour
code represents the yield.
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Figure 3: Left: Trigger rate variation on an area of 15.5 cm2

of the TRD2012 during and off-spill for 20 min acquisition
time. Right: The distribution of particle arrival times on
RPC2012 for 16 strips read out at both ends and the scintil-
lator synchronisation signal on TDC channel 8.

Free Running DAQ based on the FASP-02 ASIC
for the TRD setup

The capabilities of the FASP-02 were fully exploited for
the first time by the FASPRO motherboard. Together with
a system of timing and data processing the DAQ is com-
pletely driven by the channel wise self triggering option of
the ASIC.

Figure 4: FASPRO free-running DAQ results : Left: Distri-
bution of the inverse-of-time difference between two con-
secutive events per FASP channel with the pulser ripples
up to 100 Hz, bunch distribution up to 1 kHz and the intra-
bunch interactions up to 1 MHz. Right: The frequency
profile of a spill of ≈ 9 s averaged over 1 ms intervals as
seen on 94 cm2 of the forward TRD2010 detector.

An example of the distribution of inverse-of-time dif-
ferences between consecutive events seen by each channel
reading out two paired triangular pads spanning ∼ 2 cm2

of detector area is shown in Fig. 4, left. The spectrum con-
tains three regions as follows: pulser ripples between in-
teraction events up to 100 Hz, rates of consecutive events
from different bunches up to 1 kHz and consecutive events
from the same bunches above this limit. It is worth observ-
ing that using a channel-wise readout mode, consecutive
hits compatible with rates of up to almost the theoretical
limit of 1 MHz of the FASP can be recorded. The proper
response time of TRDs, dictated by the drift time, is on
the level of 100 ns, but secondary particles produced in the

detector volume and systematic effects of FEE response to
signal can increase it. For the current analysis an event is
defined on an interval of 150 ns. After building up events
based on matching the channel-wise time labels within the
predefined time window the event frequency spectrum can
be reconstructed. In Fig. 4, right an SPS spill is presented
corresponding to one spike in the left panel of Fig. 3. The
average rates are calculated on 1 ms intervals and are inte-
grated on the total area operated of the forward TRD2010

detector in run3.

Figure 5: FASPRO DAQ : The event rate modulated by ma-
chine bunches during 100 ms acquisition time, as a func-
tion of time for the forward scintillator w/o condition on
the whole TRD2010 surface (black) and with (red).

An enlarged view of the spill structure as measured with
the free running DAQ based on FASPRO [11] can be seen
in Fig. 5. Here the machine bunches interacting with the
target are visible simultaneously in two detectors: the for-
ward scintillator alone and, after calibrating out the delay
between the two, in correlation with the forward TRD2010

detector. More details of this operation mode are presented
in a separate report [11].

Conclusions
The detector prototypes developed in Bucharest were

used in a unique setup during the 2016 CERN-SPS test
beam to scan three beam energies with three different DAQ
systems used in each of the three runs in a different config-
uration. Such redundant information is of mandatory im-
portance to study systematic effects in the new conditions
for which these prototypes were developed.
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Measurements with CBM-TRD prototypes at the CERN-SPS in 2015
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In Nov./Dec 2015 the Frankfurt TRD prototype has been
tested at the CERN-SPS [1], alongside with Münster and
Bucharest prototypes, in terms of stability under high par-
ticle densities.

TRD test beam performance

During the test beam the high voltages and currents of
the TRD anode wire were monitored by reading out the
ISEQ HV modules. The total TRD anode wire layer was
subdivided into 13 groups, each group connected to an in-
dividual HV supply channel. The operating voltages have
been varied between 1350 V and 1600 V during the beam
time in order to optimize the detector operation with re-
spect to gas properties and HV stability. The nominal TRD
anode high voltage is found with the help of GARFIELD
simulations [2] to be between 1400 V and 1450 V.

Correlating the frequency of SPADIC hit messages and
the currents integrated over all 13 channels yields the de-
pendence as shown in Fig. 1. Only a moderate increase of
the currents by roughly a factor of two is observed up to
the maximal hit density of 4500 hits/(s cm2). No saturation
effects could be observed even at highest hitrates.
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Figure 1: Correlation of the integrated current on the anode
wires and the average number of SPADIC hit messages per
second and cm2.

Hit correlations
The TRD prototypes from Münster and Frankfurt where

mounted one after another. They used the same pad plane
type and the same area was read out by the SPADIC front
end electronics (FEE). In the first step of the data analysis
a clusterizer extracts the position and energy of each hit by
fitting the charge distribution on the individual pads with
the pad response function.
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Figure 2: Correlation of hits in the two TRD chambers.

In Fig. 2 one can see the correlations between the recon-
structed position in both chambers for one run. The pads
were arranged in a 16 × 2 pattern. Therefore, the lower
left and the upper right quadrants show correlations of one
pad row with their equivalent counterpart. To draw conclu-
sions about the reachable spatial resolution of the detector,
further corrections have to be applied. Previous tests done
at CERN-PS result in a position resolution in the order of
0.3 mm [3].
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Tracking with the Bucharest TRDs at the CERN-SPS test beam in 2015 ∗
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One of the purposes of the TRD sub-system within
the CBM experiment is to prolong tracks defined by the
STS sub-system and improve matching with TOF. The
Bucharest TRD prototypes designed for the inner zone of
the TRD wall are particularly suited for such application as
they are optimized for 2D position information [1] in high-
counting rate environments. A test beam organized at the
SPS-CERN had the objective to prove this using a beam of
30A GeV/c Pb-ions on Pb-target.

Experimental setup

A compact setup of three TRD prototypes was installed
downstream of the target at ∼ 2 m at an angle of ∼ 30o.
A sketch of the TRD readout units - the triangular pads -
and their relative alignment pointing to the target is shown
in Fig. 1, with target position on the left side.

Figure 1: A sketch of the Bucharest TRD setup in which
the alignment of pad rows is emphasised in red for the three
operated prototypes.

The TRD setup was operated with FASP ASICs [2] for
the overlapping area. A MBS-DAQ system was used to
record data triggered by a combination of plastic scintil-
lators, a Bucharest RPC2013 [3] prototype and a diamond
CVD detector mounted in front of the target.

Tracking performance

In order to assess the position reconstruction perfor-
mance of the TRD prototypes, a selection on the data
was implemented such that the cluster quality was defined
based on their total charge and shape. Events with one such
cluster/detector were selected. Due to various reasons per-
taining to the triggered setup and readout an acceptance of
less than 0.1 % off all triggered events was accomplished.

In the left panel of Fig. 2 the residual distribution be-
tween the cluster position across pads and a track fit is

∗Special thanks to CERN-SPS operating crew and to our technicians
V. Aprodu, L. Prodan and A. Radu for their highly professional contribu-
tion without which all these things would not have been operational in due
time.

Figure 2: Tracking performances of the TRD prototypes;
Left : The residual distribution between clusters position
across pads and a linear track model crossing all 3 detec-
tors; Right: Intersection of the track with the target plane.

shown. An alignment procedure was applied based on nor-
malizing1 simultaneously the three distinct linear position
correlations of type ∆xi−j : ∆xk−i between the position
across pads of each of the 3 cluster/detector. The alignment
procedure produced biased results as can be seen by scan-
ning the mean values of the residuals in the figure due to
the lack of a reference detector and secondary particle con-
tamination. A further consequence is the under/over esti-
mation of detector resolution reported as the σ parameter of
the Gaussian fit of the residual distribution. Qualitatively,
a position resolution across pads better than 200 µm seems
to be supported by the data.

A further exercise was to extrapolate the track fit into the
prompt plane. A further selection was applied at this stage
such that tracks having outliers above the ±σ level accord-
ing to Fig. 2, left results were rejected resulting in a 40 %
drop in tracked data statistics. The results for vertex defini-
tion are shown in Fig. 2, right where a clear enhancement
around a position shifted by 8 cm wrt. projected vertex,
and a resolution of few mm, can be seen. Qualitatively the
observed shift is a nice confirmation of the trigger bias used
in data acquisition in which only one quadrant of the CVD
detector was used in the trigger logic.
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Laboratory tests of the Bucharest TRD prototype performance in a high
counting rate environment

A. Bercuci1, G. Caragheorgheopol1, V. Cătănescu1, M. Petriş1, and M. Petrovici1

1National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH), Bucharest, Romania

At collision rates of 107 evts/s the inner zones of
the CBM experiment will be exposed to maximally ∼
100 kHz/cm2. This is beyond what was reached so far with
current test setups at present irradiation facilities [1, 2],
although the frequency of consecutive events is compat-
ible with this number or even higher during CERN-SPS
bunches [2]. However, since they are not sustained for
longer times this make all tests done so far incomplete. The
TRD prototype developed in Bucharest [3] and the FEE de-
signed to operate it, the FASP [4, 5] and the motherboards
housing it, were optimised for high-counting rate environ-
ment applications. An alternative to tests at accelerators,
although less complete, is the use of high flux X-ray tubes.

Experimental setup

Our experimental setup allows studying the alterations
of a known signal - in our case the 55Fe detection rate -
in the presence of heavy X-ray detector irradiation. The
experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1, left.

Figure 1: Left: The experimental setup including the posi-
tion of the X-ray tube and 55Fe wrt. TRD, the direction of
ArCO2 gas flow and the readout areas (MB). Right: Moni-
toring of the 55Fe rate (red/magenta) before and after X-ray
(blue shaded area) tube irradiation.

The collimated X-ray tube is placed at one end of the de-
tector surface, close to the ArCO2 outlet, while the witness
55Fe source is mounted at the other end to assure that the
gas flow will not have a detrimental influence. The distance
between the center of the two irradiated areas is ∼ 20 cm.

55Fe rate variation after X-ray irradiation

The measurement was done using two areas of ∼ 8 cm2

each. The first is used to record 55Fe rate (red in Fig. 1,
right) while the other (blue, same figure) the background.
Blueish areas in the figure mark the X-ray tube irradia-
tion, typical a couple of minutes. It was estimated that a

current intensity on the tube (IX ) of 90 µA will produce
in the current setup ≈ 100 kHz/cm2. For UX = 10 kV
the X-ray spectrum is smooth and limited at 10 keV while
UX = 20 kV extends the X-ray spectrum up to 20 keV with
pronounced AuL-lines at 9.71, 11.44 and 13.38 keV. After
the irradiation with the harder spectrum a noticeable degra-
dation of efficiency is measured in the witness rate through
a drop of more than 15 % which is recovered after ∼ 1 h
probably through the gas flow. Less significant effects are
produced by the soft spectrum.

Pulser signal monitoring after X-ray irradiation
Square shaped signals injected on the anode wires are

used to induce equal amplitude signals in all FEE chan-
nels. They are sensitive to parasitic currents which may be
produced on HV electrodes by heavy irradiation. In Fig. 2
the monitoring of such signals for all 16 FEE channels used
in the setup of Fig. 1 left is shown.

Figure 2: Variation of the signal amplitude on different
FASP channels before and after X-ray (shaded area) irra-
diation.

During irradiation an increase of max. 6 ADC-ch. of the
measured signal is recorded on some channels which rep-
resent at most 0.4 % of the standard signal. An exponential
time decay of the amplitude excess is recorded with a time
constant of ≈ 150 s, depending on the FEE channel. Such
electronic effects, although present in the detector, are too
low in magnitude to explain the large variations seen in the
55Fe rate.
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Time Of Flight Detector - Summary

I. Deppner1, N. Herrmann1, and the CBM TOF working group
1Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

We can look back, again, on a very successful year 2016.
The results concerning efficiency, time resolution and clus-
ter size obtained in the last beamtimes at SPS/CERN
and SIS/GSI demonstrate that the counter development is
far progressed and therefore in a very satisfactory situa-
tion. Based on the experience gained in the last year the
TOF group intents to finalize the design of the MRPC3a
and MRPC3b counters [1] (foreseen in the FAIR phase 0
project for the STAR eTOF wall) with a review readiness
report in March 2017, followed by a review readiness re-
port for the low resistive glass in April 2017. The rate ca-
pability of counters exposed to the highest CBM rate is still
under investigation and has to be proven. However, this is
planned for the next years since there is no reason to close
the R&D phase in anticipation of the start of CBM in 2024.
Last year the close to final front-end electronics (FEE) in-
cluding the latest version of the free running TDC (GET4
V1.23) was first operated in the laboratory [2] and later in
the SPS beamtime November 2016. The main tasks for
TOF in the last year were the following:

• analysis of the data taken during the beamtime in Nov.
2015 at SPS,

• preparation and realization of the beamtime in Nov.
2016 at SPS,

• installation of a CBM-TOF module in the STAR ex-
periment at BNL.

Although, a test stand using cosmic radiation was run-
ning almost the full year to test new components, an ad-
ditional beamtime in Rossendorf has been performed. Re-
sults are presented in [3]. On the software side sophisti-
cated algorithms for the simulation of the MRPC response
(digitizer)[4] and for data analysis have been developed.

The beamtime setup in Nov. 2015, described in [5], con-
sisted of more than 1000 read out channels distributed over
20 timing counters. The readout was based on the triggered
TRB3-system. The goal of this beamtime was to measure
the counter properties and especially the rate capability un-
der harsh CBM conditions. This was realized by a beam
of Pb ions with a momentum of 30 AGev/c impinging on
a 1 - 4 mm thick Pb target. However, the rates could not
be obtained from the data themselves due to the operation
in a triggered mode. Therefore the rate information was
extracted from the OR-signals send out by the preamplifier
boards. These LVDS signals were processed in a FPGA
based scaler (VULOM4) and recorded with MBS. After the
beamtime it turned out that the LVDS receiver of the VU-
LOM is not able to detect signals shorter than 1 ns a limita-
tion that causes losses for a small fraction (in the lab. up to

25 %) of the signals. Fluxes up to about 200 Hz/cm2 could
be measured on the counter HD-P2 that was mounted clos-
est to the target on the lower arm (confirm [5]) of the setup.
The attempt to increase the particle flux by increasing the
beam intensity failed since the radiation safety alarm was
triggered. Hence the targeted particle flux could, by far,
not be reached. Nevertheless the data were analyzed and
encouraging counter performance results are presented in
[6], [7] and [8].

The next major event was the beamtime in the H4 beam
line at SPS in Nov. 2016. The first time a free streaming
readout with an almost final front end electronics was used.
The data of about 500 readout channels were collected in
6 AFCK boards where they become arranged in so called
Micro-Slices which were sent to a FLES system [9]. The
system was synchronized by a common clock (CLOSY).
The readout of the TOF system was combined and syn-
chronized with the MUCH system which was also tested
during this beamtime. A picture of the combined setup is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Photography of the CERN November 2016 setup.
The beam enters the setup from the right side. The counters
are arranged below the beam with an angle of 7◦.

The counters were sequentially arranged and positioned
below the beam (for the counter order and details conf. Ta-
ble 1). They face the target under an angle of about 7◦ with
respect to the beam axis. This angle could not be reduced
since in front and behind the TOF setup a GEM-MUCH
chamber with an 1 cm thick cooling plate made from alu-
minum was mounted.

Since we had 11 MRPC stations (8 with larger area) op-
erational we could use a tracking algorithm to make the
particle tracks of an event visible. Such an event display is
shown in Fig. 2. The counter stations are semi-transparent
and colored in gray. In the given event the algorithm could
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Table 1: Counters used in the beamtime Nov. 2016 setup
Setup Counter Distance Number Active
order to the of area

target channels
cm cm2

1 Plastic 1 350 2 16
2 HD-P2 357 32 60
3 USTC-SSU 387 64 864
4 USTC-DSU1 417 64 864
5 USTC-DSU2 421 64 864
6 THU-DSS 449 64 864
7 THU-DSU 453 64 864
8 BUC-SS 475 56 272
9 BUC-DS 481 64 221

10 Ceramic 1 514 8 8 × 4
11 Plastic 2 530 2 44
12 Ceramic 2 541 1 4
13 Bakelite 550 6 150

Sum 491

Figure 2: Event display with several tracks.

find two tracks with 8 hits each(colored blue). Such high
multiplicity events which are substantial to test the detector
response under load can only be created with heavy ions.
During this campaign a Pb beam with an momentum of 156
AGeV/c was impinging on a 4 mm Pb target. However,
particle fluxes (measured by a plastic scintillator) above 1.5
kHz/cm2 could not be reached even after adding 10 cm of
iron to the target. Again the radiation protection alarm was
triggered and a reduction of beam intensity was needed in
order to continue the measurements. We have to conclude
that in the H4 beam line the anticipated rates for the inner
part of the CBM TOF wall can not be reached and that al-
ternative solutions have to be found. Nevertheless, during
the beamtime more than 100 useful runs were taken which
are currently being analyzed. In addition for the first time
an EPICS based slow control system was used to monitor,
control and archive the high voltage, low voltage and the

gas parameters [10].
In the context of the CBM FAIR phase 0 programs a

CBM TOF module was shipped in October 2016 to BNL
and mounted at the east magnet pole-tip of the STAR exper-
iment (see Fig. 3). The module houses two MRPC proto-
type counters produced at USTC. The readout system is us-
ing the same components that were used in the SPS beam-
time 2016 und thus is free running. However, STAR uses a
triggered readout, requiring that the relevant piece of infor-
mation from our continous data stream is sent as subevent
in response to the STAR trigger to the STAR data acqui-
sition system. A synchronization scheme has been devel-
oped for the clocking systems by locking our CLOSY sys-
tem to the STAR TDC clock and the AFCK firmware was
extended to interpret the trigger token sent by the STAR
trigger system. The token gets a time stamp on arrival in
the AFCK and is made part of the data stream.

Figure 3: CBM TOF module mounted on the east pole tip
of the STAR experiment.

If such an token word is detected in the data stream a
window with a proper shift is applied to our data and this
data are send to the STAR event builder.
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Performances of two strip-readout MRPC prototypes towards CBM-TOF

P. Lyu1, Y. Wang1, B. Guo1, D. Han1, Y. Li1, N. Herrmann2, I. Deppner2, C. Simon2, P. Weidenkaff2, J.
Frühau3, P. Loizeau3, and M. Kis3

1Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China; 2PI, Heidelberg University, Heidelberg,
Germany; 3GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

On basis of the strip-readout MRPC prototype produced
and tested in 2014 [1], we have developed two new pro-
totypes by improving original design aiming at the CBM-
TOF’s high rate situation [2]. They both apply double-
stack structure, consisting of two mirrored stacks of resis-
tive plates, which fit into the three parallel readout PCBs.
In each stack, there are four 0.25 mm gas gaps divided by
five resistive plates composed of the low-resistive glass [3].
The gas gaps are defined by nylon monofilaments spacers
aiming at a more homogeneous gap width. On each read-
out PCB, the 32 readout strips are on a 10 mm pitch with 3
mm interval. Signals induced with both polarities are sent
in differential fashion to the PADI front-end-electronics.
Parameters of these two prototypes are shown in Fig.1.
Among the two MRPCs, one is of the seal-sealed struc-
ture, which is named THU-DS. The other one is traditional
unsealed MRPC, called THU-DU.

Figure 1: Parameters of the strip-readout MRPCs.

The thought of self-sealed MRPC comes from the gas
pollution caused by CBM-TOF’s extremely high beam in-
tensity. The gas exchange inside a gas box mainly occurs
through diffusion which is dominated by several factors in-
cluding boundary conditions. Less space for gas flowing
outside the MRPC means the boundary is closer to the pol-
luted gas area. We can infer that the gradient of impurities
concentration is steeper, so the gas should exchange faster.
A simulation was done to confirm this assumption [4]. The
results are shown in Fig.2. In a horizontal transect inside
a 100×100 cm2 gas box under irradiated flux rate of 25
kHz/cm2, Fig.2(a) demonstrates the concentration of pol-
lutants produced in MRPC’s effective area. In the 50×50
cm2 MRPC area which is marked by the white dot line,
there is a vortex caused by jet entrainment near the gas in-
let at the left boundary, which results from pressure drop-
ping around the inlet. The center of pollutants distribution
is shifted to the vortex, and the maximum concentration

is 20%. Then, the gas box volume is decreased to 60×60
cm2, and the maximum value in the MRPC region drops by
a great amount to 11.8% as shown in Fig.2(b). It is proved
that small flow gas volume is propitious to weakening the
influence of gas pollution.

Figure 2: The simulated concentration distribution of gas
pollutants produced by a 50×50 cm2 MRPC (marked by
white dot line) under 25 kHz/cm2 particle flux.(a) The max-
imum concentraiton is 20% when putting this MRPC in a
100×100 cm2 gas box. (b) The maximum concentration
decreases to 11.8% when putting this MRPC in a 60×60
cm2 gas box. [4]

To make the THU-DS self-sealed, two rectangular
frames made of PMMA are inserted into the three readout
PCBs as shown in Fig.3. Gas inlets and outlets are arranged
on the two bars vertical to the direction of nylon monofil-
aments spacers. These frames are 5 mm in width and with
the same height of each stack. They are fixed to the PCB
surfaces with the silicon glue. When this MRPC is fully as-
sembled, the silicon glue is again potted into outside edges
in order to make the chamber gas tight.

Figure 3: Sectional sketch of the THU-DS MRPC.

In order to further examine the performance of these two
prototypes working under higher particle flux rate, they
have been tested in the 2015 November SPS beam time
using the secondary particles from a 30 AGeV Pb beam
hitting on a 1/2/3 mm Pb target. The layout of beamtest is
shown in Fig.4 [5]. It contained two parts, the upper setting
and lower setting. The THU-DS and THU-DU were in-
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stalled among the upper setting. Theoretically the THU-DS
could work independently, but for consistency with other
chambers it was placed inside of the gas box together with
THU-DU. The gas was injected first into the THU-DS di-
rectly from gas box inlet, and then it flew out from the pro-
totype to the whole box. The gas mixture used was 90%
C2H2F4, 5% i-C4H10 and 5% SF6.

Figure 4: Setup sketch of TOF MRPCs in CERN SPS Nov
2015 beam time. The THU-DS and THU-DU were in-
stalled among upper level. [5]

The analysis on raw data from beam time was done with
CBM-Root macros developed by TOF groups. In order to
obtain the performance of each counter, one among them
is taken as the reference of another. A series of calibration
types, including strip alignment, velocity correction, gain
correction and walk correction, were looped in an iterative
way until the time of flight is no longer correlated to any of
the interfering factors, and then the MRPCs’ performances
were obtained. An analysis scan of each 30-minute run
throughout the beam time from Nov 28th to Dec 1st 2015
was completed. Data of efficiency scan and FEE threshold
scan were selected and made the plots in Fig.5.

As shown in Fig.5(a), the efficiency of THU-DU enters
into plateau region at 112 kV/cm and maintains around
98%. The THU-DS’s efficiency is slightly lower at 97%.
For the time resolution in Fig.5(b), it gets improved with
higher applied voltage, and it decreases to 85 ps for both
MRPCs when reaching nominal voltage. Assuming that
the THU-DS and THU-DU are of the same time resolution,
an independent value of 85/

√
2 ≈ 60 ps for both counters

is calculated. The cluster size grows with applied field in
Fig.5(c) because of the expanded avanlanche. The THU-
DS has a smaller value of 1.4.

A FFE threshold scan is demonstrated in Fig.5. Appli-
cation of higher threshold helps to filter the noise, and thus
we observe a better time resolution (Fig.5(f)). Signal loss
caused by rising threshold, at the other hand, reduces the
efficiency (Fig.5(e)) and cluster size (Fig.5(d)). All prop-
erties observed from THU-DS and THU-DU fit our expec-
tation very well. Both of these two strip-readout MRPCs’
performances prove that they are capable of requirements
from the high-particle-rate TOF system include CBM TOF.

However, neither obvious differences in the perfor-
mances between the THU-DS and THU-DU nor the influ-

Figure 5: (a) Efficiency of THU-DS and THU-DU in HV
scan. (b) System time resolution of THU-DS and THU-
DU in HV scan. (c) Cluster size of THU-DS and THU-DU
in HV scan. (d) Cluster size of THU-DS and THU-DU in
FEE threshold scan. (e) Efficiency of THU-DS and THU-
DU in FEE threshold scan. (f) System time resolution of
THU-DS and THU-DU in FEE threshold scan.

ences of gas aging have been found. At the moment, we are
working on optimization of the sealed structure of THU-DS
and confirmation on its recovering ability from higher rate
condition. Further studies with the help of higher intensity
beam is still necessary.
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Prototype of EPICS based detector control system for the TOF test stand at
CERN 2016
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During the Nov. beamtime 2016 at SPS/CERN, a setup
with several ToF prototype detectors were controlled for
the first time by an EPICS1 based prototype Detector
Control System (DCS). It featured full control, including
software based open-loop control, monitoring, and alarm-
ing of the ToF Setup’s devices operational parameters,
which corresponds to a typical SCADA2 System. In ad-
dition all relevant process variables (PVs) were archived
for a long-term availability of data, e.g. for analysis.

Based on the open-sourced EPICS framework, i.a. fea-
turing high scalability, modular design, and sustainability,
this prototype consists of ≈ 103 PVs and can almost freely
be scaled up to larger experimental setups, e.g. in the FAIR
phase 0 program at STAR/BNL and miniCBM or even the
final CBM TOF wall, of up to 105-107 PVs. The commu-
nication between the different devices and the ToF DCS is
based on Ethernet.

The current ToF DCS version supports the following de-
vices:

• CAEN SY1527LC: High voltage power supply
• ISEG CC24: High voltage power supply
• TDK-LAMBDA GEN 90-8: Low voltage power sup-

ply
• Bronkhorst EL-Flow Series valve: Three input control

valves and one output flow monitor
• ADAM CPWplus 150: Gas bottle scale for laboratory

use

The headless CS-Studio3 RDB4 archiver application
stores selected DCS detector control and monitoring val-
ues to a PostgreSQL Database. In our case those values are
voltages and currents delivered by the high voltage (HV)
and low voltage (LV) power supplies and the gas flow for
3 different gases delivered by the flow regulators of the
gas-mixing station. With the CS-Studio Data Browser it is
possible to visualize seamlessly historic and live data (see
Fig. 1) in order to analyze the detector operation behavior.

The software open-loop control was programmed to pro-
tect the detectors from damages caused by e.g. a gas block-
age by ramping down the HV but also to trigger an alert in
order to inform the experimentalist in case e.g. of a gas
leakage or a FEE power consumption mismatch.

All features are graphical visualized with CS-Studio.
Figure 2 shows the main ToF DCS view, which contains

1Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
2Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
3Control System Studio is an Eclipse-based collection of tools to mon-

itor and operate large scale control systems
4Relational Database

Figure 1: PV monitoring of the current of one high voltage
channel af function of time. The spill structure of the beam
is clearly reflected in the MRPC current.

a header monitoring the low voltages and the gas flows and
a control part. The control part has different sub-menu tabs
for getting access to each device or individual sub-detector,
by default the high voltage tab is active.

Figure 2: ToF DCS screenshot

We can conclude that the ToF DCS prototype success-
fully controlled, monitored and archived the ToF detector
during the last beamtime 2016 at CERN. It can be extended
for a larger setups, e.g. STAR at BNL, or final CBM. This
current project of a ToF DCS prototype will be continued
as a bachelor thesis’ subject.

In the near future additional safety features will be im-
plemented in the ToF DCS. One feature is a sound alarm in-
forming the local operators if a value is not regular. A sec-
ond feature could be to inform not present users an emer-
gency case by email or sms5.
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Test performance of the basic architecture for the inner zone of the CBM-TOF
wall using heavy-ion beam at SPS-CERN
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I. Deppner3, N. Herrmann3, and C. Simon3
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The Time Of Flight (TOF) subsystem is one of the core
detectors of the CBM experiment. The TOF wall in con-
juction with Silicon Tracking System (STS) is foreseen to
identify charged hadrons, i.e. pions, kaons and protons, in
the full acceptance of the system (the angular range covered
by the STS detector of 2.50-250). It covers an active area of
about 120 m2 approximately rectangular in shape. A sys-
tem time resolution of at least 80 ps including all possible
contributions, such as electronics jitter and the resolution of
the time reference system is needed. This requires a single
channel time resolution better than 60 ps with an efficiency
of at least 95%. Such a performance should be maintained
up to a counting rate which, very close to the beam pipe,
exceeds 30 kHz/cm2 [1].

Our R&D activity has been focused on the develop-
ment of a Multi-Gap RPC with Multi-Strip readout (MSM-
GRPC) for high counting rate and multiplicity environ-
ment, as it is anticipated to be in the inner zone of the
CBM-TOF. Based on the good results obtained with the
narrow strip pitch (2.54 mm) double stack counter (2 x 5
gas gaps of 140 µm), in terms of efficiency, time and two-
dimensional position resolutions [2], a new prototype with
the strip pitch equal with 7.4 mm (5.6 mm strip width)
and a strip length of 96 mm was designed and built. Con-
struction details of this prototype, called RPC2012, and its
performance in the in-beam tests performed at CERN-PS
accelerator together with the concept of the modular con-
figuration of the CBM-TOF inner wall based on this RPC
architecture were reported in [3].

The prototype was tested at H4 beam line of CERN SPS-
facility, using reaction products produced by an Ar beam of
13A GeV energy incident on a Pb target. The average ob-
tained cluster size was 1.6 strips per hit and the time resolu-
tion, including the electronics contribution, was of ∼60 ps
[4]. For all these tests mentioned above a front-end elec-
tronics based on 8 channel NINO chip [5] was used for
signal processing.

Here we report the performance, in close to real condi-
tions, of this architecture operated with a FEE based on a
32 channel motherboard [1] containing 4 PADI chips[7],
the front-end electronics anticipated to be used for the
CBM-TOF wall. The signals were digitized by 32-channel
FPGA-TDCs [8] and readout via TRB3 [9] data hubs.
The in-beam test were performed at CERN-SPS with a

30A GeV Pb ions incident on a Pb target.
The CBM-TOF experimental setup was divided in ”low

rate” and ”high rate” branches, the last one being posi-
tioned at a polar angle of about 30 relative to the beam axis.
A comprehensive description of the whole setup is given

Figure 1: Photo of the high rate experimental set-up based
on MGRPC prototypes used in the in-beam test.

in [6]. Our prototypes were positioned in the high rate
setup, the RPC2012 prototype being ’sandwiched’ between
RPC2015 [11] and RPCref prototypes. A diamond detector
positioned in front of the target together with RPCref posi-
tioned at the end of the set-up, delivered the information for
particle velocity measurement. A photo of the ”high rate”

Figure 2: Sketch of the spatial position of the seven RPCs
tested in the high rate setup at CERN-SPS.

branch is shown in Fig. 1. The spatial position along the
beam line of the seven prototypes tested by our group and
their operated area (green color) are presented in Fig. 2.
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The principles of the data analysis starting from unpack-
ing to calibration and corrections for slewing effect, po-
sition and reaction product velocity spread are described
in [12]. In the left side of Fig. 3 is presented the time dif-
ference spectrum between one of the four counters posi-
tioned in the upper part of the text box (called RPC2012 3)
and RPC2015DS (see reference [11]), with the same inner
geometry and the same strip pitch. The 63 ps standard de-

Figure 3: Time difference spectrum - left. Hit multiplicitiy
correlation - right.

viation of the Gauss fit demonstrates the very good system
time resolution. A single counter time resolution of 44 ps,
including the electronic contribution is obtained supposing
equal contributions of the two detectors. The comparison
of the 63 ps standard deviation with the 71 ps RMS of the
spectrum shows a non-significant contribution of the non-
Gaussian tails. The correlation of the hit multiplicities in
the two counters shows that in the most part of the events,
almost the same multiple hits are incident on both detec-
tors. The detectors were operated at 2 x 5.5 kV voltage.
Due to their staggered positions, position cuts on both x
and y directions were applied in the RPC2015DS, consid-
ered as reference counter, for efficiency estimation. How-
ever, due to a partial overlap of the active area of each of
the four counters relative to the RPC2015DS, the obtained
values are still affected by the hits lost at the edges of the
overlaped area.

Figure 4: Efficiency - left and cluster size - right as a func-
tion of high voltage for RPC2012 1 and RPC2012 3.

In Fig. 4 is shown an expected behaviour of the effi-
ciency and cluster size as a function of high voltage, for
RPC2012 3 and RPC2012 1 (right mirrored relative to the
axe shown in Fig. 2) for a PADI threshold of 245 mV.
In the mentioned geometry of the experiment, a 93% ef-
ficiency for both counters was obtained. If we take into

consideration the inner geometry of the RPC2012 counters
of 2 x 5 gaps of 140 µm, the same as for RPC2015DS
[10, 11], we could consider that at a nominal voltage of
2 x 5.5 kV the efficiency is in fact at the same value as for
RPC2015DS (97%). The cluster size is of 2.2 strips for
RPC2012 1 and of 2.0 strips for RPC2012 3 in the region
of efficiency plateau. Average system time resolution of
73 ps for RPC2012 1 and of 67 ps for RPC2012 3 remain
almost unchanged over the investigated high voltage range,
as is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Time resolution as a function of high voltage for
RPC2012 1 and RPC2012 3.

The single counter time resolution of 52 - 47 ps fullfils
the single counter performance required for the inner zone
of the CBM-TOF wall.

The results presented in the contributions to this Progress
Report (present one and [11]), show that the MSMGRPC
prototypes and the proposed basic architecture fulfill the
requirements for the inner zone of the CBM-TOF wall.
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CERN-SPS in-beam performance test of the new strip readout MRPC
prototypes for the inner zone of the CBM-TOF wall

M. Petriş1, D. Bartoş1, M. Petrovici1, L. Rǎdulescu1, V. Simion1, J. Frühauf2, M. Kiš2, P-A. Loizeau2,
I. Deppner3, N. Herrmann3, and C. Simon3

1NIPNE, Bucharest, Romania; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3PI, Heidelberg University, Germany

Due to the high interaction rates of 107 interaction/s at
which the CBM experiment is anticipated to run the read-
out will be based on a free streaming concept. This imposes
to the MSMGRPCs (Multi-Strip, Multi-Gap RPCs), a per-
fect matching of the characteristic impedance of the signal
transmission line to the input impedance of the front-end
electronics, in order to reduce fake signals produced by re-
flexions [1].

Two new MSMGRPC prototypes, based on low resistiv-
ity glass (∼1010 Ωcm) from China, match the characteristic
impedance of the RPC signal transmission line to the input
impedance of the front-end electronics ([2, 3]). They have
also the granularity required by the inner zone of the CBM-
TOF wall through a proper adjusting of their strip lenght.
The transmission line impedance of a single readout chan-
nel of each prototype was estimated using APLAC Soft-
ware. The first prototype has a classical single stack archi-
tecture (RPC2015SS) with 8 gas gaps of 140 µm. The pitch
size (10.16 mm) and strip width (8.63 mm) are the same for
both high voltage and readout electrodes. The second pro-
totype has a double stack configuration (RPC2015DS) of
2 x 5 gas gaps of 140 µm, with the same pitch size (7.2 mm)
for both high voltage and readout electrodes, but with dif-
ferent values of the strip widths: 1.3 mm for readout elec-
trodes and of 5.6 mm for high voltage ones. This gives
the possibility to exploit in an inovative way the advan-
tage of having a strip structure for both readout and high
voltage electrodes. Thus the tuning of the characteristic
impedance of the signal transmission line to the value of
the input impedance of the front-end electronics can be de-
coupled by the granularity adjustments. With the described
geometrical parameters both counters have a characteristic
impedance of the transmission line of 100 Ω.

The prototypes were tested in-beam at SPS-CERN with a
30A GeV Pb ions incident on a Pb target in conditions sim-
ilar with those expected at SIS100, or even closer to those
anticipated for SIS300. Our prototypes were positioned
in the ”high rate” branch of the CBM-TOF experimental
setup, a comprehensive description of the whole set-up be-
ing given in [4]. The two described prototypes are posi-
tioned one behind the other (see Fig.1), in the same housing
box, identified as RPC2015 Bucharest [5]. They were fol-
lowed by four MSMGRPCs mounted in the same gas tight
box, called RPC2012 and a narrow strip pitch (2.54 mm)
MSMGRPC called RPCRef, the last one in the experimen-

Figure 1: Overlap of the active area of the two RPC2015
prototypes.

tal set-up. A 16 strip polycrystalline diamond detector and
a 4-pad single crystal diamond detector were positioned in
front of the target, providing a start time for particle veloc-
ity measurements between the diamond detector and the
RPCRef counter. The signals delivered by the RPCs were
fed to PADI fast amplifiers [6] and processed by the same
electronics chain described in [5].

We report here the performance of the RPC2015 proto-
types, the results obtained with RPC2012 prototype being
reported in detail in [5]. The principles of the data analysis
starting from unpacking to calibration and corrections are
presented in [7].

Figure 2: Time difference spectrum - left. Hit multiplicitiy
correlation - right.

The time difference spectrum between RPC2015DS and
RPC2015SS, for operation of RPC2015DS at 2 x 5.5 kV
(157 kV/cm) and of RPC2015SS at 2 x 9 kV (161 kV/cm),
with the PADI threshold set to 245 mV is presented in
Fig.2, left side. A very good system time resolution of
61 ps, including the contribution of the electronics, was
obtained. The correlation plot from the right side of Fig.2
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shows that the two counters were exposed to almost the
same hit multiplicities. If we consider equal contributions
of the two counters, a single counter resolution of 43 ps is
obtained. The observed tails in the time spectrum are neg-
ligible, if we compare the obtained 61 ps σ of the Gaussian
fit with 69 ps RMS value of the spectrum. The obtained ef-
ficiency for this run, was of 97% for the RPC2015DS and
of 98.5% for the RPC2015SS. The slight difference could
be due to the difference in the applied potentials and also
in the overlaped operated area, as is shown in Fig.1. The

Figure 3: Efficiency - left and time resolution - right as a
function of high voltage for RPC2015DS.

obtained detection efficiency and time resolution as a func-
tion of applied high voltage for RPC2015DS are shown in
Fig. 3. An average system time resolution of 65 ps corre-
sponds to the efficiency plateau, reached at applied electric
fields in the gas gap larger than 157 kV/cm. The efficiency

Figure 4: Efficiency - left and time resolution - right as a
function of high voltage for RPC2015SS.

and system time resolution obtained for RPC2015SS are
presented in Fig. 4. As can be observed, the counter was
operated at the efficiency plateau of ∼98%, with an aver-
age system time resolution of 66 ps. The larger value of
the time resolution observed for operation at 178 kV/cm is
due, most probable, to the operation at a too high electric
field which pushes the counter in a streamer regime. The

Figure 5: Cluster size for RPC2015DS - left and
RPC2015SS - right as a function of high voltage.

obtained cluster size (number of strips with signal in a sin-
gle hit) for the two counters is presented in Fig. 5. The
cluster size is increasing for RPC2015DS as a function of
applied potential while for RPC2015SS in the same high
voltage range is almost constant. It slightly decreases at

the largest applied fields due to possible distorsions of the
electric field produced by the space charge inside the gas
gaps. The obtained values of the cluster size are larger than
the one expected from the values of pitch sizes for the two
counters. Previous obtained results for RPC2012 with a
pitch size of 7.4 mm and the same inner geometry, showed
a cluster size of the order of 1.4 - 1.5 strips [8] for single hit.
These larger values can be due to large ionization created
by heavy reaction products crossing the detector.

Figure 6: Aging effect for RPC2015DS for 40 hours oper-
ation with the same high voltage and threshold settings.

The detector performance stability was checked for a pe-
riod of operation of about 40 hours with the same settings
(RPC2015 at 157 kV/cm, RPC2015SS at 178 kV/cm). The
efficiency and system time resolution were evaluated for
the runs acquired over this period at similar counting rates.
The stability of the detectors is demonstrated by the plots
shown in Fig. 6. The obtained ∼80 ps system time resolu-
tion is affected by the operation of the RPC2015SS at a too
high electric field, (178 kV/cm), in a region of the working
curve where its time resolution started to deteriorate (see
Fig. 3). The operation of the detectors at a PADI thresh-
old of 205 mV does not not influence the time resolution
performance, as it is shown in [7, 9].

The performance of the RPC2015DS whith the inovative
adjustable characteristic transmission line impedance was
demonstrated. The obtained results show that the two new
prototypes with characteristic transmission line impedance
matched to the input impedance of the front-end electron-
ics, fullfil the challenging requirements of the inner zone of
the CBM-TOF wall.
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Simulation of the MRPC response degradation with increasing time in spill

C. Simon1, N. Herrmann1, I. Deppner1, A. Akram1, E. Bao1, P.-A. Loizeau2, Ph. Weidenkaff1, and the
CBM ToF working group1
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Following avalanche formation in an MRPC gas gap,
electrons and positively charged gas ions drift towards
opposing glass plates, accumulate on the surfaces and—
as a consequence—cause a local reduction of the electric
field in the gap. These charges compensate one another
by means of bulk and surface currents on relaxation time
scales of O(ms) ≤ τ ≤ O(s), depending on the glass re-
sistivity. The growth of subsequent avalanches in the very
location is therefore influenced by the formation time and
the charge content of the preceding ones.

The average effect of different recovery times for the
electric field between events, i.e. of different incident par-
ticle fluxes, on MRPC performance criteria like detection
efficiency, time resolution and mean cluster size has been
extensively studied by the ToF working group on proto-
types equipped with both float and low-resistive glass (cf.
e.g. [1], [2] and [3]). In all these cases, detector data were
averaged within spills and across spills. These measure-
ments did therefore not address the question of how the
degradation of the MRPC response evolves with increasing
time in spill. Exposing the detector to a sustained particle
flux should—regarding the operation principle—decrease
its detection efficiency until local reduction and recovery
of the electric field cancel out.

A self-triggered, front-end driven data acquisition with
readout channel dead times of a few nanoseconds allows
for studying the degradation and saturation of the MRPC
response in unprecedented detail. Such a system was re-
alized for the first time on a large scale in the GET4-
AFCK-FLIB chain used in the 2016 heavy-ion beam time
at CERN/SPS to read out multiple MRPC prototypes. This
significant progress on the experimental hard- and soft-
ware side has been accompanied by the development of a
more realistic ToF digitizing scheme which the following
parametrization of the MRPC response degradation builds
upon.

Be Qind,0 a random variable which describes the total
electric charge spectrum induced by avalanches in the read-
out plane of an unloaded MRPC. Be qmax,0 the highest pos-
sible value of Qind,0 and qind,i the charge actually induced
by the i-th avalanche at position xi and time ti. Be fur-
ther rimp an impact radius quantifying the spatial extent
of an E-field reduction and τMRPC the relaxation time for
field restoration. Then in this approach the induced charge
spectrum accessible to the n-th avalanche at coordinates
(xn, tn) follows the probability distribution of the random

variable

Qind,n =

[
1−

n−1∑

i=1

{
qind,i
qmax,0

(1)

× 1

1 +
(

xn−xi

rimp

)2

× exp

(
− tn − ti
τMRPC

)}]
Qind,0 .

In a Monte-Carlo parameter study the detection effi-
ciency of a 1 cm2 spot in the center of an MRPC pro-
totype with dimensions 32 × 27 cm2 was simulated for
low-resistive (cf. Fig. 1, left) and float glass electrodes
(cf. Fig. 1, right) as a function of time in spill at three dif-
ferent incident particle fluxes. The impact radius rimp of
100µm is the same in both cases. With low-resistive glass
the MRPC degrades efficiency rather slightly and reaches
saturation quickly while preserving its operability even at
25 kHz/cm2. With float glass it shows a decline in effi-
ciency of about 3% already at 1 kHz/cm2 that might actu-
ally be observable in the 2016 test beam data.
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Figure 1: MRPC efficiency degradation (input efficiency:
ε0 ≈ 0.97) as a function of time in spill with low-resistive
glass (left) and with float glass (right) for different particle
fluxes.

As the run time of the summation in Eq. (1) grows
quadratically with the number of MRPC hits (about 8.5
hours for 1 million mutually interacting hits in a single-
threaded process) possible applications of multi-threading
and batch processing are under investigation.
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Development of Ceramic RPCs for the Beam Fragmentation T0 Counter
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Kotte2, L. Naumann2, V. Plotnikov1, D. Mal’kevich1, M. Sobiella2, D. Stach2, and K. Voloshin1
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In peripheral and semi-central collisions T0 start time
determination is suggested to be carried out by the Beam
Fragmentation T0 Counter (BFTC) assembled of Resistive
Plate Chambers (RPC) with ceramic electrodes. A detailed
description of the detector may be found in [1, 2]. BFTC,
meant to be operated in a harsh environment, with particle
fluxes of more than 150 kHz/cm2 [2], must be built of
radiation-hard materials.

Since BFTC must provide both high counting rate and
fine time resolution, the bulk resistivity of floating RPC
electrodes needs to be compromised: it should be low
enough to keep RPC efficient at high counting rates, and
high enough to suppress the streamer formation in the gas
volume under high electric field. To optimize resistivity,
several RPC samples with the bulk resistivity of the float-
ing electrodes varying between 1.4·109 and 9.4·109Ωcm,
were produced. The samples were then assembled into a
mini-module of 9 RPC chambers and placed into 8-channel
mini-module and a single gas box. The mini-module and
a scheme of its inner structer are shown on figure 1. In
the mini-module detecting cells were placed in two rows in
chess-like order. RPCs were overlapping with region where
spacers are located, providing with no dead zones even for
perpendicular falling particles.

Figure 1: The mini-module (right) and the schematically
drawing of meandering positioning of RPC cells (left).
Overlapping regions are shown by green lines.

Ceramic RPCs were tested at two beam facilities:
ELBE at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Ger-
many (HZDR), and PS at CERN. ELBE provides an elec-
tron beam of 30 MeV , with the possibility to vary single
electron fluxes in the range between few Hz/cm2 and 1
MHz/cm2. Five scintillating counters together with the
RF generate the trigger signal. The Small Angle Scatter-
ing of the electrons in the test setup increases the RPC in-
efficiency and makes its properties dependent on the geo-
metrical position. To minimize these effects, two narrow
counters, operated in coincidence, were installed in front
and behind RPCs. Alternatively, PS at CERN provides a

5 GeV hadron (π–) beam with a limited pion flux to less
than 20 kHz/cm2. The detecting efficiency at ELBE is
systematicaly lower by 3% comparing to CERN setup due
to abovementioned effects. This can be seen on figure 2,
where comparison of the measurements at low rate for the
same RPC at ELBE and CERN are shown. All measure-
ments involved the use of MAXIM 3760 preamplifier along
with CAEN TDC and ADC to make the results comparable
with those obtained during R&D for ALICE TOF [3, 4].

Figure 2: Comparison of the efficiency masurements at low
rate for the same RPC (2·1010Ωcm) at ELBE (Rossendorf)
and CERN setups. Efficiency at ELBE setup is lower due to
small angle rescatterings of soft electrons and dependance
on geometrical position.

Chambers with the electrode bulk resistivity of the or-
der of 109Ωcm proved to have a wide operational plateau
spreading up to the electric field of 92 kV/cm, while keep-
ing the streamer probability below 3%. Rate scans repre-
sented in figure 3 show the dependence of RPC efficiency
on the particle flux at a fixed value of the electric field,
chosen at the very beginning of the working plateau, and
same to all chamber samples. For comparison a scan of the
RPC with the bulk resistivity of 2·1010Ωcm made in 2015
is shown. The bulk resistivity of over 6·109Ωcm proved to
be too high since the corresponding efficiency drops below
90% already at particle fluxes of over 70-80 kHz/cm2. On
the other hand, the bulk resistivity below 3·109Ωcm can-
not provide sufficient quenching, due to a significant excess
leakage current in the RPCs at high rates.

Timing measurements were contaminated by a high elec-
tronic jitter and various technical problems during the beam
tests at ELBE. One of such problems was unstable beam in-
tensity that was flactuating during the measurements. This
was seen as a fluctuation of the nominal efficiency in slices
of 500 events. Slices where efficiency differs from aver-
age value by more than 5% were excluded from analysis.
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Figure 3: Rate scan of all the chambers measured with
the applied electric field of 88 kV/cm. Lines connecting
points are guide to the eyes only.

Short fluctuations of the beam intencity were not possible
to exclude. As shown in figure 4, RPCs manifested the time
resolution of 80–120 ps. It can be seen that the time resolu-
tion of the chambers with the lowest and highest resistivity
increases with the particle flux. The reason for the former
case is a high streamers rate, and for the latter - strongly
deacreased electric field in the RPC gaps due to high par-
ticle flux. The chambers with intermediate values of resis-
tivity show stable time resolution under particle fluxes of
up to 150 kHz/cm2. The final values of the time resolu-
tion have to be re-measured with ASIC PADI electronics,
planned to be used in the CBM experiment.

Figure 4: Time resolution as a function of particle flux
(ELBE test at E=88 kV/cm). Lines connecting points are
guide to the eyes only.

Figure 4 shows the behaviour of RPC with the bulk re-
sistivity of 4.2·109Ωcm at the highest available rate and
increased values of the electric field. A stable operation
without leakage currents and low streamer probability has
been observed. Increasing the electric field by 4 kV/cm
improves the efficiency by 5% under the particle fluxes of
150 kHz/cm2. Adding two more gaps to the stack can be
an additional way to increase the RPC detecting efficiency
up to (94-95)%. Amplitude spectra of all the chamber sam-
ples, measured at particle fluxes of a few kHz/cm2, are
shown in figure 6. Chambers with intermediate resistivity

show similar spectra, which proves uniformity of their as-
sembly and construction. This fact also provides an oppor-
tunity to apply the same voltage to all cells within the future
BFTC prototype module. The high rate tests of the Ceramic
RPC mini module for the CBM BFTC with mips fulfill the
requirements for efficiency, cross talk and streamer sup-
pression. The timing behavior is still a challenge.

Figure 5: Detection efficiency of the chamber with the bulk
resistivity of 4.2·109Ωcm for different values of the applied
electric field as a function of the particle flux. Lines con-
necting points are guide to the eyes only.

Figure 6: Amplitude spectra of the tested RPC. Spectra of
the RPC (7·109Ωcm) placed in a single box is also shown.
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Observation of after-pulses in the detector response of MRPC prototypes for
CBM-TOF

Ph. Weidenkaff1, A. Akram1, I. Deppner1, N. Herrmann1, P.-A. Loizeau2, and C. Simon1

1Ruprecht-Karls-Universität, Heidelberg, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

First characterizations of CBM-ToF MRPC prototypes
have been performed using the free-streaming time-to-
digital converter Get4. The high double hit resolution of
the Get4-TDC (better than 5ns [2]) allows to study effects
in the detector response immediately after a primary hit.
An series of after-pulses has been observed in the first 50
nanoseconds after a primary signal. The probability, multi-
plicity and temporal distribution of these after-pulses have
been compared between six MRPC prototypes in a cosmic
radiation test. A short description of all tested prototypes
can be found in [1].

The MRPC read out chain consists of PADI as pre-
amplifier, the Get4 TDC and the AFCK as data process-
ing board. The slow-control interface IPbus was used as a
read-out interface between AFCK and the data acquisition
PC since a proper PCI-E based read-out interface was not
available in time.

An example of the temporal distribution of after-pulses
after a primary signal can be seen in figure 1a. Several
common features can be observed on all prototypes:

No after-pulses in the first nanosecond followed by a
steep rise of the time distribution. This feature originates
from the double hit capability of Get4. In this time window
after each hit in a channel, the TDC channel is either fully
inactive or not completely efficient.

A rather flat maximum is seen between 5ns and 10ns
after the primary signal. In this region the prototypes show
either a flat distribution or a slight rise of the distribution.

The spectrum continuously decreases over time after the
maximum. This decrease can be described reasonably well
by an exponential decay. The shape as well as the length
of the decline leads to the conclusion that the majority of
the observed after-pulses are not caused by electronic re-
flections.

It is also observed that the time over threshold of the
after-pulses is independent of the after-pulse delay with re-
spect to the primary signal.

The likelihood to observe such after-pulses was signif-
icantly higher than the expected rate of random coinci-
dences from the measured dark rate on all studied proto-
types. A correlation between these after-pulses and the pri-
mary signal is therefore evident. The probability to observe
any after-pulses after a primary signal is shown in figure 1b
for the two prototypes from USTC.

A higher probability for multi-hit events is observed on
the unmatched USTC-DSU prototype. However, also the
impedance matched USTC-DSM prototype shows multi-
ple hits on the same TDC channel in 10% − 20% of the
events. In mean, such an event contains the primary signal
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(a) Temporal distribution of after-pulses after the primary hit on
an example channel (Channel 16 of USTC-DSM). The distribution
is normalized to the number of Events in which the TDC-channel
detected at least one hit. Source: [3]

(b) Probability to find after-pulses in an event in which a primary
signal is found for each TDC channel of the prototypes USTC-
DSU (red) and USTC-DSM (blue).

and 1.12 after-pulses on USTC-DSM and 1.47 after-pulses
on USTC-DSU. The tails of the after-pulse multiplicity dis-
tributions extent to up to 10 after-pulses.

Since the observed after-pulses are correlated with pri-
mary signals, it is expected that this problem persists also
at high rates. For highest interaction rates, the influence of
after-pulses on the physics performance of MRPCs has to
be studied.
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Status of PSD construction and tests

M. Golubeva1, F. Guber1, A. Ivashkin1, A. Izvestnyy1, S. Morozov1, and O. Petukhov1

1INR RAS, Moscow, Russia

Assembling of PSD modules

The Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) at CBM [1] is
intended for the measurements of geometry of the ion col-
lisions, i.e. the centrality and the reaction plane. PSD
is a hadron lead/scintillator sandwich calorimeter with the
sampling ratio providing the compensation condition. The
calorimeter includes 44 individual modules with the 60
mm beam hole in the center. Each module consists of
60 lead/scintillator sandwiches with the 4 mm thickness
of each scintillator plate and 16 mm lead plate. All sand-
wiches are loaded into box made of 0.5 mm stainless steel
sheet and tied together in one block with length about 120
cm (about 6 nuclear interaction lengths) by a 0.5 mm stain-
less steel tape. The transverse sizes of the modules are
20x20 cm2 and the weight of each module is about 500
kg.

Light from each scintillator plate is collected by the
WLS-fiber glued in the circle grove in scintillator plate and
stretched in 2 mm air gap at the lateral side of the module.
Each WLS-fiber is covered by thin black pipe for the light
isolation and the mechanical protection. Every 6 consecu-
tive WLS-fibers from one longitudinal section are collected
in one optical connector at the end of module and polished
to ensure the optical contact with the photodetector. Addi-
tionally to 6 WLS-fiber one WLS fiber from the monitoring
system is glued in the same optical connector. Other ends
of 10 such fibers are connected together and illuminated by
the light emitting diode (LED). Each module has ten longi-
tudinal sections and, respectively, ten compact photodetec-
tors, the avalanche photodiodes MPPC with active area 3
x 3 mm2. The monitoring system provides the permanent
control of gain of the MPPCs which can drop due to the ab-
sorbed radiation dose at high intensity ion beams the CBM.
In addition, boron polyethylene block with thickness 8 cm
is placed at the end of module just at the front of MPPCs.
This shield reduces the neutron flux near photodetectors for
a factor of 3.

The CBM PSD project has substantial progress in 2016.
During first half of 2016 all main components for PSD
modules, including scintillator tiles, lead plates, stain-
less boxes and different mechanical parts have been con-
structed. In Fall 2016 the PSD modules assembly started
at INR RAS, Moscow. The photo of fully assembled mod-
ule without top stainless box is shown in Figure1. One can
see eleven optical connectors with the WLS-fibers at the
rear panel of the module. Ten connectors correspond to the
longitudinal sections and are viewed by the photodetectors.
The lowest connector is related to the monitoring system

Figure 1: Photo of assembled PSD module without top box.

and is illuminated by the light emitting diode.
At the end of 2016 ten modules have been constructed.

At first stage nine modules were arranged in a supermod-
ule that represents a small hadron calorimeter, see Figure2.
The response of PSD supermodule to low energy protons
and pions wiil be studied in 2017 at CERN T10 beam line
at the momentum range 1 - 6 GeV/c.

Tests with cosmic muons
The modules after assembling were tested with the cos-

mic muons to evaluate the light yield of each longitudinal
section. At first stage, the module was installed in the ver-
tical position and the data were collected for a few hours.
Clean peaks in amplitude spectra were observed in all 10
sections. At the second stage the module was placed back
into horizontal position and the data were collected in self-
triggering mode. In the last case, the cosmic muons cross
different lengths in the scintillator plates depending on the
angular distribution of the muons. Therefore no clear peaks
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Figure 2: Photo of assembled 3x3 PSD supermodule of 9
modules.

were observed in the amplitude spectra. To select the muon
tracks with the same pass-lengths in the scintillator plates
the track selection algorithms were used. In the simplest
way, the events with the energy depositions in 3 neigh-
bor sections were selected. These events correspond to
the almost horisontal muon tracks crossing a few longitu-
dinal sections in the module. The obtained amplitude spec-
trum for one section is shown in Figure 3. The amplitude
mean value of about 40 photoelectrons corresponds to the 5
MeV energy depositions in single section from the cosmic
muons. Such high light yield allows the energy calibration
of the PSD modules with the cosmic muons in the real ex-
perimental conditions.

Figure 3: Amplitude spectrum of energy depositions from
cosmic muons in one longitudinal section. The average
light yield corresponds to about 40 photoelectrons.

Longitudinal segmentation of PSD modules allows the
selection of the muon tracks with the different angles. For
example, the requirement of the energy depositions in all
10 sections selects practically horizontal mouns crossing
full module.

Conclusion
During 2016 all main components for PSD modules, in-

cluding scintillator tiles, lead plates, stainless boxes and
different mechanical parts have been constructed. In the
beginning of 2017 the PSD supermodule of 9 individual
modules has been assembled. It is planned to be tested at
low energy hadron beams at CERN T10 beam line at the
momentum range 1 - 6 GeV/c.

The PSD modules are tested with the cosmic muons to
check the light yield of the longitudinal sections. The de-
veloped algorithms of the event selection allow the calibra-
tion of the PSD modules with the cosmic muons in the real
experimental conditions.The light yield of about 40 photo-
electrons corresponds to the 5 MeV energy depositions in
single section from the cosmic muons.
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Radiation hardness tests of SiPMs for PSD readout - in lab and at
NA61@CERN beamtime
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PSD radiation environment

The PSD is a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter
designed to measure the energy distribution of the forward
going projectile nucleons and nuclei fragments (spectators)
produced close to the beam rapidity [1]. High intensity
beams at FAIR SIS100/300 up to 1E6/1E7 interactions/s
lead to the high radiation emission to the PSD making it
act as a spallation target producing the high neutron flu-
ence up to 4E12 n/cm2 accumulated during a year of the
experiment operation. Studies of passive parts of PSD in-
cluding the scintillators shown that it can work in this con-
ditions. The radiation hardness of the Silicon Photomulti-
pliers (SiPM, also called multipixel avalanche photodiodes
(M-APD)) to be used for the light readout is the main topic
to be discussed.

SiPM irradiation conditions

Several SiPM devices produced by different manufactur-
ers were tested as options for the PSD readout: Zecotek
MAPD-3A, Zecotek MAPD-3D, Hamamatsu S12572-
010P, Sensl uF-C30020, uF-B30020 and Ketek PM-3350
[2]. SiPMs were irradiated at the cyclotron of NPI Řež with
a ”white” (2-35 MeV) and mono-energetic (22 MeV) neu-
tron spectrum and total fluxes in the range of 2E10-1E13
n/cm2.

Choice of the SiPM device

The drastic change of the dark current was observed
for all the SiPM samples after irradiation by total fluence
around 4E12 n/cm2 as shown at Figure 1. For the Ketek
and Sensl devices, the change was the most abrupt requir-
ing more than 1 mA of power supply for the operation mak-
ing them inapplicable for the readout. Another factor to be
mentioned is the dynamic range which is directly depen-
dent on the square of SiPM pixel size. The Sensl and Ketek
SiPMs are available on the market with the smallest size of
20-50 um, which compared to the Hamamatsu and Zecotek
SiPMs available pixel size of 10 um shortens the dynamic
range by 1-2 orders. The dark current of Hamamatsu and
Zecotek SiPMs was found to be about an order of mag-
nitude less than for Sensl and Ketek samples. However,
Zecotek SiPMs available on the market have pixel recovery
time about 2-10 us making them too slow for the PSD read-
out where hundreds or tens of nanoseconds are required
for the operation at 1E6/1E7 interactions/s. Consequently,
Hamamatsu S12572-010P was chosen as the best available

candidate for the PSD readout in the high radiation envi-
ronment of CBM experiment.

Figure 1: Dark current of SiPMs produced by various man-
ufacturers. Top - before irradiation, bottom - after irradia-
tion.

Investigation of Hamamatsu SiPMs

The change of dark current, breakdown voltage, noise
and signal response to LED for Hamamatsu SiPMs was fur-
ther studied at the lab. Variation of the breakdown voltage
due to irradiation was found relatively small to be up to
0.5 V. This pose no problem for the operation of SiPM it-
self, but raise requirement of regular module recalibration
as section response depends on the SiPM gain which is de-
pendent on the breakdown voltage.
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Figure 2 represents the results of SiPMs laboratory tests
by the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the SiPM response to
same amplitude LED illumination. One can see the grad-
ual decrease of the SNR with the increase of total absorbed
neutron fluence. With neutron fluence up to 7E11 n/cm2,
SNR is dropping to value of 30 which is quite safe for the
device operation. However, signals are still visible even for
SiPMs irradiated by 1E13 n/cm2 fluence. Generally speak-
ing, the SNR degradation means the requirement for the
regular module recalibration as well as inevitable shorten-
ing of the dynamic range.

Figure 2: Signal to noise ratio for Hamamatsu SiPMs illu-
minated by LED.

Further studies were conducted at the NA61 CERN
beamtime in summer 2016 with help of NA61 PSD
calorimeter similar to CBM PSD with SiPM-based readout
[3]. Three packs of 5 Hamamatsu SiPMs - non-irradiated,
irradiated with 4E10 and 4E11 n/cm2 (“white spectrum”
of 2-34 MeV) were soldered to NA61 PSD readout boards
and mounted to the calorimeter module. With the mod-
ule equipped with SiPMs irradiated to the same dose, we
estimated dependence of the proton energy determination
resolution on the neutron fluence applied to SiPMs. First
five sections of the module were equipped with the investi-
gated SiPMs, so the achieved energy resolution values are
greater than in the case of the full 10-sections operation.

The 80 GeV/c proton beam was utilized to access the
calorimeter energy determination performance with irradi-
ated SiPMs. Module energy resolution RE was calculated
from the deposited energy as the sigma of Gauss fit di-
vided by its mean (see Figure 3). For the module equipped
with non-irradited SiPMs RE was equal to 16.5 %. For
the SiPMs irradiated by total fluence of 4E10 n/cm2 it re-
mained the same; even though noise RMS of the module
during the simple LED-test shown increase in 1.7 times, it
was not visible during the proton beam tests probably due
to to increased noise from the other electronic sources dur-
ing the whole detector operation. Still, signal from muons
was not possible to detect, which is not a problem for the
detector operation, but makes muon-calibration impossi-
ble, so other calibration methods have to be employed. For
the SiPMs irradiated by total fluence of 4E11 n/cm2 RE

was equal to 21.1 %, meaning decrease in the energy reso-

lution by 4.6 %.

Figure 3: Energy resolution for 80 GeV/c proton beam
with half of NA61 PSD module equipped with Hamamatsu
SiPMs.

Conclusion
During the SiPM irradiation tests, Hamamatsu S12572-

010P was chosen as the best available candidate for the
PSD readout. Dark current increase with the absorbed flu-
ence raises the requirement for the corresponding high-
current power supply up to 1 mA per SiPM (channel).
Gradual degradation of the SiPM signal to noise ratio with
the absorbed fluence poses the requirement for the regu-
lar PSD module recalibration during the experiment opera-
tion. PSD energy resolutionRE studied at NA61 beamtime
dropped only slightly - by 4.6 % for the SiPMs irradiated
by total fluence of 4E11 n/cm2.
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Reconstruction of η mesons with the CBM ECAL
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In order to determine the in-medium mass distribution
of ρ mesons in heavy-ion collisions it is necessary to quan-
titatively measure the yields of π0 and η mesons using the
electromagnetic calorimeter. Reconstruction of η mesons is
particularly challenging due to the small production cross
section and huge combinatorial background. Therefore we
consider this reconstruction as a benchmark of the CBM
electromagnetic calorimeter performance. Our study was
performed with the latest software — june 2016 release
of the CBMROOT which is the most realistic in terms of
amount of material in front of the ECAL. Simulated CBM
setup consists of STS, magnet, RICH, TOF and ECAL.
Simulated experimental setup is illustrated in Figure1 with
electromagnetic calorimeter shown with green blocks after
the TOF wall. The size of the ECAL in simulation was in-
creased to enable the later studies of optimal for η meson
reconstruction positions of calorimeter blocks.

Figure 1: CBMROOT model of the CBM detector used in
simulation.

Quality of π0 and η mesons reconstruction was checked
for most difficult events — central Au+Au collisions at
10 AGeV. 5 × 106 UrQMD events were used. The invari-
ant mass of all reconstructed photon pairs in each event was
calculated and histogrammed. The shape of the combinato-
rial background was estimated using standard “superevent”
technique. The invariant mass for background was con-

structed using photons from different events. The distance
between photons in pair for both signal and background
was required to be more than 36 cm (i.e. close photons
will give only one local maximum in calorimeter and can’t
be reconstructed in a single event). The normalized back-
ground histogram was subtracted from signal histogram.
Normalization coefficients were obtained using the num-
ber of photon pairs with invariant mass in a range from
0.75 to 2.0 GeV/c2. The results for η meson mass region
are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for two positions of
calorimeter blocks — located at 48 cm and 96 cm from the
beam axis correspondingly.
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distributions of reconstructed pho-
ton pairs after background subtraction at η meson mass
region for “closed” ECAL — 48 cm distance between
calorimeter blocks and beam axis.

The significance of η meson peak is 4.5 for a “closed”
calorimeter and 3.9 for an “opened” calorimeter. The effi-
ciency of η meson reconstruction was found to be 3% for a
“closed” calorimeter and 2% for an “opened” calorimeter.
Signal to background ration is about 0.0002 in both cases.
Reconstructed mass of η meson is affected (shifted to the
higher values) by rather large background energy contribu-
tions which are unavoidable in high occupancy of central
gold-gold collisions. A dedicated calibration procedure is
developed to correct this effect.

Used MC statistics corresponds to about 15 seconds of
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distributions of reconstructed pho-
ton pairs after background subtraction at η meson mass
region for “opened” ECAL — 96 cm distance between
calorimeter blocks and beam axis.

CBM operation at 10 MHz interaction rate.
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Neutron shielding for PSD readout with SiPM
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Radiation damage of the components of the CBM
Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) is an important is-
sue. High intensity beams at the FAIR SIS100 will cause
fast degradation of currently available types of SiPM
planned for the detector readout. Parallel to the search
for more radiation hard SiPM also the ways to reduce
the neutron doses were investigated and polyethylene
based neutron shielding was developed.

Radiation sensitive SiPM readout

The PSD is a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter
designed to measure the energy distribution of the projec-
tile nuclei fragments (spectators) and forward going par-
ticles produced close to the beam rapidity [1]. Beams at
FAIR SIS100 of up to 1E7 interactions/s will lead to a high
radiation emission to the PSD producing a high neutron flu-
ence of up to 4E12 n/cm2 accumulated during one year of
the experiment operation. Silicon photomultipliers (SiPM,
sometimes marked also as avalanche photodiodes (APD))
are planned to be used for light readout from the wave-
length shifting fibers (WLSF) connected to the plastic scin-
tillators.

Although there is a relatively large number of SiPM
manufacturers today, all types of SiPM suffer from low ra-
diation hardness. In PSD, the SiPMs are the weakest com-
ponent from the radiation hardness point of view. Intensive
studies of SiPM radiation hardness are being performed at
NPI Rez, see e.g. [2]. Currently available SiPMs from dif-
ferent vendors are irradiated with different neutron doses
and their properties are studied in detail. Parallel to this,
also the ways to reduce neutron dose are tested.

PSD as spallation target

Taking into account the composition of the PSD detec-
tor, namely lead and plastic, the PSD may be seen as a
massive spallation target with neutron moderator. To see
the ”spallation” spectra at the end of the PSD setup, where
the SiPMs are placed, a MCNPX 2.7 simulation was run
[3]. One PSD module represented by an alternating lead-
plastic structure of real dimensions was irradiated in the
center with a white beam of 100 MeV - 10 GeV protons in
the simulation. Neutron spectra were scored at the end of
PSD and it was checked, that similar result will be obtained
for the white spectra neutron beam of the same energy span.
Gained neutron spectra were later used to fast simulate the
efficiency of the proposed shielding.

MCNPX simulation

Several dimensions and boron enrichment of polyethy-
lene neutron shielding were consequently tested in the
MCNPX simulation. Neutron and proton spectra were cal-
culated in the volume representing the SiPM diode, for re-
sults please see Figure 1. It was shown that even only
5 cm of 3 percent borated polyethylene can significantly
lower the thermal neutron flux. Number of secondary pro-
tons created in this shielding is negligible. However, the
MCNPX simulation was only an approximation due to un-
known particle spectra hitting the PSD in real experiment.

Figure 1: MCNPX 2.7 simulation of single PSD module
with neutron shielding.

Fluka simulation

The proposed neutron shielding was tested also in the
Fluka code [4], taking into account complex CBM setup
and conditions. Fluka simulation proved significant de-
crease in neutron equivalent fluence at the position of PSD
SiPM readout, especially for the most central modules,
please see Figure 2. Differences in the neutron fluence with
and without the polyethylene shielding are almost one or-
der of magnitude. This might be the difference between
slightly damaged SiPM, which can still read-out the light
pulses from WLSF, and completely damaged SiPM with
unacceptable high noise.
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Figure 2: Fluka simulation of neutron shielding for PSD.

Figure 3: Assembly of PSD module including neutron
shielding.

PSD module construction

Taking into account the results of MCNPX and Fluka
simulations, it was decided to use neutron shielding of
SiPM in PSD in the form of 8 cm thick polyethylene
blocks, with three percent of boron. Shielding blocks are
being mounted in the currently build PSD modules, see
Figure 3. This shielding should provide additional safety
reserve and lower the SiPM degradation in normal opera-
tion conditions.

Conclusion
Simple idea on significant reduction of neutron flux at

the end of PSD was verified in MCNPX and Fluka simula-
tions and successfully adopted in the construction of PSD
modules. Lowering of especially thermal neutron flux can
help together with the search on more radiation hard SiPM
to build the PSD ready for SIS100 experiments and their
high beam intensities.
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Multichannel ADC and analog front-end ASIC for readout electronics

Yu. Bocharov, V. Butuzov, and A. Simakov
National Research Nuclear University ”MEPhI”, Moscow, Russia

Two application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) have
been designed for prototyping of IP-blocks for readout
electronics. First one is a multichannel micropower ADC.
The prototype, which was implemented in XFAB 0.35u
CMOS process has 10 channels, containing 10-bit ADC
in each channel, FIFO buffer memory, SPI serial interface
and a precision voltage reference (Fig. 1). [1]

Figure 1: Architecture of multichannel ADC
It features very low power consumption, which is less

than 0.5 mW per channel at the sampling frequency of
150 kHz. The proposed new design technique [1] achieves
ADC differential non-linearity (DNL) that is less than 0.5
of the least significant bit (LSB). Integral non-linearity
(INL) is less than 1.6 LSB (Fig. 2).

Another chip is an analog front-end for current output
sensors. In particular, it can be used for silicon photo-
multiplier (SiPM) signals processing (RICH, etc). The
number of channels of ASIC as well as the types of their
input stages depends on the application. The prototype
contains three current-input channels and three voltage-
input channels. Each of the channels includes a pro-
grammable pre-amplifier, integrator with baseline holder,
code-controlled amplifiers, amplitude discriminator, two
programmable timers, low pass filter, peak detector, and
output buffer with the baseline tuning circuitry (Fig. 3).

ASIC is implemented in 0.35um CMOS technology. The
device uses a serial interface for programming its configu-

Figure 2: Measured typical static performance of ADC. (a)
Differential non-linearity and (b) Integral non-linearity

Figure 3: Functional diagram of one channel of analog
ASIC

ration and parameters. The main performance parameters
of ASIC are as follow: input impedance of current input
amplifiers – (47 - 54) Ohm; current gain control range – 2
bit; voltage gain control range – 8 bit; dynamic range (0.1
- 60) pC; conversion ratio (max.) – 400 mV/pC; shaping
time – 60 ns; power consumption per channel – 5.5 mW.
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Achieving data read-out resilience via GBT-SCA
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Introduction

In general, a read-out chain for a high-energy physics
experiment needs to reliably transport data from the front-
end electronics to the back-end for analysis and storage.
This task is aggravated by two factors: one is to re-
duce/compress data rates of TB/s to GB/s for storage and
analysis, and the other is dealing with radiation effects the
closer one gets to the detector (see Figure 1). GBTX-
based Data Acquisition (DAQ) offers a data-agnostic read-
out chain with radiation-hard components. This opens up
the opportunity to develop a resilient DAQ chain for radia-
tion environments that is generic enough to be reusable by
arbitrary experiments. The GBT-SCA has a variety of in-
terfaces, that is useful for a wide range of devices, starting
from ADCs to GPIOs and JTAG [1]. Therefore, it can inter-
face a temperature sensor as easily as an FPGA’s JTAG in-
terface for programming and monitoring devices during ac-
tive beam. The only detector that could consider an FPGA
in its front-end read-out in the CBM experiment is ToF. For
the other detectors the radiation levels are simply too high
to ensure proper operation, despite the benefits of adapt-
ability, flexibility and reduced cost compared to ASIC de-
velopment.

Front-End Electronics

Read-Out Electronics / Pre-Processing

Data Processing

Detector Control Data Analysis / Storage

TB/s

GB/s

Figure 1: Generalized read-out setup of an experiment in
high-energy physics. Two major tasks need to be handled.
The first is a problem of data processing and compression,
where data rates of the order of TB per second need to be
filtered/compressed down to GB per second which can be
stored away. The second is monitoring and maintaining the
electronics to ensure as little failures and data loss as pos-
sible. Especially in the layers of front-end electronics and
read-out electronics the issue of ionizing radiation needs to
be addressed.

Current state
While FPGAs may be favorable in data read-out chains,

they must be monitored via JTAG to ensure proper opera-
tion of the read-out chain. Regardless of FPGAs, the front-
end needs to be controlled, which is the SCA’s primary
function (see Figure 2). Currently, such a chain is under de-
velopment [2] where the front-end and the back-end is kept
as generic as possible, while still being compatible with the
GBTX system. Ongoing work is focused on the implemen-
tation of a generic control module incorporating not only
JTAG, but also the other interfaces that the SCA has to of-
fer, and a reference IPBus integration design. This stand-
alone implementation of the presented concept is planned
to be tested in-beam at COSY, Juelich in 2017.

Figure 2: Adaptable Read-Out chain via GBTX and GBT-
SCA. This schematic illustrates the reusability of the de-
scribed approach for arbitrary experiments. The core of the
approach is made up of the GBT-FPGA core running on an
FPGA board and the GBTX and GBT-SCA Hardware, and
is always fixed. The front- and back-end are interchange-
able, while the SCA offers a various features depending on
the given requirements.
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Towards the common readout interface boards for STS
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Version control friendly project management
Development of the firmware for CBM readout requires

maintaining of complex HDL designs. To allow efficient
management of projects incorporating multiple indepen-
dently maintained IP blocks, the Tcl scripts proposed in
2015 have been further developed into the VEXTPROJ en-
vironment [1]. This environment allows rebuilding Vivado
projects from the textual description stored in the version
control systems. It supports importing IP blocks from re-
mote repositories (Git, SVN, and others), and allows uti-
lization of the ”Out of Context Compilation” (OOC) to
speed up rebuilding of the whole design. Figure 1 shows
an example of a project consisting of locally and remotely
managed sources.

Figure 1: Example of the VEXTPROJ project, that uses
the particular version of IP block stored in a remote SVN
directory [1].

STS/MUCH-XYTER2 tester
The VEXTPROJ approach has been used in further de-

velopment of the STS/MUCH-XYTER2 (SMX2) tester
[2]. The design has been split between two repositories:

“SMX2 tester” and “SMX2 model”. The tester design im-
ports the model as an OOC compiled block, which results
in faster compilations. In 2016, the exhaustive tests of the
SMX2 model have been performed in cooperation with the
AGH and GSI teams. The tests covered the operation of the
SMX2 model with varying number of uplink connections,
recovery from induced and random error conditions and
transmission of generated test hit data. The tests resulted
in disclosing and fixing of a few subtle bugs, and improve-
ments to the protocol [3] and the design of the SMX2 digi-
tal backend [4]. After the STS/MUCH-XYTER2 has been
manufactured, the SMX2 tester has been also successfully
used for communication and testing of the real ASICs.

Assessment of the new FPGA platform for
STS Common Readout Interface

The work on the prototype of the Common Readout
Interface (CRI) predecessor - the DPB boards, and the
SMX2 tester was started when “Family 7” was the newest
FPGA series available from Xilinx. Therefore the AFCK
board designed for that purpose was based on Kintex 7
XC7K325T chip [5]. In the meantime, two new families -
the “Ultrascale” and the next “Ultrascale+” were offered by
Xilinx. As the initial step for selection of the final hardware
platform for the CRI boards, the preliminary analysis of the
feasibility of CRI implementation in the Ultrascale+ chips
was performed. The prices of comparable “Kintex Ultra-
scale+” and “Zynq Ultrascale+” are similar. Therefore the
Zynq Ultrascale+ ZU11EG chip was selected for the anal-
ysis. Obtained preliminary results show that it should be
possible to use a single ZU11EG FPGA to concentrate data
from up to 8 Common ReadOut Boards (CROB) [6] into up
to 8 FLES links. The analysis included different architec-
tures for the STS data concentration. The approach based
on the heap sorter [7], offers better memory blocks utiliza-
tion but requires too high clock frequency (896 MHz) to
handle the incoming data stream. The approach based on
the simple stream merger allows to parallelize data process-
ing in the input stage, and group concentrated data in the
longer words at the output to lower the required clock fre-
quency. Of course, those preliminary results may be signif-
icantly changed by further progress in technology.

Forth based AFCK board controller
The AFCK board used as a prototyping platform for

STS readout requires initial configuration of various com-
ponents (clock generators, clock crossbar, connected FMC
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boards). It is equipped with the separate ARM processor,
but it is used as an MTCA MMC controller, and modifi-
cation of its firmware is inconvenient. Therefore, another
approach was proposed. The solution [8] is based on a very
simple J1B Forth CPU developed by James Bowman [9].
The Forth language offers very good code density and sup-
ports an interactive development of control/diagnostic pro-
cedures, without a necessity to use an external compiler. Si-
multaneously, the developed and tested procedures (Forth
“words”) may be added to the initial Forth CPU program
included in the FPGA configuration bitstream. It is also
possible to define a procedure to be executed automatically,
after the FPGA is configured or after the reset. Afterward,
the interactive operation is possible. The controller may
be used for configuration and diagnostics even before the
Ethernet-based IPbus control connection is established, or
in setups where the IPbus is not available at all. Commu-
nication with the controller is provided by the USB con-
nector and the on-board USB/UART bridge. Defined Forth
words support control of typical programmable clock gen-
erators (Si57x, IDT ICS8N4Q001), control of the internal
I2C busses in the AFCK and communication with the user
logic in FPGA.

Preparations for the GBT-based readout

The SMX2 tester used the “Black Box” models of the
GBT e-Links. It allows direct connection to the SMX2
ASIC. However, the final setup, based on the CROB boards
[6] must use the real e-Links implemented by the GBT-
FPGA IP core in the tester (future CRI) and by the GBTX
ASIC in CROB. Implementation of the GBT-compatible
SMX2 tester and CRI required a few introductory steps.
The GBT-FPGA IP core is still under development. There-
fore to facilitate its replacement with the new version, the
VEXTPROJ compatible version of the GBT-FPGA sources
has been prepared. To test the communication with the
GBTX ASIC, the dedicated test setup has been created con-
sisting of the AFCK board and the Versatile Link Demon-
strator Board (VLDB). The AFCK firmware includes the
Forth controller, the GBT-FPGA core, and dedicated test
cores. First tests have been performed, and the current
work is focused on the verification (with the CERN GBTX-
SUPPORT team) that the GBTX operation modes required
by the SMX2 communication protocol are working cor-
rectly.

Controlling of the e-Link data and clock delays in the
GBTX requires the GBT IC controller core, which should
be delivered by the CERN team. Before it is available,
it is necessary to emulate it using the I2C control of the
GBTX chip. To make it possible, the original Windows-
compatible Python scripts provided by CERN have been
modified to ensure Linux compatibility.

The current work is aimed at implementation of the
GBT-compatible SMX2 tester. First attempts, based on the
3.1.1 version of the GBT-FPGA core required the special
clock-domain-crossing (CDC) blocks in the uplink chan-

nel. Fortunately, the new release of the GBT-FPGA (4.1.0
in July 2016) provides the portable CDC blocks in the
GBT-FPGA core itself1. Further research is desired to
check if using the Xilinx-specific blocks for CDC may re-
sult in even smaller resources consumption.
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Design and development of the nDPB FPGA mezzanine card
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1Infrastructure and Computer Systems for Data Processing (IRI), Frankfurt University, Frankfurt/Main, Germany;
2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction

With the introduction of the AFCK [1] as a Data Process-
ing Board DPB, several CBM subsystems such as the Sili-
con Tracking System STS and the Muon Chamber MUCH
require the integration of nXYTER-based front-end boards
into the current CBM-DAQ. For this reason, an FPGA mez-
zanine card was developed in order to allow the intercon-
nection of the front-end boards to the AFCK.

Design considerations

In order to achieve a correct time-stamping in a free-
running data acquisition chain, a global synchronization
system is necessary. Therefore a connection to an external
synchronization system [2] is made through a RJ45 con-
nector, which receives the synchronization signals from a
tDPB. Given the fact that the nDPB is floating at the high-
voltage bias level of the STS module, which is around +/-
150V, an isolation between the FPGA fabric and the RJ45
is mandatory. The isolation is made by a magnetic Ethernet
isolator.

A Small Form Factor SFP optical transceiver module is
also included on the nDPB-FMC to allow a 10 Gbps FLIM
or 1Gpbs IPBUS communication between the AFCK and
the DAQ-PC. Moreover, two KEL-68 connectors have been
included on the nDPB-FMC to connect to the nXYTER
front-end boards. Finally, in order to facilitate prototyping,
three LVDS General Purpose Input/Output GPIO pins were
also included on the FMC.

Because of the high speed signals and high pin-out den-
sity of the FMC design, an 8-layer PCB stack-up was se-
lected. Five layers were used for high speed transmission
lines while three layers where used as power planes. In or-
der to reduce the high-frequency losses caused by the PCB
dielectric material, a MEGTRON-6 material was selected
for the cores and the prepegs. The final nDPB-FMC is
shown in the Fig.1.

Closing notes

The nDPB-FMC was successfully used and tested during
the CERN SPS 2016 beamtest [3]. The FLIM optical con-
nection as well as the external synchronization by the RJ45
were also successfully tested. Moreover, the nDPB-FMC
was shown to be also useful for the SPADIC 2.0 readout, as
presented in [4]. Fig.2 shows the experimental nDPB setup
used during the CERN SPS 2016 beamtest where multiple
nDPB-FMC were used.

Figure 1: Left: Top side of the nDPB-FMC, two KEL-
68 connectors are shown as well as the GPIO connector.
Right: Bottom side of the nDPB-FMC, RJ45, magnetic
isolator, FMC-HPC connector and the SFP with a cage are
shown.

Figure 2: nDPB setup at CERN SPS 2016 beamtest
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Status Update of the Feature Extraction Framework
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Abstract
The Feature Extraction Framework helps to create plat-

forms for rapid prototyping of FPGA feature extraction al-
gorithms. In the context of the CBM experiment, it is used
to easily generate a full system design offering all prepro-
cessing algorithms required for the Transition Radiation
Detector sub-system in order to extract as much possible
information from the SPADIC front-end electronics with a
minimum of data bandwidth.

High-Level Synthesis
Algorithms written in high-level C++ source code can

be synthesized by the Feature Extraction Framework due to
the integration of the Vivado-HLS compiler in the toolflow.
The process starts with the creation of an fex file. An fex
file is written in a meta-programming language used to de-
clare primarily: the FPGA development platform, the pro-
cessing cores as well as the interconnection between them.
A processing core is called FeKernel, which is an abstract
description of an algorithm. An algorithm implementa-
tion in a FeKernel can be described by either a Hardware
Description Language (HDL) such as VHDL, a Vivado-
compliant C++ source code or alternatively by using an al-
gorithm template available from the framework FeKernel
library. Designers decide which communication interfaces
are implemented in a FeKernel: low-level interfaces (e.g.
AXI4-Stream) or high-level interfaces available from the
framework interface library or alternatively inherited from
Vivado-HLS interface templates (e.g. hls::stream).

Figure 1: Left: Example of an hls::stream port using an
AXI4-Stream interface. Right: Example of an fex::stream
port containing three streaming channels with an AXI4-
Stream interface in each of them.

The framework provides an fex::stream template to im-
plement stream ports as channels, shown in Fig. 1, which
is based on hls::stream and provides FIFO buffering for ev-
ery channel. The buffer size can be explicitly controlled by
the designer, if required. Due to this, designers can eas-

ily create stream channels with different interfaces while
maintaining the object-oriented properties of the streaming
port.

Figure 2: The Feature Extraction Framework Toolflow.

The synthesis starts with the fex file directly translated
to VHDL by the framework compiler. Anyhow, if Vivado
high-level directives are used, the framework pre-compiler
first generates C++ sources that are transformed to VHDL
by Vivado-HLS. As follows, the framework compiler gen-
erates wrappers for every FeKernel and the interconnection
between them, the buffering and interfacing is also han-
dled automatically. Finally, if any VHDL sources were
generated by Vivado-HLS they are included as IP-cores.
From this point on third party tools as Vivado [1] can be
used to generate the needed bitfiles. A representation of
the toolflow is shown in Fig. 2.

Current status and future work
With the introduction of the SPADIC v2.0 [2] and the

AFCK [3] as a Data Processing Board DPB for the TRD-
DAQ, the Feature Extraction Framework is being inte-
grated into the current firmware design flow. A first
overview of this implementation is presented in [4]. Fur-
ther analysis of FPGA design-space exploration for designs
generated by the Feature Extraction Framework is currently
being performed.
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Integration of the timing synchronizer system into the
readout system for the beamtime at CERN SPS in 2016

L. Meder and J. Becker
KIT-ITIV, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany

For the CBM beamtime at the CERN SPS in 2016, the
data acquisition group of CBM created a readout system
which was composed of several readout boards being in-
stalled in MTCA.4 crates.

Being equipped with prototypical frontend interfacing
cards, FPGA ICs and high-speed data links, this platform
provides a flexible integrated high performance platform
for the detector readout of the beam test. Using custom
FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMC), readout FEBs for different
types of detectors can be directly connected to the FPGA-
based readout cards. These detector specific FMCs are the
nDPB FMCs [1] for interfacing nXyter FEB-F cards and
the gDPB FMCs for connecting GET4 FEBs. For easing
the control of the readout, the AMC FMC Carrier Kintex
(AFCK) FPGA-based MTCA.4 AMCs are used in CBM.
These cards are mounted inside 12-Slot MTCA.4 crates for
providing power and cooling, the connection to a JTAG in-
terface and the IPBus-based [2] Slow-Control system.

In order to operate this readout with a global time refer-
ence and at a common clock, an easily integrable Timing
Synchronizer system [3] was developed. As an electrical
interface custom twisted-pair based tDPB FMC cards with
four RJ45 ports are connected to the AFCK boards of the
synchronization system. As an electrical counterpart of this
interface, an additional RJ45 connector is available on each
of the gDPB and nDPB FMCs of the readout FPGA cards.

On the digital side of the Timing Synchronizer sys-
tem, HDL cores were developed which allow creating a
hierarchical synchronization network. Here, the timing
nodes may be configured as different Master devices or as
Slaves which are usually instantiated at the readout FPGA
cards. A so-called Grandmaster (GM) is used at the root
of the synchronization tree in order to generate the timing
information whereas Submasters (SM) distribute data re-
ceived from one of the RJ45 ports to all of the remaining
ports (up to seven for two mounted tDPB FMCs). To syn-
chronize the timing system to a reference source, a gDPB
FMC providing LEMO RF connectors may be mounted at
the Grandmaster. Since e.g. the TOF readout FEBs need to
be operated with an external high-quality 160 MHz refer-
ence, the Grandmaster can be synchronized to the CLOSY
[4] clock generation system used for operating these FEBs.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram describing the setup
used during the CBM beamtime at the CERN SPS in 2016.
In order to synchronize 16 readout cards which are installed
in two MTCA.4 crates, a Grandmaster together with two
Submasters are connected to the cards. Here, the Submas-
ters receive the timing information from the Grandmaster
and distribute it to 14 readout cards, whereas the remaining
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Figure 1: Setup connecting the timing system to the readout
DPBs being installed in two MTCA.4 crates as used during
the CERN SPS 2016 beamtime

two DPBs are directly connected to the Grandmaster.
Besides providing a common clock and a PPS to the

DPBs, the timing system offers a connection to the Slow-
Control. Here, it is possible to adjust coarse or fine delays,
switch the references being used at the different timing de-
vices or verify the status of the timing system. The infor-
mation distributed through the timing network can also be
used at the readout cards to reliably trigger certain events
by adding an activation time to the Slow-Control com-
mands to be executed. Since the Submasters and Slaves
were configured as self-synchronizing, the management of
the synchronization network is eased because the majority
of operations can be initiated by the Grandmaster.

During the CBM beamtime at the CERN SPS in 2016,
the timing synchronizer system enabled the synchronous
operation of the FPGA-based free-streaming data acquisi-
tion system used for testing different prototype detectors.
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An innovative, complementary, and flexible DCS board for FAIR experiments

J.A. Lucio M., J. Gebelein, and U. Kebschull
Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe Universität, Frankfurt am Main

The Detector Control System (DCS) board is a small,
detector mountable, magnetic field and radiation tolerant
communication controller which provides GPIO’s as well
as interface ports using protocols like SPI, I2C and 1Wire.
A concept is being created with the specifications that are
shaped by a collection of problems detector systems de-
signers face. The design currently contains the COTS
TMS570, a Texas Instruments safety Micro- Controller
(µC) which includes redundant and self testing mecha-
nisms for the internal memory and logic, in order to strive
for fault tolerance in radiation environments.

By exploiting the DMA and CRC modules available in
the µC [1], progress was made towards protecting the ex-
ternal SDRAM, used for program storage and execution.
For physics experimental applications, EPICS Channel Ac-
cess (CA) had been implemented in such a µC in previous
work by installing an RTEMS Board Support Package and
writing necessary drivers. Furthermore, the internal tightly
coupled SRAM had been secured by using the µC available
SEC-DED in a scrubbing mechanism [2].

The 5MB program flash memory of the Texas Instru-
ments family TMS570 are rather small to provide EPICS.
Therefore an external SDRAM is used for storage and oper-
ation of the EPICS CA through the RTEMS libraries. This
implies the necessity to secure this external memory from
SEUs.

The DMA and CRC modules in the µC, which are con-
nected as shown in Figure 1, are used as follows: The
DMA is used to copy up to hundreds of Megabytes without
CPU intervention while the CRC performs signature calcu-
lation and data tests continuously. The maximum address-
able memory by the External Memory Interface (EMIF) is
128 MB, which is suitable for RTEMS and EPICS.

CRC Signatures

uninitialized
data back-up

intrlvd. copy of
program and data

stack

heap

initialized data

.text program

SDRAM
TMS570

EMIF

CPU Interconnect System

DMA

CRC

CPUCPU

Figure 1: External memory redundancy for the DCS Board.

The actual memory position available for program stor-
age and execution is specified in the linking commands
script file. This enables partitioning into two major parts,
one for program storage and execution and one for redun-
dancy storage and error recovery, as depicted in Figure 1.
In order to verify the reliability of the redundancy, the CRC
signature of the interleaved copy is computed as well since
the copy is also vulnerable to errors. In order to activate the
CRC for verifying the program data, CRC registers con-
figuration in the microprocessor takes 108 clock cycles, it
takes therefore a total of 216 clock cycles of µC activity
to configure for automatic verification of both data inter-
leaved copy and original program data blocks. Compared
to the amount of performance overhead that would require
the CPU to compute CRC signature verification of a 10 MB
EPICS IOC program itself, this is a low number of cycles.

The board will include the interfaces shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: DCS board buses and links available for interfac-
ing.

A de-multiplexing of GPIO pins is supported to offer a
wide range of usability scenarios [3]. Special attention is
paid to the I2C and SPI interfaces as they can interface to
the well known GBTx-SCA used for example in the CBM
experiment. The DCS board can therefore be operated as
I2C slave to control up to 100 GPIOs.
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Control software for the DPB based readout chains and related beamtime
activities

P.-A. Loizeau1, D. Emschermann1, and the CBM DAQ working group
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Since 2015, several of the CBM sub-detectors groups
are starting to use new readout chains based on the AFCK
FPGA board, on the IPbus system for slow-control com-
munication and on the FLES system for data acquisition.
For the configuration and control of these new chains, a
set of libraries and binaries based on IPbus was developed.
The first step in 2015 was the conversion of tools from the
previous chains to support the readout of a single nXYTER
front-end board through the control path (Control DAQ or
CDAQ) [1]. This set of tools is now expanded for multi-
boards operations and synchronized data taking with dif-
ferent CBM sub-detectors (TOF, MUCH, STS).

The dpbcontrols software is available to all CBM mem-
bers [2] with support for the following firmware modules:
(i) FEB-F: nXYTER v2 ASIC front-end board, (ii) PADI-
GET4: PADI 6 or X board associated with GET4 v1.23,
v1.3 or v2.0 board, (iii) CDAQ: data readout through the
IPbus control path, (iv) FLIM: data readout in Micro-Slice
containers (µS) through the 10 Gb FLES link [3], (v) TS
slave: receiver part of the Time Synchronization (TS) sys-
tem used for multi-boards systems in the CBM 2016 beam-
times with Data Processing Boards (DPBs) [4].
AFCK boards loaded with a CBM firmware are tagged
xDPB, with x a letter corresponding to the firmware type.
Two DPB firmware systems are currently in use: nDPB for
STS and MUCH with FEB-F + CDAQ + FLIM + TS slave
modules and gDPB for TOF with PADI-GET4 + CDAQ +
FLIM + TS slave modules. For each of these systems, a
Command-Line-Interface binary (CLI) is provided to the
users, with access to low level commands (e.g. registers
setting) but also higher level operations such as the auto-
matic calibration of front-end parameters using data sam-
ples acquired through the CDAQ. The two CLI programs
also support the execution of configuration scripts to sim-
plify the operation of systems with hundreds of channels.

For quick monitoring and debugging, the CDAQ data
can be either sampled and directly printed out in the CLI
tools as text or integrated in simple ROOT monitoring
macros for continuous readout. One limitation of this
CDAQ is that in most operating conditions data are lost
between two readout cycles. It is therefore mostly a tool
for setup tuning and not for detector characterization.

In order to operate experimental setups with multiple
DPBs or multiple DPB types, all boards need to use a com-
mon clock and some commands need to be executed syn-
chronously on all targets. The TS system provides to all
DPBs a 40 MHz clock and a synchronization pulse locked
to it with a period of 1024 ∗ 215 cycles or 0.8388608 s.
Before sending a command needing synchronous execu-

tion, the time elapsed since the last synchronization pulse is
readout to ensure that all targets can receive the command
before the next pulse. Three programs are used with this
method to perform the synchronization procedure of the
current prototype systems: 1) one to reset all DPBs in the
setup in a synchronized way and prepare them for config-
uration, 2) one to reset and synchronize the clock counters
of all DPBs and reset the µS counter of their FLIM module
(timing synchronization) 3) one to enable data emission in
a synchronized way (data synchronization: all DPBs start
sending their data at the same µS).

All these tools were used during a beamtime in the H4
cave at CERN SPS in November 2016 [5]. Two proto-
types from the MUCH sub-detector were readout with the
FEB + nDPB system (7 nDPBs with up to 4 FEBs per
board) and multiple RPC prototypes from the TOF sub-
detector were readout with the PADI-X + GET4 + gDPB
system (6 gDPBs with up to 3 front-end boards each).
During this beamtime, an online monitor was developed
based on CBMROOT [6]. It allowed the shift crew to check
on a web page with interactive histograms and in real time
the status of all front-end boards and of the DAQ system.

Another test setup was installed for the TOF sub-detector
group in the STAR experiment at BNL [7], with a single
gDPB. No CBM expert will be on-site when beam will
be available during the STAR 2017 run. Therefore, the
integration of the tools and configuration files in simple
scripts was pushed further, to the point where a reboot of
the DAQ computer triggers a full automatic reconfigura-
tion, followed by the execution of the FLES DAQ and the
CBMROOT online monitor.
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Evaluation of the CBM FLES demonstrator

D. Hutter1, J. de Cuveland1, and V. Lindenstruth1

1FIAS Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The First-level Event Selector (FLES) is the central
event selection system in the CBM experiment. Its task is
to select data for storage based on online analyses includ-
ing a complete event reconstruction. Before event analysis,
the FLES performs timeslice building, which combines the
data from all given input links to self-contained, overlap-
ping processing intervals, and distributes them to compute
nodes. Connectivity to the front-end readout logic in the
Data Processing Boards (DPBs) is provided by the FLES
input interface. A custom FPGA board, the FLES Interface
Board (FLIB), receives microslices via optical links, pre-
pares them for subsequent timeslice building, and transfers
the data via DMA to the host memory. An accompanying
HDL module, the FLES Interface Module (FLIM), imple-
ments the front-end logic interface and FLES link protocol
in the DPB [1].

Prototypes of the input interface and timeslice building
framework have been developed and continuously evolved
towards the final system over the last years. To evaluate the
current FLES demonstrator in real live applications it was
used in the 2016 CBM CERN SPS detector in-beam test
to provide a common read-out for CBM TOF and CBM
MUCH detector prototypes. In this setup data from the
detector front-end ASICs is send to a DPB stage, where
multiple channels are merged, partitioned into microslices,
and passed to a FLIM. Microslices from all DPBs are re-
ceived by one FLES PC which runs the timeslice building
processes and archives resulting timeslices to local disks.
In addition a subsample of the timeslices is published via
a ZMQ socket for online QA. Even though only one PC is
used at a time, timeslice building was performed over an
InfiniBand QDR network to cover the complete data chain.
To ease the data taking process configuring and starting all
needed FLES framework processes is fully automated.

A picture of the FLES setup is shown in Fig. 1. Each
FLES PC hosts two FLIBs providing a total of 16 input
links from which up to 12 were used simultaneously dur-
ing the beam test. For the given FLES setup the possible
throughput should be only limited by the InfiniBand net-
work. This was confirmed performing full timeslice build-
ing and data checking with 16 pattern generator inputs. The
measured 2960MB/s (185MB/s per input) are very close
to the absolute maximum of 3100MB/s for the InfiniBand
in use. Fig. 2 shows the amount of recorded data and the
average date rate for each run over the whole beam test pe-
riod. Data was recorded in three phases according to the
three beam periods provided by the accelerator. The re-
duced average data rate in Phase 3 is the result of optimized
front-end settings producing less overhead. All FLES com-

Figure 1: FLES setup in the HNA 343 control room. Vis-
ible are two FLES input nodes equipped with FLIBs, an
InfiniBand switch used for timeslice building and a control
node. The aqua fibers connect to the DPB layer in the target
cave.
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Figure 2: Total recorded data and average data rate over the
whole beam test period.

ponents performed as expected without noticeable issues.
In total 14TB of data were collected in 182 successful
runs.
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Study of the etcd key-value store for FLES process synchronization
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All data collected in the Compressed Baryonic Matter
(CBM) experiment is send to a high-performance compute
cluster, the First-level Event Selector (FLES). The FLES
is the central event processing unit performing a full on-
line event reconstruction. In the process of timeslice build-
ing data from all input links are distributed via a high-
performance InfiniBand network to the compute nodes.

Flesnet is the software package developed to perform
timeslice building and data transport in the FLES. Within
this framework, a number of different processes are in-
volved in the data chain. For example, one process man-
ages communication with a single FLES Interface Board
(FLIB). Another process distributes the data from the input
nodes to the compute nodes. Yet another process handles
the complete timeslices. Most of the processes within the
Flesnet framework exchange data via shared memories.

However, aside from experiment data, the processes also
need to exchange critical status information and require ac-
cess to consistent configuration data. One possibility is
to store this data in a distributed key-value store that can
be accessed by all processes. As an advantage, key-value
stores can offer consistency and fault-tolerance, and an in-
tuitive data model for the user.

etcd as a Key-Value Store for the FLES etcd is a key-value
store that provides partitioning and consistency, and aims
at high availability. In a distributed key-value store, several
servers can hold a replica of the database and serve requests
while continuously synchronizing their state. In etcd, par-
titioning and consistency are implemented via the RAFT
consensus algorithm [1].

An Etcd benchmark was carried out to study its applica-
bility for configuration and synchronization of the FLES
data transport components. Fig. 1 shows the requests
per second served by a one-node Etcd cluster depend-
ing on the percentage of read requests in all requests. A
read/request ratio of 1 means 100% read requests, whereas
at a read/request ratio of 0 only write requests are per-
formed. We assume that in the final system every process
will issue at least one read and one write request when start-
ing the system, and that we will see at least ten processes
on each of the approximately 600 nodes. In the bench-
mark measurement, a rate of 20 000 requests per second
is achieved for a read/request ratio of 50%, which can be
extrapolated to a total access time to the key-value store
of 0.6 s at system start (Tab. 1). As the benchmark tool
YCSB [2] could only simulate a limited number of clients
independently on a single node, this number is expected to
improve for the real system. According to these results,
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Figure 1: YCSB Benchmark of Etcd one-node server on the
Micro-FLES, showing requests per second served depend-
ing on the read/request ratio (workload) for 100 threads.

Clients Total req. Req. per s Total time

6000 120 000 20 000 0.6 s

Table 1: Performance extrapolation assuming a read/write
ratio of 50/50.

Etcd can be employed for configuration and synchroniza-
tion of the distributed timeslice building processes.

An example implementation of an interface to the Etcd
key-value store has been added to Flesnet. As an example
of an important synchronization task, managing the life cy-
cle of shared memory segments has been identified. These
shared memory segments are used for data communication
by several different types of Flesnet processes. When start-
ing up the system, the information whether a shared mem-
ory buffer has been created and is properly initialized needs
to be passed between the participating processes. The ex-
ample implementation demonstrates that by using Etcd for
this task, the participating processes can be started in any
order. This significantly simplifies the start-up of the sys-
tem.
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Supporting various interconnects in FLESnet using Libfabric
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Abstract
FLES is the first-level event selector of the CBM project.

The system prototype, FLESnet, natively uses InfiniBand
for communication, which limits the portability to other in-
terconnects that may be of interest when the actual anal-
ysis cluster is built. We adopt FLESnet to Libfabric [4],
a generic networking framework, and explain how this
framework is used for time-slice building with efficient,
zero-copy data transfers. We discuss preliminary bench-
marking results of the new implementation using the Cray
GNI interconnect with Intel Xeon Phi processors.

Introduction
The First-Level Event Selector (FLES) high perfor-

mance computing cluster builds timeslices for analysis us-
ing a project called FLESnet1. In FLESnet, two processes
can be distinguished: (1) Input processes receive data from
the detector links via a custom FPGA-based input inter-
face [3] and divide the received data into time intervals,
called microslices, before distributing them for timeslice
building. (2) Compute processes receive microslices of
a corresponding time interval from the input processes to
form complete timeslices before processing them. The data
rates are expected to exceed 1TB/s. Therefore, FLESnet
is supposed to be a scalable, highly available and fault tol-
erant system.

Until 2015, FLESnet was implemented using the API of
InfiniBand Verbs [6] and it relied on connection-oriented
communication. To also support other modern intercon-
nects like Omni-Path [1], Ethernet, and GNI [5], we ported
FLESnet to the open source framework OpenFabrics Inter-
face (OFI) Libfabric [2], a generic framework that supports
a variety of modern networking interconnects. This widens
the spectrum of clusters FLESnet can run on and keeps fu-
ture decisions on the actual computer and networking hard-
ware flexible.

In this paper we present preliminary benchmark results
of the new implementation and discuss our findings on the
scalability.

OFI Libfabric
OFI Libfabric2 is a framework that exports fabric com-

munication services to high-performance computing ap-
plications in an interconnect independent way. Libfab-

1https://github.com/cbm-fles/flesnet
2https://github.com/ofiwg/libfabric

ric aligns fabric services with application needs to provide
a semantic fit between applications and the underlying fab-
ric hardware. This minimizes the overall software overhead
and improves the application efficiency when transmitting
data over a fabric hardware.

Libfabric has two main components: the library and
providers. The Libfabric library defines the APIs and the
generic services that are used by applications and providers
implement them for a certain fabric hardware. All inter-
connects mentioned above are supported by libfabric and
the architecture is open to additional providers for up-
coming hardwares in the future [2]. Libfabric supports
message passing and zero-copy remote direct memory ac-
cess (RDMA) for efficient data transfer over connection-
oriented or connectionless networks.

Adopting FLESnet to Libfabric
The Libfabric communication between two processes

relies on endpoints (EPs) and completion queues (CQs).
Each process needs to create an EP to communicate with
other processes. Endpoints can be created either with a spe-
cific IP address and port or as anonymous EP with a random
port. Each EP gets a unique address, which identifies its na-
tive network address. EPs are used for message-passing or
RDMA communication. CQs contain acknowledgements
about the sent and received messages. We ported FLESnet
to Libfabric with the support of the existing providers3.

As the FLESnet architecture relies on connection ori-
ented networking, we just had to exchange the InfiniBand
specific connection setup with their Libfabric variants to
support all connection-oriented Libfabric providers.

The support for connectionless communication is more
challenging: Libfabric establishes connection-oriented
communications using the 3-way handshaking to exchange
the EP addresses. To support connectionless communica-
tions in FLESnet, each process creates one EP per connec-
tion plus one EP for setup. The setup EPs exchange the
EP addresses of the connection EPs in replacement for the
3-way handshake.

We have tested FLESnet and checked the correctness us-
ing the following providers: connection-oriented and con-
nectionless Sockets, Verbs, and Cray GNI.

Benchmarking
A comparison between the InfiniBand Verbs ping-pong

benchmark and the MPI benchmark was presented in [3]
3https://github.com/tschuett/flesnet/tree/fles libfabric
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using 24 nodes. We have tested FLESnet with up to 80
nodes to get an understanding how the performance is af-
fected by scaling.

Experimental setup
In these experiments, FLESnet is tested with Libfabric

and GNI providers. We used a Cray XC404 with up to 80
nodes, each equipped with an Intel Xeon Phi 7250. The
maximum theoretical bandwidth of each node is 10GB/s.
Microslices are sent to compute nodes based on ’round-
robin’ scheduling. Each microslice is 1MB and each input
node has access to 32MB of the main memory of the node
that is running a compute process.

Ratio of input to compute processes
In this experiment, the effect of the ratio of input pro-

cesses and compute processes on the overall performance is
tested. 60 nodes are used in this experiment and each node
runs one process, either input or compute process. Figure 1
illustrates that the best performance can be achieved when
the number of input processes is larger than the number of
compute processes by a small ratio. In this figure, the best
performance is achieved with a ratio of 32 input processes
to 28 compute processes.
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Figure 1: Aggregated bandwidth vs. # of compute nodes of
overall 60 nodes.

FLESnet scalability
As we have seen above, an almost equal ratio of input

processes to compute processes achieves the best perfor-
mance. Figure 2 depicts the aggregated bandwidth when
the number of input and compute nodes are equally scaled
up. Again, all input processes communicate to all com-
pute processes, each in a round-robin manner. This figure
shows that a better performance can be reached by increas-
ing the number of nodes. Although, the bandwidth of each
input node decreases when the system is scaled up. Conse-
quently, the ratio between the achieved and the ideal band-
width decreases. For instance, the percentage of maximum

4https://www.hlrn.de

theoretical bandwidth is 69% when the system consists of
two nodes. Whereas, the percentage becomes 15% when
the system consists of 74 nodes.
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Figure 2: Bandwidth vs. # of compute nodes

Conclusion
According to the experiments, the bandwidth of each in-

put process decreases when the number of compute pro-
cesses increases. For instance, the bandwidth is 7GB/s
when running FLESnet on two nodes. Whereas the band-
width per input node drops to 2GB/s when running
FLESnet on 50 nodes. This limit could be due to two
reasons. Firstly, a slow process could slow down the per-
formance of the whole system because compute processes
only start processing a timeslice when all its microslices
are received from all input processes. Secondly, the man-
agement of many connections could add more overhead on
the input processes. We will investigate these issues fur-
ther to find a scalable solution to be able to support data
processing with a rate of 1TB/s.
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Geometry database development for the CBM experiment
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The geometry of the CBM detector systems (”modules“)
is described in the ROOT TGeo format, with one separate
file for each system. An entire CBM geometry is defined
by a set of such geometry files with given versions.

Currently, the geometry files are stored and distributed
through the CBM software repository. Setups as combi-
nations of geometry files are defined on the ROOT macro
level. This situation is rather complicated and error-prone.

The CBM Geometry Database (DB) is designed and im-
plemented as a part of the CBM Databases project [1] ac-
cording to the User Requirements Document [2]. A sim-
plified object model of the CBM Geometry DB is shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Object model of the CBM Geometry DB

Each object has a unique tag that can be used as a key
for searching. Any object has the parameters: Description,
Author and Date. Description is a short description of the
object, Author is the user who created the object and Date is
the time of object creation. The parameter URL is a string
with the full path to the data file. This file is accessible
from the Geometry DB. It should store geometry data in
ROOT format if there is a link to the Geometry Module
object, materials if there is a link to the Material object,
and magnetic field if there is a link to the Field object.

The CBM geometry database is realized as a tree struc-
ture. The top-level object is the Setup. It has relations with
one Material object, one Field object and several Setup
Module objects. A Setup Module object has relation with
one Geometry Module object. The Geometry Module ob-
ject contains information about the sub-detector and its ge-
ometry data. The Setup Module object has a link to the
mother Setup Module. Its Transformation Matrix param-
eter describes the placement of the module in the mother
module.

Figure 2: General architecture of the CBM Geometry DB

The Geometry DB has three type of users: Lead De-
veloper, Developer and CBM User. The Lead Developer
is a coordinator and the responsible person for the Setups.
He/she can upload new versions of Setup and materials file.
The Developer is a person responsible for a Setup Module
and its Geometry Module. The CBM User has only read
access.

The General architecture of the CBM Geometry DB is
shown in Fig. 2. The Geometry DB consists of a Central
DB and Local DB components. The Central DB keeps pri-
mary data and is unique within the entire CBM environ-
ment. Lead Developers and Developers use the Central DB
in order to update Setups and corresponding data. Updates
can be done through both web server and API modules.
A Local Geometry DB is a copy or several copies of the
Central DB. Local copies are implemented in SQLite. Any
Local Geometry DB is updated after a change to the Cen-
tral DB. It is available for CBM users via their local file
system.

The API and GUI accesses are designed and imple-
mented. The API is implemented as macros in the cbmroot
environment.
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Machine learning based monitoring of HEP computing infrastructures
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Introduction

Computing infrastructures used in High Energy Physics
(HEP) need tools to monitor, analyze and react to poten-
tial security incidents. These tools should collect data such
as resource consumption, system logfiles and sequence of
system calls for detecting and analyzing anomalies caused
by security problems. They should also be able to perform
automated actions when an attack is detected without the
administrator intervention. We are working in a framework
that accomplishes these requirements, with a proof of con-
cept implementation for the AliEn Grid used at GSI. We
show how we achieve a fully virtualized environment that
improves the security by isolating services and jobs. We
describe a collected dataset for Machine Learning based
Intrusion Prevention and Detection Systems. This dataset
is composed of resource consumption (such as CPU, RAM
and network traffic), system logfiles, and system call data
collected from production jobs running in a Grid test site
and a big set of malware. This malware was collected from
security research sites. Based on this dataset, we will pro-
ceed to develop Machine Learning algorithms able to de-
tect malicious jobs.

Implementation

We have deployed a Grid site based on AliEn [1] in a
local Linux cluster, with 5 Ubuntu 14.04 nodes. To or-
chestrate and run the Jobs inside Linux Containers (LC)
we tested three different tools: Google Kubernetes, Apache
Mesos and Docker Swarm.

We decided to work with Docker Swarm, given its more
simplistic setup. As LC engine we use Docker with Centos
6 container images. We have developed AliEn interfaces
for the mentioned batch systems. CVMFS [2] is installed
at the hosts and shared as a volume inside the AliEn con-
tainer, to allow access to HEP libraries. Currently we ex-
ecute one job per container. This is useful to increase the
traceability between different jobs. Also, this is the natural
micro service model for LC.

We used Prometheus [3] and Sysdig [4] as monitoring
infrastructure for collecting data from normal Grid jobs.
Prometheus allows to take resource usage data directly
from containers and collect it by a RESTful interface. Sys-
dig enables system call capture in Linux OS, in a fast and
reliable way. We developed a custom Python library to in-
tegrate these tools and made them fit our needs. This infras-
tructure was utilized for the execution and measurement of
AliEn production jobs, which are tagged as normal jobs.

A network isolated machine for malware data collection
was used, with the same setup as the Grid worker nodes.
We downloaded a set of 10,000 Linux malware samples
from a security research web site [5]. We ran the samples
and collected the same information as for the normal jobs
(logfiles, sequence of system calls, resource usage data). At
the end we obtained a dataset that allows to train and test
our selected Machine Learning algorithms: SVM, Radial
Basis Function NN and Deep Learning NN. Figure 1 shows
a representation of the proposed framework.

Figure 1: Data obtained from the monitored Grid jobs is
processed to extract feature that feed a ML algorithm. This
algorithm decides whether the job is normal or malicious.

Next steps
Using the described dataset, we will proceed to test the

selected Machine Learning algorithms to find the one that
offers the best accuracy and performance.
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Online monitoring with cbmroot

F. Uhlig
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For the beamtime in the H4 cave at CERN SPS in
November 2016 [1], a new solution for the online moni-
toring was developed.

To avoid taking wrong data or recording a data set with
low quality, an immediate (online) feedback of the data
quality during an experiment is needed. This task requires
to analyze the detector data at the time they are taken and
create control histograms which can then be checked by the
responsible detector experts. This online monitoring can
roughly be divided into two parts: on one side the online
analysis of the data which produces the control histograms
and on the other side the online display which allows to
examine the produced control histograms.

The analysis part and the generation of histograms is
based on the cbmroot framework. To get the online stream
directly from the data acquisition, a special input class was
developed which reads complete timeslices from the FLES
timeslice publisher. A timeslice contains data of all detec-
tors measured during a fixed time interval. The length of
the timeslice is adjustable and was set for this beamtime
to 0.01 s. The client-server setup allows to execute many
different analysis processes in parallel, each of them con-
nected to the FLES timeslice server.

After reading a complete timeslice, different analysis
steps are possible depending on the use case. In the case of
the CERN beamtime no complicated analysis was needed.
The information which should be filled into histograms
could be directly extracted from single-detector data with-
out the need to correlate them to information from other
detectors or detector channels. In this case it was sim-
ply possible to loop over all detector data contained in one
timeslice, extract the detector information and fill the infor-
mation into the defined histograms. In the case of an analy-
sis where correlations between different detector channels
are important, it is needed to divide the data contained in
one timeslice into events. These events should contain all
detector data which were produced in the experiment by a
reaction. The further analysis is then based on the events
defined in this event building.

The new online display is based on the http server [2]
which is included in the ROOT framework [3]. This web
server allows a remote access to the running online analy-
sis with a powerful HTML/JavaScript user interface. In the
online analysis code the defined histograms only have to
be registered at the http server which is done with only one
additional line of code. After the registration each object
can be displayed in any modern web browser. The plotted
histograms are not simple static pictures but the JavaScript

interface allows to interact with the histograms nearly the
same way as with native ROOT canvases. For example, it is
possible to change a plot from linear to log scale, change
the plot style from contour to surface or to rotate 3d plots.
Many interactive examples which demonstrate the possi-
bilities of the user interface can be found at the JSROOT

webpage [4].
A screen shot of the user interface in shown in Fig. 1.

On the left side of the interface is the menu structure with
the registered histograms and canvases. A click on one of
the histograms or canvases in the menu will display the se-
lected item on the right side. If the option “Monitoring” is
chosen, the histograms are automatically updated when the
web server triggers an update. The adjustable time interval
for the updates is defined when starting the online analysis.
The web interface also allows to implement signals which
are sent from the web browser to the running online anal-
ysis. This possibility was used during the beamtime to im-
plement functions to clear histograms without the need to
restart the complete online analysis. The buttons for these
actions are also in the menu structure of the user interface.

Figure 1: User interface of the online monitor
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A data model for time slices and events in cbmroot

V. Friese
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The data interface of experiment and reconstruction soft-
ware in CBM is the so-called time slice, a container com-
prising the complete detector raw data within a given time
interval. These data are not associated to “events” (beam-
target interactions) by a hardware trigger. It is the task of
the reconstruction software to establish events out of this
data stream. Thus, reconstruction starts from time slices
and ends with events, which are either used for online data
selection or given offline to the high-level physics analysis.
The simulation faces the reverse challenge: Starting from
modeling physical events by some suitable event generator,
the detector response has to generate a data stream equiva-
lent to that in the real experiment. The cbmroot framework
thus has to provide an environment which allows to handle
time slices and events at the same time.

Historically, cbmroot evolved along the lines of a clas-
sical, event-based framework, using the FairRoot layer
on top of ROOT as a platform. Events were naturally rep-
resented by entries of a ROOT TTree, with event data in
TClonesArrays as branches of the tree. Tasks operated on
these data arrays event by event, triggered by each new en-
try of the TTree. Meanwhile, a complete reconstruction
chain is available for this event-based mode.

The necessity to go beyond the event-by-event data pro-
cessing towards the real, free-streaming data flow was
clear from the beginning, and developments in this direc-
tion started many years ago by extensions of the frame-
work [1, 2]. This was accompanied by the development of
the DAQ software and the time slice data format [3] and
by corresponding developments of the FairRoot software
layer supporting the treatment of free-streaming data [4].
However, the necessity to define a data format suitable to
the specific CBM needs remained. Such a data model was
developed, tested and implemented in the year 2016.

The new data model closely resembles the old one on a

Figure 1: Event representation in the new data model. In
this example, events are defined from reconstructed tracks.

formal level. It continues relying on the ROOT TTree, but
one tree entry now represents one entire time slice, contain-
ing data from many physics events. Data are again arranged
in TClonesArrays as branches of the tree, one array per data
type (e.g, digi, cluster, hit, track). Events are represented by
the dedicated data class CbmEvent in their own TClonesAr-
ray. The event class does not contain the data themselves,
but a collection of indices of the associated data objects in
their respective array (Fig. 1). Based on this scheme, the
reconstruction can be divided into three parts:

1. Tasks before event building (“time-based tasks”) op-
erate on the entire time slice without information on events.
Such time-based reconstruction was already developed for
cluster-, hit- and track-finding in the STS.

2. The event-building task associates data to events
by the method CbmEvent::AddData(Cbm::DataType,

UInt t), with the type and index of the data object as
argument. Event-building can be done on any data level,
e.g., based on digis (raw data) or on already reconstructed
tracks.

3. Tasks after event building (“event-based tasks”) op-
erate on data previously associated to events by the event-
building task. They thus involve at each call a loop over
all events within the current time slice. All already devel-
oped event-based tasks can be used here with only minor
modifications in the data interfaces.

The chosen approach fulfills the requirements outlined
above. Besides being simple and requiring minimal inter-
vention to the existing code base, its advantages are man-
ifold. First, no data copy is required when associating a
data object to an event. Second, the scheme provides the
flexibility to define events based on any data level, e.g.,
with digis before any reconstruction or with reconstructed
tracks. Both time-based and event-based algorithms can
easily be integrated. The old, event-based simulation and
reconstruction can be used within the same framework for
reference; formally, this merely constitutes a special case
with exactly one event per time slice. The price to pay are
one additional integer (for the index) per data object and an
additional (event) loop for event-based tasks. Performance
checks up to now did not show a significant impact on the
computing speed.
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Extension of the CBM software framework for asynchronous I/O

M. Prokudin
ITEP, Moscow, Russia

CBM will be one of the first high-energy physics exper-
iment working in a triggerless mode. Information received
from all self-triggered channels in a given period of time
(time-slice) will be collected at a single computing node for
reconstruction and physical analysis. Reconstruction and
analysis algorithms can work either with time-slice data
or with individual reconstructed collisions (events). Algo-
rithms at both data levels (time-slices and events) should be
performed in a single run of the cbmroot software frame-
work to reduce the required CPU time and to minimize the
disk I/O. So, the framework should be extended, preserving
maximum backward compatibility with the bulk of the al-
ready developed event-based source codes. Moreover, both
time-slice and event based data written to disk should be
readable by the cbmroot framework.

An analysis of available functionality was performed
before the development of the required framework exten-
sions. The FairRootManager class is responsible for data
transport and writing data to disk. This class is used to
for event-based tasks. Time-slice tasks can use it for (tran-
sient) data transport, but not for writing data to disk. Stor-
ing time-slice data must be asynchronous with event-based
data. Thus, a dedicated class had to be developed to save
time-slice data. Moreover, event-based tasks are executed
by class FairRunAna and inherited classes. For time-slice
tasks, an additional, dedicated task manager is required.

Such a task manager was implemented with the
CbmRunSource class, which inherits from FairSource.
FairSource works asynchronously with all other tasks
and is thus an ideal candidate for executing time-slice tasks.
The CbmRunSource class loads data from an input file,
which serve as input to user-defined time-slice tasks, pro-
vides a RunID to the system for correct initialization. runs
time-slice user tasks, including an event builder, and pro-
vides headers for the current time-slice and event. Both
headers are stored as objects of FairEventHeader class.

Classes operating on entire time-slices must inherit
from FairTask. All of these time-slice tasks are ex-
ecuted sequentially in the order in which they were
registered by the method CbmRunSource::AddTask().
A special case is the event-building task. After an
event is completed, this task must call the method
CbmRunSource::EventBuild(), save its state and del-
egate the control to the CbmRunSource object. This no-
tifies the FairRoot framework such that the execution of
the event-based tasks is triggered. After the finishing of the
event-based tasks, CbmRunSource delegates the control to
the event-building task to create the next event from the
time-slice. An example of the work flow of user tasks at
time-slice and event level is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Program flow for user tasks at time-slice
and event level in a single cbmroot run. Time-based
(“TB”) tasks operate on the time-slice tree, triggered by
CbmRunSource; event-based (“EB”) process events cre-
ated by the event builder in the event tree and are trig-
gered by FairRunAna. After the event builder finds no
more events in the current time-slice, the next time slice is
processed.

The last component required for handling time-slice
and event based tasks in a single cbmroot run is the
CbmOutputManager class. It provides the functionality to
write data produced by time-slice tasks to disk. These data
are saved to a separate file which is readable by the un-
modified FairRoot framework. The possible alternative,
namely saving time-slice data in the same file as event data,
is not compatible with FairRoot and would thus involve
modifications of this software layer. Saving time-slice data
into the same TTree object with events does not provide the
required asynchronism, while saving time-slice and event
data in different TTree objects makes one or both of them
unreadable by the standard FairRoot.

A simple event builder was implemented in this ap-
proach to test the proposed scheme. Built events were re-
constructed with the standard event-based reconstruction
algorithms. The obtained results are identical to those ob-
tained with previous implementations of the event building
algorithm. Data saving at time-slice level was tested sepa-
rately.

The scheme described here was developed in parallel
to another approach to the simultaneous handling of time-
slice and events [1], which was chosen as CBM baseline.
It constitutes a fall-back solution should unforeseen prob-
lems arise with the baseline solution in the further process
of porting of the existing, event-based software.
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Time-based MUCH digitizer

V. Singhal1, S. Chattopadhyay1, and V. Friese2
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The task of the MUCH digitization is to calculate the
detector response to a track traversing an active detector el-
ement. Inside cbmroot, this means creating CbmMuchDigi

objects (representing the smallest unit of raw data) from
CbmMuchPoint objects, which store the geometrical in-
formation of the track intersection with the detector ob-
tained from transport simulation. MUCH digitization was
developed previously for event-by-event simulations. This
report describes the modifications to the MUCH digitiza-
tion software in order to describe the self-triggered, free-
streaming readout of the detector.

The task class for MUCH digitization is
CbmMuchDigitizeGem. This task class and related
data classes were re-written to cope with the requirements
to a) work both in event mode and time-based (free-
streaming) mode; b) be compatible with the framework
scheme of CbmReadoutBuffer; c) properly treat interfer-
ence of tracks in a given readout channel both in the event
mode (interference within one event) and in the time-based
mode (interference within the dead time of the electronics,
within or across events).

The modified Much Digitizer iterates over each Much-
Point and correspondingly calculates the charge deposition
in terms of the number of primary and secondary electrons.
The number of primary electrons is simulated based on the
energy, track length, particle type information and specifi-
cation of the gas mixture. Then for each primary electron,
the number of secondary electrons is determined based on
the gas gain setting. The charge in each channel/pad is de-
termined based on the segmentation of each layer and a
spot radius of the electron avalanche. Noise and electron-
ics effects are added afterwards [1].

For each channel/pad a CbmMuchSignal is generated,
which describes the analogue response. It contains the
unique detector address, the signal time, the time until
the signal is active and can be influenced by subsequent
signals (stop time), and the signal time shape represented
by a TArrayD in steps of nanoseconds. The time of
the signal, which is crucial for the correct description of
the free-streaming behaviour, is calculated from the event
start time (obtained from FairRunAna), the time of the
CbmMuchPoint (time-of-flight from event start to detector)
and the drift time in the GEM. A random factor for the time
resolution of the detector is added.

The created signals are buffered in the
CbmMuchReadoutBuffer singleton object, deriving
from the CbmReadoutBuffer template. This buffer is
responsible for dealing with pile-up. In case a second
signal arrives in a given readout channel (pad) within its
dead time, the Modify() function is called. This method

merges the two signals into one. The start time of the
resulting signal is the minimum of the start times of the
merged signals, the stop time the maximum of the two
stop times. The new signal shape is obtained by bin-by-bin
addition of the two merging signal shapes.

After processing all CbmMuchPoint objects of one event
in this manner, the readout buffer releases all buffered sig-
nals with stop time before the current event time, since
they cannot be influenced by following signals any more.
In case of event-by-event simulation, the entire buffer is
read out irrespective of time, which excludes interference
of tracks from different events.
CbmMuchSignal objects released by the readout buffer

are converted into digital information (CbmMuchDigi) tak-
ing into account the properties of the readout ASIC like
number of ADC bins, dynamic range and threshold. The
digis are delivered to the CbmDaq software instance, which
aggregates digis from all detector systems, builds time
slices and stores then in the output tree. In case of event-
by-event simulation, the digis are directly written into the
output tree. The work flow for digitization in MUCH is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Scheme for time-based digitization in MUCH

All newly developed and modified classes are available
in the trunk version of cbmroot. A detailed study is in
process to test the performance of this newly developed
scheme. Future plans include the reconstruction of di-
muon signals in the time-based mode, the inclusion of de-
tector inefficiencies, and others.
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4-dimensional reconstruction of time-slices
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Traditional latency-limited trigger architectures, typical
for conventional experiments with a hardware trigger, are
inapplicable for CBM. Instead, the experiment will ship
and collect time-stamped data into a readout buffer in a
form of a time-slice of a certain length with no isolated col-
lisions, and deliver it to a large computer farm, where on-
line event reconstruction and selection will be performed.
Grouping of measurements into physical collisions must be
performed in software and requires reconstruction not only
in space, but also in time, the so-called 4-dimensional track
reconstruction and event building.

Table 1: Track reconstruction efficiency in mbias Au+Au
collisions at 10AGeV in case of event-by-event reconstruc-
tion and 4-D reconstruction at different interaction rates.

Efficiency, % 3-D 0.1 MHz 1 MHz 10 MHz
All tracks 92.5 93.8 93.5 91.7
Prim. high-p 98.3 98.1 97.9 96.2
Prim. low-p 93.9 95.4 95.5 94.3
Sec. high-p 90.8 94.6 93.5 90.2
Sec. low-p 62.2 68.5 67.6 64.3
Clone level 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Ghost level 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.6

The core of reconstruction in CBM is the Cellular Au-
tomaton (CA) based track reconstruction in the Silicon
Tracking System (STS). This algorithm was modified to
enable time-based reconstruction. It takes as input hits
produced with the time-based cluster and hit finding al-
gorithms from the time-slices, simulated in the cbmroot

framework. Time-based detector response simulations in
CBM take into account the anticipated timing behavior of
detectors and readout electronics like e.g. time resolutions
and strip dead times. Due to the self-triggered digitization
and readout scheme, simulation has to take into account
that signals of particles from different collisions can inter-
fere in a detector volume. Thus, it puts the reconstruction
chain in a more challenging condition.

Since the triplets are to be built of three hits potentially
produced by the same particle, these hits should correlate
in time. All combinations of hits with difference in time
measurements exceeding the expected STS time resolution
are rejected. The resulting reconstruction efficiencies of the
4-D CA track finder for various interaction rates are given
in Table 1. For comparison, the corresponding values for
the event-by-event analysis (“3-D”) are included. Only a
slight deterioration w.r.t. event-by-event is observed at the
highest interaction rate of 10 MHz.

After the stage of the CA track finder is finished, all
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Figure 1: Distribution of reconstructed track time in a part
of time-slice at 10 MHz interaction rate: hits (light blue)
and tracks (different event-corresponding colors).

tracks found in the time-slice are fitted in 4-D space. Time
was added as a parameter to the track state vector with the
covariance matrix modified accordingly. Thus, both spa-
cial and time track parameters are treated equally by the
reconstruction chain. An event-building algorithm based
on the reconstructed tracks was developed. The time dis-
tribution of hits is shown in Fig. 1 with light blue colour,
illustrating the complexity of defining event borders in a
time-slice. The time distribution of reconstructed tracks is
shown in the same plot with different colours. The tracks
clearly form groups corresponding to events. Tracks are
combined into event-corresponding clusters according to
the estimated time at the target position and its errors.
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Figure 2: Performance of short-lived particle reconstruc-
tion on the example of K0

s and Λ for time-slices with 0.5M
mbias Au+Au events at 10 MHz interaction rate.

The obtained events were given as an input to the KF Par-
ticle Finder package for reconstruction of short-lived parti-
cles. A primary vertex is constructed in each event. Since
TOF is not yet included into the time-based reconstruction,
Monte-Carlo information for the identification of charged
particles was used. The obtained K0

s and Λ mass spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 2. The combinatorial background for
short-lived particles is similar to the event-based analysis,
showing high values for the signal to background ratio.
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Improvements to the vector finding-based track reconstruction method in the
CBM MUCH

A. Zinchenko and V. Ladygin
LHEP JINR, Dubna, Russia

In Refs. [1, 2] a track reconstruction method in CBM
MUCH based on a vector-finding approach was described,
and some results on its performance were presented. Since
then, work has been done to better understand the details
of the method and to tune both the algorithm and the pro-
cedure as outlined below.

The vector-finding method is based on building vectors
for each MUCH station separately and matching them to
each other and to STS tracks through the absorbers. Pre-
sumably, such an approach should better handle a hetero-
geneous tracking environment (GEM and straw tube detec-
tors) and offers higher flexibility with respect to algorithm
tuning as compared with a track following method (imple-
mented, for instance, in the littrack package). More-
over, this algorithm is naturally parallelizable and extend-
able to the triggering application.

The results below are obtained for two SIS100 MUCH
configurations using the vector finding and the littrack

packages. The configurations studied are allGEM and
straw4 (Fig. 1, where the two last stations consist of four
double layers of straw tubes). These detector geometries
were used to simulate 5k UrQMD central gold-gold events
at 8AGeV for each and the same amount of events contain-
ing additional ω-mesons forced to decay into two muons
from the Pluto generator. As figure of merit we chose the
number of background pairs from the first event set for a
given signal pair efficiency (2% or 3%) from the second
one. The required efficiency level is achieved by varying
the χ2 quality cut on the reconstructed tracks.

Figure 1: SIS100 CBM muon system configuration with
straw tubes comprising the two last detector stations.

Once the vectors in all stations are found, they should
be merged and matched to STS tracks. Several approaches
were tried (e.g., from the last station going upstream or the
other way around). The best strategy found so far (both
in reconstruction quality and processing speed) is a com-
bined two-way approach. First, vectors in the two most-

downstream stations are built (with coarse resolution in
the case of straw tubes, i.e., without drift time informa-
tion). Vectors from these stations are matched through the
absorber (and refitted with fine resolution in the case of
straws). The matched tracklets are propagated upstream,
and vector building is done in the upstream stations within
certain roads around the extrapolated lines. Finally, track
candidates are matched to STS tracks and refitted start-
ing from them. This allows to take into account the track
momentum information, which is important not only for a
more precise treatment of multiple scattering, but also for
better following the track evolution, i.e., deciding whether
to keep or drop tracks with low momentum.

The obtained results are presented in Table 1. The
vector-finding approach gives similar results for both de-
tector configurations, and it outperforms the littrack

method for the straw4 option.

Table 1: Number of background pairs for different SIS100
MUCH configurations for two values of the signal effi-
ciency and two track reconstruction methods

Configuration Efficiency [%] Contamination
LIT Vector finder

All GEM 3 141 150
2 71 71

4 straw 3 205 167
doublets 2 92 80

It should be noted that both detector configurations stud-
ied here can be considered at present as legacy ones. For
instance, the baseline version with straws contains three
double layers per station (instead of four). For such a con-
figuration one can have a situation when only three tubes
(one per each doublet) in a station are fired by a track. In
this case there are not enough measurements to constrain
a vector, and this needs a different treatment [2]. How-
ever, there will be additional detectors farther downstream
(TRD, TOF), which will provide extra information needed
to be included into the vector finding procedure. Possible
ways of doing this are the subject of ongoing studies.
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Time-based selection of J/ψ → µ+µ− decays with the CBM-MUCH
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The detection principle of the CBM muon system
(MUCH) suggests to derive a software trigger on high-
mass muon pairs using data from the MUCH alone, without
a prior, compute-expensive reconstruction of tracks in the
main tracking system (STS). A library of algorithms suit-
able for standalone track reconstruction in MUCH is be-
ing developed by the authors starting from 2013 [1]. It
also comprises an approach suitable for the selection of
J/ψ → µ+µ− decays based on reconstructed MUCH tracks
with good efficiency and a suppression ratio exceeding 103

[2–4].
The results described in the referenced articles were ob-

tained with simulated data which were separated into dis-
tinctive portions corresponding to collision events. For ap-
plication in the real experiment, the triggering software
must be able to work with bunches of measured data
(“time slices”) containing measurements from many differ-
ent events.

The introduction of this paradigm entailed two aspects.
First, the time attribute of the measurements had to be taken
into account for the association of hits to tracks. This could
be realised in a straightforward way by an upgrade of the
data structures with the new attribute and its use in the de-
termination of the measurement vicinity. The second con-
sequence of the time-based approach is that the algorithms
have to deal with severely increased combinatorics when
the input data chunks contain many events instead of just
one. Coping with this situation required to completely re-
vise the search data structures and the corresponding algo-
rithms.

Figure 1: Bin hierarchy in the x, y and time space

All measured hits were placed into 3-dimensional binned
structures, where “bins” are cuboids in the 3-dimensional
space of the x-, y- and time coordinates. Each “bin”
contains only a very limited number of hits or is even
empty. The procedure of finding the corresponding bin for
a given point in the x-, y- and time space is simple and
straightforward. Each MUCH station is represented as a 3-
dimensional, hierarchically organized array of bins (Fig. 1).

Although the main goal of the library is to trigger on
J/ψ → µ+µ− decays, it is also considered to use it for the
selection of the decays of lighter vector mesons. In previ-
ous versions, the track reconstruction started from the last
MUCH station, to reduce combinatorics as much as pos-
sible. This approach excluded the reconstruction of low-
mass vector meson decays, the daughter muons of which do
not pass the last absorber. Thus, the approach was changed
for the current library version: reconstruction now starts
from the station before the last absorber. This enables the
reconstruction of a sufficient share of low mass vector me-
son decays into the di-muon channel.

The tracks reconstructed in this way are later checked for
the possibility to prolong them up to the last station. In the
SIS-100 CBM muon setup, the last MUCH station is a TRD
station with 4 detecting layers. The reconstructed tracks are
checked for matching with hits in TRD as schematically
shown in Fig. 2. Only tracks fulfilling this criterion are
used for triggering on J/ψ → µ+µ−.

Figure 2: Matching a MUCH track with TRD hits

The performance of the algorithm was assessed by sim-
ulations for Au+Au collisions at 10A GeV from UrQMD.
The reconstruction efficiency for J/ψ embedded into cen-
tral events is 83%. The average reconstruction time for
minimum-bias events is 4 µs on an Intel Xeon 3.1 GHz pro-
cessor. The event number is reduced by a factor of 3,800;
the data suppression factor is 1,700.
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J/ψ interaction in nuclear matter at FAIR SIS100
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J/ψ suppression in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is
considered as an indicator for the formation of quark-gluon
plasma (QGP). This is as the formation of the cc̄ bound
states is hampered by Debye screening in a deconfined
medium. However, some J/ψ suppression was also ob-
served in proton induced (p + A) collisions, which are not
considered to form a deconfined medium. Isolating the
genuine effects of the hot and dense medium of heavy-ion
collisions requires a precise knowledge on the J/ψ disso-
ciation in cold hadronic matter as produced in p+A colli-
sions.

J/ψ production in hadronic collisions is generally be-
lieved to be a factorizable two step process. The first step
is the production of a color octet cc̄ pair, which requires
τ0 ' 0.25 fm in the rest frame of the pair and can be
described by perturbative QCD (pQCD). This is followed
by the non-perturbative formation of the color singlet reso-
nance from the initially compact cc̄ pairs, which is consid-
ered to require τR ' 0.35 fm in the case of the J/ψ. In
the nucleus and laboratory frame, the formation times are
extended by Lorentz dilation. A conclusive experiment re-
quires to chose a beam energy, which allows to create J/ψ
particles without giving them a too high velocity. Other-
wise, the cc̄ pair will scatter or leave the nuclear core be-
fore the formation is completed. In both cases, the results
will reflect the properties of the cc̄ instead of providing the
wanted information on the properties of the fully formed
J/ψ. This consideration hampered a measurement of the
hadronic dissociation of J/ψ e.g. with a 160 GeV/c proton
beam the CERN-SPS [1].

CBM will be able to produce and detect J/ψ mesons
in p + A collision systems with unprecented rates at very
low beam energies of 15 − 30 GeV. We checked if those
kinematic conditions would be suited to measure the inter-
actions between fully formed J/ψ - mesons and cold nu-
clear matter. We consider this fulfilled if i) the formation
path of the J/ψ in the rest frame of the nucleus remains
below the ∼ 2 fm distance between two nuclei and ii) the
survival probability of the J/ψ is significantly modified by
the medium. As shown in Fig. 1, the first condition is ful-
filled for a beam energy of 15 GeV.

The J/ψ survival probability was calculated for three as-
sumptions on the absorption cross section inside the nu-
clear medium. An estimate of the geometric cross-section
(σGeo

abs ), an estimate relying on perturbative QCD [2]
(σQCD

abs ), and a prediction of hadronic models based on me-
son exchange [3] (σHad

abs ) were considered. The results of
the calculations are displayed in Fig. 2. They suggest that
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Figure 1: xF dependence of the formation length of J/ψ
mesons, in the laboratory frame, in 15 GeV p+A collisions.
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Figure 2: xF dependence of the J/ψ survival probability
in 15 GeV p+Au collisions at FAIR.

the J/ψ yields will depend strongly on the anticipated sce-
nario, which will allow to separate them by experiment.
Measuring charmonium at CBM would thus be highly re-
warding in terms of performing pioneering studies on the
interaction of the physical resonances in the baryonic mat-
ter.
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J/ψ → e+e− decay selection criteria for Au-Au collisions at 10 AGeV
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The investigation of Au + Au collisions at 10 AGeV en-
ergy will be performed in the first phase of FAIR with a
start version of the CBM detector at SIS-100. The goal is
fast and efficient selection of the signal events for J/ψ →
e+e− reconstruction in the real time experiment.

Two sets of data have been investigated: the electron-
positron from J/ψ to e+e− decay generated by PLUTO,
and the central Au+Au UrQMD events. The selection cri-
teria for J/ψ reconstruction is given below [1]. These cri-
teria are applied in order of importance, successively to a
sample formed as a result of applying the preceding crite-
rion.

a) On the first step, we select only those particles which
have large transverse momentum. If we choose the limit of
pt > 1, we can significantly suppress the background with
minimum loss of signal events.

b) In parallel with tracks reconstruction in the STS, we
can weed out the ”unnecessary” tracks in the TRD detector.
In order to conduct further an adequate electron identifica-
tion, we need data on the particle energy losses at least at
three points. Therefore, for further analysis we consider
only such particles which have the number of hits in the
track more than or equal to three.

c) The next step is electron identification and pions sup-
pression in TRD with the help of artificial neuron net-
work [2].

d) As the main magnetic field component is directed
along OY axis, the magnetic field deviates electrons and
positrons to the different directions in XOZ projection. If
we impose limit on the deviation of particle trajectory from
a straight line in the XOZ projection, it is possible to further
suppress the background.

e) The information from TOF is also used to select elec-
trons and remove protons from the sample.

f) Further TRD-tracks are transported into the RICH de-
tector; and those particles, which have already passed the
previous criteria are cut off by the particles that are not
linked to any of the rings.

Table 1 shows the loss of signal events and the corre-
sponding suppression background in each stage indepen-
dently, the total value is in the last line. The selected crite-
ria allow to almost completely suppress the background.

The KFParticleFinder [3] was used to reconstruct the
signal event topology. The expected number of signal
events can be estimated taking into account the number of
central collisions, the multiplicity is 5 · 10−6 [4], the de-
cay branching ratio is 6%, and the J/ψ reconstruction effi-
ciency. The event mixing technique was applied to get the
proper shape of the background.

The resulting invariant-mass spectrum of J/ψ mesons
in AuAu collisions at 10 AGeV energy is shown in Fig. 1.
The reconstruction efficiency is about 11.6%. The calcu-
lated signal to background ratio is about 0.14. As you can
see, despite the fact that combinatorial background is sig-
nificant, the signal is visible.

Criteria Signal loss (%) Bg supp (%)
a 16 92
b 18 26
c 28.5 99.5
d 7.5 16
e 1.1 54
f 1.6 61.5

Total 55 99.9

Table 1: The loss of signal events and the corresponding sup-
pression background in each stage

Figure 1: The reconstructed invariant-mass spectrum of
J/ψ for central AuAu collisions at 10 AGeV
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Reconstruction of π0 via double conversion method

I. Kres1, C. Pauly1, and K.-H. Kampert1

1Department of Physics, University of Wuppertal, Germany

The CBM experiment is designed to study heavy ion
collisions at high net-baryon densities and moderate tem-
perature, at high interaction rates. Under these conditions,
heavy particles containing charm quarks, like J/ψ, are pro-
duced, but also vector mesons ω, ρ, φ will be created, and
detected via their rare dileptonic channel ω/ρ/φ → e+e−.
As leptons are not affected by hadronic interaction with
the dense medium, the dileptonic decay channel offers the
possibility to look into the early, dense phase of the fire-
ball evolution. Due to their comparatively small production
cross section, together with small branching ratio (BR) into
e+e− a precise understanding of background is needed. A
major source of this background are π0, which have two
main decay channels: π0 → γ + γ with BR of 98.8% and
π0 → e+ + e− + γ (Dalitz decay) with BR of 1.1%.

Instead of measuring directly photons, using an electro-
magnetic calorimeter, the CBM-RICH detector is able to
measure photons indirectly by detecting e+e−-pairs stem-
ming from conversion γ → e+e− in the target or in the
material of the detectors. Two such reconstructed photons
are then further combined to form a π0.

In previous work this study was done for cases, when
both photons from π0 underwent conversion only in the
target [1]. Using the secondary vertex finder included in
the KFParticle package [2], one can reconstruct conversion
vertices also outside the target, which will increase statis-
tics by about a factor of 5, because the probability for con-
version outside the target compared to conversion inside
the target is roughly 50:50, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Distribution of z-position of reconstructed γ →
e+e− vertices. The spikes correspond to the target (0 cm),
MVD stations (5, 10, 15, and 20 cm), and STS (22, 30, 40,
50, and 60 cm) positions.

This previous study is now extended, including recon-
struction of conversion vertices outside the target. The re-
sults shown here are based on 5 × 106 simulated UrQMD
events of central Au+Au collisions at beam energy of
8AGeV. The detector simulation includes the Micro Vertex
Detector (MVD), Silicon Tracking System (STS), and Ring

Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH). The magnetic field
has its nominal value 100%. The RICH geometry was used
with the new cylindrical shaped photon detection plane.

In the first analysis step, all charged tracks are recon-
structed in STS, and only lepton tracks are selected based
on particle identification (PID) in the RICH. Since the lep-
tons from π0 − e+e−e+e− signal events have in most of
cases small momenta, half of them are outside of accep-
tance of the RICH detector, which makes the probability to
register all four leptons from π0 very low. A less restric-
tive requirement of at least two (one from each pair) out of
four are identified in the RICH as leptons, helps to increase
statistics by about factor of 10, compared to full identifica-
tion in RICH.

When only one lepton of a potential e+e− pair is identi-
fied in the RICH, then the second candidate must not nec-
essarily be a lepton as well. Applying additional cuts on
the invariant mass of γ (< 10 MeV) and opening angle be-
tween charged particles (< 1◦), one can exclude most of
situations, where the second particle is not an electron. For
all γ candidate events surviving these cuts, the invariant
mass spectrum of π0 is calculated and shown in figure 2.

The background was estimated with Event Mixing Tech-
nique (EMT) and was substracted from the spectrum. The
subtracted spectrum was fitted using a Gaussian and the
number of reconstructed π0 is determined to be 4404±82.

Figure 2: Invariant mass spectrum of reconstructed π0

with double conversion method (blue), estimated back-
ground from EMT (green), background-substracted spec-
trum (black), Gaussian fit (red).
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Procedure for charged hadrons identification in the CBM experiment

V. Klochkov1,2 and I. Selyuzhenkov1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany

The goal of the CBM experiment at FAIR is to investi-
gate the properties of dense baryonic matter. Important ob-
servables are the yields, spectra, collective flow, and corre-
lations of identified particles. Particle Identification (PID)
is required for a study of the mass and flavour composition
of particle production in high-energy physics experiments.
We present the procedure for identification of charged pi-
ons, kaons and protons tested with simulated Au+Au col-
lisions at SIS100 energies. Particle identification via time-
of-flight is based on simultaneous measurement of momen-
tum p, time t and track lenght l of a particle using the re-
lation to its mass m: m2 = p2((t/l(p))2 − 1). The CBM
experiment allows identification of hadrons (pions, kaons
and protons) in the angular range 2.5◦ < Θ < 25◦.

To develop an automated procedure for PID a sample
of 1.5M Au+Au collisions with beam energy of 10 AGeV
simulated with UrQMD [2] event generator were used.
CBM setup is simulated with CBMRoot version Nov16
and includes the beam pipe, magnet, MVD, STS, RICH,
TRD, PSD and TOF [1]. For this analysis we used recon-
structed tracks with at least 4 hits in STS and MVD, fit
quality χ2/NDF < 3 and distance to primary vertex no-
malized to its error χ2

prim < 3.

Figure 1: Distribution of m2 versus p (top left) and for p =
4.0-4.1 GeV/c (bottom left) for positively charged hadrons.
Magenta line shows the combined fit, green line shows
background, others colors show contributions from differ-
ent particles (π, K, p). (right) Parametrization of m2 spec-
tra in different momentum bins.

PID procedure is similar to that developed in ALICE [4]:

1. Fillm2 vs p distribution for a pure sample of π, K and
p (denoted below as 2D-(π,K,p)) and for all particles
(2D-all). Pure sample of pions, kaons and protons can
be obtained from decay daughters of K0

s , Λ and φ us-
ing KF Particle Finder [3].

2. Parameterize m2 distribution in slices of momentum:
(a) Fit each slice of 2D-(π,K,p) using generalized

Gaussian function G(m2) = Ae−(
|m2−µ|

σ )k(1 +

Erf(sm
2−µ√
2σ

)) with 5 paramemters abundance (A),
mean (µ), sigma (σ), s and k are connected with skew-
ness and kurtosis.
(b) Fit each slice of 2D-all with a sum of general-
ized Gaussians G(m2, p) and polynomial function for
background BG(m2, p).

3. Parametrize momentum dependence of the fit param-
eters. Repeat until parameters are stabilized.

4. Save fit parameters to the ROOT file for further use in
the analysis.

5. Calculate a bayesian probability Pj for a givenm2 and
p for a particle to be of type j:

Pj(m
2, p) =

Gj(m
2, p)∑

i=π,p,K Gi(m
2, p) +BG(m2, p)

.

This procedure should be applied in different centrality
classes [5]. In Fig. 1 an illustration of PID determination
procedure using Gaussian fit function (k = 2 and s = 0 in
G(m2)) is shown. A pure sample of particles is obtained
using MC-true information.

In summary, procedure for particle identification was de-
veloped for CBM. Bayesian approach allows to select sam-
ple of high-purity charged hadrons as a function of central-
ity and momentum and to unfold the measured observables
based on parametrization of abundances of each particle.
In future the efficiency, purity and misidentification of the
PID method will be investigated.
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Σ+ and Σ− reconstruction by the missing mass method

I. Kisel1,2,3, P. Kisel1,2,4, P. Senger1, I. Vassiliev1, and M. Zyzak1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 3Frankfurt Institute for
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Properties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) can be
studied using the idea of strangeness enhancement, since
strange quarks are not brought into the reaction by the col-
liding nuclei. Any strange quarks or antiquarks observed
in experiments are produced in the collision of heavy ions.
Therefore, the abundance of strange quarks is sensitive
to the conditions and dynamics of the deconfined matter
phase, and strangeness enhancement can be indicating that
deconfinement conditions were reached. Being abundant
particles, Σ+ and Σ− carry out large fraction of produced
strange quarks. Reconstruction of Σ together with other
strange particles completes the picture of strangeness pro-
duction and allows to compare yields of Σ and Σ∗. Recon-
struction of Σ-particles will open a possibility to investi-
gate H-dybarion objects, if such exist, by the decay channel
Σ−p, which is expected to be the dominant one.

All strange mesons and hyperons, except Σ-particles,
can be either registered directly by the tracking system and
identified by the PID detectors or have decay modes with
all charged particles and, as a result, can be reconstructed
through their daughters. Σ+ and Σ− have all decay modes
with at least one neutral daughter, which can not be regis-
tered by the CBM detector at all (decay modes with n or
ν) or can be registered with an efficiency on the 10−7 level
(decay modes with π0).

Having a lifetime sufficient to be registered by the track-
ing system (cτΣ+ = 2.4 cm and cτΣ− = 4.4 cm), these
particles can not be identified by the PID detectors. The
missing mass method can be applied for their identifica-
tion. Let us consider it at an example of Σ− → nπ−.
Tracks of the mother (Σ−) and the charged daughter (π−)
particles are reconstructed in the tracking system; the neu-
tral daughter particle (n) is reconstructed from these tracks;
a mass constraint is set on the reconstructed neutral daugh-
ter, that modifies also its momentum; the mother particle
is constructed out of the charged and reconstructed neutral
daughter particles and the mass spectrum is obtained, by
which the particle can be identified.

Investigation of the Σ decays has shown that a large frac-
tion of the background comes from misinterpretation of
the tracks, which were reconstructed in two parts (clones).
The problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 at an example of π0

reconstruction from the Σ+ → pπ0 decay. Since the re-
constructed momentum of both parts is the same, the re-
sulting values of rapidity and momentum for π0-candidate
are close to zero and are nicely separated from the signal
region. Thus, such fake candidates can be strongly sup-
pressed by cutting on the low momentum of the neutral
candidate.
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Three Cases in Reconstruction of Σ+
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3. True decay reconstructed as a single long proton track - lose of the Σ+ reconstruction efficiency.
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Figure 1: Momentum-rapidity distribution of reconstructed
π0 candidate in Σ+ → pπ0 decay.

The topology of decays alows to require the decay point
to be positioned after the last hit of a mother track and be-
fore the first hit of a daughter track. A cut on z-position of
the reconstructed decay point reduces a significant part of
the combinatorial background.
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Figure 2: Mass distributions of reconstructed Σ− → nπ−,
Σ+ → nπ+ and Σ+ → pπ0.

These cuts have been added to the KF Particle Finder
package. Corresponding mass distributions of Σ decays
with TOF PID are shown in Fig. 2. As a result of the study
the signal to background ratios have been significantly im-
proved, keeping the efficiencies at the same level.
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Towards full event topology reconstruction with KF Particle Finder

M. Zyzak∗1, I. Kisel1,2,3, and I. Vassiliev1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 3Frankfurt Institute for
Advanced Studies, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Physics analysis requires the cleanest possible samples
of reconstructed particles. Therefore background for them
should be suppressed. An independent analysis of each de-
cay separately cannot guarantee this, since abundant par-
ticles can contribute to the background generation for all
other particles. Thus, to solve the problem full event topol-
ogy reconstruction is required.

We started the development of full event topology recon-
struction at the example of K0

s → π+π− and Λ → pπ−.
At first, all possible particle candidates are constructed in a
usual manner (see Fig. 1, blue line). We would like to no-
tice, that charged particles without PID are participating in
reconstruction of both decays with the corresponding mass
hypothesis.
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Figure 1: Full event topology reconstruction at an example
of K0

s → π+π− and Λ → pπ− decays reconstruction in
10k mbias UrQMD AuAu events at 10 AGeV with ToF PID

Only primary particles, which are produced directly in
the collision, should be selected for physics analysis, since
secondary particles produced as a result of a decay or inter-
action with the material of the detector do not carry infor-
mation of the collision. The obtained spectra of the primary
candidates are shown with a green line. We would like to
notice, that the signal to background (S/B) ratio improved

∗m.zyzak@gsi.de

by about one order at this step, because the most of the
background is due to the random combinatorial intersec-
tions of charged particles, that do not point to the primary
vertex.

Candidates constructed with the incorrect mass hypoth-
esis of the charged daughters but corresponding to the real
primary particles (K0

s , γ) cannot be rejected at this step.
Since the mass of the daughters is assigned incorrectly,
such candidates do not form a peak, but a broad struc-
ture at the mass spectrum (see Fig. 1, green line). How-
ever, candidate from the same daughter particles but with
the correct mass hypothesis should be constructed, and it
will contribute to the signal peak at the corresponding spec-
trum. Thus, from the particle candidates with the same set
of daughters but different mass hypothesis only one can
be selected. Currently, if at least one candidate lies within
3σ from the corresponding mass peak, the distances to the
peaks normalised to the peak width are calculated for all
candidates, and only the closest candidate is stored. As a
result, background formed by the real short-lived particles
can be suppressed, that additionally increases the S/B ra-
tio (see Fig. 1, red line). The residual physics background
is formed by γ and candidates with the incorrect mass hy-
pothesis that are accidentally closer to the incorrect peak, it
is shown with the black line in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the full event topology reconstruc-
tion with the Armenteros-Podolanski plots.

The procedure is illustrated by the Armenteros-
Podolanski plots in Fig. 2. It is clearly seen, that initial
spectra can be significantly cleaned up by the topology re-
construction.

Providing clean particle samples, full event topology re-
construction is a powerful tool for the physics analysis.
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Reconstruction of resonances with KF Particle Finder

M. Zyzak∗1, I. Kisel1,2,3, and I. Vassiliev1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 3Frankfurt Institute for
Advanced Studies, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The main task of the CBM experiment is investigation of
the hot and dense matter created in the collision of heavy
ions. One of the possible observables for such study are
resonances. Decaying inside the matter created in a col-
lision, resonances can probe the properties of the matter.
Therefore reconstruction of the resonances in heavy ion
collisions is an important task for CBM.

Resonances decay in the vicinity of the collision point.
The most part of particles created in a heavy ion collision
are originated there as well. Thus, fake particle-candidates
produced as a result of random combination of primary
tracks can not be separated from the real particles, for in-
stance, by the decay topology. Thus, such random combi-
nations create a huge background for resonances.

One of the possible ways to describe the background
shape is fitting the spectrum with a smooth function. We
would like to notice, that the function should not have a
peak-like structures not to distort the physics signal. A
simple polynomial fit does not guarantee the correct de-
scription of the background. In our studies we found an
empirical function that satisfies our requirements:

f(x) = Ae(a1x
2+b1x)(B − e(a2x

2+b2x))p, (1)

which reasonably describes the shape of the background.
Here the first exponential term stands for description of the
decreasing right part of the spectrum, the second term —
for the left edge. Since the rice of the left edge and fall of
the right edge are faster than exponential, the second order
polynomials are used in the power of the exponents. The
Function 1 is empirical and can be further improved.

14 April 2016 Maksym Zyzak, 27th Collaboration Meeting, Darmstadt /12 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the background fit procedure on
the example of the φ meson spectrum reconstructed in 5M
central AuAu UrQMD events at 10 AGeV with ToF PID.

The procedure for extraction of the resonance signal is
illustrated on the example of φ → K+K− spectrum ob-

∗m.zyzak@gsi.de

tained for 5M central AuAu UrQMD events in Fig. 1. At
first, the spectrum is fitted with the Function 1. Then the
background function is extracted from the total spectrum
and the residual spectrum is fitted with a sum of Gauss and
polynomial functions. The signal to background ratio is
calculated in the region of ±2σ of the Gauss fit tacking
into account the total background.
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Figure 2: Spectra of resonances with the fitted background
subtracted and a signal peak with a residual background
shown.

The same procedure can be applied for background fit of
other resonances. In Fig. 2 spectra of light vector mesons
are shown at the example of ρ(770) → π+π−, excited
states of strange mesons — at the example of K0(892) →
K+π−, excited states of hyperons — at the example of
Λ(1520)→ pK− and Σ+(1385)→ Λπ+.

Summarising, the particles with a very low signal to
background ratios down to 10−4 and lower can be analysed
with the proposed method allowing analysis of resonances
even in central AuAu events. Moreover, the method can
be applied for the background description of the abundant
particles to precisely describe the background and extract
the physics parameters.
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In the CBM experiment at FAIR high net-baryon densi-
ties and moderate temperatures will be reached in heavy-
ion collisions. Model calculations predict structures in the
QCD phase diagram at large baryon chemical potentials,
like the critical endpoint followed by a first order phase
transition. Moreover, new phases are predicted, such as
quarkyonic matter. Experimental discovery of these land-
marks and regions in the QCD phase diagram would be a
major breakthrough in our understanding of properties of
strongly interacting matter at extreme conditions, with fun-
damental consequences for our knowledge on the structure
of neutron stars, chiral symmetry restoration, and the ori-
gin of hadron masses. The aim of the CBM experiment
is the measurement of very rare probes including multi-
strange hyperons and hypernuclei at interaction rates of up
to 10 MHz.

Theoretical models predict that single and double hyper-
nuclei can be produced via coalescence in heavy-ion col-
lisions with the maximum yield in the region of SIS100
energies [1, 2]. This is due to the superposition of two
effects: the increase of light nuclei production with de-
creasing beam energy, and the increase of hyperon pro-
duction with increasing beam energy. The CBM exper-
iment at SIS100 will measure hydrogen and helium hy-
pernuclei in huge amounts. To study the performance of
multi-strange hyperon and hypernuclei reconstruction, sev-
eral sets of 5 · 106 central Au+Au UrQMD events (Fig. 1)
at the FAIR energy range 2-10 AGeV have been simulated.

Figure 1: A simulated CBM event of a Au+Au collision.
Reconstructed in the STS tracks propagated via RICH and
TRD to the TOF detector. The TOF detector identifies
hadrons i. e. pions, kaons, protons and fragments.

The combination of Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) and
fast segmented strip detectors of the Silicon Tracker Sys-
tem (STS) with cables and support frames was used for

event simulation and reconstruction. The TOF detector
identifies hadrons i.e. pions, kaons, protons, and fragments,
i. e. d, t, 3He and 4He in the angular range covered by the
STS detector.

The current KF Particle Finder package includes search
of Lambda hypernuclei: the bound state {Λn}b, 3

ΛH, 4
ΛH,

4
ΛHe, 5

ΛHe and corresponding anti-particles and double
Lambda hypernuclei: 4

ΛΛH, 5
ΛΛH and 6

ΛΛHe. Hypernuclei
will be reconstructed in the CBM experiment by their de-
cays into charged hadrons and fragments, like d, t, 3He
and 4He, which are detached from the primary vertex. As
an example reconstructed 4

ΛHe→3Hepπ−decay is shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: A reconstructed 4
ΛHe→3Hepπ− decay topology.

4
ΛHe hypernuclei are created at the primary vertex and

decay to 3Hepπ− several centimeters downstream of the
target. Presence of the 3He fragment in a 3-prong ver-
tex is a unique signature of such decay. The reconstructed
invariant-mass spectrum of 3Hepπ− is shown in Fig. 3.

Small amount of background events in the high-mass re-
gion is due to misidentified high-momentum hadrons in the
sample of 3He selected particles.

Assuming the 4
ΛHe production multiplicity for minimum

bias Au+Au events at 10 AGeV about 5 · 10−4 [1, 2], the
branching ratio of 20% to 3Hepπ− decay [3], taking into
account the 14.7% 4

ΛHe detection efficiency, one would ex-
pect the 4

ΛHe extremely high collection rate of up to 5.4·105

per hour.
Moreover, the experiment has a substantial discovery po-

tential for light double Lambda hypernuclei. The topology
of double-Lambda hypernuclei decay is complicated. For
example 6

ΛΛHe first decays to 5
ΛHepπ− several centimeters

downstream of the target, then single-Lambda hypernuclei
5
ΛHe weekly decays to 4Hepπ−. In order to reconstruct
such a complicated topology KF Particle Finder first re-
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Figure 3: The reconstructed invariant-mass spectrum of
3Hepπ− in 5 · 106 central Au+Au collisions at 10 AGeV.
The red line indicates the signal plus background fit by a
polynomial plus Gaussian function.

constructs detached 3-prong decay of 5
ΛHe combining sec-

ondary 4He, p and π−, then a mass constraint is applied
to selected 5

ΛHe candidates, and 6
ΛΛHe particles are con-

structed as combination of secondary 5
ΛHe, p and π−. Fi-

nally the reconstructed 6
ΛΛHe candidates checked to be pri-

mary.
In the Table 1 the multiplicities, branching ratios, decay

modes, efficiencies and collection rate per week at 10 MHz
interaction rate of selected single- and double Lambda hy-
pernuclei for the CBM experiment are shown.

particle multiplicity decay BR ε4π% yield/week
3
ΛH 0.9 · 10−2 3Heπ− 0.25 19.2 2.6 · 109

4
ΛHe 0.4 · 10−3 3Hepπ− 0.32 8.9 6.9 · 107

5
ΛHe 1.0 · 10−5 4Hepπ− 0.4 7.9 1.9 · 106

4
ΛΛH 3.7 · 10−5 4

ΛHeπ− 0.06 2.6 3.8 · 105

5
ΛΛH 5.0 · 10−7 5

ΛHeπ− 0.08 2.0 4.9 · 103

6
ΛΛHe 2.5 · 10−8 5

ΛHepπ− 0.08 1.3 160

Table 1: Multiplicities, branching ratios, decay modes, ef-
ficiencies and collection rate per week at 10 MHz interac-
tion rate of single- and double Lambda hypernuclei for the
CBM experiment.
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4
ΛHeπ− (left) and 3

ΛHepπ− (right) in 1012 central Au+Au
collisions at 10AGeV. The red lines indicate the signal plus
background fit by a polynomial plus Gaussian function.

The invariant-mass spectra of 4
ΛHeπ− and 3

ΛHepπ− are

shown in Fig. 4. Left plot is obtain by combination of sec-
ondary 4

ΛHe and π−. Three particle invariant-mass spec-
trum of 3

ΛHepπ− is shown in the right plot. The simulated
amount of 5 · 106 central Au+Au collisions at 10 AGeV is
not enough for determination of the background shape, so
we use typical shapes of two or three particle background
for hypernuclei scaled to simulated number of entries in
the corresponding histogram. Assuming a reaction rate of
107 Au+Au minimum bias events/s (MVD will be removed
from the setup), production multiplicity about 3.7 · 10−5

and 2.5 · 10−8 [1, 2], the branching ratios of 6.4% and
2.3% [3], one would expect to measure within one week
about 3.8 · 105 and 1.8 · 105 4

ΛΛH, respectively.
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Figure 5: The reconstructed invariant-mass spectra of
5
ΛΛHe (left) and 6

ΛΛHe (right) in 1012 central Au+Au col-
lisions at 10 AGeV. The red lines indicate the signal plus
background fit by a polynomial plus Gaussian function.

With extremely low production multiplicity 2.5 · 10−8

of 6
ΛΛHe and small branching ratio of 8% [3], one would

expect to measure within one week about 160 6
ΛΛHe (see

Fig. 5). Such measurements would represent a break-
through in hypernucleus physics, as up to now only
very few double-Lambda hypernuclei events have been
found [4]. The discovery of double lambda hypernuclei
and the determination of their life-times will provide infor-
mation on the hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon inter-
actions, which are essential ingredients for the understand-
ing of the nuclear matter equation-of-state at high densities,
and, hence, of the structure of neutron stars [5].

Discovery and investigation of new hypernuclei and of
hypermatter will shed light on the hyperon-nucleon and
hyperon-hyperon interactions, which are essential ingredi-
ents for the nuclear equation-of-state at high densities and
moderate temperatures. The CBM experiment will provide
a unique machinary for their study.
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Optimization of multi-strange hyperons cuts in KF Particle Finder
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One of the main goals of the CBM experiment is the
measurement of very rare probes and the investigation of
possible signatures of the phase transition from nuclear
matter to deconfined phase and formation of the Quark
Gluon Plasma (QGP). The enhanced production of multi-
strange (anti)particles is one among those signatures, thus
we investigate the performance of multi-strange hyper-
ons measurement in the CBM experiment. Multi-strange
(anti) hyperons are reconstructed via their weak decay into
charged hadrons (Λ→ pπ,Ξ→ Λπ,Ω→ ΛK ) measured
by the Silicon Tracking System (STS) detector installed in
a large acceptance dipole magnet. Identification of the de-
cay products is performed by a time-of-flight measurement
with TOF detector located at a distance of 6 to 10m behind
the target. The analysis is performed by the KF Particle
Finder (KFPF) package [1].. In order to reduce the combi-
natorial background, three selection criterias are applied in
the reconstruction of multi-strange (anti)hyperons:

• χ2
geo : To ensure that the trajectories of the daughter

particles intersect within their errors.
• χ2

topo: To ensure that the particle is produced in the
primary vertex region.
• l/∆l : Distance from the decay point of the candidate

to the primary vertex normalized on the error.

The values of these cuts are optimized by a scan over the
whole set of selection criteria with a requirement to maxi-
mize the signal-to-background ratio with a minimal loss of
efficiency. Specifically we studied the efficiency and sig-
nificance of the signal in central Au+Au collisions at 10
AGeV simulated with the UrQMD event generator, cou-
pled to a Geant3-based description of the CBM detector.
The significance is defined as S/

√
S +B, where S and B

are total numbers of signal and background of the candidate
from Monte Carlo. We distinguish two types of efficiency,
which are defined as:

• The efficiency of KF Particle Finder package which
is the efficiency of the method followed in the recon-
struction of particles, including the topological cuts
and the Particle Identification in the ToF.
• The total efficiency in the 4π solid angle which, in

addition to the previous, take into account the accep-
tance of the detector and the inefficiencies of track re-
construction and PID algorithms.

Fig. 1 shows the variation of the significance and the 4π ef-
ficiency as function of the cut values for the different cuts
mentioned above. Then the default value is optimized for
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each cut, taking into account the best arrangement between
the significance and the efficiency. Table 1 shows the mean
efficiency calculated with the default optimal cut values for
all hyperons. Since the background as well as the selections

Hyperons Λ Λ̄ Ξ− Ξ̄+ Ω− Ω̄+

KFPF efficiency(%) 70.7 43.6 47.6 30.6 15.9 12.9
4π efficiency (%) 26.6 16.5 10.2 6.8 4.6 3.9

Table 1: Efficiency of reconstruction of multi-strange hy-
perons in the CBM experiment:

used for the reconstruction, depend on the average particle
momenta, efficiency and significance are studied as a func-
tion of the particle momentum. The significance and the
efficiency as function of momentum for Ξ− is shown in
Fig. 2. The high quality of these parameters demostrate
the capability of CBM to reconstruct strange particles both
with a high signal to background ratio and efficiency.
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CBM operation at low SIS100 beam energies.

A. Senger1
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Motivation

The CBM physics program covers the full beam energy
range of SIS100. The operation of the CBM experiment
at low beam energies has to be optimized with respect to
the setting of the magnetic dipole field which deflects the
beam. One condition for save operation is that the beam
has to hit the beam dump which is located about 20 m
downstream the target. Moreover, the beam should stay
within the beam pipe, and should not directly hit the de-
tectors. In order to fulfil these requirements, the magnetic
field of the CBM dipole has to be reduced for operation
at low beam energies. However, a reduced dipole field
might have severe consequences for the tracking perfor-
mance of the experiment. This report presents a study of
a CBM operation scenario at low beam energies together
with the resulting tracking performance. Simulations have
been performed with the FLUKA package ([1], [2]), and
with the FLAIR interface ([3]) for visualization of the re-
sults. Multi-scattering of the Au beam in in the Au target
(1% interaction length) is included in the FLUKA calcu-
lations. A typical beam divergence is also taken into ac-
count, however, the width of the beam profile is dominated
by multiple scattering.

Beam position in the beam dump

The beam profile for different Au beam energies at the
entrance of the CBM iron beam dump (25.75 m down-
stream the target) is shown on figure 1. At the full mag-
netic field and a beam energy of 2 AGeV the maximum
of the beam intensity is deflected by more than 1 m which
is already outside the iron core of the beam dump (total
width 2 m). Moreover, the width of the beam at 2 AGeV
increases up to factor of 2 in comparison to 8 AGeV. The
beam positions in the region of beam dump for different
energies and scaled magnetic field are shown on figure 2.
The symbols indicate the position of the maximum of the
beam intensity, whereas the circles describe the width of
the beam containing 99% of the intensity. In order to catch
the beam for both polarities of the dipole magnetic field,
the horizontal size of the beam dump was chosen to ±100
cm (red dashed line in figure 2). Nevertheless, the magnetic
dipole field has to be reduced to about 70% of the nominal
value in order to dump 99% of the beam particles with an
energy of 2 AGeV into the iron beam stopper.

Figure 1: Beam profile at the region of the CBM beam
dump for different Au beam energies: black - 2 AGeV, red
- 4 AGeV, blue - 6 AGeV, green - 8 AGeV.

Figure 2: The beam positions at the iron beam dump for
different energies and scaled magnetic field: black symbols
- 100% magnetic field, red - 90%, blue - 80%, green - 70%,
magenta - 60%, gray - 50%, and violet - 40% magnetic
field. The circles indicate the beam width corresponding
to 99% of the beam intensity for an energy of 2 AGeV.
The red dashed line shows the horizontal width of the beam
dump.

Beam position at the detector stations

As examples, we study the beam positions in the STS re-
gion (20-120 cm downstream the target) and the horizontal
beam profile at the position of the TRD (5 m downstream
the target) for an Au beam with an energy of 2 AGeV. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the beam deflection in the region of the STS
for different magnetic fields. The black dashed line depicts
the radius of the beam pipe. At 60% of the nominal field
value the beam still is very close to the beam pipe edge,
and, hence, it seems preferable to reduce the magnetic field
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to 50% of the nominal value. In figure 4 the horizontal
beam profile is shown at the position of the TRD. The red
histogram in figure 4 corresponds to the beam profile for
100% magnetic field. The dashed black lines illustrate the
central hole in the detector required for the beam pipe. As
shown in figure 4, in case of 100% magnetic field the beam
fully hits the detector area. In order to reduce the number of
beam particles hitting the detector to 10−6 of the full beam
intensity, the magnetic field has to be reduced to 50% of
the nominal value. The resulting beam profile is shown in
figure 4 as a light blue line.

Figure 3: Beam position in the region of the STS (20-120
cm downstream the target) forAu beam at 2AGeV for dif-
ferent magnetic field scaling (see explanation on picture).
The black dashed line illustrates the radius of the beam
pipe.

Figure 4: Horizontal beam profile at the position of the
TRD (5 m downstream the target) for Au beam at 2 AGeV
for 100% magnetic field (red line) and for 50% magnetic
field (blue line). The black dashed lines illustrate the size
of the detector hole for the beam pipe.

Particle reconstruction performance with
reduced magnetic dipole field

The effect of a reduced magnetic dipole field on the
particle reconstruction performance was studied using the
cbmroot software and the KFParticle package. The sim-
ulated setup consists of STS and ToF. The particle recon-
struction efficiency for Au beam energy of 2 AGeV with

full and reduced magnetic field is shown in figure 5 (left
panel). For the reduced magnetic field, the reconstruction
efficiency for low momentum particles increases due to the
increased acceptance. The momentum resolution for the
same beam energy with full and reduced magnetic field is
shown in figure 5 (right panel). At an Au beam energy of
2 AGeV and a magnetic field of 40% nominal value, the
momentum resolution decreases by a factor of 2.

Figure 5: The particle reconstruction efficiency as function
of particle momentum (left) and the momentum resolution
versus momentum (right) for Au beam energy of 2 AGeV
with full (red) and scaled (blue) magnetic field.

In order to study the effect of a reduced magnetic field
on particle mass resolution and signal-to-background ratio,
simulations have been performed for Λ and KS mesons.
The results on reconstruction efficiency, mass resolution
and signal-to-background ratio for Λ and KS are presented
in figure 6.

Figure 6: The reconstruction efficiency of Λ and KS , mass
resolution and signal-to-background ration for reconstruc-
tion forAu beam energies of 2AGeV with full and reduced
magnetic field.
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Detection of low mass vector mesons using latest (version - v15b) MUon
CHamber at 8 AGeV Au+Au collision

E. Nandy1, P. P. Bhaduri1, and S. Chattopadhyay1

1VECC, Kolkata, India

In this article we report the performance of most realis-
tic CBM MUCH detector, characterized by the detection
effciency and S/B of LMVM. The MUCH detector sys-
tem for the LMVM set up which consists of 4 stations
and 4 absorbers system, shown in Fig. 1, has been mod-
ified for the most realistic geometry, designed according
to the mechanical requirements. In the latest geometry,
absorber shape and dimensions have been re-defined.The
conical shaped absorbers used earlier have been replaced
by parallelepiped, except the first one. The first absorber
has a bi-conical shape and divided in two parts. First cone
is housed inside magnet and has been modifed to conical
shape instead of a cylindrical geometry used earlier. The
dimensions of the 1st absorber has also been changed, 1st
part of 1st absorber is now 24 cm and 2nd part is 36 cm
which was earlier 40 cm and 20 cm, respectively.The en-
tire MUCH set-up has been shifted by 5 cm downstream.
The z position of the 1st absorber has been shifted to 125
cm, which was at 120 cm in the previous geometry. Magnet
geometry has been modifed as well to avoid overlap with
the MUCH. The shielding bars of the magnets have been
removed. TOF wall has also been included for rejection of
punched through hadrons.

Figure 1: Old Geometry for Muon Detection.

Figure 2: New Geometry for Muon Detection.

Simulations were performed with this new MUCH set-
up (Fig.2) with embedded events (signal+background) for

central Au+Au collisions at 8 AGeV energy. URQMD
event generator was used for background particles and
PLUTO [2] generates signal LMVM particle with one
dimuonic decay per event. Here hadronic cocktails
have been considered (ρ0→µ+µ−, η→µ+µ−, φ→µ+µ−,
ω→µ+µ−, ωD→π0µ+µ−, ηD→γµ+µ−). Multiplicities
have been taken from the HSD, and branching ratios from
PDG. Probable muon track candidates have been selected
after full event reconstruction. A selected track should
have more than 6 STS hits, 11 MUCH hits, χ2

V ertex ≤ 2.0,
χ2
MUCH ≤ 1.3 and TOF mass cut ≤ 0.05.
The invariant mass distribution of the reconstructed

muon pairs in the new MUCH detector is shown in Fig.3.
The corresponding S/B as a function of dimuon mass is
plotted in Fig. 4. The background is purely combinatorial.
Performance of this modified MUCH set-up in terms of ef-
ficiency and S/B is comparable with the previous estimates
[1].

Figure 3: Reconstructed Cocktail at 8 AGeV.

Figure 4: S/B of different LMVMs.
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Net-proton fluctuation evolution at FAIR energy
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For heavy-ion collisions at relatively lower energy, likely
to be accessible at FAIR, extreme density region created in
the collision, as shown in figure 1a, which might result in
large fluctuations of specific quantities. It will be useful to
study the propagation of these fluctuations in terms of their
survival at freeze-out.

We have used conventional UrQMD3.3 (hadronic ver-
sion), in which time scans from t=1 fm/c till t=30 fm/c have
been performed. We have used 8 million events while tak-
ing particles of similar acceptance as of STAR (η cut of ±
0.5 and pT region of 0.4 to 0.8) [1]. It should be noted
that there is no phase transition implemented, so, tempo-
ral variation of the fluctuation is due to the evolution of the
hadronic medium as created by the transport model.

Figure 1: (left panel) Evolution of baryon density with time elapsed after col-
lision. (right panel) Time evolution of the mean of net-proton at different collision
energies.

A high density matter undergoing a transition to a par-
tonic state at the highest net-baryon density might undergo
rescattering to reach equilibration at a later time. The signal
like fluctuation of specific quantities might then undergo
evolution to reach the freeze-out stage via equilibration.
The main aim of this work is to study this effect. Fig. 1b
represents the time evolution of net-proton at different en-
ergies. Starting from early times there is an in-flow of pro-
tons into the reaction zone scattering into the rapidity and
pT interval- this inflow, aided by multiple rescattering last
for the entire time evolution of the heavy ion reaction. At
later times there we have resonance decays that populate
protons (because a lot of baryons initially are being ex-
cited to Delta and N* resonances, that subsequently decay).
Net proton shows a peak around the time of overlap of two
colliding nuclei, while at 10 GeV evolution is smooth due
to hadronic rescattering which are playing more dominant
role.

Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of Sσ and Kσ2, where
K, S and σ2 represent kurtosis, skewness and variance of
the distributions. It is seen that Sσ is nearly flat with time
except initially where it shows structure more prominent

Figure 2: (left panel) Time evolution of Sσ, and (right panel) Kσ2 for net-proton
at different collision energies

at higher energies which then smooths out. Kσ2 however
reduces from higher values with time. It is interesting that
the initial energy dependence in Kσ2 gets washed out at 30
fm/c. In recent beam energy scan results from STAR,

√
s

dependence of these quantities at freezout have been shown
and some interesting structure at around 19 GeV have been
mentioned about.

Figure 3: (left panel) Beam energy dependence of Sσ, and (right panel) Kσ2

for net-proton at freeze-out

Fig. 3 is showing the energy dependence of Sσ and Kσ2

at freeze-out. There is no non-monotonous dependence
with Elab at FAIR-energy when calculated within the same
coverage as of STAR. Even though the energy dependence
at detection looks flat, there were structures present at the
beginning of the collision.

Conclusion
In conclusion, fluctuations of net-proton shows struc-

tures at high baryonic density region which then smoothen
out during the evolution. It therefore suggests that there is
considerable modification of the early fluctuation signals.
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Study of the source velocity with the light relativistic ions at CBM.
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The main decay mode of very excited nuclei (E∗ ≥ 4.4
MeV/nucleon) is copious emission of intermediate mass
fragments (IMF), which are heavier than α particles but
lighter than fission fragments. An effective way to produce
hot nuclei is the reactions induced by relativistic heavy
ions. But, the heating of the nuclei may be accompanied by
compression, rotation, and shape distortion, which can es-
sentially influence the decay properties of hot nuclei. The
picture becomes clearer when light relativistic projectiles
are used. In this case, fragments are emitted by only one
source - the slowly moving target spectator. Therefore,
light relativistic projectiles provide a unique possibility for
investigating of the thermal multifragmentation.

Figure 1: The source velocities for 4He + Au reaction at
4 GeV and 14.6 GeV [1] shown by open and full squares,
respectively.

The source velocities (β = v/c) can be extracted from
the rapidity plots of the fragment invariant probability dis-
tribution in terms of the longitudinal versus transversal ve-
locity components [1]. For an isotropically emitting source,
the values of the invariant cross section should fall on a lo-
cus centered at the laboratory velocity of the source. To
a good approximation, the data for a given invariant cross
section are isotropic; i.e., they can be described by a circle
with fixed locus, corresponding to a single average source
velocity that increases with fragment kinetic energy. This
suggests that the system is at least in “kinetic equilibrium”

prior to the fragment emission.
Such studies have been performed for the 4He+Au sys-

tem at bombarding energies of 4.0 and 14.6 GeV at Nu-
clotron. The source velocities as a function of IMF veloc-
ities are shown at Figure 1 by open and full squares for
4.0 GeV and 14.6 GeV, respectively. The process of frag-
ment emission can be described by the combined model
which includes intranuclear cascade model (INC) [2] with
the expansion driven by the thermal pressure in the hot
remnant [3] and statistical model of multifragmentation
(SMM) [4, 5] to describe the decay properties of hot nuclei.
The solid and dotted lines are the results of the INC+SMM
[2]-[5] calculations for 14.6 GeV and 4.0 GeV, respectively.
One can see the good agreement of the calculations and ex-
periment only at 14.6 GeV. It is evident that 4He+Au in-
teraction at 14.6 GeV can be described by one source with
fixed velocity, while in another case the speed of the source
increases with energy which is apparently due to the large
momentum transfer to nucleus residue. Evidence that at
least “kinetic equilibrium” of the system is achieved before
fragmentation take place is found in the results of rapid-
ity analyses. Decrease in energy of the incident particles
from 14.6 to 4.0 GeV increases with the IMF energy that
not predicted by INC+SMM model [2]-[5].

CBM can provide the possibility for detailed studies of
the multifragmentation at SIS100 in the collisions of light
relativistic ions with the gold target [6]. Slow IMF can
be detected by the MVD detector. Another option is the
interaction of the gold beam with the carbon or beryllium
target. In this case, the identification of the IMF can be
done using TOF and TRD.
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Differential elliptic flow of charged hadrons at FAIR SIS100
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Introduction
In relativistic heavy ion collision, elliptic flow (v2) of

identified hadrons has been studied intensively to look for
thermalization of produced medium. For non-central col-
lisions, the azimuthal anisotropy of the transverse momen-
tum (pT ) distribution is believed to be sensitive to the early
evolution of the fireball. The second fourier coefficient of
this anisotropy is known as v2 & defined as,

v2 =< cos[2(φ− Ψ)] >=

〈
Px

2 − Py
2

P 2
T

〉

where, φ & Ψ denote azimuthal angle of the particle &
reaction plane angle respectively. v2 is sensitive to the
rescattering of the constituents of the fireball, that converts
the initial spatial anisotropy into the momentum anisotropy.
In the present article, we have estimated differential ellip-
tic flow (v2(pT )) of charged hadrons for the mid-central
(b = 5−9 fm) Au-Au collisions at 10 A GeV beam energy,
in the midrapidity region (-1 6 yc.m. 6 1). These results
will be useful as soon as we have data from FAIR SIS-100.
Different variants of the UrQMD model namely the pure
transport (cascade) mode and hybrid mode are employed
for this purpose. In the hybrid mode, transport calcula-
tions are coupled with the ideal hydrodynamical evolution.
Within the hydrodynamic scenario, two different equation
of states (EoS) viz. hadron resonance gas and chiral + de-
confinement EoS have been employed separately.

Results & Discussion
For all the three cases studied here, we have observed the

approximately linear rise in elliptic flow v2 with pT . How-
ever the magnitude of v2 is sensitive to the underlying evo-
lution dynamics. v2 is increased by 10% in hydrodynamic
scenario compared to the pure transport scenario. However
the difference in v2 is much smaller for two different EOS.
When we look at identified v2, at low pT (pT < 1 GeV/c),
the particles exhibit mass ordering in all the three cases and
it was predicted by the hydrodynamical calculations[1].

However the degree of ordering is sensitive to the em-
ployed collision dynamics. In the cascade mode, protons
and pions show mass ordering up to pT < 1 GeV/c and in-
verse mass ordering at pT > 1 GeV/c. Also in hydro mode
of UrQMD model with hadron gas equation of state, we
have seen that mesons (pions and kaons) show mass order-
ing up to pT < 1 GeV/c and inverse mass ordering for pT
> 1 GeV/c. But if we compare the chiral + deconfinement

Figure 1: Differential elliptic flow v2(pT ) of charged
hadrons using UrQMD model in cascade mode & hadro
mode using hadron gas and chiral + deconfinement EoS.

EoS and hadron gas EoS then the former one mimics an
equilibrated partonic medium and it does not show any in-
verse mass ordering at pT > 1 GeV/c.

Next we have studied the scaling effect of v2 with respect
to the transverse kinetic energy (KET = mT - m). KET is
considered as a very important scaling variable because it
takes care of the relativistic effects, which are important for
lighter particles and also the pressure gradient which gen-
erates elliptic flow is related to the kinetic energy of par-
ticles. From Figure 2, it is quite evident that elliptic flow
shows good scaling with KET /nq at low pT range in all
three scenarios and thus makes this observable insensitive
to the onset of partonic collectivity. Such a scaling behav-
ior is a natural outcome of the mass ordering, in a boosted
thermal model. The results obtained here are in line with
the previous observations performed at FAIR SIS-300 en-
ergies[2].
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Figure 2: NCQ scaling of v2 with KET using UrQMD
model in cascade mode & hydro mode using hadron gas
and chiral + deconfinement EoS.
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Azimuthal anisotropy of hadrons in AMPT model at FAIR energy

S. Sarkar, P. Mali, S.Ghosh, and A. Mukhopadhyay
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Anisotropic flow [1] is considered as a sensitive probe to
detect the early dynamics of high energy heavy–ion colli-
sions. Several important results on azimuthal anisotropy of
the final state particles, based on the Fourier decomposition
[2] of their azimuthal angle (φ) distribution,

dN

dφ
∝ 1 + 2

∞∑

n=1

vn cos[n(φ− ψn]

have been reported so far [3]. In the above expression
vn measures the degree of anisotropy, and ψn denotes the
event plane angle which varies from event to event. This
initial geometric deformation of the overlapping region is
quantified as,

εn =

√
〈r2 cos(2φpart)〉2 + 〈r2 sin(2φpart)〉2

〈r2〉

where (r, φpart) denote the position of the participating
nucleons in polar coordinates. After taking the initial fluc-
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Figure 1: v2 as a function eccentricity (ε2) in windows of
participating nucleons.

tuations into account the anisotropic flow parameter can be
expressed as,

vn = 〈cos[n(φ− ψn)]〉

of which v2 and v3, denoting respectively the elliptic and
triangular flow, are of special interest. Originally, due
to the left-right symmetry in the transverse plane of the
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Figure 2: v3 as a function triangularity (ε3) in windows of
participating nucleons.

collision, the contribution from the odd harmonics like
v3 was thought to be zero. But recent works in RHIC
and LHC experiments [3, 4] have reported that v3 can be
non-zero. In this work we report several issues related
to v2 and v3 using the AMPT (string melting version)
generated [5] one million min-bias Au+Au events at 30A
GeV incident energy in laboratory system, typical of
the proposed CBM experiment. Very recently we have
reported the centrality dependence of the elliptic flow
parameter using the UrQMD [6] and AMPT generated
Au+Au event samples at FAIR energies [7].

In Fig.1 and Fig.2 the average values of v2 and v3
are plotted as functions of ε2 and ε3 respectively in
different centrality intervals. It is observed that both v2
and v3 increase with the respective anisotropies of the
overlapping region of the colliding nuclei. However, in
comparison to v3 rising with ε3 the increase in v2 with ε2
is sharper. It is concluded that the efficiency of converting
the spatial anisotropy into momentum space is more in
elliptic flow than that in triangular flow. While v2 is an
outcome of anisotropies resulting from both geometry and
initial fluctuations, v3 is non-zero only due to the latter
which is a rather weak effect. In Fig.3 we have shown
the parton scattering cross-section (σ) dependence of v2
versus transverse momentum p

T
with (w) and without

(w/o) taking the initial fluctuations into account. It is
interesting to note that initial fluctuations have very less
influence on v2. It is also observed that the overall p

T
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Figure 3: v2 (top) and v3 (bottom) as a function of
transverse momentum at mid-rapidity with different cross–
sections.

dependence of v3 is nearly similar in nature as that of v2.
As expected the v2 values are always more than those of v3
in all p

T
bins. From Fig.3 we conclude that the conversion

efficiency of the initial spatial anisotropy to final state
momentum anisotropy increases with σ. Fig.4 shows the
p

T
dependence of v2 at different centralities. The most

central collisions are found to be almost independent of
σ. However, a σ dependence is observed as we approach
towards more peripheral collisions. The magnitude of v2
increases smoothly from 0 − 10% centrality to 50 − 60%,
which is obviously due to the increase in the spatial
anisotropy of the colliding system. Finally, in Fig.5 we
present p

T
dependence of v3 again at different centralities.

One should note that the centrality dependence of v3 is
almost as prominent as that of v2.

In view of lack of experimental data we have been
studying different aspects of azimuthal anisotropy of
particle emission in high-energy heavy-ion collision using
simulated events. Our results will help understand the
expected characteristics of the baryon rich intermediate
‘fireball’ created in high-energy heavy-ion collisions, like
its equation of state, the transport properties of its medium,
the degree of thermalization achieved, the initial conditions
of a collision, and the correlations present in the early
stage. Many more studies that have already been made
using RHIC and LHC data, are in progress for simulated
events under CBM conditions.
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Thermal dilepton radiation at FAIR energies as probes of the fireball
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One of the main goals of the CBM experiment is the ex-
ploration of the states of matter created in heavy-ion colli-
sions. Under conditions of extreme temperature and baryon
density, the restoration of chiral symmetry and the transi-
tion to deconfinement might (partially) take place and lead
to exotic phases of strongly interacting matter. The experi-
mental detection of the resulting modifications to the prop-
erties of matter is, however, challenging since the traces of
these signals can get convoluted or washed-out by several
other effects, e.g. final-state interactions.

A prime tool in this search are, therefore, electromag-
netic probes. Once they are produced, dileptons decouple
from the collision region and retain the valuable informa-
tion about the medium at the time of their creation.

Dileptons are emitted during all stages of a heavy-ion
collision. Of particular interest in this respect is the thermal
excess radiation above the hadronic cocktail, i.e. after the
subtraction of the decays of long-lived mesons. The yield
of thermal low-mass dileptons is sensitive to the fireball
lifetime, while the slope in the intermediate-mass region of
the dilepton invariant-mass spectrum can serve as a ther-
mometer which is unaffected by blue-shift effects caused
by the collective expansion of the medium [1].

For a proper description of the dilepton invariant-mass
spectrum realistic thermal rates have to be convoluted with
a model of the fireball’s space-time evolution. As a com-
promise between the microscopic transport and macro-
scopic hydrodynamics at FAIR energies a coarse-graining
procedure was developed and successfully applied to the
SIS energy regime [2-4]. The local matter properties ex-
tracted with this approach are fed into a parametrization of
the Rapp-Wambach spectral function [5] for in-medium ρ
emission and lQCD-inspired QGP rates [6] (if high enough
temperatures are reached). The pertinent dilepton spec-
tra are then obtained by integrating these rates over the
whole space-time evolution. An example of an invariant-
mass spectrum of thermal dileptons in Ar+KCl collisions at
1.76A GeV is shown in Fig. 1 together with the data from
the HADES experiment.

The thermal rates of e+e− and µ+µ− pairs for Au+Au
collisions at top SIS-100 energies of 11A GeV are now
available to the CBM collaboration. With the implementa-
tion into the fast Monte-Carlo generator Pluto, it is possible
to create a large statistics sample of dileptons that can be
passed into the usual simulation and reconstruction chain.

The provided thermal spectra can serve as a basis for
comprehensive experimental investigations. A significant
deviation from this baseline in terms of extra yield in the
low-mass range or a change in the emitting source temper-
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Figure 1: Comparison of dilepton excess spectra from two
independent coarse-graining approaches [2-4] and the ex-
perimentally extracted yield above the hadronic cocktail in
Ar+KCl collisions at 1.76A GeV from HADES [7,8].

ature, extracted from the intermediate-mass range, could
indicate a possible 1st order phase transition [9]. Such sce-
narios and their observable consequences are currently sub-
ject to further investigations.

In the context of FAIR Phase-0 roughly 10% of the CBM
time-of-flight detector modules will be installed as an end-
cap TOF in the STAR experiment during the upcoming
RHIC beam energy scan II [10]. To fill the gap in the ex-
citation function of dilepton production, our framework for
the calculation of thermal dilepton spectra will also be ap-
plied to the proposed beam energies and be used for de-
tector studies in the preparation of this scan in the years
2019-2020.
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Antiparticle to particle ratios at CBM energies in Au-Au collisions
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In the context of the present studies of heavy ion
collisions, which have an important contribution in the
knowledge of QCD phase diagram, we present particle-
antiparticle ratios results, in the case of Au-Au central co-
llisions and CBM experiment specific energies. Our calcu-
lations were made with a step of approximately 2-3 A GeV,
on a range of energies between 6 and 25 A GeV.

The 11, 12, 13 A GeV sequence points (Fig. 1) is sin-
gular, and became important by adding the 12 A GeV re-
sult, because of a noticeable quasi - decline (plateau) ratio
for 11 to 13 A GeV. The presented result for 12 A GeV
energy fits well in the plateau trend, a phenomenon which
may suggest the switching to a mixed phase, for a fraction
of time; other results in our plots follow the same line of
interpretation, having the characteristic of equal ratio va-
lues in the increasing sequence of energies for K−

K+ ratios
( e.g. Fig 2 bottom: for K−

K+ ratio for the range of rapidities
0.5 < y < 1.4), where we see this trend of value equali-
zation for two consecutive energies, around K−

K+ ≈ 0.25.
Simulations for 7 and 9 A GeV have also been done, but,
for our results, no changes were observed (an exception is
one increase which anyhow does not change the trend of
the presented plots).
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Figure 1: p̄
p ratio distribution for two centralities, consi-

dering 0 < y < 0.8, and different collision energies for
UrQMD code

We consider that aspects related to masked fluctuations
can be lost by working with statistical models that address
results comparisons which deal with bigger energy colli-
sion steps, according to which particle-antiparticle ratios
would have a linear distribution with increasing energy
and constant values with centrality variations, until 30 A
GeV, and then follow an exponential growth with increa-
sing energies; the CBM - FAIR experiment will thus be

very important, because it will cover a large range of ener-
gies, aiming to create a high density, which favors the pro-
duction of Quark-Gluon Plasma(QGP).
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Figure 2: K−

K+ ratio distribution for two centralities,
considering different collision energies and two rapidities
(UrQMD, 100000 events): top) 0 < y < 0.8; bottom)
0.5 < y < 1.4

The simulations were done with the UrQMD code,
which was integrated in the YaPT system [1] of the Re-
search Center ”Nuclear Matter in Extreme Conditions” of
the Faculty of Physics Bucharest. For each energy, 100.000
(100k) events were simulated, and central collisions were
taken into account, considering two centralities: 0-20%
(0 < b ≤ 2.6 fm) and 20-40% (2.6 < b ≤ 5.2 fm). In Fig.3
we represented the transverse momentum distribution, de-
pending on the ratio of p̄

p , for 8 A GeV and 10 A GeV
energies. Note that, for the rapidity interval |y| < 2, a
”change of order” takes place, i.e. a ratio value growth spe-
cific to a centrality, compared to the ratio value calculated
for the other centrality. Detailing this aspect, we see the ra-
tio value to be higher for the 8 A GeV energy case, for the
20-40% centrality; roughly about 8.5 A GeV, we observe
the order changing suggested above.
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Figure 3: The transverse momentum distribution which is
dependent on the p̄

p , for two centralities and different ener-
gies (UrQMD, 100000 events): top) 8 A GeV; bottom) 10
A GeV

For the particle-antiparticle ratio distributions, for
0.5 < y < 1.4 and 0 < y < 0.8 (Fig. 2), one can no-
tice that for the second centrality, 20-40% (2.6 < b ≤ 5.2

fm), the K−

K+ ratio is many times higher than that for the 0-
20% centrality. To explain this behavior, we can consider
an increase of K− number related to the resonances for-
mation and their hard decays [2, 3]. The KaoS - HADES
[4] experiment, for energies between 2 A GeV and 3 A
GeV, indicates a ratio of K−

K+ higher with increasing cen-
trality of the collision. One explanation would also be the
increasing of K−

K+ , linked to a greater production of K−,
which was connected with negative kaon effective mass re-
duction due to the increased amplitude for the strangeness
exchange channel [5]. Other data [6] suggest a higher sig-
nificant weight, by approximately 20% for theK− produc-
tion, which comes from Φ decays.

We can analyze the systematic dependency of K−

K+ and p̄
p

ratios (Fig. 4). By this correlation, we could try a compari-
son with the predictions of the thermal model. For our case,
a deviation from these predictions -in the form of turning
points- for the discussed energy interval can be observed.

Conclusions

The multiplicities and particle-antiparticle ratios are as-
pects that characterize the new nuclear matter formed in ul-
trarelativistic nuclear collisions. For our results, the 10-13
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Figure 4: The dependence of the K−

K+ ratio to the p̄
p ratio

A GeV range, presented for two centralities (0 < b ≤ 2.6
fm, respectively 2.6 < b ≤ 5.2 fm), we observe interes-
ting fluctuations, for the K−

K+ and p̄
p ratios, depending on

the centrality, which means large density variations for the
newly formed nuclear matter. The increase of these quan-
tities with increasing collision energy of heavy ions is con-
firmed by experiments [7], and this behaviour is also seen
in our results. In contrast to this general trend, we notice
some local trends of equality and quasi-drops of the ratios.
These results have a predictive character for the CBM ex-
periment, but made the subject of a comparative study with
other codes – primarily the AMPT code, and some repeti-
tive phenomena transpared. However, these results are in
the stage of completion and ready to be published in an
article.
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DiRICH readout electronics - status and first measurements

V. Patel1, C. Pauly1, J. Michel2, P. Skott3, M. Traxler3, C. Ugur3, and K.-H. Kampert1

1Wuppertal university; 2Frankfurt university; 3GSI Darmstadt

The realization of the new DiRICH electronic read-
out chain for Hamamatsu H12700 MAPMTs (CBM- and
HADES RICH detectors), as well as for Photonis MCP
sensors (PANDA DIRC), has seen major progress over the
last year. Since mid 2016, first prototype modules of all
components are available for detailed testing and evalua-
tion. Figure 1 shows photographs of a partly equipped 3x2
MAPMT module, and of the individual DiRICH, DiRICH-
Combiner, and DiRICH-Power cards. All these modules
seem to work as expected, no critical design flaws have
been encountered yet.

The only major item still missing is a working FPGA
design for the full 32ch TDC. The TDC base design (even
with 64 channels) for the Lattice ECP3 platform of the
HADES TRB3 ”Trigger and Readout board” is in use since
many years, and has to be adapted now to the Lattice ECP5
platform of the DiRICH module. Here, the loss of the main
FPGA-TDC developer is causing a critical delay. So far,
only a first 4 channel version of the TDC is available for
the DiRICH, proving the principal feasibility of the project.
However, all tests of the DiRICH readout chain so far look
very promising, some first results are summarized below.

Testing of the full readout chain is carried out at two
places: At GSI, in the HADES cave, a large test cham-

Figure 1: A 3x2 MAPMT readout module (top), with one
out of 6 MAPMTs on front side, and few 32ch DIRICH
FPGA-TDC frontend modules (lower left), a DiRICH-
Power supply module (lower right), and a DiRICH-
Combiner module (lower center).

Figure 2: Test setup in the HADES cave, showing the new
HADES RICH photon detector flange mounted to the test
chamber, with one 3x2 readout module installed for testing.

ber has been installed, already carrying the new HADES
RICH MAPMT photon detector flange (see Figure 2). This
setup will later allow for a full size system test, when
larger numbers of modules become available. After suc-
cessful commissioning of the new photon detector, the
whole detector flange will be craned to the HADES frame
and mounted to the HADES RICH. At the moment, blind
flanges cover all open module ports, allowing for tests with
single MAPMTs and few modules. A pulsed laser system
(Picoquant 630nm, 50ps pulse length, kindly provided by
the GSI PANDA group) is installed in the tank, allowing
for precise timing measurements based on single photons.
An additional LED light source in the tank, connected to
an adjustable DC current source, allows for high rate tests
with uncorrelated photon rates (in addition to the triggered
light source) of up to several 100 kHz per channel, compa-
rable to the maximum photon rates expected for CBM SIS
100 high rate experiments.

The new CBM RICH prototype box for COSY beam
tests is used for smaller scale tests of up to 2 fully equipped
readout modules at Wuppertal university (see [1]).

The most critical part in the DiRICH design is the ana-
log input stage. The input signals of the MAPMTs (few
mV average amplitude for single photons) are galvanically
decoupled using transformers, and then amplified (' × 30)
in a single stage transistor amplifier operating at very low
Vcc of only 1.1V to minimize power consumtion. The am-
plified signal is then discriminated and time stamped inside
the FPGA.
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Figure 3: Typical MAPMT single photon signals from
DIRICH after preamplification.

In order to test the analog part, we have equipped a sin-
gle DiRICH module with two active, 4 GHz oscilloscope
probes (input impedance 0.8 pF), read out by a fast digi-
tal oscilloscope. The probes are connected to the preamp
output of two different channels. This setup serves to vi-
sualize the amplified input signals directly before enter-
ing the FPGA for discrimination and digitization. More
over, the digital scope allows us to save the full signal
traces of both channels for later offline analysis (with up
to 100 events/second). Analyzing these data offline allows
us to simulate the FPGA functionality (TDC and discrim-
ination) in software, and to study the leading- and trailing
edge timing precision, Time-over-Threshold measurement,
threshold behaviour, efficiency, or noise, independant of
the FPGA-TDC itself. In addition, one can also correlate
these time-based measurements with signal amplitude or
charge extracted from the scope traces (which are not avail-
able from the TDC measurement), for performance evalua-
tion. This approach turned out to be extremely helpful not
only for characterizing the analog input stage, but also for
debugging of the FPGA-TDC design, since we know ex-
actly what data to expect from the TDC measurement.

Figure 3 shows the preamplifier output signal for single
photon pulses, directly before discrimination in the FPGA.
After shaping, the photon signals have a mean positive am-
plitude of 250 mV (gain ' × 30), with a FWHM of 4-
5 ns. A pronounced undershoot of the shaped signal is in-
tentional in order to achieve a fast threshold crossing for
trailing edge time measurement.

The laser intensity in these measurements was adjusted
such, that only in 10% of pulses a single photon is de-
tected in a given channel. In triggered events with no pho-
ton hitting the particular channel, a different signal shape
can be observed, attributed to a capacitive coupling in the
MAPMT anode plate. This ”wiggle” signal is of opposite
polarity, and comparatively small. The amplitude of this
signal scales with the number of simultaneous photon hits
on the full MAPMT surface, which is here in the order of
6-10, a realistic upper value for later detector operation.
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Figure 4: Time over threshold information for various soft-
ware threshold settings

For low discriminator threshold settings, this cross talk sig-
nal could produce additional ”ghost” hits, causing smear-
ing of the Cherenkov ring pattern. This effect of strongly
increased cross talk hits at lower thresholds has been al-
ready observed (though not fully understood at that time)
in the last CERN test beam 2014, where the amplitude sen-
sitive PADIWA readout chain was used, triggering on the
leading edge of the signal only. In previous measurements
using the charge-sensitive nXYter readout chain, this cross
talk signal was much suppressed due to its bipolar shape
in combination with the large integration time of the slow
shaping amplifier input stage.

A powerful tool to effectively suppress these cross talk
”wiggle” pulses in the DiRICH readout is provided by the
simultaneous measurement of leading- and trailing edge
time, i.e. by the Time-over-Threshold (ToT) of the signal.
For relatively low thresholds (30-90 mV after preamp), the
ToT of the wiggle signal is rather small (below 1-2 ns),
where the single-photon pulses have a ToT in the order of
4-5 ns. The observed ToT distribution for various thresh-
old settings (based on the offline analysis of the scope trace
data) is shown in Figure 4. Applying a cut of ToT >2 ns
(red graph), the pulses induced by crosstalk can be eas-
ily suppressed, as long as the threshold is reasonably low
(<100 mV).

The effectiveness of the ToT cut can be clearly observed
in the leading/rising edge arrival time distribution with re-
spect to the trigger signal of the laser pulser, shown in Fig-
ure 5. Without ToT cut, two peaks are observed: The early
peak around T=0 ns stems from real photon hits, where
the hits induced by crosstalk cause a delayed signal around
T=4 ns due to their opposite polarity. Applying the cut on
ToT > 2 ns completely suppresses this delayed peak with-
out loss of real photon events, even at very low thresholds
(red graph). The width of the photon peak (RMS' 480 ps)
corresponds well to the expected PMT timing precision
(MAPMT Transit-Time-Spread TTS ' 300 – 400 ps), in
particular if keeping in mind that no walk correction is ap-
plied.
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Figure 5: Leading edge timing difference between laser
trigger and one of the channels
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Figure 6: Leading edge timing difference between two
channels

Figure 6 shows the leading edge time difference between
the two channels equipped with the scope probes. This dis-
tribution, with its three distinct peaks in the time difference
observed at low threshold, is well reproduced also in the
first measurements with the full FPGA-TDC, but caused
some confusion at first observation. It can now be fully
understood based on the signal characteristics discussed
above: The center peak, around ∆T=0, is caused by events,
where both channels either detected one simultaneous pho-
ton each (laser pulse length 50 ps), or both channels only
detected a cross talk signal (the latter is suppressed here by
the scope acquisition trigger). The side peaks at +/- 4 ns
correspond to events with a photon in one channel, and a
cross talk signal in the other (blue distribution). Applying
the ToT cut on both individual channels fully suppresses
the side peaks (red distribution), and gives a nice single
correlation peak close to ∆T ' 0. The width of this peak
(RMS ' 650 ps) is again a good measure for the overall
system timing precision, and is in fair agreement with the
expected value of

√
2× TTS=430–550 ps.

The DiRICH-Power module allows two different oper-
ation modes to provide LV power to all modules: Either
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Figure 7: Rate using DCDC and without DCDC converter.

using on-board DCDC converters to generate the required
1.1 V / 1.2 V / 2.5 V and 3.5 V supply voltages out of a sin-
gle low-current input at 20-30 V, or by external supply via 4
different input lines, providing only filtering and monitor-
ing on the module itself. The second method avoids opera-
tion of noisy DCDC converters close to the sensitive analog
input electronics of the DIRICH modules, but requires sub-
stantial cabling effort, in particular in view of the large re-
quired current (up to 15 A) on the 1.1 V supply line, where
the voltage drop on the supply cables becomes substantial.
A comparison of both operation modes is given in Figure 7,
showing the detected hit rate of a single MAPMT chan-
nel as function of threshold. The observed plateau around
35 Hz corresponds to the MAPMT single photon dark rate
in the given pixel. Without using the DCDC supply mode,
threshold settings down to 20 mV can be achieved (after
preamplification, corresponding to <1 mV MAPMT sig-
nal). In DCDC powering mode, the system noise kicks in at
thresholds around 75 mV. However, additional cuts on the
ToT will allow to partly suppress this noise in the offline
analysis. Additional copper shielding enclosing the DCDC
converters is already foreseen and will be tested.

The first tests of the new DiRICH readout concept look
very promising, and seem to qualify the overall concept.
In particular, the importance of the ToT-measurement for
background suppression in comparison to simple leading
edge measurement already became evident. A few minor
design issues have already been found, and will be fixed in
a second iteration of the DiRICH module, which is under
production now.
For further validation of the concept a test beam at
COSY/Jülich is scheduled for end of May, where two fully
equipped 2x3 MAPMT modules will be put into operation.
We hope, that a first 32ch FPGA-TDC design will become
available until then. If everything goes well, we plan to
start mass production of all modules end of 2017, in order
to equip the full HADES RICH detector in time for the next
HADES beamtime at SIS18 earliest mid 2018.
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Simulation of upgraded HADES RICH detector

S. Lebedev1,3, T. Kunz2, J. Friese2, and C. Höhne1

1Justus Liebig University Giessen, Giessen, Germany; 2Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany; 3LIT
JINR, Dubna, Russia

In the HADES experiment, a RICH detector is used to
identify dielectron pairs. In cooperation with the CBM-
RICH collaboration the existing gaseous photon detec-
tor based on MWPCs with CsI cathode will be replaced
by multianode photomultipliers (MAPMT). The upgraded
RICH geometry was implemented within the HYDRA
framework of HADES. New detector simulation and re-
construction software was also implemented. First results
of the simulations are discussed.

The new geometry implementation is based on the old
one, all obsolete parts were removed and new MAPMTs
were included. Each MAPMT is implemented as a separate
node in the geometry. The upgraded RICH detector in the
simulation is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Upgraded RICH detector in the simulation.

Implementing the new software we followed the require-
ment to provide backward compatibility with the old RICH
software. Also the rest of the code (outside the RICH direc-
tory) should not be changed because of the RICH changes.
Thus all the data classes, categories and interfaces were
kept as they are. All the rest of the RICH code was im-
plemented from scratch.

The MAPMT response was implemented with real quan-
tum efficiency (QE) measurements (currently the H8500-
03 CERN Oct 2011) was implemented. A 70% collection
efficiency is applied on top of the QE. Thus simulated num-
ber of hits are calculated rather conservatively.

The same reconstruction algorithms which were devel-
oped for the CBM RICH detector are used for the upgraded
HADES RICH. Rings are reconstructed using an algorithm
based on the Hough Transform method and their parame-
ters are derived by a circle fitting based on the COP method.

For a visual representation of RICH events an event dis-
play was implemented. Two example events are shown in
Figure 2.

In average 7-13 photons per electron ring are registered

Figure 2: Two example events. Blue: all photons (MC
points). Red: detected photons (hits).

(without crosstalk, 70% collection efficiency). This num-
ber strongly depends on the polar angle (see Figure 3, left).

The ring reconstruction performance was studies with
simulations for single e± generated by the Kine with the
following parameters: θ ∈ [15, 80]◦, φ ∈ [0, 360]◦, P ∈
[100, 1500] MeV/c. The mean reconstruction efficiency is
96% for rings with 5 or more hits. Dielectron pairs were
generated with the same parameters as single e± and with
a fixed opening angle (∆φ = 3◦, ∆φ = 4◦, ∆φ = 5◦).
For the efficiency calculation a pair is considered as re-
constructed if both rings are correctly reconstructed. Fig-
ure 3 shows the dielectron pair reconstruction efficiency for
opening angle ∆φ = 3◦. The mean efficiency is 51% for
∆φ = 3◦, 58.3% for ∆φ = 4◦ and 57.8% for ∆φ = 5◦.

Figure 3: Left: Number of registered photons per electron
ring vs. polar angle. Right: Dielectron pair reconstruction
efficiency (∆φ = 3◦) vs. polar angle.

Simulations show that the reconstruction efficiency for
dielectron pairs increases significantly in comparison to the
current RICH, in particular for pairs with small opening
angles.
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A slow control system for the HADES and CBM RICH detectors
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An EPICS based slow control system for the HADES
RICH700 upgrade and the future CBM RICH is developed.
The slow control system is server-client-model based and
highly flexible due to variations in the experimental setup.
The control software for the ISEG HV power supply (see
Fig. 1) is designed in a 3 layer outline. It allows the control
of every channel of every module of the crate individually,
but also the control of predefined groups of channels from
different modules. In addition it is possible to group chan-
nels via the GUI, too. The ISEG HV crate (ECH 44A) has a
CC24 Master module which includes the EPICS IOC. This
allows to run the slow control software of the crate without
any additional computer. The HV crate has 6 EHS F620n-
F SHV modules with 16 channels each. The modules are
limited to 1,5 kV and with single channel floating-GND.

Figure 1: The ISEG crate with 6 modules à 16 channels
and a CC24 master.

To cope with low voltage a TDK Lambda Genesis 60-40
is used (see Fig.2). The EPICS IOC runs on an own com-
puter which is connected to the TDK Lambda via LAN.
The IOC uses StreamDevice with an own protocol for the
device. It is possible to control the voltage, set current lim-
its and control different statuses of the LV device.

Figure 2: The TDK Lamda low voltage power supply.

During the experiment the temperature and the humidity
will be measured. The temperature is mapped with many
DS18B20 1-Wire Sensors from Maxim Integrated. To mea-
sure the humidity HDC1000 humidity sensors from Texas

Instruments are used. These sensors support the I2C pro-
tocol and have address pins which allow to use up to 4 of
these sensors at one port (see Fig.3). Both sensor types are
connected to a HadCon2 Board which controls the pins.
The HadCon2 is connected to a raspberry pi 2 model B via
USB connection. The EPICS IOC runs on the raspberry
pi and sends the HadCon2 the commands for the measure-
ment of temperature and humidity.

Figure 3: left: One DS18B20 1-wire sensor from Maxim
Integrated. right: A HDC1000 sensor on a breakout board.

The HADES RICH upgrade will use many DIRICH
boards which have a 1-wire temperature sensor. This tem-
perature can be readout via the TrbNet. Therefore an
EPICS IOC is written. It gets the value from many dif-
ferent boards with one call which reduces the traffic on the
TrbNet. It is also possible to get more further status values
from the TrbNet with the IOC.
The Control System Studio (CSS) is used as the GUI of
the HADES RICH experiment and shows the EPICS pro-
cess variables in a human readable, graphical layout (see
Fig.4). It replaced the Motif Editor and Display Manager
(MEDM) which is known from previous HADES running
periods.

Figure 4: The CSS BOY GUI for the HV power supply.
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The TOF FAIR phase 0 project

I. Deppner1, N. Herrmann1, and the CBM-STAR eTOF working group1

1Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

The FAIR phase 0 project of TOF comprises the installa-
tion and operation of CBM TOF MRPCs (MRPC3a/b [1])
in the STAR experiment at BNL and the analysis of the data
taken during the Beam Energy Scan (BESII) in 2019/20.

For BESII the STAR collaboration aims to increase the
acceptance of their detector in the pseudorapidity range be-
tween 1.0 ≤ η ≤ 1.5. Therefore an upgrade of the inner
TPC (iTPC) is foreseen. The upgrade improves the mo-
mentum resolution for particle tracks pointing in forward
direction. In order to improved also the particle identifica-
tion (PID) capability in the same acceptance range an ad-
ditional upgrade on the TOF system (eTOF) is intended.
The impact of these upgrades are clearly visible in Fig-
ure 1 [2] showing the acceptance region and PID limita-
tions for electrons (upper left), pions (upper right), kaons
(lower left) and protons (lower right). The eTOF upgrade

Figure 1: The pT − y acceptance region for electrons (up-
per left), pions (upper right), kaons (lower left) and protons
(lower right) showing the limits due to tracking and PID.

requires the installation of a new TOF system in the above-
mentioned pseudorapidity range. This system will be pro-
vided by CBM TOF subgroups from China and Germany
in the context of the CBM FAIR phase 0 program. It in-
cludes about 6 % of the CBM TOF MRPCs with the com-
plete front end and readout electronics and the necessary
software packages. The operation of this CBM TOF sub-
system opens the opportunity to gain experience with the

handling of the system, with the calibration procedures
and data preprocessing leading to a reduced commission-
ing time within CBM later on. In addition the CBM mem-
bers have access to the entire data set produced by STAR
during BESII. After the BESII campaign in 2021 the full
system will be dismantled and shipped to back FAIR where
the componets will be used as part of the final CBM-TOF
wall.

The conceptional design of the eTOF is depicted in
Figure 2. Each STAR CBM TOF module contains 3
MRPC3a/b counters. The modules will be mounted on a
frame sitting at the east side magnet pole tip of the STAR
experiment forming a wheel. The modules are arranged
in three layers grouped in 12 sectors which have full over-
lap with the TPC sectors. The eTOF wheel has in total
an active area of about 9.3 m2 and comprises 6912 readout
channels. This geometry was implemented in CBM ROOT.
Simulations show that in the fixed target mode which is
also anticipated by the STAR collaboration a maximal par-
ticle flux of about 45 Hz/cm2 and a multi hit probability of
7.5 % is reached.

Figure 2: Illustration of the STAR eTOF wheel. The mod-
ules are arranged in 12 sectors and contain 3 MRPC3a/b
each.

In order to make a first DAQ integration test a mod-
ule (conf. Fig. 3) housing two MRPC3b counters pro-
duced at USTC was shipped to BNL and mounted at the
6 a clock position at the magnet pole tip in October 2016
(see Fig. 4). The goal is to participate in the physics run
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(Run17) starting in Feb. 2017 and test all components un-
der real beam conditions. The counters were positioned be-
hind each other in the module in order to find coincidences
among themselves. The data readout is based on an AFCK

Figure 3: View inside the open STAR CBM TOF module.

Figure 4: STAR CBM TOF module mounted on the east
pole tip of the STAR experiment.

board and the FLES system as indicated in Fig. 5 which is
in contrast to the triggered STAR DAQ free running. Since
the AFCK is not magnetic field resistant it is placed in a
region with very low field 6 m away from the module. The
data are transmitted via 100 m long optical fibers to the
FLIB of the DAQ-PC which is sitting in the STAR DAQ-
room. A synchronization scheme has been developed for
the clocking systems by locking our CLOSY system to the
STAR TDC clock and the AFCK firmware was extended
to interpret the trigger token sent by the STAR trigger sys-
tem and inserting it into the data stream. If such a token
word is detected in the data by the CBM monitoring system
based on CBMROOT a window with a proper time shift is
extracted from the data stream and the data are sent to the
STAR event builder. The system can be inspected and mon-
itored via the CBMROOT web-interface and in general is
setup such that no CBM manpower is required to be present
on site during data taking.

That the DAQ system and the interface to STAR indeed
works can be seen in Figure 6. It shows the time difference
between the MRPC hits and the STAR trigger. At a time
difference of about 1.75 µs a correlation between trigger
and MRPC hits is visible.

Figure 5: Overview of the CBM components used during
the STAR physics run in 2017.

Figure 6: Time difference between the MRPC hits and the
trigger token. At about 1.75 µs a correlation between trig-
ger and MRPC hits is visible.

The time line for the next major steps are the following:

• Installation of a full sector (3 modules) in summer
2017,

• 2nd system integration test with one full sector by
participating in the physics run (Run18) in February
2018,

• shipping 36 modules including infrastructure to BNL
in summer 2018,

• installation and commissioning in fall 2018,
• start of BESII campaign in February 2019,
• decommission and shipping all modules including in-

frastructure to FAIR in 2021.
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Radiation damage and activation of the CBM-PSD used at BM@N /JINR.

A. Senger1 and the CBM collaboration1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

One part of the CBM Phase 0 program is to use the CBM
Project Spectator Detector (PSD) in the fixed-target Bary-
onic Matter experiment at the Nuclotron (BM@N) [1]. The
goal is to determine the collision centrality and the orien-
tation of the reaction plane in Au+Au reactions up to en-
ergies of 4.5 A GeV. In order to estimate possible radia-
tion damages and the activation of the PSD modules, which
would prevent the transport and later use of the detector at
CBM, calculations of the radiation environment in the ex-
periments at the Nuclotron have been performed with the
FLUKA package ([2], [3]), and with the FLAIR interface
([4]) for visualization of the results. The simulations were
done for Au beam at 4 AGeV with an intensity 107 ions
per second, using a 100 µm gold foil as a target. In order
to optimize the geometry of the PSD, two different module
arrangements - with and without beam hole - have been in-
vestigated. The geometry with beam hole as implemented
in FLUKA is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: The geometry of the PSD with beam hole as im-
plemented in FLUKA.

The ionizing and non-ionizing energy losses were calcu-
lated for a running period of 2 months, and the results of
the FLUKA calculations are presented in figure 2 and 3.
As shown in the upper panel of figure 2, the ionizing dose
in the inner part of the PSD version without hole exceeds
by far a value of 103 Gy, which defines the upper limit of
the non-damage region for polymers. In the case of the
PSD version with beam hole, this limit is not reached (see
lower panel of figure 2). The situation is similar for the
non-ionizing dose: For the PSD version without hole the
dose after two month of running substantially overshoots
the limiting value of 1014neq/cm

2 (see upper panel of fig-
ure 3), whereas for the PSD with beam hole the dose is
below 5× 1011neq/cm

2 (see lower panel of figure 3).
Another important question is whether the transport and

handling of the PSD modules is restricted or even prohib-

Figure 2: The ionizing energy loss for PSD without beam
hole (upper picture) and with hole (bottom picture).

Figure 3: The non-ionizing energy loss for PSD without
beam hole (upper panel) and with hole (lower panel).

ited by the activation of the material after the experiment
campaign at BM@N. In the calculation, a scenario of 2
months of running over 3 years was assumed. The activa-
tion of the PSD with beam hole at a time of 1 month after
the irradiation period is shown in figure 4. The dose rate
is found to be below the natural background radiation level
of 0.5 µSv/h, which would allow to transport the PSD to
FAIR without restrictions. In contrast, as shown in figure
5, the activation of the PSD without beam hole is more than
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1000 times higher, even in 1 year after irradiation. This sit-
uation would severely complicate or even prevent the trans-
port from JINR to FAIR.

Figure 4: Activation of the PSD with beam hole in 1 month
after irradiation (see text).

Figure 5: Activation of the PSD without beam hole in 1
year after irradiation (see text).

In conclusion, the calculations clearly demonstrate that
the PSD geometry for use at BM@N has to foresee a hole
for the beam in order to prevent heavy radiation damage
and severe activation of the modules.
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Common CBM beam test at the CERN SPS 2016

D. Emschermann and the CBM collaboration
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Figure 1: Layout of the RE21 experimental area. 0: Pb-
foil target, 1: mainframe with TOF MRPC and MUCH
GEM detectors, 2: Bucharest TRD setup, 3: Bucharest TOF
MRPC setup, 4: Münster/Frankfurt TRD setup, 5: service
rack for TOF/MUCH mainframe, 6: free-streaming DAQ
rack, 7: service and readout rack for Bucharest detectors,
8: TRD gas analysis rack, 9: service and readout rack for
Münster/Frankfurt detectors

In November and December 2016 the CBM DAQ,
MUCH, TOF and TRD subgroups gathered at the CERN
SPS for the annual heavy ion run [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A ded-
icated radiation bunker, see Fig. 1, was prepared along the
H4 beamline in the North Area. A large number of full-
size detector prototypes (MWPCs, GEMs, MRPCs, Bake-
lite RPCs and diamond counters) from pre-series produc-
tion were installed in the zone, see Fig. 2 (right). The
SPS accelerator delivered a primary Pb-beam at momenta
of 13 AGeV/c, 30 AGeV/c and 150 AGeV/c which was
impinging on a 1 mm thick Pb-foil as target. The CBM de-
tectors were installed at small angles to the primary beam
to measure the spray of secondary particles at hit rates of
up to few kHz/cm2.

A highlight of this beam test was the new, free-streaming
DAQ system, see Fig. 2 (left). It was used to readout
the TOF MRPCs equipped with GET4 electronics (us-
ing AFCKs with gDPB firmware), MUCH GEM detectors
readout with NXYTER v2.0 ASICs (employing AFCKs
with nDPB firmware). These two DAQ branches were
kept in phase by the timing and synchronisation system
[7] (made of AFCKs with tDPB firmware). In a separate
TRD DAQ setup, the new SPADIC v2.0 was readout with
an AFCK board connected to a FLIB node [8]. New hard-
ware [9] and software tools for configuration and online
monitoring for the DAQ system were developed for this
beamtest [10, 11, 12]. The operation of CBM subsystems
with a common DAQ system is a first step towards the fu-
ture miniCBM@SIS18 setup [13].

Figure 2: (left) The free-streaming DAQ system (6) for
MUCH and TOF consisting of 18 AFCK boards operated
in 2 microTCA crates in a common rack. (right) A down-
stream view of the RE21 detectors during the setup phase.
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Preparation for mCBM@SIS18 - a CBM full system test-setup at GSI

C. Sturm1, D. Emschermann1, W. Niebur1, A. Senger1, and F. Uhlig1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

A CBM full system test-setup called mCBM@SIS18
(”mini-CBM”) is going to be installed at GSI/SIS18 in the
years 2017/2018 in order to develop, commission and opti-
mize (i) the free-streaming data acquisition system includ-
ing the data transport to a high performance computer farm
(GreenIT cube) (ii) the online track and event reconstruc-
tion and event selection algorithms and (iii) the offline data
analysis as well as the controls software package. Further-
more, the setup offers additional high-rate tests of the final
detector prototypes in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Hence,
mini-CBM will allow to test and optimize the performance
of the detector systems including the software chain under
realistic experiment conditions which will significantly re-
duce the commissioning time for CBM at SIS100.

According to its tasks mini-CBM consists of detector
modules from series production of the CBM subsystems
MVD, STS, MUCH, TRD, TOF which will be positioned
downstream a nuclear target under a polar angle of about
20◦ in respect to the primary beam (see sketch in Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The mCBM@SIS18 test-setup at the detector test
area HTD at the entrance of Cave-C (R3B) at the SIS18
facility of GSI/FAIR.

For track reconstruction the test-setup comprises 2x
MVD, 2x STS, 2x GEM and 4x TRD stations which pro-
vide redundant position information and allow to perform a
tracklet-search. In addition, the MVD stations enable ver-
tex reconstruction. The setup will possess a high-resolution
time-of-flight system consisting of a fast and segmented di-
amond counter for time-zero (t0) determination located in
front of the target as well as a TOF stop wall. Additionally,
a PSD prototype will be used to characterize the collision
geometry. The detector systems will be equipped with final
readout electronics and operated with the common CBM
data acquisition chain. This is made of FPGA powered
AFCK boards [1] in the data processing layer and FLES
input as well as compute nodes as data sink. At the end
of 2016 the MUCH and TOF subsystems as well as TRD

have demonstrated at the SPS test-beamtime that their cur-
rent front-end electronics (MUCH: NXYTERv2.0, TOF:
GET4v1.23 and TRD: SPADICv2.0) are compatible with
the AFCK based read-out chain [2].

Figure 2: A precursor of the mini-CBM test-setup: the test-
setup at the SPS test-beamtime end of 2016.

As a precursor of mini-CBM, Fig. 2 shows a photograph
of the test-setup at the SPS test-beamtime end of 2016 [2].
The used data processing stage (DPB layer) is depicted on
the cover page of this CBM Progress Report illustrating the
data acquisition system to be employed for mini-CBM.

The installation site for the mini-CBM test-setup is the
detector test area HTD situated at the beam entrance of
the experimental area Cave-C. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
incoming beam will be either transported to the nuclear
structure experiment R3B or deflected to the detector test
area HTD by a dipole magnet mounted directly in front of
Cave-C. Currently the switching magnet provides a limited
bending power of 10 Tm rigidity leading to low projectile
energies on a mini-CBM target (see Tab. 1). For testing
under more realistic experimental conditions it is prefer-
able to upgrade the bending power to 18.66 Tm rigidity
by exchanging the current switching magnet by the FAIR
HEBT1 dipole magnet ”DIP16” (see Fig. 3).

1High Energy Beam Transport system of FAIR
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Figure 3: Planned as switching magnet in front of Cave-C
and the detector test area HTD: the 18.66 Tm, 15◦ dipole
magnet ”DIP16” of the FAIR High Energy Beam Trans-
port system (HEBT). To use the DIP16 dipole magnet as a
switching magnet the vacuum chamber has to be adapted.

Projectile T @ 10 Tm T @ 18,66 Tm
p 2.21 GeV 4.74 GeV

Ca 0.83 AGeV 2.02 AGeV
Ni 0.79 AGeV 1.93 AGeV

Ag(46+) 0.65 AGeV 1.65 AGeV
Au(69+) 0.45 AGeV 1.24 AGeV

Table 1: Kinetic energy T of various projectiles at 10 Tm
and 18,66 Tm rigidity of the corresponding beam transport
system.

To assure that tests at high beam intensities become fea-
sible up to CBM design collision rates the radiation field for
Au+Au as well as p+Au collisions at the maximum rigidity
of the SIS18 accelerator has been simulated with the soft-
ware package FLUKA [3] (Fig. 4). An additional concrete
and iron layer will be mounted in front of the cave wall (see
also Fig. 1) reducing the radiation intensity inside Cave-C
as well as outside the test area HTD significantly. Accord-
ing to the FLUKA simulation for Au+Au 1.24 AGeV col-

Figure 4: FLUKA simulation of the radiation field gener-
ated for experiments at mini-CBM using Au+Au collisions
at 1.24 AGeV (upper fig.) and p+Au collisions at 4.74 GeV
(lower fig.) at maximum rigidity of the SIS18 accelerator.
To reduce the radiation intensity in Cave-C as well as out-
side the test area HTD an additional concrete and iron layer
will be mounted in front of the cave wall.

lisions at CBM design collision rate, less than 104 hadrons
per cm2 per second are expected around the target region
of the R3B experiment. For proton-induced reactions at
the highest collision energy of 4.74 GeV and CBM design
collision rate the radiation level increases by one order of
magnitude accordingly. Whether the radiation level is ac-
ceptable or further shielding measures become necessary is
under discussion with the R3B experts as well as the radia-
tion protection department of GSI.
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CBM Publications 2016
• A. Abuhoza et al.

Building and commissioning of a setup to study ageing phenomena in gaseous detectors
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A in press (Proceedings of 13th Pisa meeting on advanced detectors)

• E. Atkin et al.
Development and experimental study of the readout ASIC for muon chambers of the CBM experiment
JINST 11 (2016) C01084 (Proceedings of TWEPP-2015)

• J. Bendarouach
Conception and design of a control and monitoring system for the mirror alignment of the CBM RICH
detector
J. Phys. Conf. Ser 742 (2016) 012007 (Proceedings of "FAIRNESS 2016")

• S. Biswas et al.
Systematic measurements of the gain and the energy resolution of single and double mask GEM
detectors
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A in press (Proceedings of 13th Pisa meeting on advanced detectors)

• I. Deppner et al.
Performance studies of MRPC prototypes for CBM
JINST 11 (2016) C10006 (Proceedings of "13th Workshop on Resistive Plate Chambers and Related Detec-
tors (RPC2016)")

• D. Doering et al.
CMOS-sensors for energy-resolved X-ray imaging
JINST 11 (2016) C01013 (Proceedings iWoRiD-2015)

• V. Friese for the CBM collaboration
Strangeness Prospects with the CBM Experiment
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 668 (2016) 012014 (Proceedings SQM-2015)

• P. Ghosh
Non-invasive characterization and quality assurance of silicon micro-strip detectors using pulsed
infrared laser
JINST 11 (2016) C01019 (Proceedings iWoRiD-2015)

• J. M. Heuser
Status of the Compressed Baryonic Matter Experiment at FAIR and its Silicon Tracking System
Acta Phys.Polon.Supp. 9 (2016) 221 (Proceedings of "XI Workshop on Particle Correlations and Fem-
toscopy and NICA Days 2015")
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• K. Kasinski et al.
A protocol for hit and control synchronous transfer for the front-end electronics at the CBM experiment
Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 835 (2016) 66

• K. Kasinski, R. Kleczek and R. Szczygiel
Front-end readout electronics considerations for Silicon Tracking System and Muon Chamber
JINST 11 (2016) C02024 (Proceedings iWoRiD-2015)

• K. Kasinski and R. Kleczek
A flexible, low-noise charge-sensitive amplifier for particle tracking application
IEEE 2016 MIXDES 124 (Proceedings of "23rd International Conference Mixed Design of Integrated
Circuits and Systems")

• K. Kasinski, R. Szczygiel and W. Zabolotny
Back-end and interface implementation of the STS-XYTER2 prototype ASIC for the CBM experiment
JINST 11 (2016) C11018 (Proceedings of "18th International Workshop on Radiation Imaging Detectors
(IWORID2016)")

• K. Kasinski and W. Zubrzycka
Test systems of the STS-XYTER2 ASIC: from wafer-level to in-system verification
Proc. SPIE 10031 (2016) 100313N (Proceedings of "18th International Workshop on Radiation Imaging
Detectors (IWORID2016)")

• P. Kurilkin et al.
Quench calculations for the superconducting dipole magnet of CBM experiment at FAIR
J. Phys. Conf. Ser 742 (2016) 012017 (Proceedings of "FAIRNESS 2016")

• V. Kushpil et al.
Investigation of avalanche photodiodes radiation hardness for baryonic matter studies
Phys. Part. Nucl. Lett. 13 (2016) 120

• P. Larionov
Automated quality assurance for silicon microstrip sensors of the CBM Silicon Tracking System
JINST 11 (2016) C01033 (Proceedings iWoRiD-2015)

• L. Meder et al.
A timing synchronizer system for beam test setups requiring galvanic isolation
Real Time Conference (RT), 2016 IEEE-NPSS Conference Record

• L. Meder et al.
A signal distribution board for the timing and fast control master of the CBM experiment
JINST 11 (2016) C02001 (Proceedings of TWEPP-2015)
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• I. Momot et al.
Radiation tolerance studies of silicon microstrip sensors for the CBM Silicon Tracking System
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 668 (2016) 012117 (Proceedings SQM-2015)

• M. Petris et al.
Time and position resolution of high granularity, high counting rate MRPC for the inner zone of the
CBM-TOF wall
JINST 11 (2016) C09009 (Proceedings of "13th Workshop on Resistive Plate Chambers and Related Detec-
tors (RPC2016)")

• M. Petris et al.
Prototype with the basic architecture for the CBM-TOF inner wall tested in close to real conditions
J. Phys. Conf. Ser 724 (2016) 012037 (Proceedings of "XXI International School on Nuclear Physics and
Applications , International Symposium on Exotic Nuclei (ISEN-2015)")

• Yi Wang et al.
Development and test of a real-size MRPC for CBM-TOF
JINST 11 (2016) C08007 (Proceedings of "13th Workshop on Resistive Plate Chambers and Related Detec-
tors (RPC2016)")

• W. Zabolotny et al.
Versatile prototyping platform for Data Processing Boards for CBM experiment
JINST 11 (2016) C02031 (Proceedings of TWEPP-2015)
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PhD Thesis Award CBM Progress Report 2016

CBM PhD Award 2015
The CBM PhD Award decorates the best doctoral work related to the CBM experiment. With this award, the
CBM collaboration especially wants to honour the contributions of students to the CBM project. The award
was granted for the first time at the CBM Collaboration Meeting in April 2016 for PhD theses defended in the
year 2015. It will in future be awarded annually. The award is endowed with a prize money of 500 Euro.
For 2015, three candidates were nominated by their doctoral advisers. The selection was carried out by a
committee appointed by the CBM collaboration. The criteria for the selection were originality and quality of
the scientific work, scientific value, impact of the results on the field of research in general and on CBM in
particular, as well as the presentation of the work in the dissertation.
The prize winner for 2015 is

Dr Dennis Doering
from Goethe-Universtät Frankfurt for his work on

Untersuchungen zur Verbesserung der Strahlenhärte von
CMOS-Sensoren zum Einsatz in Vertexedetektoren von

Schwerionenexperimenten

(Studies to improve the radiation hardness of CMOS-sensors in the application for vertex detectors of
heavy-ion experiments)

Dr Dennis Doering, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, CBM PhD Award winner 2015

In his PhD Dr Doering worked on the development of a micro vertex detector (MVD) for the Compressed
Baryonic Matter Experiment (CBM) in the team of Professor Joachim Stroth. He tested and evaluated CMOS
sensors for the MVD, produced with new technologies, with particular emphasis on their radiation hardness
which would qualify them to be applied for CBM. He showed that high-resistive epitaxial layers constitute an
important step forward in tolerance to non-ionising radiation, and that the combination of such material with a
new CMOS process is a most promising way to fulfill the CBM requirements for monolithic active pixel sensors
(MAPS). His work has high impact for the future MAPS developments in general and for the CBM project in
particular.
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Workshops and Meetings 2016

BI-IFCC workshop on CBM MUCH Electronics
11 – 12 January 2016, Darjeeling Campus of Bose Institute, India

This workshop addressed the basic aspects of the electronics for the CBM MUCH detector.

https://indico.gsi.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=4470
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Workshop on Quality Assurance for the STS
28 – 29 January 2016, Tübingen, Germany

The workshop aimed at reviewing the status of quality assurance procedures of STS sensors and other
module components, important tasks for their production readiness. It was a follow-up to a first workshop
dedicated to this topic (Tübingen, June 2012) and a more comprehensive STS workshop that included a session
on quality assurance aspects (Heiligkreuztal, June 2014, link). The participants were from the STS groups at
GSI and Univ. Tübingen. The outcome of the workshop was turned into a comprehensive internal document
on quality assurance parameters and procedures, compiled by the participating work teams.

https://indico.gsi.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=4470
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Workshop on STS module assembly and cable manufacturing
21 March 2016, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The work meeting of physicists and engineers from GSI and LTU Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine, addressed technical
issues and milestones towards advancing micro-cable production and module assembly for the CBM Silicon
Tracking System.

https://indico.gsi.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=4664
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27th CBM Collaboration Meeting
11 – 15 April 2016, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=3620
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International Conference on Matter under High Densities
21 – 23 June 2016, Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology, Rangpo, Sikkim, India

This conference aimed at to discussing the basic aspects of the physics of Compressed Baryonic Matter
(CBM). Special emphasis was on critical point, heavy quarkonia and fluctuations.

https://indico.gsi.de/internalPage.py?pageId=0&confId=4597
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28th CBM Collaboration Meeting
26 – 30 September 2016, Tübingen, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=3960
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Workshop on radiation induced surface effects in double-sided silicon
microstrip sensors

3 November 2016, IPE KIT, Karslruhe, Germany

The workshop addressed the performance of the microstrip sensors in the CBM Silicon Tracking System
under the influence of ionizing radiation. Of particular concern are alterations to the inter-strip isolation on
the n-side, affecting the charge collection there, and the resulting rise of total strip capacitance seen by the
front-end electronics, affecting the noise. Contributions to the discussion came from members of the two silicon
detector systems of the CBM Collaboration, from experts at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, and the CiS
Research Institute for Microsensors. After the workshop, a detailed internal document on the expected sensor
performance was assembled.

https://indico.gsi.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=5061
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